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Listening to Electrocompaniet's massive Nemo monoblock power 

amplifiers (p I 0) this month caused me something of a headache. 

Not as a result of any harsh upper midband or screechy treble, 

but from trying to fathom out why I liked it despite it being so 

diametrically opposite in sonic character to what I normally enjoy. 

Basically, my brain was plunged into conceptual confusion! 

Whereas we've measured nearly 600W RMS from 

Rotel's compact Class D RB-I092 power amplifier, the near-Class 

A Nemos are huge and imposing monsters — with a razor-sharp 

visceral sound to suit. After the initial shock of their stunning detail 

and speed subsided, I found myself really enjoying them. Strange, as 

1 am more used to the softer, sweeter tones of my World Audio 

Design K5881 valve power amplifier.The two products couldn't be 

more different, my reference being considerably cheaper and with 
just one thirtieth of the on-paper power! 

Although I've always thought it possible to enjoy both solid-state 

and vacuum tube powered amplifiers, I'd had a strong preference 

for the latter since I first heard a wonderful 300B power amplifier 

some fifteen years ago. But the sheer force, grip and effortless 

muscle of the Electrocompaniet reminded me quite how good 

solid-state can be, in its own particular way...1 used to know what I 

like, but now I'm not so sure! 

Still, I've always been something of a ' pluralist' with loudspeakers, 

finding it less easy to come to definitive positions. On p32 we 

test Robson Acoustics Greystokes and KingSound Princess Ils. 

Each is designed quite differently (one has a ribbon tweeter, the other an electro-

static panel), yet I found myself appreciating both speakers' distinct presentations. 

Although superficially the sound is different, both boxes offer similar 'connect-

edness' to the music. 

Isn't it fascinating how hi-fi can use such diverse technologies yet provide equally 

high levels of listening pleasure? Even though the subjective experience feels quite 

different, it still provides real satisfaction.There's a lesson to be learned here — we 

shouldn't privilege any type of technology over one another, or make claims about 

the intrinsic accuracy of one compared to the other. In the final reckoning, all that 
really matters is whether the music moves you. 

David Price, editor. 

testing 
To ensure the upmost accuracy in our product reviews, 

Hi-Fi World has extremely comprehensive in-house test 

facilities, and our test equipment - from big names like 

Rohde & Schwarz and Hewlett Packard - is amongst the 

most advanced in the world. 

Loudspeakers are measured using a calibrated Bruel 
& Kjaer microphone feeding a Clio-based computer 
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DPA CA-1 

gaignase DPA MA- 1 

BACK IN BLACK 
The return of the Deltec Precision Audio name will surprise many, but the 

marque has just resurfaced with two new amplifiers. Said to be taking the design 

philosophy from the origiral Deltec, these are the first in a forthcoming range 

of high quality audiophile products, it is said, achieved through "radical design, 

engineering excellence and precision manufacturing".This range starts with the 

DPA-CA I Stereo l're Amplifier and the DPA-MA I Mono Power Amplifier.The 

CA I is a minimalist stereo preamplifier with the signal handling circuitry as 

simple and direct as possible. It has six line level inputs for sources, two record 

monitor outputs and two play monitor inputs. 

The DPA-MA I is a mono power amplifier with 60W RMS into 8 Ohms 

and 120W into half that, via a current coupled Class A output stage. At the 

heart of both amplifiers is the hybrid voltage amplifier, the DH-0A37. This thick 

film hybrid has been designed and developed by Deltec and offers many sonic 

advantages over conventiona. circuitry, they say.The hybrid circuit is physically 

much smaller than conventional PCB layout, which allows RF filtering and 

decoupling to be closer to active components for "smoother, sweeter sound 

quality". Front panels are sculpted by precision machining from a solid billet of 

aluminium.The surface part is mirror finished to a very high standard, which is 

then hand gloss painted and 'acquered to a high lustre.The fabricated envelope 

and chassis are accurately laser cut and folded, and finished in a fine anodised 

satinwood black. 

Prices are £2,300 for the DPA-CA I Stereo Pre Amplifier and £2,200 for the 

DPA-MA I Mono Power Amplifier. For more details, call +44 (0)1793 238 085 or 

dick on www.deltecprecisionoudio.com. 

EPOSTULATION 
Epos's latest ELS8 loudspeaker features a 5 1/4 inch woofer 

with polypropylene cone and 1 inch voice coil. It has a 

steel chassis and shielded motor system, and the injection 

moulded trim ring is blended into the cabinet.The new 

speaker is designed to produce lower frequencies than the 

ELS 3, achieved in part by a bigger cabinet volume, Epos say. 

The all new Epos metal dome tweeter has a metal mesh 

grille and ferrite magnet, and is shielded.The multi element 

crossover has been engineered to extract the best possible 

performance from both drive units, it's claimed, while the 

internally braced cabinet is rear ported with a stylish curved from A removable 

injection moulded curved cloth grille completes the picture. Priced to sell at £250, 

the ELS 8 follows on the success of the original ELS 3, the first in a line of lower 

cost Epos speakers. It is available in a choice of two finishes, maple or black, and 

its vital statistics are 31 Ox 180x21 5mm and 5.67kg per single speaker. For more 

information, click on www.epos.co.uk. 

PHOTO COUR'ESY OF NBCU PHOTOBANK 

STUDIO LINE 
Prince fans will be interested to learn that he has 

chosen a PMC 885-XBD-A Reference Monitoring 

System for his Los Angeles-based Composing 

Facility.The artist has released several hundred 

songs both under his own name and with other 

artists, winning a total of six Grammy Awards 

and an Oscar for Best Music and his original song 

score for ' Purple Rain'.And now a PMC monitor 

system has been installed in his state-of-the-art 

Paisley Park recording complex in Minneapolis. 

Prince was said to be looking for a system that is 

powerful and, above all, had the ability to translate 

his music without compromise. He first leard 

the system at Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis' Flyte 

Time Studios in Santa Monica, and subsequently 

contacted Maurice Patist, PMC USA's President of 

Sales & Marketing, then arrangements were made 

to install a system. "We are very pleased with 

the new PMC BB5-XBD-A system," the studio 

manager states, "because of three main factors. 

Firstly, the BB5 sounds wonderful. Secondly, it 

doesn't hype the sound — frequency response is 

ultra-flat across the entire frequency spectrum. 

And, thirdly, the system produces a full, large sound 

— just the way we like to work while tracking 

and mixing". For more information, see www.pmc-

speakers com. 
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NEWS 

Leema Agena 

HIGH LEEMAS 
The new Leema Agena phono stage is designed to "extract hitherto 

unheard of levels of information from vinyl records and present 

it with transfixing musicality", the company claims. It sports fully 

adjustable inputs, each with two separate 'headshell settings' to allow 

precise matching for up to six phono cartridges. In addition to the 

single-ended RCA and fully balanced XLR analogue outputs a reference quality 

analogue to digital converter feeds USB and S/PDIF digital outputs allowing 

broadcast quality archiving to computer hard-drive or other digital media. 

User features include mono, mute, high and low frequency filters, and a sleep 

mode, which turns off all processing and display circuitry to ensure the very 

best fidelity when listening.Vital statistics are 440x I I Ox320mm and I I kg, and 
Leema Altair price is £2,995. 

The £3,995 Pyxis preamplifier is the first of a new Leema Reference Class of product. Designed 

to offer "absolute transparency, resolution and musicality" it also sports a comprehensive and custom-

isable range of inputs including both single-ended and balanced analogue inputs, an optional phono 

stage and digital inputs (including USB and S/PDIF) for use with digital sources such as computer 

hard drives. Digital outputs are also included for archiving to computer. There's even "non-intrusive, 

audiophile adjustment" of bass and treble. Size is 440x I I Ox330mm and weight is I I kg. 

The new flagship Altair mono power amplifier is said to bring "a new level of control, transparency, 

detail and speed".The £8,495 beastie can produce peaks of over 2 kilowatts and 100 amps, and is 

described as "a technical tour-de-force, establishing new levels of detail, linearity and agility leading to a staggeringly real 

musical performance"! The headline power output figure is 550W RMS per channel into 8 ohms. Featuring LIPS (Leema 

Intelligent Protocol System), the Altair can be configured to receive a full level signal from a Leema preamplifier whilst 

the preamplifier sets the volume at the input stage of the Altair. Size is 440x390x335mm and it weighs 45kg.For more 

information, call +44(0)1938 811900 or click on www.leema-acoustics.com. 

BLU FOR YOU 
NAD's new £850 T587 is an advanced Profile 2.0 Blu-ray player 

featuring BD Live and BD Java for a new level of interactivity 

with home entertainment media. BD Live enables Internet-

connected users to access additional content, such as movie 

previews, alternate movie endings, and special features for Blu-ray viewers, from the studio that produced the 

movie being screened. BD Java is the interactive platform supporting advanced content for Blu-ray Discs. 

Video and audio performance is said to be outstanding, and it is versatile enough to play Blu-ray discs in 

BD-ROM, BD-R and BD-RE formats, conventional DVDs in NTSC and PAL, and several other popular disc 

formats, including DVD-R/RVV, DVD+R/RVV, CD-R/RVV, and Audio CDs. With Blu-ray's native resolution of 1080p 

and pure digital transmission via HDMI, the 1587 supports 1080p at 24 frames per second for the most fit.nd 
motion available from film-based material, it is claimed 

Most Blu-ray Discs offer true high- definition audio, up to 7.1 Linear PCM soundtrack with 24bit resolution, 

and the T587 supports this format via HDMI.The TS87 also supports the new HD formats from Dolby arid DTS 

that offer ' Iossless' compression. They can be decoded in the T587 and sent as LPCM via HDMI, or forwarded 

compressed to another component that supports decoding. It also supports Audio CDs and CD-Rs with MP3 

or VVMA decoding, Dolby Digital Plus, and the legacy formats of Dolby Digital and DTS, which it transmits as 

bitstreams via HDMI, coax or optical connections. Dolby Digital Plus is a new backward-compatible Dolby 

format that significantly increases the bit rate for improved fidelity, with support up to 10.2 channels. 

For more details on the new T587 Blu-ray Disc player, see www.nadelectronics.com. 

WIne  

SPACE 2009 
Moon's new CD3.3 Disc Player is described as the companion source component for the i3.3 Integrated Amplifier, 

and "embodies many of the revolutionary technologies found in the highly acclaimed Moon CD players", the company 

says. It features a digital input for use with a PC, music server or standalone transport, plus optional balanced analogue 

outputs, a fully customised CD transport mechanism, a bidirectional RS-232 port, an IR input for external control, 

and "luxurious industrial build quality". It features discrete digital and analogue power supplies using a toroidal power 

transformer, ten stages of DC voltage regulation, a proprietary CD drive system with in-house developed hardware 

and software, mounted on Moon's M-Quattro gel-based four-point floating suspension.The circuit board features pure 

copper tracings and gold plating. Internal upsampling with 24bit/I.41 I MHz processing is used, and BurrBrown PCMI798 

24bit/192kHz DACs and 8x oversampling digital filter — all run by a very precise 25PPM digital clocking system. Fully 

balanced differential analogue outputs are optional. There's an S/PDIF digital input. so the unit can be used as a digital-

to-analogue converter with either a 

digital music server or external transport. 

Available now, for details see www.simaudio. 12 55.06 com. 

) ) ) ) ) ) ): 11: 17 1110 
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KIND OF BLU 

ART OF SOUND BIG TIME 
We're big fans of the Accustic Arts range of high end CD players and 

DACs, so it's interesting to hear about the company's new CD transport 

- the Drive 11— which is designed to partner the Tube DAC 11 in the 

company's high end reference series. Able to play CDs, CD-Rs, and CD-

RWs "in uncompromised quality", at its core is a CD-Pro2LF mechanism 

with a solid diecast metal chassis providing excellent damping, stability 

and rigidity, the manufacturer says.This 3-beam laser assembly is fully 

decoupled by an elaborate subchassis mounted within a solid aluminium 

enclosure.Two large magnetically shielded transformers supply the 

voltage feed, and a custom designed filter removes interference from 

the incoming mains to ensure consistent performance.The mains filter 

may be switched off by means of a rear panel switch, useful if the unit 

is already connected to a filtered mains supply. Next to the mains 

filter switch is a mains polarity indicator and switch to ensure that the 

incoming mains is of the correct polarity. Motor control, laser control, 

digital signal processing, display control and display heating all have their 

own high performance power supplies. 

The chassis is constructed from machined solid aluminium plates 

and chrome-plated lathe-turned solid brass. The solidity of the enclosure 

is important to make sure that the CD is read by the laser without any 

external interference. Airborne vibration is prevented from reaching the 

CD compartment by the 1.6 kg, acoustically damped, solid aluminium top 

cover, and the interior of the CD compartment is coated with Nextel 

to absorb any stray light, while the CD itself is exactly positioned within 

the drive by a magnetic clamp. Pure silver cable that connects the CD 

module to the digital signal processor for better performance. Measuring 

up at I 30x482x375mm and weighing in at 18 kg, the new Drive 11 costs 

£6,150. For more information, call Audio Reference on 

+44(0)1252 702 705 or click on www.audioreference.co.uk. 

NEWS 

The origins of PMC's massive 

MB2 XBD floorstanding 

loudspeaker can be found 

in the professional active 

version which is currently the 

reference for Emil Berliner/ 

Deutsche Grammophon 

Ø erlin, no less. But the new 
—:passive version features the 

same PMC hand built 75mm 

midrange and twin twelve 

inch Radial bass units as the 

active but with the flexibility 

of choice of amplification due 

to its passive nature.The massively engineered handbuit 32 

element 24dB per octave crossover is housed in a dedicated 

enclosure and is mounted externally on the rear of the lower 

cabinet. The speaker has just undergone the series upgrade 

which includes a new Sonolex tweeter unit and dispersion 

plate, while the cabinets are constructed with a higher density 

brade Medite with a staggered jointing process that ensures 

greater integrity and a more homogenous, stable structure. 

The cabinet is balance veneered with both the internal and 

external faces trimmed in real wood veneers with the outer 

in a sumptuous high sheen finish.The powerful 12 inch bass 

nits sit in an extremely long, heavily damped Transmission Line em , 
'roducing low frequency extension that is flat down to 20Hz, 

' C claim. Although a large scale monitor, the MB2XBD is 

highly efficient with a sensitivity of 91dB, making the choice of 

amplification very wide. For 

information, click on www.pmc-speakers.com. 

WEBWATCH: RADIO PARADISE 
www.radioparadise.com 

One particularly interesting internet radio station we've come across of late is Radio Paradise. 

It seems a smallish operation, possibly even family run, but what they do well - bes'aes playing 

great classic rock music — is give the listener a real sense of involvement. Their expansive, eclectic 

playlist links superbly with Amazon.com, making it very easy to find (and buy) the music they play, 

and there are no advertisements or inane DJ chit-chat. Essentially then, it's a great resource for 

lovers of its particular flavour of rock music. Even the sound quality is excellent (considering the 

genre!), with I 28kbps AAC and I 92kbps MP3 available. 

Onkyo's first Blu-ray player, the new £399.99 DV-BD606 comes in at a lower price than some rival manufacturers' first generation designs. 

Said to be capable of delivering richly detailed, lifelike video images with a full HD resolution of 1920 x 1080p and a film- like refresh 

rate option of 24 pictures per second, it runs the latest HDMI version ( 1.3a) to support Deep Color (on appropriate discs) and render 

images with exceptional colour depth. In addition, the DV-BD606 (which complies with BD-ROM Profile 1, version 1.1 ) is BONUSVIEW 

compatible. This allows owners to take advantage of the picture-in-picture playback of interactive bonus material, such as video commen-

taries, where available.The player also natively decodes Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio formats, sending them as bi:streams via 

its HDMI port straight to the receiver. It can also play CD and MP3 music via its Burr-Brown PCM1782 192kHz/24bit DAC.The player also 

boasts a custom-specified power supply with high quality components. For more details, click on www.onkyo.com. 
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REVIEW 

Power Poi ts 
With its gargantuan Nemo, Electrocompaniet is gunning for the high end monoblock power 
amplifier market. After a life with lower powered valve amps, Noel Keywood is in for a shock! 

y
u didn't get one of 

these in your stocking at 

Christmas because of its 

size — and if it came down 

the chimney then you're 

sitting in a pile of rubble 

right now. Weighing 4Ikg (90Ibs) 

each, we struggled to lift these 

power amplifiers; perhaps we have 

seen and lifted bigger, but not by 

much. Humongous power amplifiers 

like these usually have a suitably 

massive sound, and the Nemos 

didn't disappoint - everything about 

them is big, I found! 

Although going under the official 

nomenclature of AW600, they've 

been given the 'Neno' name because 

they're designed to drive Nautilus 

loudspeakers from B&VV. Not that 

if you had a pair of these in your 

front room, you'd be worried about 

choice of speaker however, as they'll 

drive anything ever made - Heaven 

K nows, they'll even get more than 

a squeak out of BBC LS3/5as!The 

AW 600 moniker gives some idea 

of the power these amps deliver: 

600 Watts no less.Testing for power 

at these levels gets a little sticky 

but we found this is about right as 

a conservative figure.The output 

is heavily protected by a current 

sensing circuit to prevent the Nemo 

becoming an arc welder if its outputs 

are short circuited.There are two 

sets of parallel loudspeaker outputs 

and one balanced input, for which 

Electrocompaniet supply an adaptor 

that allows the use of an ordinary 

(unbalanced) phono lead. 

The power switch is located 

in an awkward position on the 

rear panel, beneath the IEC 

terminated power lead. Claimed by 

Electrocompaniet to be substantially 

Class A, the Nemos run warm but 

not burning hot like 100% Class A. 

Sw-tching on brings no noises othe-

than the clatter of the protection 

relays. However, I did in my fiddlings 

with various matching components 

manage to touch a live signal lead 

accidentally and there was a fierce 

crack from the loudspeakers with the 

power of a lightning bolt! 

Not only are the Nemos 

monstrously heavy, but they are large 

too (514mm wide, 288mm high and 

470mm deep).Their quiescent power 

consumption is 230 Watts and. being 

Class A this changes little with an 

applied signal.They need ventilation 

of course and could not be shut away 

in cupboards. Electrocompaniet don't 

say they should be left switched on 

but they do specify a two hour warm 

up for optimum performance and, 

together with the awkwardly placed 

power switches this does suggest the 

Nemos be left on.They a so need a 

seventy two hour running in period. 
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ELECTROCOMPANIET 

NEMO 
lonsural Class A Referee« Arretew 

Build quality is good in a 

functional rather than lavish way. 

The case has black steel sleeves for 

protection, with a lot of venting to 

give warm air an exit.The front panel 

comprises a thick sheet of acrylic, 

again black but with gold lettering, 

gold holding studs and a natty blue 

light the shape of Electrocompaniet's 

logo to warn the unit is on.The 

styling 'does the job', being suitably 

discreet and as unimposing as a 

massive lump of electronics in your 

listening room can be. 

SOUND QUALITY 
If you're buying a solid state 

monoblock of this size and price, 

then you're not going to be the sort 

of person who'd otherwise enjoy a 

3W single-ended tube amplifier. As 

such, you want a big, powerful and 

ultra clean sound - without so much 

as a flaw from bottom to top - and 

that's precisely what the Nemos give. 

Their delivery is dry and concise, 

with everything kept under an iron 

grip and supported by the ability to 

deliver seismic power, the sort that 

moves buildings. 

That they work down to d.c. 

didn't surprise me. All-direct-coupled 

amplifiers are nothing new and 

the ones I have heard in the past 

did have a wide open door to a 

peculiarly earth shaking sound that 

forces its way into the room with 

the unstoppable force of a bulldozer. 

The massive bass line in Sly and 

Robbie's 'Make 'Em Move' took on 

this form of unstoppable force, as if it 

could rearrange the room physically. 

Our Spendor S8e benchmark 

loudspeakers are underdamped and 

can sound plummy if not used with 

an amplifier possessing grip, but the 

Nemos grabbed them - and various 

other loudspeakers I used - by the 

neck as expected.They kept the 

bass cones in perfect control no 

matter what I threw at them. My 

preferred Angelique Kidjo test disc is 

a commercial recording, rather than 

a demo disc, with strong energy right 

down to 30Hz from the emphasised 

walking bass lines and the Nemos 

made the subsonic power of a track 

like ' Fifa' frighteningly obvious in a 

way I am not acquainted with.They 

appear to possess no constraint. Of 

course, the simple truth is that with 

600 Watts and huge peak current 

available, claimed to be 150A, the AW 

600s can in truth drive anything... 

Across the midband the Nemos 

sound detailed and concise.They are 

REVIEW 

it, from The Stranglers 'Ghost Train' 

for example, made stage width and 

movemert across it plainly obvious. 

The Nemos strength of delivery was 

attention grabbing. 

There was of course infinite 

quantities of power available, and the 

Nemos remained clean at all levels, 

no matter where I set the volume 

control. Giant power amplifiers like 

these know no limits whatever is 

asked of them, and the Nemo is 

no exception.Another key feature 

is this easy display of power whilst 

remaining relatively neutral and easy 

going in presentation.They are crisp 

and clear certainly, but without the 

sort of high frequency sharpness that 

makes cymbals sizzle for example. 

In fact, the Nemos were 

remarkably even mannered and 

balanced in their handling of vocals 

and metallic percussion, bringing to 

cymbals a pleasantly bright ring from 

which tizz was thankfully absent.The 

rasp of synthesiser in Goldfrapp's 

"Giant oower amo ifiers liKe this Know no 
imits, no matter what is asKec of them, 
anc the \emo is no exceation..." 
crisp and fresh in presentation, quite 

evenly lit, with an ability to push out 

a mass of fine detail.Win so much 

force at their disposal there was a 

lively dynamic right across the sound 

stage. Even fairly mild pans across 

'Love.), 2CU' had a fierce strength 

and the pulsating bass of this track 

had conspicuously more power than 

usual; it was quite strange that other 

amplifiers subjectively lack power 

against the Nemos when compre-
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Piotr Tomaszewski - Piazzale IJegli Uffizi, Florence - Sunday afternoon 

Music is a reflection of life. 

A never-ending dance between your joys 

and sori-ows, ups and downs and that all 

consuming can't-live-without-each-other lcve. 

Music is our reality. 

Nothing added. Nothing subtracted. 

.1!;?ALI 

IN ADMIRATION OF MUSIC 

www.dali.dk 



hensive measurement shows that 

technically they do not. Yet there you 

are. subjectively these monoblocks 

make other amplifiers sound wanting 

at low frequencies, weak kneed, of 

mediocre grip and of no 

de; great resolution either. 

Anyone wanting 

to drive 

serious 

loudspeakers 

in a large 

space 

would need 

amplifiers as 

forceful as these, 

although this doesn't 

include high sensitivity 

Tannoys and such like which 

are best not used with high power 

amplifiers - for those you must use 

valves. The Nemos have far more 

power than a valve amplifier and 

brutishly powerful 

bass, but they don't 

have the same stage 

depth nor their 

sense of easy flow, 

but then neither do 

solid-state amplifiers 

of any persuasion, no 

matter what claims 

are made! 

With classical, 

DAVID SAYS: 

If you are rich enough to afford the Electrocompaniet 

Nemo monoblocks, then I would suggest you are rich 

enough to need them. How so? Simply because they are 

too enormous to fit anything except a large room - and a 

large room requires large loudspeakers and an amplifier 

that can drive them with intent! As such, valve ampli-

fiers cannot apply; rather, you need a really clean and 

smooth pair of solid- staters such as these. 

Massive power, incredible resolution and a smooth-

ness that starts from subsonic frequencies and goes 

all the way up to the province of bat chit-chat - that's 

the Nemo. They cast a revealing light on a recording, 

showing its every detail, nuance and fault - yet deliver 

it to the speakers with unflappable ease The result is 

a fascinating listen - and one that is unknown to most. 

Although surely one of the great amplifiers for classic 

music - with that glassy clarity and massive transient 

thump - I found their handling of jazz funk music most 

effective. Alphonse Mouzon's 'By All Means' was deliv-

ered with mind-expanding detail, breathtaking punch 

and incredible insight into the playing of arch ivory tin-

kler Herbie Hancock. This is high resolution music in its 

purest sense 

Still, the dub stylings of Augustus Pablo in ' King 

Tubby Meets Rockers Uptown' was no less of a revela-

tion. Although the Nemos can never match the beguil-

ing, liquid ' lilt' of a top tube amp, they more than make 

up for it with a bass performance the like of which 

sticks in the memory for weeks after. Consummately 

controlled, yet brilliantly articulated, they make your 

average PA amplifier sound like a battery powered 

headphone stage. Most impressive is the way the 

Nemos can deliver enough Watts to light up a street 

in such a rhythmically coherent fashion; their speed is 

of the essence. At the same time as serving up all that 

power on the beat, they lock everything else on the 

soundstage into place perfectly. 

With superlative power, grip, dynamics and clarity, 

solid-state power amplification can't get much better 

than this. The only issue facing purchasers is how well 

they integrate into their systems - the Nemo's icy clarity 

won't flatter poor loudspeakers or suffer bad sources 

glady. As such, an audition is mandatory - but don't go 

thinking you can get 'em home on the bus if you like 

them! DP 

REVIEW 

orchestras took on an extra sense 

of scale and the horns in Wagner's 

Lohengrin blared a bit louder than 

usual, or perhaps I was being a bit 

too enthusiastic with the volume 

control.Thunderous rolls on the 

kettle drum were more seismic than 

usual, going down further to better 

disturb the underworld I mused, 

as the settee quivered. And the 

inevitable crash of the cymbals at 

climaxes was delivered with searing 

power. Generally, from the strings of 

the Emerson Trio playing Grieg to the 

sonic antics within large scale works 

like those from Wagner, the Nemos 

deliver with almighty gusto and a raw 

insight that is very revealing. 

Deeply detailed, evenly balanced 

across the audio range with no undue 

light, in any one area, and disturbingly 

forceful, Electrocompaniet's Nemo 

monoblock power amplifiers are a 

solid-state spectacular. If you want 

a power house that combines force 

with finesse then these are the 

amplifiers to choose.You will need 

a big pocket of course, bulging arm 

muscles and chunky floor joists to 

withstand their weight.They'll work 

well with just about anything I can 

think of, but with B&VV's Nautilus on 

the end of these monsters, I'll wager 

you'd end up with oceanic force. 

VERDICT ••••• 
Building shaking power combined 
with an even, finessed delivery. 

ELECTROCOMPANIET 

NEMO £4,450 each 

NSS Ltd 

CC + 44 ( 0)20 8893 5835 

www.electrocompaniet.com 

FOR 

- jaw-dropping subsonics 

- smooth, even delivery 

- richly detailed 

AGAINST 

- size and weight 

- awkward power switch 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Nemo can swing no less than 80V 
on short term peaks our measurements 
showed, making it vastly powerful. With 

a steady sine wave test it gave 75V, or 
700 Watts into 8 Ohms. A current limiting 
protection circuit operates to limit power 
into low loads and although we got a 
few cycles through it at 1,400W in a 
burst test before the relay clattered in, it 
gives a steady 600 Watts or so. As most 
loudspeakers are effectively 4 Ohms it is 

then a 600 Watt amplifier able to give a little 
more on short term peaks. So the Nemo 
has vast headroom, but as such power is 
unusable on any sustained basis it is low 

level performance that counts. 
Distortion was very low across the 

audio band our sweep shows, reaching just 

0.012% into 4 Ohms at 1 Watt, 10kHz, rising 
to 0.05% maximum at high powers. Midband 
levels were much lower, down to 0.0015% 
at 1 Watt into 8 Ohms and 0.04% just below 
full power into 8 Ohms. So no matter how 
hard the Nemo was pushed it produced little 
distortion, and third harmonic dominated 
what was there. 

Input is balanced via XLR and sensitivity 
unusually low at 2.8V for full output of 
700 Watts, so the Nemo will need a high 
gain preamplifier, preferably with balanced 

outputs. Most preamps can swing 3V 
Out, but x3 is a common gain figure and 
the Nemo needs x9 or more if it is to be 
matched to low output sources, like phono 
stages. 

The Nemo is a hugely powerful amplifier 

that works substantially in Class A. It 

measures very well and should drive any 
load. NK 

Power 
Frequency response 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Damping factor 

700 Watts 
d.c. - 54kHz 

-122dB 
0.012°/0 

2.8V 
58 

DISTORTION SPECTRUM 

0.18 

0.09 

8.06 

0.87 

0.86 

0.05 

0.E14 

0.83 

8.82 

8.01 

DISTORTION SWEEP 

o 119) all. 
0.10 

0.09 

0.80 

0.07 

0.06 

0.05 

0,09 

0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

0 
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30 DAY 
MONEY BACK TRIAL 

Hearing is believing. We want you to really know 
what a difference BenchinalfrwIllroake to your 

music, music you taught you hew! 

Call 020 8418 1470 and get a 
DAC1 in your system 

Traps & Condmons apply 

Sound that only Angels could hear... 

Distributed by SCV London: benchmark@scvlondon.co.uk 

hitineWS 
OU 1S IANDING 
PRODUCT 

"Not just good, but stupefyingly good" 

Hi-Fi News July 2008 

Until now. Listen, and the Music will Engage You. DAC1 PRE. 
Engineers and audiophiles have grown to rely on Benchmark for critical digital audio conversion 

for more then 10 years - consistently finding themselves engaged h the music in a way that is 

rarely achieved with digital converters. And it's the same story with the award-winning 

DAC1 PRE, a mastering-quality, 2-channel 192-kHz 24- bit digital-to-analog audio Converter, 

preamp and headphone amp. 

With the AdvancedUSIr interface utilizing the UltraLock'''' clock system to ensure that the 

performance of the IJSB input is equal to the performance of the other inputs, ( regardless of the 

jitter present), and with such a pure, coherent and transparent sound, no wonder it's a HiFi News 

'Outstanding Product 

www.scvlondon.co.uk 



GROUP TEST 

The three systems featured in this month's system supertest show 

that David Price, Paul Rigby and Patrick Cleasby are very different 

folks! David Price is your host... 

I
'd venture that most Hi-Fi World readers have already got 
fairly tasty systems.As your letters flood in every month, 

we can tell that the starting point for most people is fair-

ly high up the audio evolutionary scale; gone are the days 

of readers wanting advice on that all-important upgrade 

from their Fidelity music centre! 

Still, if you weren't where you are already with your hi-fi, 

where would you start? That was the challenge I set the team 

this month. If we had to rip it up and start again with a system 

of modest budget — but not quite from a position of penury 

— where would we be? 

Whereas a decade or so ago, we'd all be clamouring for 

a separate CD player, solid-state amplifier and (the then de 

rigeur) floorstanding speakers, now life isn't as simple. We have a 

number of things bubbling under in the background... 

First, there's a vinyl revival in full swing. It's now perfectly 

possible to run a 'sustainable' vinyl collection — from the 

countless new audiophile reissues, the massive amount of 

second-hand stuff surfacing on eBay and all those lovely high 

street record libraries (sorry, 'charity shops'). As a testament 

to this fact, even Hi-Fi World's resident 'digiphile' Patrick Cleasby 

can now be found buying copies of the Human League's 'Dare' 

on vinyl for 50p at his local Sue Ryder. That's where my system 

comes in... 

Second of course is the valve revival.A decade ago it was a 

mere glow in the eye of a few folk wishing the end of the evil 

transistor, but now though it's a perfectly normal purchasing 

choice available to any hi-fi buyer. Indeed, it's so run of the mill 

that you can even get valve powered iPod docks these days. 

This month sees Paul Rigby choosing a tube aspirated all-in-one 

'style system' touting a massive 3W into horn loaded Klipsch 

loudspeakers — now that's something you wouldn't have been 

able to do a decade ago. 

Finally, Patrick Cleasby has been prized from his Logitech 

Transporter hard disk based set-up, to run a conventional CD 

separates system just like he used to when he was sporting 

red braces and a Flock of Seagulls haircut back in the eighties. 

Exposure provides a superb solid-state silver disc spinner 

and integrated amplifier, to drive a pair of powerhouse KEF 

floorstanders. 

So sit back, relax and enjoy the diverse new world of hi-fi 

system building, 2009-style! 

SYSTEM SLIPERTEST: 

p16 REGA P3-24, MARANTZ PM8300, MONITOR AUDIO RADIUS 90HD 

p18 SHANLING MC-30, KLIPSCH RB-61 

p20 EXPOSURE 3010S CD, EXPOSURE 3010S INTEGRATED, KEF X030 
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GROUP TEST 

Gree 
W

hat 1 love about vinyl 
is that — assum-

ing you've got the 

right combination of 

components — you 

can get a remark-

ably musical sound for a relatively 

small sum of money. And so it is with 

this, my weird but wonderful Rega. 

Marantz and Monitor Audio combina-

tion... 

I've designed this system to 

be just as 1 would like it were 1 

starting out on the hi-fi path afresh 

and wanted to take the vinyl route. 

First, Rega's P3 turntable needs little 

introduction to vinylistas. For me it 

is one of hi-fi's true classics. In its 

latest incarnation it's called the P3-24 

and comes with a fancy gloss finished 

plinth available in a wide range of 

colours, including what 1 like to call 

'Rega Racing Green' you see here! 

Coming in at £586 (with 15% 

VAT, and my review sample also 

sports a £ 107 Elys 2 cartridge), the 

P3 is simply a beautifully finished slab 

of painted and lacquered phenolic 

resin laminates, into which is fitted 

David Price has a ball with Rega's latest P3-24 turntable, 
Marantz's new PM8003 amplifier and Monitor Audio's just 
released Radius 90HD loudspeakers... 

Par 
a high quality bearing and a 24 pole 

AC synchronous motor (as used in 

the company's more expensive P5 

and P9 turntables, plus many more) 

with clever control circuitry to 

reduce vibration and an outboard 

power supply unit that conditions the 

electrical supply with a synthesised 

low distortion crystal controlled ac 

input, plus electronic speed control. 

The P3-24's plinth has one 

other important cut-out — the 

mounting for the new Rega RB301 

tonearm.This is a modified version 

of the very famous RB300, which 

has been modified for superior 

sonics.An improved vertical bea-ing 

housing has been used, which gives 

improved rigidity in the tonearm's 

mounting, reducing the stresses in 

the main 13mm bearings, say Rega. 

This assembly is topped off with the 

improved RB700 bias housing phono 

cable. 

Second in the chain is the £63.0 

Marantz PM8003 integrated.At its 

core is a large bespoke toroidal 

transformer, used to drive audiophile-

grade circuitry inside, including the 

latest generation of Marantz HDAM 

(Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Module) 

op-amps.The current feedback 

amplifier features symmetrical circuit 

topology, a copper-plated chassis and 

rear-panel to reduce signal-degrading 

electromagnetic interference 

and offers the lowest impedance 

grounding to every section of the 

amp. An additional heavy bottom 

plate reduces vibration. 

The result is a claimed 70W RMS 

per channel into 8 Ohms, which is 

just about enough for the partnering 

Monitor Audio Radius 90HD 

speakers. Usefully for some (but not 

for me), the Marantz has simple bass 

and treble controls, although 1 kept 

these at arm's length, preferring to 

keep the Source Direct function 

switched in.There's also an Amp 

Direct mode for operation as power 

amplifier only (for bi-amp mode or 

extension of A/V-Receiver), and most 

importantly here — a good moving 

magnet phono stage. 

Last but not least are Monitor 

Audio's £350 Radius 90HD 

loudspeakers. At 198x125x140mm, 
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GROUP TEST 

they're not that much taller than a 

CD jewel case, so don't be buying 

the MAs thinking you're going to 

get bass aplenty. Still, they take a 

great stab at giving you just enough 

to make them enjoyable.The cast 

chassis of the 100mm mid-bass unit is 

made from glass loaded engineering 

polymer, while Monitor Audio's just-

reworked metal matrix polymer cone 

material does the air moving job. The 

latest 25mm Gold C-CAM tweeter 

is now claimed to extend to 35kHz, 

while the crossover uses high grade 

metallised Polypropylene capacitors, 

high-grade air core and laminated 

iron core inductors and specially 

developed high grade PCOFC 

internal cable. 

SOUND QUALITY 
This system was designed with one 

thing in mind — to give the most 

musical sound possible in a small 

space - and it largely succeeds.The 

Rega P3-24 gives a very precise 

sound that's highly subtle and refined, 

and in the context of the full bodied 

Marantz PM8003 amplifier and taut, 

tight Monitor Audio Radius 90HDs 

loudspeakers, it all gels together 

perfectly. 

The source — especially fitted 

with the very detailed but slightly dry 

sounding Elys 2 cartridge — is clean 

and open but not possessed of much 

in the way of tonal warmth. So the 

Marantz amplifier adds just the right 

amount of warmth. It's a largely fast, 

grippy and propulsive performer, but 

still prefers to serve the music with 

a dash of cream in your coffee, so 

to speak, and the odd sugar lump or 

two. 

And that's just what the tiny 

Monitor Audio Radius 90HDs need. 

They are brilliant little boxes, but 

crave all the heft they can get in the 

bass department, and the Marantz 

duly obliges. Indeed, so good at real 

loads is the PM8003 that a short 

spell driving my huge, closed-box 

Yamaha NS1000Ms saw it singing 

away with a surprisingly svelte but 

musical sound. 

With the Rega P3-24 mounted 

on a Quadraspire stand, the Marantz 

PM8003 running QED 79 strand 

speaker cable (very affordable at just 

£1.46 per metre), and the Monitor 

Audios Blu-tacked rigidly onto either 

end of a bookshelf, I was amazed 

how nice my record collection 

sounded.And it was all the more 

poignant considering I'd just been 

listening to a £ 10,000 plus Avid 

Acutus/SME V/vdH Frog, via an Icon 

Audio PS3 valve phono stage, Sugden 

IM4 Class A amplifier and Yamaha 

NS1000Ms for a week before setting 

this system up. Even after such 

illustrious kit, this little system sang 

its heart out no less enjoyably... 

Of course, you're not going to 

get the same sort of ' Royal Albert 

Hall scale', but still this system 

comfortably filled a small-to-medium 

Steely Dan's 'Hey Nineteen' 

furthered convinced me of the 

rightness of the system.The new 

Rega P3-24 is subtly different to 

the old P3-2000, but in all the right 

ways. If there was one respect in 

"what I love aoout vinyl is that you can 
cet a remarkaoly nusica sounc for a 
relatively small sum of money.," 
sized room and went loud without 

either falling apart or annoying 

the neighbours (the latter being 

something that can't be said for my 

reference system). One of my major 

reservations with the previous pre-

HD versions of the Monitor Audios 

was their propensity to clam up and 

compress and higher volumes, but 

I feel that the new versions are far 

less compromised in this respect. 

They're not going to blow the roof 

off your house you understand, but 

they're happier with power than the 

previous ones. 

Freez's 'Caribbean Winter' 

showed what a delight the system 

could be.A very tightly played slice of 

early eighties 'new jazz', the Monitor 

Audios loved it. Stopping and starting 

on the small edge of a sixpence, the 

music sounded dizzyingly enjoyable. 

What modest bass there was 

proved incredibly taut and tuneful, 

whereas the midband was open, 

uncoloured and expansive beyond 

all expectations.There's something 

very right about having speakers with 

treble and mid/bass units a matter of 

centimetres away from one another, 

in terms of the brilliant phase 

coherence it brings.There wasn't a 

hint of a box anywhere, or even a 

'point source' — instead the music 

seemed to be coming from the wall 

in front of me, as if there was a pair 

of stacked Quad electrostatics behind 

an acoustically transparent curtain! 

I was very impressed with this 

system's treatment of vocals — there 

was little of the 'cuppiness' you get 

from most other small speakers. 

Instead. I could hear a very clean, 

open and even sound that crossed 

over with the tweeters beautifully. 

And oh those tweeters! Monitor 

Audio nave had a lot of experience 

with metal domes, and these were 

a joy to listen to.True, they do still 

broadcast the merest hint of their 

construction material, but so do the 

best silk domes, and at least the MAs 

had speed, grip and insight in spades 

— without a hint of harshness. It's safe 

to say that I can't remember hearing 

a better treble performance from a 

pair of £350 loudspeakers. 

which the previous model was falling 

off the pace, it was speed stability, 

but the new '24' incarnation, with 

its electronic power supply gives 

it some much needed grip in the 

bass. It's nowhere up to a Technics 

SL 1200 in this respect even now, but 

it pulls ahead in the midband, which 

has more focus and a wider tonal 

palette.Whereas the stock SLI200 

can sound a bit well let across the 

upper mid, the Rega is the model of 

decorum, offering a very clean signal 

to the Marantz amplifier that's packed 

with dynamic inflection and detail. 

Speaking of which, the PM8003 

proved a truly capable listening 

partner. It is less 'showy' sounding 

than some, but not less enjoyable 

(indeed over long periods it is 

more so). It showed an expansive 

soundstage, real musicality and not 

a hint of the mechanical 'analysis 

paralysis' that can afflict some other 

Japanese amplifiers. Indeed I found 

myself quite beguiled by this product 

— it's very hard to remember you're 

sitting in front of a very modest 

£600 design with tone controls. The 

Marantz lacks out and out punch 

compared to some rivals, and even 

some detail, but what it does do, 

it does brilliantly and throws it all 

together in one lovely package.This 

made Steely Dan a joy to listen 

to — with a powerful, fluid bass 

line, striking syncopations and the 

ability to convey all of that dreamy, 

mesmeric quality the song has in its 

entirety. 

CONCLUSION 
An impressive collection of 

components this may be, but what's 

more important is the way the 

system plays together. As they say, 

the system that plays together stays 

together, and so it is with this! It is a 

delight to listen to, in a natural and 

unselfconsciously musical way. As I've 

said, it won't flap your flares or step 

in when your local metal band's PA 

goes south, but it still goes decently 

loud and does so with élan. Even at 

modest listening levels, you'll struggle 

to hear a more enjoyable and 

compact way of making music. 

REGA P3-24/ELYS 2 £693 

Rega Research 

(CI) + 44(0)1702 333071 

www.rega.co.uk 

MARANTZ PM8003 £630 

Marantz 

(C) + 44 (0) 1753 680 868 

www.marantz.co.uk 

MONITOR AUDIO 

RADIUS 90 

Monitor Audio 

©4.44(0)1268 740580 
www.monitoraudio.com 

£350 
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Yin & Ya 
T

te whole is greater than 
he sum of its parts, so runs 

he saying, and that's what 

building a serious music 

system is all about.1 can-

not emphasise just how 

important synchronicity is when buy-

ing any hi-fi component - after all, if 

your system fails to work together, 

then it just fails full stop as far as I'm 

concerned. 

This system is an interesting one 

— inasmuch as it will have the high 

end brigade tut-tutting and budget 

buyers looking on with bemusement. 

But still it works, and rather well at 

that! 

The heart and soul of it is the 

rather wonderful Shanling MC-30.You 

might have seen this before in the 

pages of Hi-Fi World, but we loved it 

so much we simply had to try it again 

with a rather left-field approach to 

loudspeaker matching (more of which 

later). Of diminutive dimensions 

(266x I 43x385mm), you won't find 

a bank of Class D power amplifier 

chips under the hood, punching out 

the usual 60W or so this type of 

product has (i.e.Arcam's Solo Mini). 

Rather, the little Shanling sports a 

pair of 6P1 tetrode valves 'pushing' 

out a miserly 3W in single-ended 

mode. Not your average mini system, 

then... 

Other aspects of the MC-30 

are more conventional — there's a 

CD player sporting a quality Philips 

VAM-1202 laser transport and CD-7 

11 servo mechanism, feeding a Burr 

Brown PCM-1738 DAC.There's an 

analogue tuner with twenty presets 

covering botn AM and FM, plus MP3 

player connection via a stand and 

A successful system is a 
balanced system, and Pail 
Rigby finds that the quirky 
Shanling MC-30 ' Music Center' 
and Klipsch RB-61 speakers are 
made for each other... 

3.5mm port with a cable supplied in 

the box. Emphasis needs to be placed 

on this point because it can cause 

confusion.The included MP3 player 

holder does not act as a 'dock' as 

Shanling want it to work with generic 

MP3 players, not just iPods. 

Given the Shanling's meagre 

handful of Watts, you might be 

surprised to see a pair of bookshelf 

speakers sitting next to it. After all, 

small speakers invariably have low 

sensitivity, don't they? In our small 

speaker group test last month, many 

were hanging around the mid/late 

eighties in terms of the number of 

decibels per one Watt at one metre. 

Well the Klipsch RB-61s claim no 

less than 95dB! This makes them — in 

theory — ideal to work with the low 

powered Shanling. 

Available in either a cherry or 
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black finish, these little beauties 

are shelf or stand mountable, and 

biwirable.Treble and upper midrange 

duties are handled via the bespoke 

Tractrix horn — explaining the strato-

spherically high claimed efficiency, and 

behind it is a I-inch tweeter made 

from titanium and powered by a 

ceramic motor structure.A bespoke 

Cerametallic cone woofer, made from 

a mixture of materials to create a 

stiff, responsive driver handles the 

lower midrange and bass, supported 

by a front-firing bass port to allow 

bookshelf mounting. Measuring 

39 I x216x31 I mm, the RB-61s weigh a 

solid I Okg. 

The look of the MC-30 is both 

stark and majestic. Full of towering 

valves accompanied by futuristic 

pillars, its design celebrates both 

space and strength. Still, 1 have 

reservations with the ergonomics. 

The side-fitting 'soft' on/off switch 

should in my opinion be positioned 

at the front or back of the chassis 

instead of the side where it can be 

accidentally knocked.Then there's the 

built-in joystick, used to control the 

CD player and to select the tuner 

radio band.After playing with this 

with a measure of Homer Simpson-

like glee, I realised how imprecise 

it is - it is not there to allow you 

to progress to the next level in the 

latest PlayStation beat'em-up. It is 

supposed to be there to quickly 

process audio-based commands. 

As for the aesthetics of the 

Klipsch speakers, was this a throw-

back to that H.R. Giger-themed 

documentary for extra-terrestrial 

family planning, 'Alien'? This is a 

speaker for boys - tough looking — so 

1 endeavoured to approach it in my 

most obsequious fashion for fear of 

receiving a good kicking! Design is 

such an emotive area, and I can't say 

either were my cup of tea, but still 

at least they look different and both 

manufacturers have actually made an 

effort instead of giving us yet more 

generic black boxes. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Had the Shanling been wired up 

to most loudspeakers, I could 

comfortably have played it outside 

the bedroom window of my next 

door neighbour in the middle of 

the night without so much as a 

grumpy "shut up!" emanating from 

his general direction. Mouse squeaks 

would sound like volcanic eruptions 

compared to the MC-30 at full tilt. 

However, the cunning plan to partner 

it with a super-efficient pair of 

speakers worked a treat — and here 

is a system that really gels. 

No, it's not going to threaten 

the Electrocompaniet Nemos in the 

decibel stakes, but actually this little 

three Watter goes surprisingly, ermm, 

loud via the Klipsches. And it doesn't 

just make a noise, it makes a nice one 

too. Single ended valve operation is 

a very pleasant way of listening to 

music, and normally only heard from 

much more expensive valve kit, so 

it's amazing to get it from such a 

modestly priced little product. For 

example, the peak limited, R&B/pop 

tremendous sense of air around the 

music. 

The MC30 sounded super 

through its built in CD player, but its 

tuner was a little veiled against my 

Sony ST-S261 budget reference. Still, 

sonically this was of course infinitely 

more preferable to DAB! I wasn't 

terribly impressed by the sound via 

my iPod Classic 80GB, which was 

hampered by low gain, although this 

"unusual it may oe, out this is one of 
the most enjoyaole ways of listening to 
music at the °rice..." 

album by The Sugarbabes','Angels 

With Dirty Faces' features offensive 

compression that, with other less 

sweet amps, would be screeching like 

a barn owl. 

Although the Klipsches aren't the 

world's smoothest speakers — they 

are horn-loaded after all — the innate 

sonic cleanliness of the Shanling was 

such that it kept them under control. 

True, vocal crescendos were still a 

little shouty, but remember this isn't 

an ideal recording. Indeed, the MC-

30 tamed the damage, allowing me 

to hear some excellent separation 

of instruments, vocal clarity and an 

almost surgical study of various bass 

timbres. 

Shifting to a superior master and 

Carol Kidd's new jazz-vocal album, 

'Dreamsville' (Linn Records). Singing 

'A Nightingale Sang In Berkeley 

Square', the upper bass and lower-

mids displayed devastating clarity 

and a double bass that was organic 

in its presentation.Again, upper 

midrange notes were 'well lit' but 

this was offset by Kidd's stunningly 

atmospheric and sensual vocal sound 

- the Klipsches even revealing the 

subtle effect of air passing through 

her throat. 

Moving onto Black Dog's 

'Parallel', a seminal early trance 

album which sports massive transient 

attack, and the MC-30 coped with 

ease, removing any rough edges 

and increasing the musicality of 

the performance.This tendency to 

combine the detail of the Klipsch 

speakers with the musicality of the 

MC-30 extended to the Sinfonia 

for Handel's 'Acis & Galatea', a new 

classical release via Linn Records, 

which not only followed the 

complexity of the performance but 

presented the music as an ensemble 

piece as opposed to merely a 

collection of detailed instruments. 

Most obvious however, was the 

real sense that this was a recital in 

a large auditorium — there was a 

is partly the fault of the iPod's own 

weedy analogue output stage. But 

combined with the poor siting design 

(the portable sits in amongst the hot 

power supply and valves) and the 

lack of remote control, 1 have to say 

it's not an ideal implementation. Still, 

the sound reproduction was open 

and pleasantly transparent, as you'd 

expect from a single-ended valve 

amplifier! The difference between 

low quality lossy files was obviously 

marked against better quality FLAC 

and WAV files. 

Finally, I couldn't resist 

plugging the Shanling MC-30 into 

my reference loudspeakers — a 

pair of One-Thing modded Quad 

ESL57 electrostatics.These proved 

rather more sensitive that I initially 

expected, and I was able to push the 

Quads to relatively high volumes 

before break-up occurred.The 

most revealing characteristic was 

a trademark valve warmth oozing 

through the Quads. Gone was the 

bracing nature of the Klipsches to 

be replaced by a more grown-up, 

broader, fuller sound.True it did 

lose a little insight and was perhaps 

not quite as detailed, but did offer 

a balanced and lusciously smooth 

response. So there's an idea to 

conjure with! 

CONCLUSION 
Unusual it may be, but for my money 

this is one of the most enjoyable ways 

of listening to music at the price — 

especially if space is at a premium. As a 

pair, they are unusually transparent and 

revealing, yet enjoyably musical too. 

And interestingly, the Shanling MC-30 

is not a cul-de-sac that you might think 

given its low power — it will also drive 

bigger more sensitive floorstanders 

further up the Klipsch range, and 

even Quad ESL57s which ( in One 

Thing guise) are one of the best in the 

world! As it is, this £ 1,100 system is a 

match made in heaven — and yet you 

can take things higher still! 

SHANLING MC-30 £750 

KLIPSCH RB-61 £350 

Real Hi-Fi 

(C" + 44(0)1257 473175 

www.realhi-fi.com 
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0
 kay, so David's gone for 
a weird looking green 

and black vinyl system 

and Paul's chosen the 

maddest mixture of 

miniature tube source 

and speakers I've seen for a long 

time — so now it's time to get down 

to business with this serious full size 

solid-state separates system. Forget 

your fancy turntables or quirky low 

power amps, this system needs no 

distractions — it's a straight down the 

line Compact Disc playing system, 

just like your dad used to have! 

How quaint, you may say. 

After all, many are now having the 

realisation that vinyl can't really be 

beaten if you want to get as close as 

possible to the music [oh my gawd 

PC, are you feeling alright? Ed.], and 

even worse for CD we're realising 

Back To 
Basics 
Forget the fripperies - Patrick Cleasby, Hi-Fi World's resident 

unreconstructed digital fan chooses a serious Exposure/KEF 
based separates system that just gets on with the job... 

that this remastering malarkey is 

very rarely actually a good thing. 

And then there's the fact that even 

in audiophile circles systems are 

rapidly becoming file-based, so why 

would anyone still need a common 

or garden Compact Disc spinning 

system anymore? 

Well, it's not all doom and gloom. 

CD is cheap, accessible and there's 

a massive secondhand market. ( If 

you don't like these new remasters. 

then just buy the original non-

remastered album on Amazon or 

eBay for pennies, give the disc a wet 

clean and slip it in a new jewel case 

to give it that freshly minted look.) 

CD may not be perfect, but it is easy 

to use and ubiquitous — and as this 

system shows you can get mightily 

impressive results if you set it up 

properly... 

The Exposure 3010S CD 

player (EI,200) is the business end 

of the system, and features a new 

custom-made Exposure-designed 

CD transport mechanism, servo unit 

and control mechanisms, plus twin 

Burr-Brown PCM 1704 mono 24 

true multibit DACs, a discrete output 

stage and large toroidal power 

transformer with separate windings 

for CD transport and audio stages.A 

high stability crystal clock reference 

and dedicated power supply 

regulator for the transport and audio 

stages ensure very low jitter, says the 

company. 

Partnering it is the new Exposure 

3010S integrated amplifier (EI,000), 

which is a crisply styled unit sporting 

chunky power supplies, upgraded 

internal components and a hefty 

110 Watts per channel claimed.A 

high capacity custom-made toroidal 

power transformer and power 

supply capacitors are used, plus 

uniquely tuned short signal and 

power supply path, bi-wiring compat-

ibility and fast bipolar transistor 

output stage for dynamic and vivid 

performance. Aluminum is used for 

all the casework, and the extruded 

front panels are designed to control 

resonance and stray electromagnetic 

fields. 

There is something genuinely 

nostalgic about these two Exposure 

boxes - their plain black look, simple 

display (on the CD player) and easy 

remote layout and functionality take 

me back a long way. Heck, I didn't 

even have a CD remote for the 

first five years of my CD life — and 

nowadays the AV products I often 

use are mind-numbingly complex by 

comparison! Oh for the innocent, 

uncomplicated life of the nineteen 

eighties audiophile — this is how we 

used to live. 
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In fairness to the KEF XQ30 

loudspeakers 1 chose to partner the 

Exposure electronics, there's nothing 

nineteen eighties about these tall, 

slender and elegant boxes.They pair 

KEF's latest 130mm bass driver with 

the new incarnation of the company's 

Uni-Q 'point source' array for the 

middle and upper frequencies — a 

130mm midrange cone incorporating 

an elliptical dome tweeter and new 

'tangerine' waveguide.There's an 

audiophile grade crossover, running 

the bass driver up to 450Hz, and 

the midrange unit up to 2.5kHz. 

Weight is I4.8kg per box, and their 

vital statistics are 860x I90x247mm. 

There's a choice of beautiful finishes 

— including Birdseye Maple, Khaya 

Mahogany or Piano Black. 

The Exposure machines came in 

identical robust cartons, reassuringly 

sealed with 'Made In Britain' 

stickers. In both cases, all you get 

is the unit, manual, an IEC lead and 

identical Exposure HS101 remotes, 

which both control both machines. 

Similarly the KEF speakers are very 

securely packed, with a variety 

of feet/isolation options supplied. 

Exposure recommend that if you're 

not using the coax or optical digital 

outputs of the CD player they should 

be defeated - for brave souls the 

relevant manual provides instructions 

on how to open the box and do it 

yourself. 

One of the joys of the return 

to a network-free, non-surround, 

non-AV system is the ease of getting 

the system set up. In no time at 

all, with the aid of a pair of Chord 

interconnects and some Black 

Rhodium speaker cable, I was up and 

running. Noel recommended that 

the KEFs would function best firing 

straight down the room, and so it 

proved, with an attempt at toeing- in 

delivering no perceivable imaging 

benefit. Initially I tried the speakers 

close to the wall, but the bass felt 

very much stymied, and I did my 

testing with the 'speakers standing an 

impractical, female-offending couple 

of feet from the wall.This gave a 

much more free-sounding bass, but in 

the real world a compromise might 

have to be reached... 

SOUND QUALITY 
Well, what I wanted was a very 

lively and upfront sound - almost 

exclusively for use with the singer/ 

songwriter, rock and electronic 

music that 1 love.Accordingly, the 

urge to kick off with the exemplary 

rock of the new Kings of Leon was 

impossible to resist, even if their 

diametric opposite - late-period 

Leonard Cohen - was obliged to 

follow! The system served up all 

the gusto the modern compressed 

recording could allow. I established 

a reference listening volume of 

roughly 25% of the dial or around 

'nine o'clock', but I found the system 

rewarded me edging the knob round 

frustration that the 3010S CD player 

doesn't do HDCD. It strikes me that 

if you're going to extend the lifetime 

of optical disc-based media, then it 

must be worth trying to include the 

HDCD decoding which enables the 

"ye olde CD was allowed to sparkle 
this old skool separates system., " 
a bit further, whereupon Leonard 

Cohen's 'Ten New Songs' was a joy. 

Those tinkly-bonk synths with the 

impressively rendered guttural growl 

of the maestro resulted in a very 

smooth, satisfying listen. 

This system suits detailed 

recordings, ones that benefit from 

close analysis, as the Exposure pairing 

excelled with Eurythmics' (non-

remastered) 'Touch Dance', which 

had my foot tapping enthusiastically, 

particularly on the instrumental 

'Second Side'.The fantastic sound of 

Dean Garcia's WAL bass funkiness 

on the dubby 'The First Cut' was a 

delight to listen to - a bass player's 

bass player, done full justice to by this 

truly big boned musical system. 

Another eighties excursion 

proved how very well suited to 

this type of electronic material this 

system is. Never the album of choice 

with Heaven 17, but key tracks 

'Sunset Now' and 'This Is Mine' from 

'How Men Are' (unfortunately the 

remastered version) were almost 

as enjoyable as the Eurythmics had 

been, with compelling rhythm and a 

confident if a little strident tonality. 

The same traits were evident on 

the Propellerheads"OHMSS' from 

'Shaken And Stirred', with the live 

horns sounding out well but getting 

a little bright thanks to the XQ3Os' 

upfront nature. On the other hand, 

the punishing dynamic bassline was 

rendered with ferocity and precision, 

particularly on the 'Spybreak-ish' 

outro. Once again, an enjoyable listen! 

Neil Young's ever improving 

analogue-to-digital set up is the 

reason he is one of the only people 

whose remasters are actually an 

improvement on previous digital 

transfers, and his Greatest Hits is 

testament to how good a great 

analogue recording should sound 

in CD, HDCD and 24/96 (on the 

accompanying DVD-V). On the 

3010S 'Down By The River' sounded 

like a quality recording and transfer, 

crisp and open and detailed with 

great reserves of dynamic power. 

The electronics,1 feel, have a really 

musical gait to them which digs 

deep into the recording and lets the 

flavour flood out. 

However, I couldn't help feeling 

collector to get the best out of the 

(admittedly small in volume) cream of 

the format. 

All the same, even ye olde CD 

was allowed to sparkle on this 

old skool separates system, and 

fortunately there were no major 

sound glitch niggles.The 3010S CD 

player is a well designed product, 

as I found out due to me having a 

girlfriend whose CDs are, shall we 

say, less than optimal in condition 

(well, actually I've never seen anything 

like it - cracks on the inside, cracks 

on the outside - another reason 

mine are going into storage!). I was 

afforded the opportunity to do 

some error correction testing, a 

moderately scuffed 'The Miseducation 

of Lauren Hill' being played back 

without noticeable impediment and 

fine fidelity. 

CONCLUSION 
Whereas DP went for a high quality, 

lowish price vinyl system and PR a 

quirky miniature tube thing, my third 

way was — as far as I'm concerned 

— the best way.This is a big, thumping, 

blustering separates system just 

as they used to be. No valves, no 

hard drives,Wi-Fi or iPods — just ye 

olde Compact Disc kicked out by 

a chunky integrated amplifier and 

seriously sized floorstanders.As such, 

I loved its ease of use, directness 

and overall musicality. Flare-flapping 

bass, a detailed and well lit midband 

and crisp, spry treble were all on 

offer — although in fairness the wick 

really did need turning up to get 

things cooking, as the KEFs don't 

sound particularly engaging at lower 

volumes. 

This said, I can't help wondering 

where mainstream systems like this 

can go next. I loved the immediacy of 

popping a little disc into a tray and 

sitting back and relaxing without so 

much as a multiple button press, but 

I did find myself thinking about its 

lack of hi res and the hassle of not 

having 3,000 CDs at the touch of a 

button via a hard disk music server. 

But if you're convinced that the 

CD format still has legs, and/or use 

pre-remastered discs then this very 

musical system may be the solution 

for you. 

on 

KEF X030 £1,499.95 

KEF Audio (UK) 

ID +44 (0)1622 672 261 

www.ketco.uk 

EXPOSURE 3010S CD £1,208 

EXPOSURE 3010S 

INTEGRATED £1,000 

Exposure Electronics Ltd 

1)+44 (0)1273 423877 
www.exposurehifi.com 
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CONCLUSION 

0
 ne of the fascinating 
things about our hobby 

is watching fashions 

change. Just ten years 

ago, I'd wager that if 

three hi-fi reviewers 

were asked to assemble systems, 

you'd get three variations on pre-

cisely the some theme — that of a 

separate CD player as a source, a 

beefy integrated amplifier and a pair 

of large loudspeakers. In 2009 how-

ever, things are becoming altogether 

more eclectic, quirky and locked into 

people's individual lifestyles. 

These three systems aren't 

three of a kind — they're three quite 

different kinds. In my case,1 chose 

a vinyl based system because that 

reflects how 1 listen to most (but not 

all) of my music.That in itself might 

be seen as scandalous to some, or 

quaint and eccentric to others, but 

to me it's as natural as opening my 

mouth when chocolate travels in its 

general direction! 

My chosen source, the Rega 

Planar 3 turntable, is an iconic 

product as far as I'm concerned. 

I've owned several over the years, 

and for me it is the minimum one 

should invest in a vinyl playing source. 

This is to say that, in my experience, 

spending anything less buys you a 

turntable that simply has too many 

downsides to make the experience of 

listening to LP records an unalloyed 

musical event. No disrespect to 

lesser Regas, Pro-jects, Duals, et al., 

but for me the P3 is just about 'man 

enough' for the job. 

Whereas the previous P3-2000 

incarnation was a fine machine, this 

new P3-24 variant provides superior 

speed stability.The previous one 

sounded just a little too soft and 

indistinct (albeit nicely smooth), but 

I'm happy to note that now the latest 

P3 offers a serious improvement in 

bass grip. And that Rega tonearm 

- now in RB301 guise - remains 

a masterstroke. I know it has its 

detractors, but for the price the level 

of detail and insight is breathtaking. 

Still, the RB30 I has a slightly dry 

tonality, and is less musically beguiling 

than some arms — and so I feel the 

Marantz PM8003 is a fine match.This 

is a rich, warmish sounding amplifier 

and has a lovely lilting quality. It's 

not the world's most detailed, but 

this isn't what's needed here. I was 

impressed by the way this mid-price 

Marantz doesn't draw attention to 

itself; its sins are those of omission 

rather than adding its own character 

to the music, And what character it 

does have is wholly welcome in this 

context, as its fulsome musical sound 

is ideal for the Monitor Audio Radius 

90HDs. 

Of course, these are billed as 

rear speakers, or satellites in a sub/ 

sat system — but with a super source 

like the Rega and a big hearted, warm 

natured amplifier with a decent 

amount of Watts like the Marantz, 

you can just about get away without 

adding an extra bass box. Indeed. Blu-

tack them to your bookshelf or even 

window ledge and ram them up close 

to the rear wall, and they will sing. 

Suitably set up, they throw images 

into the room as confidently as 

Quad ESL57s and have a wonderfully 

clean, incisive yet musical nature.The 

result is a system that gets on with 

the job of playing LP records in an 

uncomplicated and direct style. 

Exposure 3010S integrated.This is 

another standout separate at the 

price, with real power and grip — but 

Exposure's characteristically crisp 

but sweet tonality smoothes out the 

lively KEF loudspeakers. Ever since 

the eighties, people have been coming 

to Exposure amplification to give a 

great mix of transistor wallop and 

tube subtlety, and the latest range still 

does the job. 

I'd have reservations running the 

KEF XQ30 speakers with anything 

less smooth than the Exposures; 

these are very clean, dry and slightly 

analytical boxes that need a gently 

warm and smooth amplifier to drive 

them. Even the brightly lit Sugden 

"in 2009, systems are 3ecominc 
more eclectic, cuirKy anc ockec 
oeo3le's incivicual lifestyles... 

That's also a good way of 

describing Paul Rigby's Shanling/ 

Klipsch system.With an enormous 

CD collection, the important thing 

for him was for the system to cut to 

the musical chase, so to speak.With 

a meagre 3W on tap, the Shanling 

MC-30 isn't going to be your average 

Motorhead fan's first choice, but 

this isn't the whole story. It isn't 

Watts per channel that determine 

how strongly your speakers flap 

their cones, but the sensitivity. For 

example, a 100W integrated driving 

an old pair of Linn Kans with a 

low 83dB sensitivity will sound 

little louder than the 3W Shanling 

tickling the Klipsch RB-61s, with 

their ninety plus dB sensitivity. And 

so it transpires that in real life Paul's 

system isn't actually underpowered 

for his purposes - indeed, it is like the 

mouse that roared. 

Better still, the single-ended valve 

powered Shanling amplifier section 

is so sweet that things stay musically 

enjoyable at all times.The essence of 

this system is the way you can take 

almost any recording, and it still finds 

the simple rhythms within — there's 

a wonderfully matter of fact way it 

plays CDs of all generations and lets 

the flavour of the recording come 

shining through. 

Patrick Cleasby's Exposure/KEF 

system is the most conventional here, 

and a marked contrast to the others. 

It's a simple unreconstructed CD-

based separates affair with punchy 

transistor amplification that relies 

on muscle to get the job done.The 

Exposure CD player is an impressive 

product with a liquid sound that is 

a perfect front end for the excellent 

II 

A2I 53 would I think, push them 

into forwardness. Properly matched 

however, you get a coweringly 

expansive, tight and punchy sound 

which is great for 

stadium pop, large 

scale choral music and 

pounding techno alike. 

These speakers like 

to rock and this was 

reflected in Patrick's 

findings — precisely 

the opposite to the 

ultra high sensitivity 

Klipsches, they thrive 

at high volumes but 

aren't the most lively at 

low levels. Deploy the 

KEFs in a large room, 

give the Exposure amp 

some juice and you 

have a commanding 

system. 

So there you have 

it - three very different 

ways of spending 

money, from three 

very different folk. All 

have their respective 

strengths and 

weaknesses, and the art 

of system building (and 

therefore great sound) 

is simply learning how 

to assess a product and 

harness its character for 

the good of the other 

components it's to be 

used with.This done, 

you can get an almighty 

bang for your buck, 

and - more importantly 

- just the right sort of 

bang to suit your tastes. 

altogether 
into 
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REVIEW 

De-Lektor-ble! 
Noel Keywood finds Dali's new Lektor 6 
loudspeaker a delightful listening 

companion... 

i - ere are a dizzying number 

of variations on the same 

basic theme in loudspeakers 

and this alone favours mod-

els that stand out because 

they are innovative. Dali's 

new Lektor 6s do not sit in this cate-

gory.They appear pretty conventional 

but have a very broad range of ability 

that comes from a balanced and well 

developed package. Making the most 

of the compact floorstanding loud-

speaker,1 came away very impressed. 

Refined yet exciting too, they trod 

a fine line between the two, not so 

refined as to be lifeless nor dynami-

cally bloated for added excitement. 

Conspicuously capaDle, the Lektor 6s 

will do well in any showroom shoot 

out I suspect - and I believe our nea-

surements suggest why... 

Standing 929mm high, 207mm 

wide and 285mm deep the Lektors 

look pretty conventional and come 

weighing a liftable I4.2kgs, making 

them relatively easy to move around. 

They have a removable black grille, 

beneath which sits a pair of pressed 

wood fibre bass/midrange units, 

the lower one handling bass only, 

the next up bass and midrange. 

Above these units sits a 28mm cloth 

dome tweeter. Like most modern 

loudspeakers the Lektors are ported, 

so are a bass reflex design. Spikes are 

supp'ied for the base.The cabinets 

are made from Medium Density 

Fibreboard, or MDF, and are covered 

with a convincing artificial veneer. 

Single gold plated terminals are fitted 

that accept bare wire or 4rnm. Priced 

at £684 the Lektor 6s sit in a group 

of quality floorstanders from the likes 

of KEF and B&W so they face quite 

serious competition, especially from 

Q Acoustics with their impressive 

1050i. 

SOUND QUALITY 
What distinguished these 

loudspeakers is what they lacked. 

Today's metal cones have a charac-

teristic signature, light and spry that's 

for certain, but a little too shiny to 

be truly described as 

neutral. Dali's fibre 

cone drivers had 

just about no distin-

guishing tonal colour 

at all. There wasn't 

the smallest zing that 

comes from metallic 

cones, yet nor were 

Dali's tinged by the 

warmth and softness 

- sometimes woolliness 

- that's common to 

fibrous cones.The 

Dali drivers totally 

lack such colour and 

were sparklingly clear 

across the midband. 

They also sounded 

nicely balanced tonally: 

I noticed that male 

voice in Mussorgsky's 

'Bor's Godunov' was 

convincingly full bodied, 

yet crisply defined at 

the same time.The 

backing choir was well 

lit and I could pick out 

individual voices, but 

not at the expense o' 

an easy smoothness 

that made the Lektors 

a satisfying listen. I was 

intrigued by the balance 

between a strongly 

lit presentation with 

plenty of treble, yet 

reasonably free from 

sharpness at the same 

time. Sometimes, with 

instruments like close 

miked cymbals in the 

Zutons 'Valerie' there 

was some obvious 

added zest and the 

Lektors don't need a 

bright sounding amplifier, yet they 

were relaxing with most material. 

There was real bite to the strings 

of Steve Earle's chiming guitar at 

the start of 'Copperhead Road', but 

rich detailing too.That the Lektors 

have an unusually smooth lower 

midband made itself known here as a 

deliciously natural, full bodied delivery 

of Earle's vocals, making others seem 

a bit contorted by comparison. Quite 

how Dali have managed to get such a 

smooth coverage where others seem 

to run into difficulty I'm uncertain, 

but it was audible as a convincing 

sense of evenness.The crispness 

and underlying clarity of the Lektors 
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2008 
Award 
Winner 

PDPLX5090 
£2199.90 

BDPLX71 £599.90 
Including free QED FIDMI lead 

Includes free delivery 

VSX1018 only £449.90 

Including free Delivery 

now only 

UM I 

soio 

ARCAM 

ARCAM 
solo mini 

special package 
£999.90 

Purchase the Arcam Solo mini, Arcam Muso Loudspeakers 

and the Arcam rdock at our special price of only £999.90. 

Price including free next day delivery 

11) 

Onkyo 
TXSR606 £349.00 
TXSR876 £799.00 

Including free QED HDMI lead 

:208 
Award 
Mier 

DM37 Includ ng 
Monitor Audio BRls 

Only £339.90 1 
e 

Including free Delive-, 

Docking stations for 
iPod come in all 

shapes and sizes. 
However, up until 
now one key area 

has been sadly 
lacking: optimised 

round quality 

Marantz Monitor Audio 
New Radius HD Range 

All models in stock 
Call for latest prices. 

II 
  \  

Roksan 
Kandy mk3 

CD and Amplifier 
combination £900.00 

.11 
Maii,„, • 

Price includes free delivery. 

Brand new 
SR 6003 now £649.00 

Also available 
CD6002 now £229.00 
PM 6002 now £229.00 

\  
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Equinox 
AV range from £ 199.90 
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Including free delivery 

Check our website for the latest new year savings 
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Telephone 01228 546756 

www.petertyson.co.uk 

Email sales@petertyson.co.uk 

Open Monday-Saturday 9am-5.30pm 

newcastle 153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ 

Telephone 0191 2857179. 

www.newcastlehifi.co.uk 

Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk 

Open Monday-Saturday 10am-5.30pm 
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Master St 
Commander? 
Noel Keywood tries Philips' expensive SRU8015 Universal memote control... 

I
f you have remote controls 
sitting in ranks across your 

lounge coffee table, this smart 

universal unit from PhiIps 

might be an answer to a prayer. 

It was for me, not only because 

it clears the table but because it has 

a great high resolution screen I could 

read easily in low light. 

My love of remote controls sits 

but one rung above that for mobile 

phones, and Philips don't make this 

the easiest one to set up - although 

it is a delight to use. It has onboard 

seemingly endless menus of manufac-

turers remote control codes, but 

it cainot be set to match specific 

models as there are just too many. So 

for an Onkyo TX-NR906 receiver in 

for review. I had to choose 'Receiver' 

then search under Onkyo for its 

code, found by ruining a scan.What 

you then get is a generalised code 

set, to which special functions like 

Pure Audio must be added. 

This is quite a tedious process, 

with menus to wind through using a 

rotating ring and names to be typed 

ii, mobile phone-style from the 

keypad. Long menus can be accessed 

at the start only, not at the end to 

work backwards, but Philips add the 

ability to enter the initial letter, like 

's' for Sony to get you to the right 

area without a lot of tedious winding. 

Lack of a 'cancel' function meant that 

a menu branch accidentally entered 

could not be exited, which was 

frustrating. Confusingly, a 'Back Exit' 

button didn't perform this function! 

More surprising was lack of a 

Blu-ray player 'Device' category. For 

a Samsung BD-P1500 Blu-ray player 

I loaded DVD controls for Samsung 

and re-named the DVD device as 

Blu-ray.Although this worked, the 

control set did not match the player 

well and there was no 'Power On' 

or 'Off' in the 'More' (controls) 

menu, so I could not use them in a 

Macro (called 'Activity' by Philips). 

The way around this was to add 

.-"All111111111111111111MIIIIIIF 

and name a ' Function' by reading 

the output of the Samsung remote 

into the Philips, in thés case 'Power 

On' and ' Off'. It was tedious but at 

least do-able and the ability to type 

in a custom description made Eater 

use easy. So the SRU8015 is a little 

shaky in places; some omissions are 

surprising and procedures to cover 

them laborious. The formal logrc of 

the handbook was little help and I 

never did fathom why the usual 'OK' 

function for entering a command is a 

key with a 'Tick'! 

If you have lost a remote control 

or bought an item without one then 

the SRU8015 should contain at least 

a good set of basic functions from 

its built-in store of codes used by all 

manufacturers worldwide. 

In contrast to the compli-

cation of setup, actually using the 

SRU8015 was easy - if not obvious 

at first glance.A small button at 

top right marked 'Home/Setup' is 

the starting point. This opens up a 

menu of devices on the clear, bright, 

screen, like 'TV', ' DVD', 'Receiver'. 

Select a device and then its roster 

of ' Functions' ('on', ' off', ' play', etc.) 

by pressing a 'More' button and you 

are off. Okay, it's a bit lengthier than 

using the dedicated remote, but only 

if you can understand the latter. 

Complex remotes like those 

for an AV receiver are littered with 

buttons to directly access never used 

functions, lettering such as black on 

a grey background is difficult to read 

in any light let alone low light, and 

illumination - if it exists - is weak. All 

these hurdles to easy usage the SRU 

8015 overcomes so it can be faster, 

not slower, than a manufacturer's 

dedicated remote control.There 

are few direct access buttons on 

the Philips, just 'volume', 'play' and 

suchlike, which keeps its face clear 

and simple. Because it puts most 

'Functions' onto the illuminated 

screen, they are easy to find and 

select in bright or dim light. 

Nicely made and weighty in the 

hand, well illuminated, easily legible 

and straightforward to use, Philips 

SRU 8015 Universal remote control 

is worth its £99.99 asking price. Set 

up can be a tedious process if you 

own many complicated gadgets and 

want to access all their functions, 

but once set up this remote was 

simplicity itself to use. 

VERDICT •••• 
Well built and easy to use universal 
remote control, but a chore to set up. 

PHILIPS SRU8015 £99.99 

Phillips 

C + 44 (0)800 3316016 

www.philips.co.uk 

FOR 

- easy to use 

- clear illuminated display 

- all codes onboard 

AGAINST 

- tedious setup 

- no Blu-ray category 

- no Cancel button 
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Pia e Speak 
Noel Keywood auditions two unusual loudspeakers using planar drivers - a ribbon on 
Robson Acoustics' Greystoke and an electrostatic panel on Kingsound's Princess ll.. 

H
aving lived with Quad's 
ELS63 electrostatic loud-

speaker and Heybrook's 

Sextet with its Tonigen 

ribbon tweeter I learnt 

to appreciate the unique 

strengths of both loudspeakers. So 

I couldn't pass up an opportunity 

to pit a ribbon against an electro-

static once again by running two very 

unusual loudspeakers alongside each 

other: a Robson Acoustics Greystoke 

Opulus (yes, really!) fitted with a 

ribbon tweeter and a Kingsound 

Princess II, fitted with an electrostatic 

tweeter. Both are standmounters, 

but not budget designs by any means; 

the lavishly crafted Greystoke costs 

£1,600 and the Princess II £ 1,500 

Would they bring back some of the 

glories of my audio past I wondered? 

Such delights have been swamped 

by a sea of metal cone and come 

equipped boxes that crowd today's 

marketplace - and our listenmg 

rooms! 

KINGSOUND PRINCESS II 
I'm going to start my comparison by 

looking at a strange to almost bizarre 

idea totally new to me and therefore 

an unknown quantity - the electro-

static panel tweeter of Kingsound's 

Princess II loudspeaker.When my 

eyes alighted on this little box of 

tricks at September's Hi-Fi Show at 

the Park Inn, Heathrow I knew I had 

to take a closer look. Never have I 

seen an electrostatic panel built into 

a box loudspeaker like this. Is that 

barmy, I wondered, a complicated 

Oriental contrivance as sensible as 

a motorised rickshaw? Or is it just 

that I have become accustomed to 

picturing electrostatics as Quads 

- big, open panels that are the very 

antithesis of small box loudspeakers. 

I make the distinction ' Oriental' 

because the Kingsounds hail from 

Kings Audio of Hong Kong (www. 

kingsaudio.com.hk) and if you look at 

their loudspeaker range - especially 

the extraordinary Emperor that 

looks like a Ming Dynasty room 
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divider - you'll see some fascinatingly 

different designs. 

Most challenging to electro-

static orthodoxy however is the 

Princess 11 reviewed here, complete 

with side exhaust ports that remind 

me of tropical window slats. These 

allow rear sound from the panel to 

escape, as it were. Sound doesn't 

flow like water so the analogy isn't 

an especially appropriate one, but 

whatever. If they sound good, who's 

worried about the odd technical 

peculiarity or two! 

Also within the box, in the 

lower half that forms a ported reflex 

enclosure, lies a small 6in bass unit 

that works up to 800Hz before 

handing over to the Martin Logan 

style single-sided (not push-pull as 

per Quad) electrostatic panel. For 

those unfamiliar with the electro-

static transducer, picture it as a super 

lightweight piece of Clingfilm, driven 

by invisible electrostatic forces. The 

extremely low mass of this film 

allows it to follow the musical signal 

faithfully, giving a pure sound free 

from distortion and colouration. In 

practice electrostatics can sound 

perceptibly clean and pure, but it 

is difficult to make them perfect. 

The Princess 11 panel is interesting 

in that it works from a low 800Hz 

upward which should perceptibly 

alter handling of violins in particular, 

which invariably fall victim to phase 

and amplitude anomalies that beset 

most loudspeakers with their higher 

3kHz crossover point. However, I 

must point out here that flat panels 

have their own unique problems and 

that these panels were directional, 

much like Martin Logan panels.All 

the same, providing they are listened 

to on-axis the sound balance remains 

pretty consistent. 

The cabinet is a compact 207mm 

wide, 260mm deep and 40Imm 

high, and weighs in at 7.8kgs, making 

it an easy lift.The Princess 11 is a 

standmounter, as it's a bit large for 

most shelves, although it will fit a 

I 2in deep shelf. Quality of finish is 

good, although the artificial veneer 

isn't especially alluring, nor the black 

grille cloth against it a fetching match. 

Technophiles will better like the 

bright blue LED at rear that lights 

when power is connected. 

Yes, this loudspeaker needs 

power to polarise the electrostatic 

panels, and like Martin Logans each 

loudspeaker comes with a small wall 

wart supply that sends a safe I 2V to 

the cabinet, Also on the rear panel 

lies a +2dB treble lift switch and, of 

course, input terminals, in this case 

a single pair that prevents use of bi-

wiring. 

No arcane start up rituals are 

necessary, and your house doesn't 

need the right Feng Shui. Placement 

isn't apparently an issue, partly 

because rear radiation sees fixed 

acoustic conditions imposed by the 

cabinet.The side slats output quite 

a lot of the rearward sound our 

measurement microphone showed, 

and the idea is that when bounced 

off a rear wall this will increase the 

sense of spaciousness, making the 

Princess 11 sound more like an open 

electrostatic panel than a closed 

box.With an internal rear cabinet 

wall there to reflect sound back to 

the panel and out toward listeners 

though, this will only be partially 

successful.The Princess 11 isn't a high 

power loudspeaker, being quoted as 

needing 60-120 Watts. 

ROBSON GREYSTOKE 
Hailing from Britain's Lake District, in 

the northern county of Northumbria 

that, I am told, is somewhere near 

Iceland but is more solvent, Robson 

Acoustics hand craft loudspeakers 

using traditional materials that better 

blend into expensively furnished 

modern homes than the bland, 

cheap looking artificial veneers on 

many loudspeakers. So our review 

samples came with deeply patterned 

and fissured Oak end pieces and a 

hide wrapped cabinet that will, I'm 

sure, appeal to a great many proud 

homeowners unhappy with bland 

alternatives. 

The Greystoke is a weighty 

(18kgs) but compact design featuring 

a ribbon tweeter, another interesting 

way of generating clean treble. The 

electrical signal is passed through a 

light metallic ribbon immersed in a 

strong magnetic field, The ribbon is 

very light, if not as light as a piece 

of Clingfilm, nor quite as sonically 

neutral. It is however much lighter 

than a dome tweeter and more 

evenly driven too. Ribbons measure 

superbly well and are known for 

their clean, incisive sound. If you want 

conspicuously fast, detailed treble a 

ribbon is the drive unit to go for. 

Ribbons usually reach down to 

4kHz or so, making them difficult 

to partner. The ribbon in this 

loudspeaker works from 3.5kHz 

upward, our measurements suggest, 

the bass/midrange unit struggling to 

reach up so high.This is the same 

problem suffered by the Sextet, 

whose crossover between plastic 

cone and metal ribbon was rather 

obvious. Robson have better managed 

this difficult transition by using similar 

materials to avoid an obvious change 

of character and by using a small, 

modern, dish shaped magnesium alloy 

cone better able to reach up high. 

The bass unit is port loaded, 

making this a reflex design.With a 

cabinet 340mm high, 180mm wide 

and 280mm deep, carrying a rear 

port and a single pair of chunky gold 

plated terminals, the Greystoke is 

compact and will fit a shelf if need 

be, although it is meant for stands. 

Bass output isn't prodigious and a 

somewhat over damped response is 

most suited to near wall placement 

in small to medium sized rooms 

where room gain will make a contri-

bution to low end weight. 

What you have here then is a 

high quality two way that, like the 

Kingsound Princess II, will give quite 

a different rendition to the everyday 

two-ways we all know so well. 

But how different do both 

loudspeakers sound and - more 

crucially - does different mean better 

with either of them? 

SOUND QUALITY 
I had difficulty getting the best from 

the Greystokes, yet from the off 

they sounded very amenable and 

of quite a different tonal pallor 

and general demeanour to most 

loudspeakers.With our capable 

Anatek A5OR transistor amplifier, to 

us a benchmark design able to handle 

most loudspeakers with equanimity, 

the Greystokes had a pleasantly light 

air about them, and were obviously 

fast and concise at higher frequencies, 

giving tambourine in Steve Earle's 

'Esmeralda's Hollywood' the ability 

to penetrate the room with alarming 

incision.This was classic ribbon 

behaviour.Treble as clean as a 

whistle, delivered with force that was 

penetrative.Violin sounded more 

convincing in its constitution and 

tonality than most rivals, firm, full 

bodied yet with 

no hint of 

harshness 

or screech. 

The 

Greystokes 

pushed 

Nigel 

Kennedy 

out at me, 

but in the 

smoothest. 

most 

svelte 

manner 

I've heard 

since using 

electro-

statics. 

They 

sounded 

all of a piece, 

focused and fleet 

of foot too. Indeed, 

the Greystokes were 

brighter lit than electrostatics, 
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but totally free from the hard and 

somewhat unnatural tonality today's 

metal dome tweeters impose on 

violin, and free from the contorted 

presentation caused by phase and 

amplitude problems at crossover 

between bass and treble unit. Nigel 

Kennedy suddenly became an easy 

and gratifying listen, his violin having 

a gentle and sweet tonal pallor quite 

unlike that I am used to from today's 

loudspeakers.There was some small 

sense of a softening of the sound, 

where the bow glided across a string 

perhaps just a bit too silkily, but this 

was to change. 

Running through my usual 

torture tracks chosen to fully stress 

a loudspeaker I became aware that 

the Greystoke was more 'nice' than 

exciting.Vocals were projected well, 

metallic percussion tinkled beautifully 

but at lower frequencies there was 

progressive lessening of the dynamic 

push, typically behind drums and bass 

guitar. So whilst the striding bass line 

behind Angelique Kidjo's 'The Sound 

of the Drums' was discernible it 

lacked real push. 

This is to be expected from 

a small loudspeaker I thought to 

myself, but I was at the same time 

concerned that our Anatek A5OR 

could be wound to full volume 

and still seemingly lacked puff. So I 

switched on our resident 

Icon Audio MB845 

tube monoblocks 

and with these 

the picture 

change 

signifi-

cantly.The 

Greystokes 

jumped 

into life, 

taking 

on an 

altogether 

more lively 

nature. 

Where 

before 

they had 

sounded 

restrained 

and a little 

soft, now 

they had 

real insight 

and zest. Suddenly, 

Sinead O'Connor's voice had a 

sharply etched outline and material 

presence that hung in front of me as 

she sang 'Foggy Dew' in her eerily 

piercing nasal tones, backed by flute 

and pipe of the Chieftains. 

Similarly, Kennedy's violin became 

an altogether livelier instrument, 

taking many steps forward on the 

stage it seemed.The Greystokes 

deliver music with a steady, focused 

intensity that had me held in 

fascination.That have the spry gait 

of all metal coned loudspeakers, 

without their blemishes. Of similar 

sonic character, the drivers integrate 

well to give a cohesive sound free 

from distracting port noises or 

treble sizzle. Here's a loudspeaker 

that doesn't make you wonder 

whether you're listening to violin or 

bowed steel string guitar; violin had 

a pleasingly organic woodiness that I 

enjoyed - and it was a violin, not an 

instrument found on a Metallica tour 

bus. 

If you can listen to these little 

marvels, hooked up to an amplifier 

able to drive them - and I would 

nominate a powerful valve amplifier 

like the MB845s or Quad II-eightys - 

then it's an education to do so.They 

successfully challenge the field, with a 

lovely tonal pallor that seems natural 

to the ear, whilst at the same time 

being fast, incisive and deeply detailed, 

and free from sonic stridency. I was 

drawn into listening to the finest 

drawings of breath, gentle tinkle 

of cymbals and bells all intensely 

described before me. It was superb 

to hear. 

As measurement suggested the 

Greystokes don't go really low, yet 

at the same time with the MB845s 

at least they had acceptably vigorous 

bass lines. Listening in, Editor David 

Price immediately said they'd be 

perfect as a super high quality 

monitor for smaller rooms. Low 

frequencies would be brought up by 

room gain, without boom occurring. 

Switching over to the Kingsounds 

brought a large change.With 

enthusiastic bass and, at times, 

searing highs, the Princess Ils brought 

emphasis to both ends of the audio 

spectrum and rather than sounding 

calm, svelte and composed like 

the Robsons, were less of a piece. 

However, the electrostatic panel was 

at times utterly superb and distin-

guished these loudspeakers. I was 

aware from the off that there's a 

lot of high treble, bringing a searing 

quality to the strings of Nils Lofgren's 

guitar in ' Keith Don't Go', but their 

sheer vibrancy and the exquisite 

decay of each note told me that 

this was an electrostatic working 

its magic. Reverberation faded 

out into the hall behind Mercedes 

Sosas voice as he chanted ' Misa 

Criolla', the choir hovering behind 

in a heavenly acoustic.The slow, 

solemn beat of a drum was strong 

and timed with precision. It was 

lovely to hear, drawing me right into 

the performance, making it not just 

enjoyable, but exciting. 

The supreme clarity of an 

electrostatic and its ability to work 

right down to the lowest levels, so 

you can "hear a pin drop" as I am 

won't to explain it, was apparent too 

as Sinead O'Connor's voice falls to a 

murmur at the end of 'Foggy Dew'. 

Where I've had to resort to reading 

the lyrics of this song on the internet 

when listening via conventional 

loudspeakers, through the Princess Ils 

I could catch the words as O'Connor 

trills and warbles through this lament, 

through to the last dying phrase. 

I've had to hold my breath before 

with material like this, but only when 

listening to every last little nuance 

being conveyed by an electrostatic: 

first from Quad, recently Martin 

Logan and now I'm delighted to say, 

from Kingsound.This is a loudspeaker 

that literally takes your breath away, 

if not for the usual meanings of the 

expression.At times it had me on 

the edge of the seat, not daring to 

breathe. 

Strong treble from the panel 

was also responsible for crystal clear 

imaging, tiny details in Dadawa's 

'Canton Story' springing from the 

loudspeakers at far left and right, 

giving the sound stage a firm width. 

Bewitching with a lot of Rock 

and much Classical, there were 

times when the Princess Ils displayed 

limitations. Massed strings in The 

Planets 'Mars Bringer of War' had 

an overly bright shimmer to them, 

making their presence a little 

too obvious within the rest of 

the orchestra. Choral works like 

Beethoven's ' Missa Solemnis' were 

characterised by some edginess that 

the smoother Greystokes avoided. 

It wasn't overly annoying but at the 

same time the Princess Ils were a 

trifle edgy with strings and choirs. 

They lack the smoothness of Quads, 

but then these are single sided panels 

like the Martin Logans, not more 

linear push-pulls like the Quads. 

Spinning Angelique Kidjo's 'The 

Sound of the Drums' showed the 

Princess Ils have surprisingly strong 

but supple bass, able to convey the 

walking bass lines and thunderous 

drums, as well as searing percussion. 

As you'd expect from the small 

cabinet size, deep bass is limited in 

level, but it was there all the same 

I found; the Princess Ils had much 

the same tidy bottom end behaviour 

as Usher's S-520s and should 

suit medium sized rooms well. In 

small rooms their treble might be 

overpowering, even when switched 

to Flat, as I ran them. 

I was surprised to find that 

imaging and tonal balance changed 

little as I moved my head both 

sideways, up and down, when 

listening four metres away, contrary 
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to the large changes seen by our 

measuring microphone close up ( Im). 

So although flat electrostatic panels 

are known to suffer phase cancel-

lation effects that result in a ragged 

forward response, the Princess Ils 

sounded quite even in use. 

CONCLUSION 
Although I wanted to capture 

the essence of two very unusual 

loudspeakers in this review rather 

than run a shoot out between them, 

there was one area where they 

seemed. diametrically opposed.The 

Princess Ils worked best at lower 

listening levels; push them and the 

electrostatic panels harden up and 

get a little confused I found. By way 

of contrast the Greystokes enjoyed 

going loud, so smooth and composed 

were they. However, no small 

loudspeaker can be pushed too hard 

without bass distortion (doubling) 

becoming apparent as stodginess 

and muddle. Ultimately, neither 

loudspeaker is meant to shake the 

foundations of a large room. 

1 realise from what 1 have said 

that Robson's Greystokes would 

seemingly suit Classical music played 

at high level whilst the Kingsound's 

Princess Ils best suit Rock played 

at low levels, a decidedly contrary 

result, This is only partly the case. 

The Greystokes were lovely with all 

forms of music and it is quite obvious 

that they have been honed over a 

long period to produce a polished 

sound that is nothing other than 

pure class.You will not hear anything 

like them elsewhere I believe, at any 

price, they are sufficiently unique. 

Kingsound's Princess Ils are less 

svelte, that's for sure, but their small 

electrostatic panels were at times 

sonically breathtaking. Imperfect 

perhaps, but also extraordinary at 

the price 1 feel. 1 would be tempted 

to re-wire the rear switch to give 

-2dB treble cut rather than lift - that 

would tweak them nicely! As they 

stand they have an edge to them, but 

it isn't intolerable. 

Both designs featured here are 

highly refreshing alternatives to 

more conventional stand mounters, 

especially when they carry high 

price tags that are sometimes 

difficult to justify. Both the Robson 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
PRINCESS II 
The bass unit and electrostatic 
panel of the Princess II meet at 
800Hz and the need to match 
perceived energy levels results in 
what is a peak in the midrange, 
much like that of Martin Logan 
loudspeakers. The electrostatic 
panel works relatively smoothly 
across a very wide frequency 
range, from 800Hz up to 20kHz, 
eliminating the usual crossover 
phase problems suffered by 
conventional loudspeakers. Like 
any flat panel the KingSound 
electrostatic panel is directional, 
high frequency output falling off 
to either side, or above and below 
the loudspeaker. This limits the 
listening position a little. Side vents 
emit the entire frequency range 
and this will bounce off walls to 
widen to enhance the sense of 
spaciousness. There are a few 
narrow band response effects at 
4kHz, but otherwise the electro-
static panel offers smooth output 
over its operating range, and 
especially at high frequencies, so 
treble quality should be excellent. 
Increasing treble by switching to 
+2dB raises output right across 
the electrostatic panel's entire 
operating range by a small amount. 

The bass unit runs smoothly 
down to 65Hz and the port, tuned 
to 50Hz has fairly broad output 
to provide support lower down. 
Our impedance trace shows the 

electrostatic panel has a high 
characteristic impedance of around 
10 Ohms, so KingSound have 
used an 8 Ohm bass unit with it, 
resulting in a high overall measured 
impedance of 8 Ohms. Impedance 
falls above 10kHz, but there is so 
little energy here most amplifiers 
should cope. A drawback is low 
sensitivity of 83dB from one watt 
of input ( 2.84V), meaning quite a lot 
of power is needed to go loud, at 
least 40 Watts. 

The Princess II is well 
developed, delivering a honed all 
round measured performance. NK 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

Green - driver output 

Red - port output 

IMPEDANCE 

Acoustics Greystokes and the 

KingSound Princess Ils are fine small 

loudspeakers that justify their prices. 

I believe, Amongst today's metal 

domed hoards they were a breath 

of fresh air sonically, although both 

were difficult and demanding loads 

that need a good amplifier Keep this 

in mind and either one could be just 

the tonic your system needs. 

VERDICT glee. £ 
Insightful electrostatic panel with 
decent bass, but still a bright 
speaker. 

KINGSOUND 

PRINCESS II 

Icon Audio 

©+44 ( 0)116 2440593 

www.iconaudio.co.uk 

£1,500 

FOR 

- deeply insightful 

- sharp imaging 

- supple bass 

AGAINST 

- strong treble 

- limited volume 

- need mains power 

VERDICT glee.. 
Interesting loudspeaker with a svelte, 
fast and detailed sound that's ideal for 
smaller rooms. 

110BSON 

'1GREYSTOKE 

fobson Acoustics 

>«-' + 44 ( 0) 1768 484000 

www.robsonacoustics.co.uk 

f1,600 

FOR 

- fresh tonality 

- superb treble 

- elegant cabinet finish 

AGAINST 

- difficult to drive 

- limited bass 

- need amplifier power 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
ROBSON GREYSTOKE 
The ribbon tweeter of the 
Greystoke runs smoothly from 
4kHz up to 18kHz our frequency 
response shows. There's a dip 
between it and the bass/midrange 
unit, which is a little peaky around 
2kHz before its output rolls down 
above 3kHz. Third-octave analysis 
suggested it will have little impact. 

There may well be a little extra 
vocal projection from the broad lift 
around 1.6kHz though; the Robson 
will not sound distant across the 
midband. Analysis of spectral 
decay (waterfall) shows the peaks 
are not associated with energy 
storage, decay looking relatively 
clean and even with time. 

The bass unit covers the 
lower midrange nicely, suggesting 
instruments and vocals will have 
a good sense of body, the rise in 
output down to 150Hz ensuring 
there will be quite a strong 
sense of warmth to the lower 
midrange, especially as decay at 
this frequency is slow in the time 
domain. 

Lower frequencies fall away 
steadily, as it to be expected 
from such a small cabinet and the 
Robson is best used on stands 
close to a rear wall. Port output 
peaks at 40Hz and provides some 
support for forward radiation, but 
the Robson does not go down low, 

reaching 60Hz or so within a small 
to medium sized room. 

Sensitivity was low at 82dB 
from one nominal watt (2.8V) 
not helped by an unusually high 
measured impedance of 12 Ohms; 
a high OCR (7 Ohm) bass unit has 
been used. High power amplifiers 
of 60 Watts or more are best 
suited. 

This is an unusual loudspeaker, 
but one that is quite well 
engineered. It will likely have an 
entertaining balance and insightful 
presentation. NK 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

Green - driver output 

Red - port output 

IMPEDANCE 
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On the road and in the studio, Jools depends on his 

Yamaha piano for its clarity and purity of tone. 

At home, he enjoys the same standards of audio excellence 

thanks to Yamaha's total dedication to the listening experience. 

<>YAMAHA 

ay. hi-fi 
You can too. Visit www.yamaha-uk.com to find out more. 

Products featured: CD-S1000 CD player and A-S1000 amplifier 



Specia Brew 
David Price gets a taste of Naim Audio's brand new Nait XS integrated amplifier... 

p
eople want affordable or 
ultra high end hi-fi. It's a 

split between those who 

are affected by the credit 

crunch and those who 

are not.VVorried mortals 

in the mid-market are being careful 

with their cash right now and buy-

ing budget.VVith this in mind, Naim's 

entry level Nait range is expanding. 

The SuperNait has been a great suc-

cess, and the Si remains very popular. 

However, there's been a gaping hole 

between the £750 

price point of the '5 

and the £2,500 of 

the SuperNait — and 

so here's where 

the new Nait XS at 

f.,250 fits in. 

Fair enough, 

but what is the XS exactly? Lest 

we forget the Nait Si is a stripped-

down. 'less is more' design that's not 

upgradeable, and the SuperNait is 

about as close as Maim come to an 

all-singing, all dancing do- it-all hi-fi 

product.What then of the new XS? 

Well I am happy to say it falls on the 

51 side of the fence here; wnereas 

the SuperNait has serious onboard 

DACs (as well as all its other tricks), 

the Nait XS is — ostensibly — the 

SuperNait minus its digital bits, in a 

smaller Si style box with a slightly 

less beefy power supply. In essence 

then, you're getting much of the 

SuperNait, without the fripperies (at 

least if you're not a digiphile). for half 

the money. 

It's a high quality, stripped 

dowi, back to basics two channel 

analogue amplifier at an affordable 

price — in Naim terms at least.A 

clever selling proposition, and all the 

better because you can attach one 

of Naim's external power supplies 

and get recognisable performance 

improvements. This fits the Naim 

upgrading hierarchy very well, but 

does it deliver the sonic goods? 

Down to the engineering nitty 

gritty, and it's easiest to conceive 

of the XS as a SuperNait in the 

input socket s mounted in a 'floppy' 

way so that it doesn't directly send 

ground-borne vibration from the 

mains cable into the chassis — a 

clever touch.The two layer circuit 

board is optimised for size, and 

combines surface mount technology 

with thru-hole components. It too is 

decoupled, allowed to 'flap around' 

(for the want of a better term) so 

as not to can-y the vibration from 

the case into it. Carefully hand 

aligned individual wiring runs to the 

"a high cuaiity, striopec-covvn, 
oac‘K-to-oasics two channel integratec 
amplifier at an afforcab e orice,.." 

series 5's smaller aluminium chassis 

and sleeve with zinc die-cast front 

panel. Inside is a larger-than-the-5i 

transformer, rated at 380 VA with five 

separate windings, giving 60W RMS 

per channel.The oreamp section is 

flexible, with six inputs, the facility 

to add FlatCap, HiCap or SuperCap 

power supplies, a switchable AV 

bypass, a stereo full bandwidth sub 

out (effectively then its a preamplifier 

output), programmable Auto Input 

Switching (AIS) and a front panel 

3.5mm auxiliary input. 

As such, it looks closer to the 

SuperNait than tie Si under the 

hood, with very careful attention 

given to component layout and 

topography, along with vibration 

isolation. For example, the mains 

ALPs Blue volume control, again 

to reduce microphony.The tape 

monitor loop has been removed, 

and the p-eamplifier is said to be 

the same as tie SuperNait, but with 

its gain altered to improve sonic 

performance in this application. 

Adding a separate power supply 

improves performance by powerirg 

the preamp stage exclusively from 

the external power supply. The 

power amp uses the output devices 

of the NAP 200 power amplifier with 

a circuit based on the NAIT Si high 

efficiency amp. 

SOUND QUALITY 
If the Nait Si is a relatively light 

and tight sounding product and 

the SuperNait is altogether richer 
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Chord Epic 

speaker cable 

- 2rnrr, cll.-let, silver-plated oxygen tree 

copper conductors 

- Twisted pair configuration 

- Silicone internal jacket 

- High frequency effective dual foil and 

braid shielding system 

- Vibration damping translucent PVC 

outer iacket 

Chord Anthem 2 

- Silver-plated multi strand signal conductor 

- Silver-plated combined shielding system 

- Internal and external Teflon insulation 

- Ultra low mass silver-plated non compression RCA/phono plugs 

- Isolated signal return path 

- Single material signal path 

- Also available fitted with DIN and XLR plugs 

perfect partners 
For more information, please 
visit our website or call us on 

+44 (0)1980 625700 

THE 

CHORD' 
COMPANY 

MOVING SOUND & VISION Tm 

www.chord.co.uk 



REVIEW 

tonally and if anything a little softer 

and more rounded (albeit with huge 

scale and punch), where then is the 

XS pegged? Well, just as its price is 

closer to the Si, so the XS's sound 

lies closer to that of the 5i in its 

character, if not in its level. 

Kicking off with Augustus Pablo's 

'King Tubby Meets Rockers Uptown', 

a classic slice of early nineteen 

good fun.This amplifier's superb 

bass pushed the track along with an 

unerring sense of urgency; it gave the 

sense that the song was really going 

somewhere. 

Moving to Mary J. Blige's 

'Children of the Ghetto', and I was 

beguiled by the Nait XS's presen-

tation of her superlative soul vocals. 

There wasn't so much as a hint of 

generic Naim sound.The rival Sugden 

A2I S2 is a tad more insightful and 

transparent across the mid and 

treble, if less obviously powerful 

and propulsive. Leema's Stream is a 

sweeter and more euphonic product, 

easier to listen to late at night it 

doesn't reach out and grab your 

attention in the way the XS does. 

Musical Fidelity's new A I is just about 

•••••• • 
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seventies dub music, and the Nait 

XS proved quite a performer. As 

ever, the defining characteristic of 

Naim amplifiers for me is the space 

between the notes - or how well 

the amp is able to stop playing one 

note before the next one starts. 

The new XS is no different to its 

family relations in this department. 

showing fleet footedness and great 

control.The result was a beautifully 

timed rendition of the music, causing 

profuse tapping of the feet. 

Despite its smaller casework, in 

the bass department the new Naim 

sounds very close to the larger 

SuperNait. It is considerably stronger 

and more animated than the Si, 

giving a visceral thump to the song's 

distinctive bass guitar playing, allied 

to a heroic kick to the bass drum. 

This new amp may still not be quite 

the most ' bass heavy' in its class, but 

it is surely the most expressive in 

the low frequency department. As 

far as I could discern, the SuperNait 

has a slightly more fulsome bottom 

end, but it is only marginally so - for 

my money I found the XS there or 

thereabouts in this respect. 

The upshot is that the XS 

has a very taut, tight but punchy 

underpinning to its midband.VVhereas 

the SuperNait is a teensy bit opaque 

(by £2,500 class standards) in this 

area, the XS gives about as incisive 

a midband 1 can think of at £ 1,250 

(Sugden A2 1 a S2 notwithstanding). 

This means a huge amount of detail, 

with very confident, 'architectural' 

soundstaging.ABC's ' Lexicon of Love' 

is an old favourite of mine, and ' Date 

Stamp' delighted with the dizzying 

amount of information the XS threw 

out, along with the remarkably 

tidy way it kept all the numerous 

strands of this complex Trevor Horn 

production together. Not only did it 

sound ordered and impressive in a 

hi-fi sense however, but also riotously 

hardness, the new Nait if anything 

giving quite a dark and velvety 

tonality to proceedings, yet capturing 

Bilge's every vocal inflection. Of 

particular note was her phrasing; 

it was there in all its glory. It is 

interesting that my listening notes 

show I first remarked on the texture 

of her voice and not the phrasirg; 

Naims of ten years ago would 

have done the latter brilliantly 

but the former only perfunc-

torily. It's fascinating to see that 

the new Naims are able to 

give (almost) the best of both 

worlds - no small feat. 

I also loved the 

Nait XS's treble; 

the crispness of hi-

hat cymbals is pure 

pleasure.VVhereas 

the Nait Si is good 

at the price, it's just 

a little muffled and 

electronic sounding in 

absolute terms.This 

new amplifier however, 

is a clear step forward 

in this respect.The 

stick work on Lou 

Donaldson's 'Alligator 

Bogaloo' was a joy; this 

1967 BlueNote jazz 

recording was captured 

in all its glory, with all 

the air and space that 

the original crossed-

pair of microphones 

imparted - and once 

again, tnere was not a 

trace of brightness. 

CONCLUSION 
1 can think of few 

downsides to this 

amplifier; as a package 

it is superb and so any 

objections are more 

down to whether 

you actually like the 

the creamiest sounding thing you can 

buy at the price, but lacks 'gumption' 

compared to the new Nait. My advice 

is as ever - go and listen.What 1 

can say is that I loved it, and for me 

it's the most complete and capable 

'affordable' Naim amplifier I've come 

across - making it ideal for these 

troubled economic times. 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Avid Acutus/SME V/vdH Frog turntable 

Icon Audio PS3 phono stage 

Sugden IM4 integrated amplifier 

Yamaha NS1000M loudspeakers 

VERDICT ilelbee 
Super affordable integrated amplifier, 
with power, subtlety and sophisti-
cation in equal measure. Build, finish 
and upgradeability seal the deal. 

NAIM NAIT XS 

Naim Audio Ltd 

(t) + 44 ( 0) 1722 426600 

www.naimaudio.com 

£1,250 

FOR 

- unerringly musical sound 

- convincing dynamics 

- subtlety, detailing 

- upgradeability 

AGAINST 

- nothing at the price 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Like a few amplifiers we have tested Power 

recently the XS produced an especially 

stable distortion pattern that held Frequency response 

steady at all levels and frequencies Separation 

- very unusual and difficult to achieve. Noise 

Our analysis shows steadily declining Distortion 

harmonic level with rising frequency Sensitivity 

and this held stable at all frequencies, Damping factor 

as the distortion sweep shows. The XS 

all but mimicked a valve amplifier in 

this respect, but that is not to say it 

will sound the same as sound quality 

differences are not attributable to 

distortion alone. Together with a 

rigidly imposed bandwidth limit of 

20kHz (-1dB) the XS will sound smooth 

and should be an easy listen, lacking 

the uncorrelated distortion 'tune' many 

amps play. 

Damping factor was typical of a 

Naim amplifier - at 15 low, if not very 

low, so bass will likely be ' obvious'. 

Power output measured 60 Watts 

into 8 Ohms and 90W into 4 Ohms, 

the latter being close to what will be 

delivered as most loudspeakers have 4 

Ohm bass units. It's plenty enough for 

most situations. 

The XS measured very well. It 

will likely have a smooth sound, with 

obvious bass in the Naim style, and 

ameliorate today's bright sounding 
loudspeakers. NK , , 

DISTORTION SWEEP 
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5Hz-20kHz 

82dB 

-92dB 
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REVIEW 

Serio s Logic 
Andrew Harrison's head calculates that Audio Logic's Model 34MXL digital- to- analogue 
convertor is a very decent digital device, but :an it win is heart? 

hen assembling the 

best sounding D/A 

converter for a digi-

tal front end, there 

are two principal 

schools of thought 

about how to achieve the best per-

formance. 

In simple terms, one seeks the 

most linear reconstruction of the 

digital audio b:tstream, meaning 

that we must do our very best to 

maximise the actual digital conversion 

stage.This may involve finding novel 

techniques where necessary to 

ensure that the music's not mangled 

while it's still being manipulated in 

the digital realm. It often entails 

using custom digital signal processing 

rather than off-the-shelf silicon. 

The other school of thought 

says that our current converters are 

doing just fine thanks, and it's how 

we apply them and then treat the 

raw analogue coming out the end of 

tried-and-tested converter chips that 

makes all the difference... 

In the first school reside the 

digital pathfinders; companies like 

dCS, Chord Electronics, Meridian, 

MSB Technology and EMM Labs, 

while in the second lie the analogue 

experts like Audio Note, Bryston, 

Zanden and just about any CD player 

or DAC maker that uses a valve 

output stage.Audio Logic Co. is a 

small-scale audiophile manufacturer 

based in Westport, Connecticut, and 

one who falls squarely into the latter 

camp. 

Audio Logic Co is one of the less 

well-known companies in the rarefied 

world of speciality hi-fi, with no web 

presence or any marketing behind 

it. It seems to be more a word-of-

mouth placed company, debated 

on forums but rarely reviewed.The 

information we have is limited to 

an eleven-page manual and a close 

examination of the product itself. 

So here we have the Audio Logic 

Co. Model 34MXL, a stereo DAC 

using two standard - but unspecified 

- DAC chips, along with a balanced 

valve output stage. In fact the chips' 

identity is obscured by what appears 

to be copper paint over the part 

numbers! Based on experience 

though, the DAC was happy to 

accept a dig:tal input up to 24/96 

specification. 

In line with similar such units, 

the designer has specified many high 

quality electronic components such 

as large audiophile-grade capacitors. 

The main deviation from the norm 

appears to be the unusual use of 

transformer couping between the 

DAC output and the valve stage. so 

that the two dual-differential chips 

are direct coupled to transformer 

primaries, with the secondaries 

wired to the control grids of a pair 

of dual triodes. In the review sample, 

these were NOS Mullard E88CC 

types, comparable to the 6922 and 

designed as an improved version of 

the ECC88. 

Two digital inputs are offered 

on the back, RCA coaxial and XLR 

balanced, althougn there's is an 

option for a third input of the optical 

variety. For output, there's one pair 

of RCA phonos and another pair of 

XLR balanced sockets. The 34MXL 

is very solidly built into an all- metal 

case with thick alloy faceplate, all 

surfaces finished in a textured black 

paint. Two long horizontal slots on 

the 9mm-thick aluminium fascia 

allow blue light from within to 

seep through when the unit has a 

digital signal lock.And four chromed 

buttons here allow simple switching 

between the three inputs, and 

reverse signal phase. 

Looking inside we have three 

small frame-transformer power 

supplies to the digital, analogue and 

valve heater stages.The circuit is built 

on a large glass-fibre PCB using thick 

tracks for best performance.And 

standing in the centre of the board 

are the unusual interstage coupling 

transformers. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Adding valves to digital electronics 

is often seen as a means to sweeten 

or soften the excesses of 16bit CD 

sound, and here the Model 34MXL 

did not disappoint in the least. Its 

sound was characterised as smooth 

and edge-free to a fault, and at no 

point in the extended listening did it 

stand forward as anything other than 

vice-free in this respect. 

In frequency coverage the Model 

34MXL didn't seem as well extended 

as most modern DACs - there was 

something of a 'vintage' tinge to its 

sound, as it seemed to trade on 

midband focus at the expense of 

bass slam and upper treble sparkle. 

At the low end for example, playing 

through the live take of Pink Floyd's 

'The Wall', there was little conviction 

behind low bass guitar. Here a 

detuned bass E string underpins 
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'Another Brick in the Wall Part 2', a 

low D used alternately through the 

verse.Through the 34MXL, the low 

thrum was comparatively lost and 

light, taking away some of the impact 

of the performance. 

In simple and sparse jazz pieces 

though, the 34MXL could really go 

to work and bring out the best of 

acoustic instruments. From Zakir 

Hussain's Making Music' album, 

where flute, sax and acoustic guitar 

interplay with Hussain's tabla and 

percussion, you could easily bring 

your attention on each line in its 

vinyl- like wholesomeness. Listen 

beyond the main lines however and 

you may realise that some of the air 

and space was being robbed... 

The soaring flute and tubby tabla 

sound in 'Water Girl' could not be 

matched with the 34MXL in place, 

where a Chord DAC 64 could let the 

instruments show off their respective 

and unique timbres that much more 

clearly. 

When music got harmonically 

richer and more complex, the 

smooth and sanguine sound of the 

Model 34MXL had some difficulty in 

keeping up. Given the two concert 

grands of Rachmaninov's 'Suite No. 

I for Two Pianos', and in particular 

the fourth 'Paques', played with gusto 

by Güher and Süher Pekinel, I had 

difficulty in making out the individual 

contributions of the four hands. 

There was about as much stereo 

width to work with as the Chord 

for example, but a slightly duller 

effect that sounded like a screen 

between you and the playing.The 

brilliance of hammered piano strings 

was somehow overly smoothed, 

almost veiled in its one-step-removed 

presentation. 

This was a theme found with 

most types of music — a dampening 

of upper frequencies and curtailment 

of the low end, which nevertheless 

did have a useful side effect in 

drawing me in to some midrange 

tunefulness not normally apparent. 

For example, I found myself more 

taken in by the edge in Waters' 

emotional outpouring in ' Don't Leave 

Me Now' from the Wall set, as if 

the deficit in frequency extremes 

had been merely diverted into more 

effort to express the humanity in the 

singing voice. 

'And Dream Of Sheep' from 

Kate Bush's 'Hounds of Love' gave 

the Model 34MXL a chance to show 

its tribute to vocals, but didn't entirely 

win me over even here.True, it 

could show the considered delivery 

of words and the reverb tail after 

vocal lines, but a more revealing 

DAC would show how and where 

the artificial reverb sat in the stereo 

mix. If you don't 

need to know 

how a producer 

has worked with 

available colours in 

their palette, that's 

not necessarily 

a problem. Yet 

I couldn't help 

feeling I was 

missing something 

vital as it polished 

off the freshness of 

reproduced sound. 

Despite a kind way with the 

human voice, I also found there 

was something missing in its 

expression of both large-scale 

dynamics — almost certainly related 

to its underwhelming low frequency 

performance — and in the micrody-

namics and fine detailing that should 

flesh out a sound and b,ing it closer 

to life. In striving to make a naturally 

smooth digital converter devoid of 

the glare of bad binary, some element 

of the baby had been thrown out 

with the bathwater, methinks... 

Inter-note blackness was another 

aspect of this, with the wide swing 

of contrasts between sound and no-

sound seemingly blurred, such that 

dynamic shifts were not convincingly 

represented.As with the effect noted 

on four-hand piano, 

where it was difficult 

to discern where roles 

handed over, so too 

was there a hint of this 

broad spectrum smear 

underlying all music 

Take the crisp-

sounding and superbly 

played set of Zeppelin 

classics on Page and 

Plant's ' No Quarter', 

where the rock gods 

join forces with 

the distinctly dusky 

sounding Egyptian 

Ensemble. With 

North African drums 

punctuating 'Friends', 

the 34MXL had a 

mildly monotonic 

flavour, slurring the 

percussive complexity, 

masking the droning 

Hammond and 

rounding off the string 

section's incision. In 

its favour, the Audio 

Logic DAC could bring 

out the acoustic guitar 

strums and Plant's 

throaty delivery, but 

ultimately I yearned to 

return to more honest 

converters, even if I did 

have to listen through 

some edginess... 

CONCLUSION 

REVIEW 

Despite a warmth that never 

succumbed to simple bass bloom, the 

Model 34MXL never quite delivered 

for this listener In trying so hard to 

rein in the possibility of digital glare, 

it forgot to let the bright and dark 

contrasts of music show through, 

erring almost exclusively on the 

darker, smoother side. In straight-

forward stereo width and depth it 

fulfils, and has a calm and creamy 

tone which may seem a welcome 

relief from old-school digital dazzle. 

If this sounds tempting then by all 

means investigate further, but at 

this price point there are other 

contenders which can balance the 

virtues of revelation and musicality 

more capably, I feel. 

VERDICT 11011 
Pleasant if rather uninsightful 
sounding DAC with a smooth, balming 
sound — but off the pace compared to 
price rivals. 

AUDIO LOGIC CO MODEL 

34MXL DAC f2,950 

Angelsound Audio 

(r) + 44(0)1923 352479 

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk 

FOR 

- warm tonality 

- gently beguiling sound 

- build quality 

AGAINST 

- soft frequency extremes 

- sligthly opaque midband 

- middling dynamics 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Our analysis shows frequency response 
has a slight upward trend toward 
high frequencies, resulting in, a high 
21.2kHz upper limit. There is a small 
low bass roll down, placing the lower 
limit at 15Hz, compared to 2Hz of 

many CD players. I suspect this will 
not have much affect because valves 
usually bestow good low frequency 
dynamics and reclocking will reinforce 
this, as well as adding strong leading 
edges. Noise was a little higher than 
is common, again due to valves, but at 
-95dB it won't be audible all the same. 

Distortion was low at OdB peak 
level as valves commonly give 0.3% 
or so of innocuous second harmonic. 

The Audiologic 34MXL is as linear as 
the amazing Edgar CD1 here. At low 
levels it was very linear, hence a fine 
111dB EIAJ dynamic range value from 
unbalanced out. From the XLR balanced 
output, however, this improved to 
114dB, which is 2dB better than the 
best CD player or DAC we have ever 
tested, so the 34MXL has something 
special going for it. Whilst output from 
unbalanced was low at 1.6V. from 
balanced through XLR it was 3.2V. 

This is a very interesting DAC under 
measurement, one that is likely to offer 
a good sound. NK 

Frequency response (-1dB) 
CD 15Hz-21.2kHz 

Distortion ( ig), unbal / bal) 
OdB 0.013 / 0.006 
-6dB 
-60dB 
-80dB 

Separation ( 1kHz) 
Noise (IEC A) 
Dynamic range (EIAJ) 
Output 

0.009 / 0.006 
0.21 / 0.18 

5/2 

114dB 
-97dB 

111dB/114dB 
1.6V / 3.2V 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

dflr 

2.5 

21.5 

13.5 

-0.5 
-1 
-1.5 
-2 

-2.5 
3 

FFT FREQUEMCY/itz 

Se 10E1 599 lk 2k Sk 10k 20k 

DISTORTION 
11111 23156799 Input 1915 

alt 
02 

0.30 

0.25 

0.28 

0.15 

9.19 

e 

ml 

Frequency 

vs FREQUDICV/HE 

Il d2 d3 dl d5 dt, d7 dB d9 
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Tra 
I

t is physics that determines the 
sound of a loudspeaker, not a 

marketing man's spin. I don't 

care if Albert Einstein was 

brought back from the dead, 

given a new brain ten times 

its previous power and was given an 

eternity to fill it - even he wouldn't 

be able to design a small loudspeaker 

that sounded like a large one... 

So, it was with some trepidation 

that I found myself auditioning this 

particular compact box, As with 

every other small cube shaped 

transducer 1 am asked to review, I 

was told how different and special 

it is - thanks to all manner of clever 

tricks. Said to "rewrite the rule book 

for compact loudspeakers", this is 

"the world's first truly full range mini 

monitor, producing accurate bass 

right down to the bottom octave 

with the dynamics of a multi way 

speaker ten times its size", no less! 

The product of "Swedish 

iconoclast" Ingvar Ohman, the 

QM 10P is said to have been a cult 

product amongst the Scandinavian 

audiophile underground for a number 

of years. Ingvar founded his own 

institute and spent eleven years 

working with Swedish universities 

studying the intricacies of human 

hearing, researching psychoacoustics 

and how for instance the curvature 

of the ear and the damping effect 

of the shoulders and chest alter 

Guru's new QM1OP is a compact loudspeaker 
with a difference, says David Price... 

ce 
frequency response. Based on these 

studies, Ingvar developed the QM 10P 

to deliver a flat frequency response 

in real world conditions at the ear 

drum, the story goes... 

The Gurus are said to harness 

the listening room's acoustics to 

enhance their performance,"by using 

the wall against which they are placed 

the QM I OP's couple the room and 

use it as an extension of their own 

enclosures to produce the stygian 

bass traditionally only associated with 

the largest behemoth loudspeakers". 

Hmmm, so they like a bit of rear 

wall reinforcement to give some 

extra thump - just like Wharfedale 

Diamonds - then? 

OKay, enough of the hyperbole 

- let's get down to specifics.They're 

a 300x252x232mm box with a single 

102mm reflex port loaded plastic 

covered paper/pulp mid-bass unit 

made by Tymphany in Denmark, and a 

16mm modified Mylar tweeter from 

Visaton of Germany - weighing in 

at 6kg apiece.Very interestingly for 

this particular reviewer - and far 

more impressive than twenty pages 

of the purple prose the Guru comes 

with - is its wide front baffle.This 

runs counter to current loudspeaker 

engineering practice (i.e. fashion) 

- and is something ' believe shows 

real independence of mind.With its 

width being its largest dimension. 

this speaker is in a gang of one in its 

sic 
physical dimensions. 

The FIDF box, covered with 

matte or gloss piano black finishes, 

also has a grey plasticky material 

on top and around the drive unit 

surrounds. Running along the bottom 

of the speaker is a ' letter box' type 

bass port, and the speaker sits on 

four small, stiff foam cylinders, giving 

secure location on to stand tops 

whilst decoupling the speakers in 

a controlled way. Round the back, 

it's a return to the Flat Earth days 

with provision for banana plugs only 

- biwire enthusiasts or followers of 

the bare wire connection method 

can 'like a stroll. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Given the Guru's Swedish DNA, 

I thought it best to start with my 

much played copy of Abba's 'Tne 

Album', specifically ' Eagle'. I'm sorry 

to say that - despite the claims of 

the odious press release - I didn't 

hear tracts of deep bass flat down to 

the earth's inner core, but fortunately 

what I did hear was particularly 

enjoyable - as was the Gurus' 

handling of the rest of the frequency 

range_ 

These are distinctive sounding 

loudspeakers, but not necessarily 

for the reasons touted by the 

manufacturer.Whereas most modern 

small boxes try to be miniature high 

resolution monitors, utterly devoid 
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of character in a bid to tell you 

everything about the recording, the 

QM I OPs plough a different furrow. 

They do have character — indeed id 

call it personality - and a thoroughly 

fun one it is too. 

The essence of it is musicality; 

switching from my reference Yamaha 

NS 1000M speakers, I could hear 

problems in umpteen areas but nore 

caused me to enjoy the music any 

less; quite the reverse in some ways. 

Starting with that bass, it isn't terribly 

deep — certainly not in my largish 

room — but it is decently fulsome for 

a smallish box, and more importantly 

it is bouncy. ' Eagle' romped along with 

glee — this long album track feeling 

more like a three minute single than 

its actual eight minutes.The Gurus 

can follow the tune, and integrated 

their reasonable upper bass with the 

rest of the frequency spectrum very 

well. 

The midband is also quite hard 

to describe. Clearly lacking fine 

detail, it is nevertheless blessed with 

tremendous speed and cavernous 

space.The steel guitar strums 

at the beginning of Badly Drawn 

Boy's 'About a Boy' soundtrack 

were carried with lightning attack, 

whereupon the track shot along like 

a Greyhound chasing a rabbit. These 

speakers capture a huge amount 

of the music, making you want to 

uncork a bottle, light a cigarette and/ 

or open the chocolate digestives and 

settle down for the evening — and 

beyond... 

I found the treble decently 

smooth, and very well integrated with 

the midband. Hi-hats were gentle, 

crisply etched and not shouty. Indeed, 

their speed, in conjunction with that 

irascible upper bass made for much 

musical merriment. 'About a Boy' was 

rendered delicately but joyfully. It's 

a superb modern recording — and a 

super vinyl pressing — and the Gurus 

told you so, throwing a tremendously 

expansive stereo image into my 

room.Although treble level tails off 

slightly off-axis, instrument placement 

remains set in stone, showing that 

these speakers are generally very 

phase coherent. For small speakers 

they drive a largish room strongly 

and confidently. 

My spirits lifted further when 

the stylus hit the groove of my 

Japanese pressing of Steely Dan's 

'Gaucho', and the Gurus sounded 

positively exuberant. Once again, the 

size of the soundstage was such that 

it could have been my big Yamahas 

wired up and not the wee QMIOPs, 

and the sound was no less rousing. 

Dynamically, they can sound a tad 

compressed at highish levels in a 

large room, lacking as they do the 

ability to signpost the fact that a 

snare drum has been hit particularly 

hard. However, they're so good at 

the subtle rhythmic and dynamic 

inflections of music that they more 

than make up for any absolute 

limitations. In the same way that a 

small, lightweight Lotus proves faster 

in everyday road conditions than a 

big Aston Martin VI2, so the Gurus 

manage to stop and start on the head 

of a pin, with the fleet footedness of 

a flea. 

Probably the weakest point of 

the Gurus is their tonality, which 

isn't terribly varied — they lack 

the ability to look right into the 

recording studio and tell you about 

the instruments being used.You 

can hear what they're doing very 

well, but you get little sense of the 

tonal 'flavour' of a particular bass 

guitar or piano, for example.VVith 

the modern jazz stylings of Herbie 

Hancock's 'The Prisoner', a slight 

'cardboardy' colouration (or should 

that be discolouration) to the 

midband is noticeable, which shows 

that these speakers aren't universally 

exceptional.This said, using a warmer 

and more euphonic amplifier than the 

Sugden does help; the tonal colour 

of this is more bluey white than suits 

the Gurus.And so it proved that 

hooking up my World Audio K588I 

valve power amplifier 

added deeper hues 

to the QMIOPs' tonal 

palette. 

I found this most 

obvious on jazz, as 

I really enjoy the 

sensual, atmospheric 

feel of these acoustic 

instrumerts.VVith 

classical, their tonal 

greyness was less 

acute, and the Gurus 

managed to push 

along Beethoven's 

'Pastoral Symphony' 

as fast as the driving 

drum an bass of 

Goldie's 'Inner City 

Life'. Factor in their 

expansive soundstage 

and confident image 

location and again they 

proved truly enjoyable 

musical companions. 

CONCLUSION 
Despite the 

presumptuous press 

release, I really came 

to love the Guru 

QM 10Ps.They are very 

distinctive loudspeakers 

— but for the right 

reasons. Rather these, 

with their characterful, 

musically 

committed 

presentation 

than the 

countless 

anonymous, 

designed by 

numbers 

boxes 

inhabiting 

this end of 

the market, say 

1! In a way, they 

are very nineteen 

seventies sounding 

loudspeakers — but in all the right 

ways, not the wrong ones. By this 

I mean they have a straightforward 

musicality and natural directness, 

with scale and articulation — instead 

of giving the laser-guided, etched 

on your cranium sound that some 

noughties designs do. 

All the time I listened to the 

Gurus, I was getting a slight sense 

of déjà vu — they reminded me of 

something else I'd once heard and 

liked.Then it came to me — another 

wide baffle, compact but very 

carefully intricately engineered box, 

the Heybrook HB I . The Gurus aren't 

that close, but do share key traits of 

musicality and scale — the Heybrooks 

were a rip-roaring success, so here's 

hoping the QM I OPs will be too. 

VERDICT •••• 
Distinctive, characterful, animated 
sounding music makers with scale, 
speed and joie de vivre. 

GURU PRO AUDIO 

O.M1OP 

The Sound Practice 

ID + 44(0)1727 893928 

www.thesoundpractice. 

co.uk/Guru/ 

£1,595 

FOR 

- easy musicality 

- bounce and speed 

- expansive soundstaging 

AGAINST 

- slightly veiled midband 

- compression at high levels 

- tonally homogenous 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Guru's front facing port outputs 

energy across a wide band and it 

appears to go in and out of phase 

with the bass unit, hence the peaks 

and troughs. The effect is a little less 

problematical than it appears here 

though, because port output is -10dB 

lower ( at 80Hz) than a typical reflex 

port, so there appears to be resistive 

loss in the port. Bass rolls down slowly 

below 200Hz so the Guru is best used 

close to a rear wall. The box reaches 

quite low, down to 50Hz with the port 

adding a little lower down at 35Hz. 

Bass unit distortion was low, less than 

1.5°/0 down to 38Hz, a good result. The 

port hit 7% at 40Hz, about average, 

peaking at 12% below 35Hz. 

Bass apart, frequency response 

was reasonably smooth and extended 

across the audio band, the tweeter 

looking especially smooth. It also had 

a clean decay spectrum. Unfortunately, 

the bass unit rang at 800Hz and 

300Hz, visible in the short term ( 10mS) 

spectrum and extending into the long 

term 200mS spectrum, suggesting 

some colour. Distortion from 100Hz up 

to 6kHz hovered around 0.2% which is 

quite good. 

Sensitivity was satisfactory at 

86.5dB into a 4 Ohm bass unit, overall 

impedance measuring 6.1 Ohms, largely 

unreactive, making the Guru an easy 

amplifier load. 

The Guru looks to have over 

damped bass that will likely sound 

clean, but the port outputs higher 

frequencies too and would be better 

firing rearward. The tweeter looks 

very good. Under measurement the 

Guru looks strong then, if with a few 

blemishes. NK 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

Green - driver output 

Red - port output 

IMPEDANCE 
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AWARD WINNING RINGMAT PRODUCTS 

Dirty power can be upsetting. 
Clean it up with the Z Powerbar from MIT 

The Z Powerbar makes clean AC uniquely possible, so you can enjoy 

"blacker" blacks, better color saturation, and increased shadow detail 
Works equally well on video and audio components' 

P.O.Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos, GL50 9FJ 

winoN audlobinty co uk www.mitcables co uk 

Telephone 0870 777 2991 

Ringmat is the world's leading supplier of products that are truly designed 
to improve sound and picture quality in hi-fi and home cinema systems. 

All Ringmat products are of unique design and tackle distortion problems 
in a manner that is quite different from all other attempts. 

We do not just create products if satisfactory solutions are already available. 

R:NGMAT and RINGMAT 

SUPPORT SYSTEM 

Use this modular 

system on every flat 
turntable platter 

PROpUCT 

YEAR 

STATMAT CDi BLUE 

Use a Statmat for playing 
all CDs and DVDs, other 

than with multi-disc players 

emcnetne 
Statmat CDi Blue 
Ultimate Guide to Home Cinema 2004 

VIVACITY AR ANTI-

RESONANCE PLATFORMS 

Use VIVACITY AR 

Platforms under all 

equipment to free the 

sound, and pictures, from 
resonance and vibration 

based distortion 

RINGMAT FEET, DOMES 

AND SPIKE STOPPERS 

Use these Ringmat 

products for the most 

effective means of 

isolating your hi-fi and 
home cinema equipment 

RINGMA DEVELOPMENTS PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 9FB 

++44(0) 1277 200 210 WWW.RINGMAT.COM 

RINGMAT MAINS LEADS, 

INTERCONNECT, TONEARM 
and SPEAKER CABLES 

Use Ringmat cables for 

the cleanest transfer 
of signals, from power 

source to speakers 
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Visit our website at www.hi-Fiworld.co.uk or 
send your entails to letters@hi-Fivvorld.co.uk. 
Letter of the month wins a pair of KEF iO3 

loudspeakers and one years FREE 

subscription to Hi-Fi World. 

Letter of the Month 

FASHION VICTI 
I have just read Mr. Price's article on his 

friend's lust for a system that fashion 

forgot and it has inspired me to do 

the same, but there are some issues 

I need to address! Being only fifteen 

years of age and already a connoisseur 

of hi-fi, I'm always seeking to get the 

best sound for my buck. I have an 

Arcam FMI & Linn Sondek system with 

Wharfedale EV02-30 speakers at the 

moment and until a month ago, I was 

very content with it... 

You see, whilst browsing the ever 

unavoidable internet auction site, 

something really did catch my eye - a 

1979 JVC A-XS integrated amplifier in 

mint condition. Being a very `spur-of-

the-moment' guy, I engaged in a bidding 

war and emerged successful, with my 

pocket £0 lighter. After roaring "yes!" 

for ten minutes, I sat down, recollected 

my thoughts and realised that I'd just 

wasted lots of my hard-earned cash on 

a metal box which was probably not 

worth its weight in wool. And then it 

hit me that I had to collect this thing 

somehow! 

So the joys of e-bay were rather 

short lived, but as my supposedly 'mint-

condition' amp' arrived home and I 

unpacked it from its box, I stared in 

amazement at the quality of this silver 

beauty. Everything was so logical; every 

intricate detail had been perfected with 

the utmost care and attention; the sleek, 

satin silver finish was exquisite and the 

air of quality that pervaded throughout 

this piece of vintage Japanese exotica 

was remarkable. It had something my 

Arcam didn't have. Its looks, put simply, 

were perfection. 

I stopped drooling and told myself 

"the sound cannot be as good", but boy 

was I wrong! Here was an amplifier 

which played music, not sound. It 

delivered amazing grip thanks to its 

hugely oversized toroidal transformer, 

a honey-coated sweetness to the treble 

courtesy of the 'Super Class-A' design 

and a soundstage unlike anything I 

LETTER OF THE MONTH PRIZE 

KEF iQ3 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Wharfedale E70 — not so much speakers as shrines for 

1970s throwback Jake Hughes! 

have heard to this date. To listen to 

it was like what hi-fi would sound on 

the Philadelphia Cheese advert; it was 

heavenly, saintly, pure bliss. 

It therefore brings my attention 

to whether I should go retro with my 

speakers? My current Wharfedale 

EV02-30s are very nice, but I 

remember being six years old and 

avidly reading your Olde Worlde article 

on the Wharfedale E70s and wishing 

for no other pair of transducers 

when I was older! Is it now time to 

fulfil my dreams, or will I be bitterly 

disappointed? Should I delve deep into 

a world twenty years before my time, 

or will I end up addicted to flared jeans 

and driving a vermilion orange TR7?Will 

I get more of the JVC sound, or will I 

end up with a system that fashion and 

audiophiles both forgot? 

fake Hughes 

Hi Jake — good to see the younger 

generation are taking classic hi-fi 

seriously, and I hope that your JVC 

will spur you on to transforming 

your bedroom into a seventies 

'show home', complete with brown 

curtains, a lava lamp and a copy 

of ' Razzie' on your glass coffee 

table, next to a chrome plated 

cigarette case full of Embassy No.6! 

Remember that when my generation 

has gone, you'll be there, all alone, 

flying the flag for the decade that 

fashion forgot! 

This all said, actually, ermm, I 

wouldn't go for the E70s.Well, in 

truth it depends on the condition 

of the said loudspeakers. Put it this 

way, if they're more clapped out 

than a Morris Marina Super DeLuxe 

that did minicabbing f-om 1978 to 

1985, then ended up in a field being 
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..11bNE THING YOU ' CAN' LOOK 
FORWARD TO IN JANUARY! 

The return of an old friend and the addition of a new one 

ktoreeriA, 
SOUND&VISION '09 

S4-eiJ 
G 4° 
0 

HOTELS el RESORTS 

Tel: 0161 490 5000 
M90 3RA 

In conjunction 
with: 

cr, 

1:=! 

mr•-• 

crs 
c=. 
.r— 
cz? 

Tel: 05601 126407 
www.chestergroup.org 

myse2g,i, 

Two day show open to the public 

Radisson SAS Hotel, Manchester Airport 

31st January 2009 - 1st February 2009 

11 am-6pm (sat) and 10am-4pm (sun) 

isa p 31 . 111. 20/A 
01 • œ • WI 

For the 

latest list of 

exhibitors and 

brands please 

visit our 

web site 

Once again the Chester Group are pleased to confirm that the 

Radisson SAS Hotel at Manchester Airport will be host to our Sound 

& Vision Show, which has been very successful over the last few 

years. 

With the addition of Smartlife on the ground floor, we are providing 

something for everyone's tastes. Uniquely this year the whole of 

the second floor will be devoted to the very best in specialist hi-fi, 

represented by some of the most successful Dealers in the North 

West. So you can see and buy all under one roof. 

For the full and latest information, Log onto 

www.chestergroup.org where you can also 

download your Concession Tickets, which will 

not only save you a considerable amount of 

money but aso provide a number of unique 

benefits. 

See you at the show! 

egh 

Download your 

Concession Tickets from 

www.chestergroup.org 

today and 

SAVE money. 

4F 

Chester Group I T: + 44 ( 0)5601 126 407 www.chestergroup.org 
Show Organisers. All intellectual rights reserved. 
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driven around by juvenile delinquents, 

then I'd stay with the Evos.As with 

everything classic, 'condition is 

everything'. There's no point in buying 

a high end pig in a poke, or you'll just 

find it harder and/or more expensive 

to repair. If the E7Os are mint, then 

yes they would be worth investigating 

— but look for a pair with the paper 

woofers rebuilt otherwise the Es 

won't please. 

Whilst the E7Os are an 

interesting and engaging speaker to 

listen to — you should be aware that 

they are not the world's smoothest 

or more accurate. Now, being fifteen 

years old, this may actually be an 

advantage. Me being thirty nine and 

three quarters (and a bit more), 

they're a tad harsh for my tastes. 

Actually they'd work well with 

a modern, low power valve amp 

— which would smooth them out but 

still go loud thanks to their fantastic 

sensitivity. I'm afraid the JVC wouldn't 

be an ideal partner, tonally. 

So find a good pair and enjoy the 

sheer sense of nineteen seventiesness 

about them — slack back and pretend 

you're Burt Reynolds in ' Boogie 

Nights'. But don't expect them to be 

the world's best sounding speakers 

in your system. If you want a better 

tonal match, the smoother and more 

sophisticated KEF I 04abs would do 

the job — not quite as racy looking 

but still as nineteen seventies as my 

friend's aforementioned TR7, which 

— shock horror — hasn't broken down 

yet! DP 

You were doing what at six? 

Methinks you started life a little early 

Jake; what happened to SpongeBob 

Squarepants? Obviously David has 

had a bad influence on you, as you 

seem to share his fascination with 

the disastrous TR7, styled to mimic 

wedge shaped Fl cars of the period. 

but with somewhat less puff than 

either them or earlier TRs (on which 

I was weaned). Sad device! 

I've also had a short affair with 

E70s and they were nothing other 

than exciting, especially in a time 

when heavy plastic cones accelerated 

as fast as an Austin Allegro and 

quacked like a field of ducks. But they 

were quite crude, as David warns. 

Unfortunately, having lived 

through the Seventies listening to 

hi-fi of the period I am not especially 

romantic about it. Component quality 

was poor - remember components 

were deemed 'passive' and therefore 

did not have a sound - and sound 

quality usually murky and crude as a 

result.There were exceptions and I 

am glad the JVC A-X5 is one of them, 

but I would caution against being too 

over reaching in thinking that because 

one item of the period works well 

then perhaps all do. You may well 

find the crystal clear Dali Lektor 6 

loudspeakers I review in this issue 

are to your taste as they are fast and 

exciting. NK 

GRUNGE MUSIC 
I have been a big fan of Metallica for 

years and like many others looked 

forward to their latest release. You can 

only imagine my disappointment when 

reading your December edition of Hi-Fi 

World, you state how bad a production 

it is, and that the game console version 

is nowhere near perfect but it's the 

best version currently available on 

the market. 

Adam Smith's reports in his 

column (December 2008) that 

Metallica themselves insisted that 

their new album 'feature' excessive 

Peak Limiting is not surprising but 

I wouldn't necessarily blame the 

band.1 suspect that they are victims 

of bad advice from their producer. 

In my opinion, it is producers, not 

artist nor mastering engineers, who 

are calling the shots and ruining the 

audio quality of commercial CDs. 

mum Justice For Audio 
MOP-

CI Morse CS Our Mesa. 
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Website Justice for Audio campaigns for uncompressed music. 

Metallica's latest album, Death Magnetic, comes under its scru-

tiny. 

sounds better ('Guitar Hero)! However 

you also state in your vinyl section 

that Metallica have a five LP 45 rpm 

audiophile version. Do you know if this 

sounds any good, or is this a remaster 

or a copy of the Guitar Hero? Please 

don't tell me they slapped the horrible 

compressed version onto 5 LPs, this 

would really be taking use on a ride! 

Thanks for pointing out how bad this LP 

sounds, as a proud owner of a system 

in excess of £9,000 and my latest 

purchase o Project RPM 10 turntable, 

I really do expect much more from o 

rich famous and experienced band like 

Metallica. Please advise. 

Jenny Johnson 

I was told by Mercury that the mix 

used to create the CD has, yes, been 

used to create the vinyl version. 

The downside is that the Metallica 

45rpm vinyl will suffer from harsh 

Peak Limiting effects. However, as 

in my review of the new Primal 

Scream vinyl version of their new 

album release, ' Beautiful Future', 

merely pushing the Metallica album 

through a vinyl process will soften 

those harsh edges. The vinyl offering 

The good news, however, is that this 

damaging effect may be reversible for 

audiophile listeners in the future. Linn 

Records, for example, is distributing 

indie-rock outfit,The Aliens' new 

album, ' Luna'. It's original CD issue 

suffered from similar, excessive, Peak 

Limiting effects. Linn requested a 

'Studio Master', 24bit, 48kHz version 

for download from their website 

(www.linnrecords.com).Whereupon, 

the engineer went back into the 

studio, removed all the Peak Limiting 

and presented a crystal clear FLAC/ 

WAV version to Linn for public 

download. Increasing broadband 

speeds present companies with an 

opportunity for a marketing 'edge' - 

audiophile quality music.., and it can't 

come quickly enough for me. I want 

to get out and push! PR 

Oh what an interesting subject from 

a hi-fi point of view! Best of all the 

furore over Death Magnetic is - apart 

from giving Metallica oodles of free 

publicity - prompting producers and 

mastering engineers to think again 

about the issue of quality. Check 

out what mastering engineer Ian 
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Each year the European Imaging & Sound Association ( EISA) 

assembles a panel of expert judges from some of the continent's leading 

hi-fi press to investigate the world's finest technology. 

After rigorous evaluation they return to vote on one product in each 

category that they believe offers not only exceptional levels of 

performance but also provides incredible value. This year they chose the 

Cambridge Audio Azur 840A Class XD integrated amplifier. 

...a genuinely novel approach... a highly sophisticated, 

efficient and attractive-sounding amplifier" EISA citation 

e Cambridge Audio 

atilt 8,10A 

To find your nearest a3proved Cambridge Audio specialist, 

read extensive reviews and more, visit: www.cambridge-audio.com 



MAIL 

Shepherd says at http://mastering-

media.blogspot.com (there's no www 

in this un) and the very interesting 

Justice For Audio site (www.justice-

foraudio.org) which I think is the best 

starting point for following this story 

on the internet. 

In a nutshell, Metallica's producer 

Rick Rubin is cited for having 

chosen to make the mix as loud 

as possible, trashing sound quality 

in the process. At www.gopetition. 

com/petitionsI8,000 fans have 

apparently complained about the 

album and want it re-mixed. Ian 

Shepherd interestingly highlights 

the schism in the music business 

over this issue where the engineers 

prefer to retain quality whilst the 

producers just want it "loud" - 

which means distorted. However, 

such is the strength of protest and 

the demand for better quality that 

Guns N Roses recently chose to 

release their latest album Chinese 

Democracy in uncompressed form. 

This is worth checking out.Wide 

dynamic range albums have real 

punch through a decent hi-fi system 

and can be breathtaking; this is the 

sort of material used at hi-fi shows 

to demo systems, because it sounds 

so good.You just have to be aware 

that in a track like Dadawa's Canton 

Story you'll be straining to hear the 

faintest whispers before suddenly 

being punched by the percussion, but 

it's a breathtaking experience and a 

demo of how wide dynamic range 

can be used for exciting effect. Music 

that stays at one level, in amplitude 

or temporal terms, becomes samey 

and boring; oft times what isn't there 

is as important as what is there; so 

silences and quiet passages have as 

much importance as crescendos or, in 

Metallica terms, thrashed guitars.As 

Paul Rigby notes though, as internet 

speeds increase - and Virgin Cable 

are to announce 50Mbps soon - so 

high quality music downloads will 

become a practical option. 

I'm hoping the music business 

will embrace Blu-ray too as a 

medium suitable for music alone 

(Audio Profile 3), but there's a way to 

go here.As Ian Shepherd say though 

"here's to a future of better-sounding 

music" - encouraging words from a 

mastering engineer. NK 

SINGAPORE FLING! 
I'm in a quandary - what to do? My 

amplification is valve based, pre and 

power are self built Pre is 6SN7 based 

with a 100x MM circuit based on 

the Marontz 5 with valve and choke/ 

regulated HT supplies. Power amplifiers 

are either monoblock 6550 PPs with 

transformer phase splitI6N7 driver/ 

GZ37, or a 6V6 single ended with 

Dynavector DV-20X-H — an 

ideal high output MC for 

under £300 

UCC85 driver, EZ8 I and choke HT with 

MOSFET source follower regulator — this 

makes o very nice sound! 

1 have Monitor Audio GR20 

loudspeakers, and my CD player is a 

Cyrus CD8 SE/PSX-R. This is a real 

upgrade over my old CD8x which I 

traded in, and brings the CD real close 

to the vinyl sound. This, more than 

anything, has prompted me to change 

my cartridge as I find I like to listen to 

the new CD player more now than the 

old one! 

My turntable is a Technics SL 1200 

Mk5 with Origin Live Silver tonearm and 

Ortofon 2M Red. There is a big choice 

of cartridges as I live in Singapore and 

go to the Adelphi shopping centre - the 

place here for audiophiles but each 

shop says what is best based on his 

stock! 1 listen to everything from rock to 

blues, jazz and classical. Do Igo for a 

more expensive Ortofon MM or try a Hi 

output MC? I am prepared to pay about 

£300. 

What would I gain with a high 

output MC on my system? I read the 

reviews and listen in shops but most of 

them turn the nose up when Technics 

is mentioned - how could it possibly 

be any good! So all in all what do you 

recommend based on experience,1 

suppose really 1M looking for more 

insight and something to grip me and 

draw me into the music. 

Anon 

Well, seeing as you're based in 

the Far East, I would suggest the 

Dynavector DV20X-H from Japan. 

This is the high output version of 

the affordable Dynavector moving 

coil, and very musical it is too. I've 

had one in my system before, and 

think it should work a treat in your 

Origin Live Silver arm. Expect more 

finesse than your already good 

Ortofon MM, and loads of detail and 

insight too — along with a very bubbly 

musical sound. MCs generally offer 

more detail, a more immediate and 

engaging sound. DP 

STRIKING THE RIGHT CHORD 
Hi David. Since you were kind enough 

to respond to my inquiry back last 

summer, I thought I'd let you know that 1 

have now invested in the Chord and it 

has blown me away! This is even with 

RCA/8NC adaptors at either end of my 

Kimber Select 2020 cable. I think my 

next step will be to get the balanced 

2120 version so that I can make a 

direct AES connection. Thanks for your 

help! 

Richard 

Thanks Richard — we aim to please. 

For those who weren't privy to 

this query. I recommended he buy a 

Chord QBD76, digital-to-analogue 

convertor for CD and it looks like it 

hit the spot. DP 

VERY REMOTE CONTROL 
I've recently resurrected a Kenwood 

DP-X9010 CD transport that's been 

lying around for several years and 

impressed with the sound that emerges 

in conjunction with an Assemblage 2.5 

DAC. I'm trying to locate a remote 

control for it (RC-PX9010) without 

much success. I've tried the usual 

sources such as eBay and other RC 

suppliers but nothing so far. I believe 

Kenwood pulled out of hi-fi several 

years ago; their spares supplier seems 

to deal mainly in domestic appliances 

rather than old hi-fi, understandably. 

I wondered if any of your reviewers 

would know a source where I could try 

to get this item or if there is any other 

Kenwood remote which would work with 

the DPX90 I 0? 

Ken Sharpe 

Hi Ken — well I am not surprised 

you are happy with the DP-X9010 

transport — it was a fine product in 

its day. Unfortunately however, trying 

to find a remote control for a player 

made over twenty years ago, by a 

company that has changed beyond 

recognition since, is as the Americans 

would say, a big ask! There are several 

ways of attacking the problem — buy 

Philips 

Universal 

remote 

control, 

SRU8015, 

comes with a 

vast on-board 

database of 

codes used 

by products 

around the 

world and 

this includes 

Kenwood 

- see Very 

Remote 

Control. ,16.01.1.11«11•111. 
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SALE LIST 
Huge Reductions on new & used Linn Equipment 

Product 
Malik Kontrol ( Pre-Amplifieri 
Malik CD 
Mapk-1 ( integrated amplifier) 
Malik 2100 (Power Amplifier) 
Maiik 140 ( Floor-Standing Speakers) 

Sondek LP12/Ekos arm/Lingo/Adikt cartndg 
Unidisc 2.1 
(6100 6 channel power amp ( aktiv boards option) 

Classik MUSIC 
Classi< Music new style) 
Katan 

Katan 
Tnkar 
Sizmrk 120 sub woofer 
Komponent 104 ( pair) 
Akurate 242 

Complete set of 10 mono 242 Aktiv Cards 

ARCAM 
(D36 
A70 amp 
151 FM tuner 
161 FM tuner 
MS250 400gb music server 

ARCAM AV 
AVR300 
Arcam FMJ DVI39 upscaling dvd/cd 
Arcam AVR 280 
Arcam FM) AVP9 Processor 
Arcam P7 power amp 
Arcam AVP700 processor 
Arcam PI000 7 channel amp 

CYRUS 
CD 80 ( silver) 
CD XT (Sliver) 
Discmaster 8.(silver) 

AUDIO RESEARCH 
Audio Research SP16 pre amp 
Audio Research VS 55 valve power amp 

KRELL 
Krell Showcase Processor 
Krell Showcase 5 channel power amp 
Krell Showcase DVD 

Finish List Price 
1150 
1950 
1450 
1400 
1475 

approx(3600 
4730 
2420 

Black 995 
Silver 1250 
Maple 750 

Black 750 
Maple 570 
cherry 1200 
Graphite 390 
Rosenut 6040 

950 

Silver 14500 
Black & Silver 530 
Silver 
Siver 
Black 3000 

black 
Black 
Silver 
black 
black 
silver 
silver 

1300 
1850 
1250 
3750 
2900 
1450 
1700 

Silver 1000 
Silver 800 
Silver 800 

Silver 
Silver 

Silver 
Silver 
Silver 

Condition Sale Price 
D excellent 895 
D excellent 995 
D excellent 195 
D excellent 695 
D excellent 795 

Dom 1500 
D excellent 2295 
D excellent 1395 

547.25 
mint as new 795 
cosmetic dama{, 
to tweeter gril 295 
new boxed 550 
dom good 290 
gooctsiarne marks 495 
D good 235 
D. Good 
some marks 
on cabinets 2999 

570 

v.good 795 
D v.good 299 
D v.good 75 
D v. good 85 
Das new 1495 

D v.good 395 
D & new boxed 1295 
D good 495 
D good 2295 
D good 1795 
D v good 895 
D v good 995 

D v.good 499 
D v.good 399 
D v good 399 

2249 D v.good 1395 
2499 D good 

some marks 1595 

495 
4999 
3698 

AV COMPONENTS & MISCELLANEOUS 
Denon AVR2106 Receiver Silver 450 
Denon AVR2807 Receiver Silver 799 
Denon AVR 2106 Reciever Silver 450 
Denon S-301 AV system Silver 1250 
Denon S-101 AV system Silver 850 
Denon DOD 2910 dvd with hdmr/scaling black 600 
Pioneer LX01 AV system inc spks, hd recorder black 1699 

Pioneer LX 70 Blu-Ray 995 
Acoustic Energy Witt, 3 speakers cherry 749 

Acoustic Energy 4E 120 floor standing speakers black 450 
Acoustic AE13DS 350 
Monitor Audio S5 light oak light oak 450 
Mission 773 floor standing spks light oak 

Mission 78 DS rear effects dipole spks blk/Lwood 
D z EX Demo 

D good 2495 
D good 2995 
good 1995 

D Good 200 
D Good 479 
D Good 259 
new boxed 789 
D. Good 495 
D. Good 249 
D. vgc 
almost unused 995 
D.Good 549 
dem good 
some marks 299 
dem good 150 
new boxed 229 
dom good 200 
dom good 
some marks 150 
dom good 100 

HiFi, Multi-Room and Home Cinema with full Design & Planning service 

161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SVV5 OUJ 
TEL. 020- 7244 7750/59 FAX:020 - 73700192 

www.thelisteningrooms.com 
E-mail: john@thelisteningrooms.com Mon-Sat I 0-6pm 

A Time For 
Change 
The Audio Show '09 makes historic move 

A major decisiom has been taken by the Organisers of the 

'Heathrow' show, as it's affectionately known, to move the 

show lock, stock and barrel to a brand new venue for 2009. 

This was always an ongoing option for the Chester Group 

and something which had been talked about extensively 

with the trade .. but an unexpected and exciting opportunity 

arose on the exact dates that were required for 2009 so the 

decision was made. 

The key to the decision really comes down to available 

space; the Audio Show has to expand and there were only 

two ways that could be achieved at the existing venue: 

deploying converted bedrooms that were some distance 

from the main body of the show or by returning to a two 

venue event. The latter has been universally rejected by the 

trade and having tried the former in 2007 - exhibitors felt 

very isolated, so the Chester Group had a show they simply 

wouldn't be able to expand. 

The new venue is located at Silverstone in Northants and 

is geographically perfect with its location being equidistant 

between two key arterial motorways (M40 & M1) and also 

equidistant from the M25 and South Midlands. Whittlebury 

Hall, built within the last 10 years, has free parking for up to 

500 cars, over 65 suites of various sizes, the vast majority of 

which are one level, and a meaningful drop in venue hire will 

allow the organizers to lower exhibiting rates by a full 25%; 

it has several restaurants and bars, a superb support team, 

a whole range of exhibitor accommodation packages and a 

location that most people will enjoy driving to. For those that 

choose not to drive, shuttle buses will operate from Milton 

Keynes on a regular basis. 

A whole range of onsite and offsite attractions will 

encourage visitors to stay the weekend. For the shopper 

Towcester, Buckingham and Bicester are all within easy 

reach, including the Internationally acclaimed Outlet Village. 

Milton Keynes is also only 20 minutes away. For the fitness 

enthusiast it has one of the biggest Leisure Clubs/Day Spa's 

we have ever seen! For the active there is an adjacent 36 

hole Golf Course, Clay Pigeon shooting, Skiing, Go Kart 

Racing at Silverstone, Helicopter Rides, Hot Air Balloon 

flights, Horse Racing and Riding, plus Stowe Gardens - one 

of the finest Georgian Landscape Gardens in the country, 

and the list goes on ... 

Dates have been fixed as the 26 - 27 September which 

crucially ensures the show does not clash with any other 

International Audio event. Build up is on the 25th. A number 

of exhibitors have already seen the venue and echo the 

organiser's enthusiasm and commitment and anyone else 

that wishes to do the same only has to contact them for this 

to be arranged. Whilst not the primary reason for the change 

the current economic climate and a desire for a single top 

quality independently organized event are nevertheless 

timely and something the organizers are open minded about. 

The Chester Group 

05601 126407 or justin@chestergroup.org 
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MAIL 

another machine (with remote); 

you'll need a 'donor machine' for 

spares anyway if you intend to keep 

it. Fortunately these aren't as rare 

as hens' teeth — yet. Second, buy 

another Kenwood CD player of 

the same era ( 1987-88) and use its 

remote; the codes should be identical. 

Otherwise, buy a universal remote 

which has the codes in — these are 

available cheaply on the internet, as a 

Google search will confirm. DP 

Happenstance put a new Philips 

Prestigo Universal remote control 

into my hand just before I read 

your letter. Normally I would greet 

a remote control with the same 

enthusiasm as a letter from the 

Inland Revenue, but I have a growing 

need for something to reduce 

the height of the pile growing in 

my lounge and this, with its big 

illuminated screen, looked like it 

would fit the bill nicely - and is also 

what you need. I will review it soon, 

but in the meantime I can assure 

you that under CD, Kenwood (Trio 

in the UK) is listed, so it seems 

to have onboard the codes you 

need to control a Kenwood CD 

player. Alternatively. it can find the 

right code by churning through its 

onboard database of them until the 

machine awakes; you do not need 

another remote to learn from. NK 

RELICS - SLIGHT REFRAIN 
It has been two years since I wrote 

regarding upgrading options to my 

main Linn-Naim system. That particular 

correspondence made Letter of the 

Month and was entitled 'Relics' in the 

January 2007 edition of HFVV - thank 

you, that was a very pleasant surprise! 

Whilst I have not totally followed 

your advice (mainly due to my not being 

able to justify the expense)I have taken 

on board some of your suggestions 

to very good effect. Noel and David 

maintained my OL modified R8300 and 

G I 042 should comfortably see off the 

SME III/Shure M97XE pairing, so was 

it a pure coincidence a review of this 

cartridge appeared in the very same 

issue as my letter? I swapped turntables 

as suggested but was not convinced the 

sound was to my liking so I set about 

making myself a new subchassis for the 

LP12 and duly fitted the prototype, a 

constrained layer construction, but what 

a night and day difference! The LP12 

boogie factor remains and bass was 

instantly improved, so too was imaging 

and sound staging - becoming much 

wider than with the old pressed steel 

subchassis. 

Around the same time I was taken 

by your enthusiastic review of the little 

Usher S-520 speakers, so I got hold of a 

pair for a listen - very nice indeed! These 

were purchased, suitably installed and 

run in. I then thought okay, now's the 

time to swap arm/cartridge combos... 

wow! Now I can hear what Noel and 

David were eluding to, these really are 

magical. I have since fitted an Incognito 

wired and OL counterweight modded 

R8250 in place of the R8300 for yet 

another improvement - but still with the 

G1042 MM.Thanks for opening my 

ears! Perhaps I should now look to move 

into MC territory when the time comes 

to replace the G 1 042.What would be 

your thoughts for a starting point - 

Denon DL160, AT 0C9, Ortofon Rondo 

series? 

John Ruggles. 

Hi John — my taste would be to go 

for the Audio Technica AT-0C9ML 

11.To my ears, this is the best value 

moving coil around (Q25 from 

www.SoundHiFi.com) Remember 

that this is the improved version of 

a late eighties cartridge that cost 

£400 twenty years ago — it is very 

fast, punchy and full of life, but has 

real subtlety and detail too, more so 

than ever in its latest incarnation. If 

it's a budget low output MC you're 

after, then this is a no bramer in your 

Rega-derived arm. DP 

Acoustics 1020i — great as a small Full Range surround-sound 

loudspeaker, at a beer budget price. 

Yes, and I will second that. At the 

price the AT-0C9 MLII really offers 

a superb sound. It does have a treble 

peak, so you will find treble 'obvious', 

but it is finely detailed and nicely 

finessed. It is probably best used with 

the dark sounding Icon Audio PS 1.2 

or 3 preamps. NK 

SUBSONIC 
I am a complete amateur regarding 

sound systems, therefore I would really 

appreciate some guidance. I have a 

Bose Acoustimass 5 speaker set coupled 

to a Denon AVR- I 907 amplifier. I want 

to improve the sound quality and I have 

been told to add an active subwoofer. 

Can you please advise if this good 

advice and if so can you suggest a make 

and model, or an alternative? As I live 

in the Middle East there is not much 

reliable information to be had, I would 

greatly appreciate your advice. 

Alistair Malcolm. 

The Bose Acoustimass 5 loudspeaker 

system is a subwoofer / satellite 

arrangement where the satellites 

do not handle the full audio range. 

Each satellite has a 2.5in "wide 

range" drive unit Bose say, which is 

not enough to go low, so a separate 

cabinet handles bass. Adding a 

subwoofer will just give more bass, 

not improve the sound. 

The best upgrade is to use full 

range hi-fi loudspeakers instead, the 

biggest ones possible. At the very 

least consider using four Q Acoustics 

I 020is which, at £ 120 each, will set 

you back little more than your Bose 

system and give much better quality. 

Set the receiver for Full Range 

loudspeakers and select None as the 

Centre loudspeaker. 

Alternatively, get a dedicated 

surround-sound loudspeaker system 

from KEF, B&W or similar.You do not 

need a separate subwoofer for music. 

The 0.1 track of a 5.1 recording 

contains subsonics from explosions 

etc and is not strictly necessary with 

music. 

If you want all the booming 

a subwoofer produces then do 

by all means get an active one to 

accompany the main 'speakers. 

NK 
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the singularly most addicting 

piece of gear I have ever heard" 

Scheu Analog turntables 

Manufacturers of analogue music reproduction equipment 

Ulla Scheu • Stikkerberg 13 • D-42651 Solingen • Phone: +49-212-38085830 

Fax: +49-212-38085832 • ulla@scheu-analog.de • www.scheu-analog.de 

‘A  
IC AUDIO REVIEW 

new benchmark for musical communication" STEREO TIMES 

( )1 lc (if the truly special products I've reviewed in the past 18 years" 
STEREOPHILE 

w inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component 
of 2005 award 

"Th best _e _ tonearm I've heard" HI Fl WORLD 

OP> 

Your cartridge can deliver vastly improved results if coupled with a high 

grade arm. Great tonearms of the past were recognised for what they 

contributed but we would suggest it's time to upgrade. Massive performance 

improvements are now possible, so why not advance your system to a 
new level? After all, a significant tonearm upgrade offers many times the 

improvements of those given by cartridge upgrades, and last a lot longer. 

Our multi-award winning arms are offered with a no risk, money back 

guarantee should you be anything other than delighted. 

Tonearm Models 
Enterprise 

Conqueror 
Illustrious 
Encounter 
Silver 
OLI 

(1013(1411 2005 World Awards 

Closest to the original sound 

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE 

Upgrades & replaces 
motors & power supplies for ALL 

belt drive turntables 

"The single most important upgrade you can  

ever make to any record deck concerns the motor 

drive...nothing can zrepare you for the shock of going DC. In a 
word, gobsmacking. COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE 

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE 

"The LP12 remains a classic ...but ..upgrade kits by Origin Live 
can bring a vast improvement to it's performance" HI FI NEWS 

UNIVERSALTURNTABLE MOTOR KIT - No one would 
.• , dc motor 

upgrade. I..specially one that improves on the best of other power 
supplies costing over 4 times as.much or your money back. It is simply 
impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained by eliminating 
the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000 times! Our DC 
motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn Lingo / 
Valliulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of a drop 
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2 speed control box. 
Why not order now? - see web site or phone. 

Standard dc Motor Kit - £250 
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339 
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570 

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175 
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit 

ORIGIN LIVE 
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877 
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com 

www.originlive.com 
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MAIL 

Linn Sondek — David and Roger discuss its relative merits! 

DUEL 
Dear Mr Price, to write "the Linn 

makes every LP sound like it was 

recorded in the same studio on the 

same equipment" (page 55, Hi-Fi World 

December 08) is cavalier nonsense. It 

suggests both a poor critical faculty, and 

that you should take a serious listen to 

alternative amplification and speakers 

for your system. It also completely 

contradicts your publication's recent 

reviews of the latest LP12 variants. 

In fact, it brings to mind the 

comment from the Michell dealer in York 

when we (wife and I) were choosing 

our current turntable. We had already 

auditioned the LP12 and the Pink 

Triangle side-by-side at another dealer, 

finding them with different presentations 

but each with more strengths than 

weaknesses. Listening to the same LPs, 

my wife's reply to the Michell dealer's, 

"what do you think?" was, "it's dragging, 

it's too slow". I knew exactly what she 

meant compared with the other two 

machines, the Gyro lacked flow and 

bounce; it didn't induce tapping of the 

feet. The dealer's retort was priceless, 

"there's something wrong with your ears, 

it sounds fine to me". Needless to say, 

that dealer wasn't patronised! I do agree 

with you, though, that the Michell seems 

to give a wider sound stage than many 

others. 

As for the Linn, I recall a public 

demonstration by Superfi in Leeds in the 

early 'eighties, when six turntables were 

fitted with identical, matched cartridges 

(Entrée moving coil) and hidden from 

view while a varied programme was 

repeated in turn. At the time we were 

using o Thorens TD 150 at home, and 

I immediately identified the Thorens 

TD ¡ 60 under test, which of course 

reinforced my trust in my discriminatory 

powers! But one table stood out for me 

as the most musical, and the least like 

the dreaded hi-fi sound, and that turned 

out to be the LPI2.Which won? Well, I 

think it was a Technics model! 

But it's also true that combinations 

are important.Thus the worst LP12 

I've ever heard was as the front end 

of an all-Naim system, using the then 

Naim flagship speaker. The sound was 

painfully strident, almost literally hurting 

the eardrums, and nothing like the 

closest approach to the original sound. 

But as NK says, how can anyone testing 

equipment know what the original 

sound was, unless the recording is of 

unamplified instruments recorded in 

a well-known hall. think this is what 

Peter Walker, who was a good amateur 

musician, remember, had in mind. Harry 

Pearson comes in here somewhere too! 

One thing we can agree on, though, 

1 too first heard the Quad electrostatic 

at Harrogate (and Quad were using an 

LP12 as it happens) and I was in no 

doubt it was the best reproduction of 

music I had then heard, and I've yet to 

hear a speaker since that I prefer to the 

Quad electrostatic range. And Walker 

himself embodied virtues that maybe 

are less prevalent today. One year the 

FM4 was a new model, so I asked Peter 

whether it was better than my FM3. 

His reply: "It may be a bit quieter re 

signal to noise, but otherwise you won't 

hear much difference, it's just got more 

features." How many present manufac-

turers would take such a principled 

attitude? Needless to say, I ended up 

with both tuners. 

Roger Perry 

Dear Roger — having condemned a 

Michell dealer for suggesting your 

wife had poor critical faculty when 

she disagreed with him, you duly 

accuse me of having, ermm,"poor 

critical faculty" when I disagree with 

Garrard 301 and Michell Orbe turntables — both with a different 

flavour to the LP12. 
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you! Oh the poetry of it all! 

But seriously, if you can't hear 

the tonal 'homogeneity of the LP 12. I 

would suggest you look at the rest of 

your replay chain... Mine changes with 

umpteen amp/speaker combinations 

every month and the LP 12 always 

sounds tonally 'samey'; can you say 

the same for the variety of your 

replay system? I think the LPI2 is a 

lovely music maker with bounce (as 

you say) but neutral it is not; I don't 

think even Linn would claim that! DP 

Dear David, 

It sounds to me you're now playing 

a different tune. Your reply doesn't 

relate to what you wrote, i.e. the LP12 

makes "every LP sound like it was 

recorded in the same studio on the 

same equipment". I interpret this to 

mean "you cannot hear the different 

soundstages/reverberation attributes/ 

miking arrangements of different concert 

halls/studios". For example, a recording 

from the Albert Hall sounds the same as 

one made in St Johns, Smith Square. This 

can't be true of just about any turntable, 

let alone a half-decent one. But you 

now criticise the LP I 2 for having "tonal 

homogeneity", irrespective of the other 

equipment used with it. If you mean all 

guitars, say, have the same timbre as I 

call it, I don' t hear that How can Neil 

Young be mistaken for Albert Lee? 

If you mean the LP 12 always has 

its own sound which you can identify, 

irrespective of other equipment, I agree. 

But so does every turntable I've ever 

heard, even the most neutral. I reckon 

if you live with say a 301 and an Orbe, 

you'll usually be able to identify which 

is playing, whatever the amp/speaker. 

And if either sounds different to what 

you're used to, that'll be down to the 

amp/speaker, not the table. I should like 

to hear a "neutral" table, but how can 

any of us know when we hear it? The 

holy grail of the Absolute Sound, where's 

Harry Pearson when he's needed! 

P.S. Is the SME range especially neutral? 

I fancy one. 

Roger 

Hi again Roger — it is letters like this 

which take me back to semiological 

first principles. Just as Roland Barthes 

liked to point out, the transmission 

of meaning from the ' sender' to the 

'receiver' is a perilous one! All 1 am 

trying to say is that the Linn has a 

tonal 'flavour' of its own. It's kind 

of like having a cup of tea in a mug 

that's just had coffee in — you drink 

the tea but you can still get a 'whiff' 

of coffee all the same.And so it is 

with the LP 12. It has its own, slightly 

woody tonal colour. This is what I 

meant when I originally wrote what 

(wot?) I wrote, and so it remains. I 

can't be doing with fencing around, 

with you suggesting I'm changing my 

story now.1 am not, it's just that I 

obviously failed to explain myself 

better to you in the first place. So, 

move from a Linn to an SME (or Avid 

or Michell) and that metaphorical 

whiff of coffee - that aftertaste (or 

should it be ' pretaste') - is gone. 

These decks are more neutral, and 

have less colouration. Or more 

accurately, perhaps I should say that 

their colourations are less obvious! 

Still, 1— like you 1 suspect — 

regard the LPI2 as an excellent deck, 

and one that has a uniquely musical 

presentation. Which is not to say 

that other decks aren't exceptionally 

musical too — witness the Technics 

SL1200 and Garrard 30/401, for 

example. Not sure what Harry 

Pearson's take on this would be — but 

my ears (and experience gleaned 

from hearing them all in my own 

listening room) tell me this, whatever 

other people may say. 

Yes, I feel the SME turntables are 

very neutral, and utterly enjoyable 

to listen to, but I would suggest 

you may not get along with them if 

you're such an ardent LP I 2 fan. Right 

now, if it's tonal neutrality you crave, 

I'd counsel the Avid Volvere Sequel 

which sheds a brilliant, dazzling light 

on whatever recording you give it. 

Again however, an LP 12 it is not — so 

I suggest an in-depth dem before you 

part with your cash. DP 

SNEAKY PEEK 
I was very much looking forward to your 

review of Linn's Sneaky in the December 

2008 issue, and when I read Patrick 

Cleasby's write up I was left intrigued 

as he compared it to each of its more 

expensive brethren... 

1 have a Trends UD I 0 and a Blue 

Circle "USB Thingee", these are both 

USB DACs and I have been playing with 

a laptop using EAC and Cplay (with 

CMP) to give the best possible record 

and playback quality via USB. I would 

like to move my CDs over to a hard 

drive, preferably a NAS box elsewhere 

in the house and get music from that 

via preferably a cat5 cable or secondly 

a USB cable to a DAC and from there 

to my Almorro amplifier. So I have been 

looking to upgrade my DAC and my 

shortlist is Benchmark, Apogee and Linn 

Sneaky. I don't want to spend o fortune 

as that is reserved for LP. The Linn I 

was hoping would come out best as it is 

the only one that will work via cat5. 

A long term reference used by 

yourselves and widely regarded DAC 

is the Chord DAC64, which I am also 

greatly familiar with having spent many 

hours listening to music at a friends who 

has on extremely good system. And so 

I was hoping to hear your impressions 

of how the Linn Sneaky compared to 

preferably the Chord DAC64 and failing 

that to perhaps other DACs within its 

price range such as the Benchmark. If 

you can shed some light on the Linn's 

performance relative to the DAC64 I 

would much appreciate it. 

Jonathan Martin 

With pleasure Jonathan! The 

Sneaky isn't a patch on the Chord 

DAC64, but nor would I expect it 

to be, as it's like comparing a Land 

Rover Discovery with a Ferrari F40 

— you're not comparing like with 

like. Obviously, the Sneaky DS is an 

all-in-one network music player with 

DAC and amp built in, plus network 

connectivity.The DAC64 is an, erm, 

DAC and that's your lot — plus it was 

nearly three times the price. 

Does that make the Sneaky 

unlistenable by comparison? Not at 

all.The little Linn box is a couth, even 

sounding design that is very good 

at rhythms and dynamics — it's an 

embracing and animated performer. 

However, it lacks inner detail, 

atmosphere and a sense of natural 

musicality that the Chord has — as 

you'd expect, being far cheaper. 

Of course, the Sneaky is a self 

Stello DA100 Signature — superb mid-price do-it-all DAC that's 

great for network music and CD alike 
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contained network music player, but 

if you wish to use your computer for 

this, then the Stello DAIOOS (f650) 

would be ideal — it's a very smooth 

and sweet design with real finesse. 

It is cracking value and although a 

little more sedate sounding than the 

Linn, you'll be getting a slightly more 

atmospheric treble and fuller bass. 

The Benchmark, at several 

hundred pounds extra, is a more 

animated music maker — it's more 

heavy rock to the Stello's easy 

listening. I think it's not as good 

as the former in the information 

retrieval or tonality stakes, but it's 

more fun to listen to. 

Finally, the Chord QBD76 at 

£3,000 is breathtaking all round — a 

seminal listening experience that 

elevates 16/44 to the sort of intense 

experience that's normally reserved 

for live music or high end analogue. 

But it won't flatter poor source 

material or a bad network music 

player... DP 

TOAD SENSE 
1 am a happy subscriber to the best 

magazine in town. The wit and vast 

knowledge of your contributors is 

outstanding, and they seem to know 

more than a little bit about music and 

hi-fi. Anyway, I live in Spain near to 

Gibraltar, which is a virtual desert for 

hi-fi. In the four years of living here the 

only two shops within easy access have 

closed.I am in the market for a new 

tonearm to replace o twenty five year 

old Ittok, this to suit my Oracle Delphi 

11. 

The rest of my system consists of 

Naim 102 / HiCap 250 amplification 

(old style but serviced by Nairn before 

coming to Spain). Speakers are Vienna 

Acoustic Hayden when the wife is about 

and Magneplanar I.4s when she is out! 

They are a bit intrusive in the lounge 

— in the UK 1 had a large attic room for 

them. 

There does seem to be a plethora 

of excellent arms about from £600, 

however I see you are about to review 

the Jelco 250T in the February edition. 

I am visiting Glasgow for New Year and 

wonder is it possible to give me a quick 

sneaky idea what you think of it as it 

fits the Linn board I have? 1 also have 

an SME armboard but they ore a bit 

expensive, as I am a pensioner. 

I am using the great Goldring 1042 

and 1 do agree it is very good after 

my DV20x rolled over -I did manage 

to catch my sleeve on the arm after a 

glass or two of excellent Spanish plonk. 

This is going to be a pressie from 

my dear understanding wife as it is 

Christmas after all so 1 have to move 

fast and yes I won't be able to hear it 

first but with you guys vast experience... 

Anon 

Onkyo A-9755 — superb mid-price integrated complete with tone 

controls! 

Firstly,1 have to give you a yellow 

card for toadying.You know, we're 

not like the other mags who only 

print the letters that say how 

great they are! In fact we positively 

discourage such weasel-like 

behaviour.., but hey, thanks all the 

same and we're happy to help! 

Okay — Jelco vs. Ittok.Well, as 

Adam finds out in this issue, the 

Jelco SA-750T is a honey of an arm, 

but is it as good as an lttok? Good 

question, and having not done the A-

B comparison I cannot say for sure, 

but I now have one in my system too 

and would guess not.That's assuming 

your Ittok is mint and as new though; 

if you've stuffed the bearings then 

even that NAD 5120 arm made from 

a printed circuit board would better 

it. 

Personally, I would take it back 

to Linn and get it serviced, and get 

the new Linn tonearm cable instead. 

When funds permit, then go for an 

Audio Technica AT-0C9MLII cartridge 

as an upgrade to your Goldring MM. 

DP 

CONTROL FREAKERY 
1 am searching for a good amplifier for 

my Celestion Ditton 44 loudspeakers. I 

wanted to know if you knew this model 

and you could advise me of a good 

amplifier to drive them with, with an 

accurate sound and tone controls? I'm 

ready to pay up to 1,000 euros. 

Alex Gray 

Spain 

Hi Alex — without hesitation, if 

you must have tone controls then 

Onkyo's A-9755 is the automatic 

choice at this price (f700). It has 

oodles of power, which is what your 

ageing Ditton 44s need, and a lovely 

warm and expansive musical sound 

which should suit down to a tee. DP 

THIS MORTAL COIL 
I have £500 or thereabouts for a new 

cartridge. My dilemma is that I cannot 

make my mind up. The setup is Technics 

1200 Mk 2 with Isonoe feet, Michell 

TecnoArm a and World Audio Design 

KLP-P1 valve preamplifier/phonostage. 

An opinion would be very much 

appreciated for a moving coil. Names 

I can think of are Lyra, Dynavec-tor, 

Sumiko, etc. High or low output, not 

sure! Some coils mistrack, so I read. 

What the hell do you do — try the lot, 

no? Hi-Fi World, do ask them I think? 

Does that make me an anorak or what? 

Love it! 

WAG 

Do I know the answer to this 

question, I ask myself? Try to have 

Igo. 1 reckon.Think why not, I? Oh 

well, here goes. Alright! 

Actually WAG, I'd go for the Lyra 

Dorian. I've recommended umpteen 

different MCs in this month's letters 

section, but in this particular deck, 

with your particular preamp and you 

Lyra Donan MC cartridge 

- a crackingly musical, very 

finessed sounding MC, says 

David Price. 

not needing a high output design, and 

having a budget way over my current 

budget fave rave (Audio Technica's 

£225 AT-0C9), then it's got to be 

the Lyra. This is a crackingly musical, 

very finessed sounding MC that's got 

a lively top end. Fortunately, your 

Technics has a lively bottom end and 

your KLP-P1 is very smooth too. So 

I think this will be a dream match 

— and your Technics will pull every 

last ounce of performance from this 

great MC. DP 

PASSIVE ACTION 
I noticed that Adam has used the Creek 

OBH-22 as his reference preamp in 

a few reviews of late. Can you tell me 

how good this unit is? I recently outbid 

more than I should have on a DPS-3 

turntable, and I'm looking for a preamp 

to complement my Denson B-330 power 

amplifier and Epos M22 floorstanding 

loudspeakers.1 emailed David Price 

a few months ago asking about the 

Melody Pure Black, and he was glowing 
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Creek OBH-22 — the poor man's high end preampl 

in his praise, but unfortunately, that's a 

purchase for next year! 

Ric, Australia 

The OBH-22 is a superb little 

preamplifier, and one we regularly 

use at Hi-Fi World Towers. It is a 

giant killer, inasmuch as you'll have 

to spend over £ ,000 to seriously 

better it — it's only when you get to 

the likes of NuFo-ce's P8 or Musical 

Fidelity's A I FBP that there's any 

sort of comprehensive improvement. 

Obviously, by the time you've 

reached the Music First Audio Passive 

section of the market at £2,500 plus, 

things get dramatically better still. 

In essence, the Creek is a dean and 

tight performer, with a fine grip on 

the music, excellent timing, good 

dynamics and flow. Essentially, it 

doesn't obstruct things too much, but 

in absolute terms there's a slight lack 

of air and space. a slightly curtailed 

stereo image and compressed depth 

perspective.Also, it has a subtlety dry 

tonality — it doesn't let the flavour' 

of the recording flood out. However, 

these observations are all relative to 

products costing ten times its £295 

price. I would recommend one as 

being ideal for your predicament! DP 

A "discussion" broke out about this 

at Hi-Fi World towers.Adam didn't 

much like the Creek. nor aid Peter 

Comeau, both preferring active 

preamps. However, I do like the 

Creek. It is a "quiet" device with little 

character of its own, but it does lack 

any injection of sparkle and it is at 

the opposite end of the subjective 

spectrum to the amazing Melody 

10I d. I find the Creek completely 

unintrusive, much like the Van den 

Hul carbon sheathed cables 1 prefer, 

but being passive it allows other 

components to make their presence 

known. 

Preamps are very curious devices 

though; I have come across few that 

can improve sound quality; most 

degrade it and some of the more 

ambitious solid-state designs can 

strangle a system in my experience. I 

prefer passive or valve - and nothing 

in-between! NK 

BIT ISSUE 
After all the format wars, during which 

I have held off investing in SACD, 

HDCD and goodness knows what other 

formats,1 must congratulate 'Reference 

Recordings' and 'Linn' for spotting the 

obvious. If you produce high resolution 

digital recordings in a format that has 

already been established as a standard 

that everybody can use and nobody 

can monopolise, then you will sell more 

recordings and we will all benefit 

'Reference Recordings' in particular 

have answered the one dissatisfaction 

I have with downloads, the CD booklet 

that I really miss, by supplying the 

data on a disc that doubles as a 

backup, with a booklet that brings that 

feeling of 'possession' you don't get with 

downloads. 

The Reference Recordings stuff 

has very high resolution which brings 

me to the main point which is the 

hopeless state of affairs when it comes 

to knowing what digital gear is doing. 

You yourselves even admitted to 'leaving 

out' matters of bit rates in a recent 

reply to a reader's letter. The RR sound, 

downsampled to the 24bit 96k that 

my sound card can manage (feeding 

into a Lyngdorf all digital amp) made 

me crave for the full resolution of 24bit 

176k that was offered. I bought an E-

MU 0404 USB sound card that offered 

up to 24bit 196k. It had ADC DAC on 

board (that I can't use without two lots 

of conversion with the Lyngdorft plus 

optical and coax S/PDIF in and out 

Simple! Or so I thought. No amount 

of fiddling could get the signal through; 

it kept greying out (on the computer 

control panel). The reason was deep 

down in the small print A sort of 'by the 

way', as a margin note. 176 and 196k 

is NOT available through the S/RDIF. 

Misleading don't you think? 

My question then is: how con I get 

I 96k out of my computer and into my 

Lyngdorf? Many sound cards boast the 

ability but when it comes to delivery o 

politician would be more reliable. 

with best regards 

Paul Williamson 

Nottingham 

I understand your frustration. 

Generally, with any sound-card 

those headline data rate figures 

refer only to Digital-to-Analogue 

Conversion, because DACs are cheap 

and plentiful these days, and because 

getting analogue audio out of a digital 

computer is the primary purpose of 

a sound card. 

Limitations often exist on getting 

sound in, because Analogue-to- Digital 

Convertors are a more difficult and 

expensive technology.These days 

24/96 input resolution comes fairly 

cheap however and is the minimum 

needed for LP, because cartridges 

have output to 30kHz and because at 

low levels LP is very linear, so 24bit 

resolution is needed to retain this 

property for those serious about 

recording their LPs. 

On piping raw digital out from 

sound cards, or anything else, we 

move into new difficulties. S/PDIF 

(Sony/Philips Digital Interface) was 

specified long ago for low data rates, 

usually up to 48kHz sample rate, 

unless the material is compressed 

(e.g. Dolby Digital surround-sound - a 

'bitstream' in AV parlance) to reduce 

data rate. However, both Meridian 

and Chord circumvent this limitation 

by using an S/PDIF link for each 

channel, making two links necessary 

for stereo. 

Because of this historical 

limitation, S/PDIF receivers usually 

work to 48kHz only, so transmitting 

a higher rate is pointless, except 

within 'closed environments' such 

Lyngdorf TDAI-2200 digital amplifier with AES/EBU XLR socket 

inputs. These give best results Lyngdorf say. 
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DEAD 
KILL UNWANTED NOISE 
ACOUSTIC DAMPING PRODUCTS 
ISOLATION AND SHOCK DAMPING & BACK WAVE 

ABSORBTION CONTROL 
pfoptENOwN PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PADS 

Spectra Dynamics developed and produced the Defies 
Acoustic Pad over 15 years ago. One of the most cost 
effective ways to upgrade your system. Still one cf the 
best "tweek s" for performance a nd value. 

Now available in a range of sizes' 

Standard panel 28cm x 21cm £6.00 
Medium panel 28cm x 18cm £5.00 
Small panel 24cm x 13cm £4.00 
NEW SIZE panel 18.5cm x 12cm £3.00 
NEW SIZE panel 15.5cm x 5.5cm £3.00 
NEW SIZE panel 12cm x 12cm £2.00 
NEW SIZE panel 8.5cm x 8.5cm £1.50 
Sub-woofer panel 34cm diameter £12.00 
NEW SIZE panel 30cm x 30cm £12.00 

ANTI-VIDRAMON FEET & PADS 

FOCULPODS& POLiPODS brought inexpensive isolation 
feet to HI-FI enthusiasts all over the world without the 
need to cut squash balls in half. Tried and tested with 
noticeable improvements ir a range of equipment 
Supplying sleet"to the trade for over 12 years 

Now available in a range of sizes:  
Superpods standard 75mm dia x 40mm - ea £14.00 
Foculpods pack of 4 ( 50mm dia x 20mm). £14.96 
Polipods pack of 8 (40mm dia x 15mm) £14.95 
solatIon block 75mm sqr x mm ea £4.00 
solation block 115mm sqr x 20mm ea £6.00 
solation block 150mm sqr x 20mm ea...._ ........£10.00 
smlation block 43mm dia x 26mm eA._...  £2.50 
solation block 43mm dia x 15mm ea £2.25 
solation block 43mm dia x 15mm hard base ea £2.50 
solation block 80mm dia x 14mm thick ea £2.50 
so block 120mm di a x 30mm - 40mm hole ea.. £10.00 
Deflex pad 102mm x 102mm x ¿mm thick ea £2.50 
Deflex pad 102mm dia x 4enm thick ea £2.25 
OEM foce 38mm dia x 20mm ea  £0.90 
OEM foot 66mm dia x 24mm ea.. £4.50 
OTHER SIZES AVAI-ABLE 
DELIVERY FREE for FOCL _ PODS & P•DLIPODS 

PLAIN & RIDDED DAMPING SHEET 

DEFLEX material has been used for da mping in a range of vibration sensitive equipment 
such as electron microscopes and laser instruments. 

Available in a range of sizes  

Plain sheet 15cm x 15cm x 2mm thick £2.50 ea 
Plain sheet 28cm x 21cm x 3mm thick £5.00 ea 
Plain sheet 28cm x 21cm x 4mm thick £6.00 ea 
Plain sheet 28cm x 21cm x 6mm thick £8.00 ea 
Plain sheet 28cm x 21cm x 8mm thick ....... ....£ 10.00 ea 
Plain sheet 47cm x 22cm x 3mm thick ...... .....£ 10.00 ea 
Plain sheet 47cm x 22cm x 5mm thick £15.00 ea 
Plain sheet 52cm x 38cm x 4mm thick .......  £15.00 ea 
Plain sheet 52cm x 38cm x 8mm thick £30.00 ea 
Plain sheet 63cm x 50cm x 6mm thick £25.00 ea 
Ribbed sheet 28cm x 21cm x 3mm thick £6.00 ea 
Ribbed sheet 28cm x 21cm x 6mm thick..._ £8.00 ea 
Heavy ribbed sheet 28cm x 21cm o lOmmthk.£12.50 ea 
Sealing strip 10mm x 3mm x 3mtr long £6.50 ea 

MISCELLANEOUS DAMPING / ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 

MAGNET DAMPING PADS 

Magnapad - 75mm dia .£1.75 ea 
Magnapad - 125mm dia £2.76 ea 
Magnapad - 175mm dia £4 50 ea 
Magnapad - 225mm dia............- ...........  £8.00 ea 

TUBING 

Tube 25norn di a / 10mm bore o 60cm long... £30.00 ea 
Tube 25mm d i a / 16mm bore x 60cm long....£25.00 ea 
Tube 32rrim dia / 10mm bore x 1mtr long.....£37 50 ea 

VARIOUS 

Corner block - edge length 38mm €0 50 ea 
Corner block - edge length 50mm £0 75 ea 
Washers 25mm or 20mm x 5rnn, thick .....  £0.25 ea 

EDLOP-,IE 
All prices include VAT - Delivery from £ 1 Payment by Cheque P.O. PayPal 

SUPPLYING THE Hi-Fi -INDUSTRY SINCE 1902 
DEFLEX POLYURETHANE LTD, UNIT 1, TALARGOCH TRADING ESTATE. MELIDEN:ROAD. 

DYSEPTH. DENBIGHSHIRE, LL18 60J 
wwvi, Defies org or telephone 01745 571555 fax 01745 571800 

he Authority o 

'ere ?  DIY • 
ce-e Parts & Components 

41\ 

pcX stocks the largest ilqkilib selection of DIY products ......, 
, for the discerning audio 

hobbyist in all of , - tip North America! IN 

' 0 kr.*: / # r 9 1 

LL currently manufa. (lured 
4 NEW tube brands, as wet as 

a vast array of NOS 
offering. 

Sales: ,t_ I .i _ 1,..- _  , ., e- e  . Inquiries . 

order@partsconnesIon.com = 905-681-9602= ilo@parttconnetion cam 

905-631-5711 Visa, Mastercard. Amex. PayPal, Money Order & Bank Draft 

5109 Harvester Rd, Unit 82, Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7L 5Y4 

sgpRA®Cables 
MADE IN SWEDEN 

Introducing the Supra LoRad MD06-BS/SP 6-way 
surge protected mains distribution block 

ur. 

Our 2008 9 range includes: 

• HF100 - HDMI (v1.3) DVI digital video 

cables 
ZAC & X-ZAC - fibre optic cables 

• AnCo & Trico - co-ax digital cables 

• FS & AV6 - scart cables 

AnCo - TV, FM, DAB aerial cables 

• DUAL & EFF-IX- analogue cables 

• AV3 & AnCo - component video cables 

LoRad shielded mains cable 

• LoRad 6 way surge protected UK mains 

block 

• Classic, Rondo and Ply - speaker cables 

• Sword - analogue and speaker cables 

....as well as connectors and accessories 

Available now 

through selected 

specialist hi-fi and 
audio-visual retailers. 

Featured product: 

LoRad 6 way Surge 

Protected UK Mains Block 

and LoRad UK>IEC shielded 

mains cable ( in lengths 

from: 1m, 1.5m. 2m or 4m) 

SAVE £20 
(if cable and block 

purchased together) 

eg 

Block + 1m cable = £169.99 

(normally £189.99) 

Block + 2m cable = £ 179.99 

(normally £199.99) 

For UK customers who require more details or to 

request a brochure pack containing stockists & price 

information, please contact: 

Brochure line: 01223 441 299 
Email: info@supracables.co.uk 

Website: www.supracables.co.uk/hfw.html 
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as proprietary preamp-power links 

and transport-DAC links. HDMI was 

developed to overcome data rate 

limitations, now and in the future. I 

hope this clears the mists a little. 

Your Lyngdorf query can only be 

answered by them and here is their 

reply: 

"On the standard TDAI-2200 we 

have three different digital inputs. 

AES/EBU, Coaxial and Optical. 

HDMI is not available. He can use 

any of the three available inputs and 

if his soundcard has an AES/EBU 

output we recommend he uses that. 

We recommend AES/EBU because 

of higher resistance to outside 

interference. With AES/EBU the 

quality of the cable — materials etc. is 

much less important. 

With that said, it is important to 

understand also that many high-end 

products have poorly designed digital 

transmitters and receivers — this 

can make people believe that there 

are huge differences between cables, 

simply because the digital design is 

flawed.A few of our guys come from 

the pro. side where they understand 

these things very well, so all of our 

inputs and outputs are designed for 

the most robust performance.The 

TDAI-2200 "only" supports a bitrate 

up to 24/192, so he will have to 

downsample the I96kHz." 

Per Klausen, Lyngdorf, Denmark 

GET THE BALANCE RIGHT 
Over the years I have created what is 

to my ears a well balanced and musical 

system, comprising Sonus Faber Electa 

Ammar II loudspeakers augmented 

by Sonus Faber Gravis 81 subwoofer, 

driven by Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 

power amplifiers. These are fed by either 

my analogue source of Michell Gyro 

SE/Origin Live modded Rega R8300 

turntable, a Graham Slee Era Gold v5 

phonostage, with Ortofon Black MM 

cartridge, or a digital source of Chord 

81u/DAC64 Il. This is all hooked up with 

Musical Fidelity X-Link or Nu-Visto 

interconnects and AlphaCore Goertz 

MI2 speaker cable. 

Over the years I have learned that 

upgrades don't necessarily deliver long 

term sonic improvements. The core of 

components of speakers, turntable and 

power amplification haven't changed for 

a considerable time, and I have no plans 

to unless they fail. My last upgrade was 

to my digital front end, and the Chords 

have given years of genuine musical 

pleasure, with an added connection to 

the music, my tastes being classic Jazz/ 

Soul and Funk, so a dynamic, rhythmic 

sound with soundstage is essential. 

With the current fiscal climate 

I'm not looking for major expenditure, 

and my system is pretty well sorted, so 

I'm looking for genuine improvements 

at reasonable cost. I read your very 

favourable review of the Chord QD876, 

how much of an improvement over the 

DAC64 is it? 

My speaker cables are in dire need 

of replacement as the Goertz MI2 

construction makes them susceptible 

to damage. The Townshend Audio !solda 

EDCT speaker cable appears to follow 

the same design principle as the Goertz, 

low impedance/skin effect, with the 

added benefit of cryogenic treatment 

What's the verdict on these cables, as 

whilst not cheap they aren't asking the 

earth, and should fit my system? 

Last but not least, my preomplifi-

cation needs upgrading as I have been 

using a Musical Fidelity X-Pre v3 as a 

stop gap and have been looking for a 

suitable replacement I am interested 

in the Musical Fidelity AI BP, as I have 

experience of the brand, like the house 

sound, and your favourable review seems 

to match my musical taste. 

David Waterman 

Hi David — well, what a good 

question! I have done extensive 

comparisons between the old Chord 

DAC64 and the new QBD76, and 

am in two minds. Let me say that 

the former was — and still is — one 

of my favourite DACs. It is so good, 

in fact, that it finally got me into 

digital properly, meaning I would 

happily sit down and listen to an 

entire CD album with relish, not 

thinking about its 'CDness' anymore. 

The QBD76 is a surprisingly 

different beastie — it is a lot more 

focused, showing its predecessor 

up as a little vague and perhaps 

ponderous in some ways.There's 

considerably more low level detail, 

incision and atmosphere. I'd also 

say it is faster, tighter and tauter 

too. But is it better? Well there's 

a question! I am not sure it is. It 

is certainly more neutral and so 1 

suppose it is superior in absolute 

terms, but in my system I have to 

say I rather enjoyed listening to the 

DAC64. I think the '64 has a rather 

Linn LP12-like quality to it — it is 

simply very nice to listen to, almost 

regardless of what it's asked to play. 

The '76 tells you more about the 

recording, warts and all. 

If you're after a Musical Fidelity 

preamplifier specifically — as a visual 

match for your system — then the 

AI FBP is an impressive bit of kit. 

It's not the last word in preamps 

— being a little well lit in the upper 

midband and loose in the bottom 

end in absolute terms — but it is 

nevertheless nicely propulsive and 

enjoyable, and still carries a good 

degree of the recording through. 

You'll have to spend over £ 1,000 

more on an MF Audio Passive Pre to 

really do better, in my opinion. 

As for speaker cables, I have 

found Black Rhodium's Tango (£ 15/ 

m) to be excellent — don't let the 

low price put you off. In my system, 

they seem to work better than 

Townshend Isolda DCTs, with a 

smoother and more atmospheric 

sound that suits my preferred 

balance better. DP 

HOUSE OF LINN 
Europe's Leading Linn Specialist. 

Do the tuneclern. 

The listening experience at house of linn 
is so good demonstrations last for hours.... 
Discover how we make music sound real 
in your home. 

Independently owned and operated by former Linn staff to 

give you the best Linn experience from Komri to Classik. 

Call or email for appointment or advice. Visit our website for 

news and events. 

Demonstration, Sales, Installation, Upgrades, Aftercare for all 

Linn Hi-Fi Components & Systems. 

Owned and Run by Former Linn Staff 
www.houseoflinn.com A info@houseoflinn.com A +44 (0)161 766 4837 
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st u dio Ti 
It's not hard to hear the professional pedigree of ADAM Audio's HM3 Monitor 
loudspeakers, says Adam Smith... 

T
t,. 1,e relationship between 
he world of studio moni-

toring loudspeakers and 

the home hi-fi market has 

never been a truly happy 

one. Many people see 

this as a reasonable thing, after all 

the two end users require different 

things from their loudspeakers — the 

home listener wants to hear their 

music reproduced in the nicest way 

possible, sometimes even forgoing 

a smidgen of accuracy if the result 

takes the edges off poor record-

ings. On the other hand, the studio 

engineer wants to hear exactly how 

the recording sounds, warts and all, 

so that corrections can be made 

in order to make the result sound 

palatable through that domestic hi-fi 

system. 

The problem is that these two 

worlds need not be quite so mutually 

exclusive.After all, isn't it fair to 

assume that a pair of loudspeakers 

that pinpoint recording and mastering 

issues might then reproduce the 

corrected and final result rather 

well? It seems that 1 am not the only 

person who has explored this point 

of view and, as a result, there are 

more than a few loudspeakers that 

have successfully made the break 

from the studio and into the living 

room. Let us not forget that the 

classic Rogers LS3/5As originated in 

this way, as well as Spendor BC Is, 

B&W 80Is,Yamaha NS1000Ms and 

also the Ferrograph SI s that 1 use 

myself — mine started out as the 

semi-professional version, finished in 

a hideous shade of grey, instead of a 

hideous shade of teak! 

Furthermore, there are many 

loudspeaker companies that 

successfully straddle the professional 

and domestic environments.The likes 

of PMC and B&W are well known, 

but Germany's ADAM Audio are a 

relative newcomer to this side of 

the mixing desk, and are gradually 

establishing a strong presence. Last 

year I took a listen to one of the 

models in ADAM's top Tensor Range, 

e 
the Gammas, and they left a very 

strong impression on me. 

Now the more affordable Home 

Monitor range is here, derived from 

the active `S' series, and fitting in at 

the other end of the scale from the 

Tensor models,The first step on the 

ADAM ladder, they share technology 

with their bigger brothers, namely 

ADAM's ART tweeter, based on 

the Heil Air Motion Transformer 

principle, and the Hexacone material 

used as the basis of the twin seven 

inch bass drivers. The HM3s actually 

look like centre channel designs, as 

they are styled and designed to be 

used horizontally, but they can be 

used vertically — best keep the grilles 

on, though, as the `ADAM logos look 

a bit odd oriented sideways! 

The HM3s are a full three way 

design, with one woofer only coming 

in below 150Hz.As a result, the 

loudspeakers are 'handed', although 

ADAM state that you can experiment 

with placing the low end woofer to 

the inside or outside as you prefer. 
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For vertical operation the speakers 

need to be positioned so that the 

lowest drivers are at the bottom, 

but this leaves one terminal panel 

at the top of the rear face of one 

loudspeaker and at the bottom of the 

other, which is a little odd! 

Another tip that ADAM Audio 

passed on was that, when using them 

vertically, it pays to unscrew the 

tweeter and rotate it through ninety 

degrees so that the diffuser on the 

front of it is aligned horizontally, 

which is how the unit was designed. 

Bi-wiring terminals are fitted and 

a three position switch offers the 

option of running the tweeter flat, 

boosted by I.5dB or cut by the same 

amount.The HM3s are available in 

gloss black or silver, tip the tape 

measure at 370x220x320mm and 

weigh a sturdy 14kg each. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Well run in, I commenced listening 

and straightaway realised that there 

is a definite family sound, as I could 

hear echoes of the Tensor Gammas 

in the HM3s' performance. Initially 

however, I felt that they slightly 

lacked focus across the centre of 

the soundstage, despite being very 

spacious and detailed. However, 

remembering ADAM's advice, I duly 

popped the tweeters out, rotated 

them and sat back down again. 

This was more like it; the central 

image had now gained impressive 

stability and everything had snapped 

nicely into focus — much better! 

The other thing I noticed during 

setup is that the HM3s are quite 

amplifier-sensitive.They never sound 

unpleasant, but one or two units I 

put through them really left them 

slumbering along rather disinter-

estedly. Luckily, my Naim SuperNait 

tickled them into life perfectly. 

It was interesting to take a 

wander through my record collection 

with the HM3s, as they really let you 

hear into the secrets of the recording 

studio or concert hall that somehow 

don't quite seem to make it through 

other loudspeakers. I found myself 

shutting my eyes and looking at the 

aural picture they painted as well as 

listening to the music, as the HM3s 

seem just as capable as their bigger 

brothers at setting up the kind of 

image you feel you could get up and 

walk around in, without any trickery 

like stretching things off to the sides 

or into the distance unrealistically. 

After a little experimentation I 

settled on the - I.5dB setting for 

the tweeter, as the OdB was just a 

fraction too glaring at times, and 

a brief play with the I.5dB setting 

had the cat running from the room! 

Luckily I had the remote control in 

my hand to bring things to a rapid 

halt. otherwise I wouldn't have been 

far behind him... 

As a result of their intricate 

nature, the HM3s are quite different 

to many domestic loudspeakers.Their 

balance is forward without a doubt, 

but they are not hard or splashy, 

just incredibly detailed, focused and 

forthright. Intriguingly, they almost 

sound rather bass light on first 

encounter, but as I listened more, 

I realised that once again,ADAM 

have engineered such a solid cabinet 

and populated it with well designed 

drivers that you are hearing what you 

are supposed to without anything 

playing along. Bass guitars were 

astoundingly taut, fast and lithe with 

a swift rhythmical nature that almost 

had me holding my breath as my ears 

tried to keep up. 

For anyone who 

still thinks that a 

loudspeaker with a 

hole or two in the 

box cannot start and 

stop on a sixpence. 

then they need to 

check these out - do 

you hear me DP? 

[beg pardon? Ed.] 

However, when a 

synth bass line came 

thundering along, or 

a kick drum pounded 

out, the HM3s were 

well up to the task of 

passing this event to my 

ears though the air, 

and also my derriere 

via the sofa. I suspect 

real bassheads might 

still feel the need for a 

subwoofer (ADAM sell 

a matching one), but for 

most of us the HM3s 

go as low as we could 

ever need; certainly 

I never felt short-

changed, even though 

my Ferrographs do go 

noticeably lower. 

Their monitor 

nature proved adept 

at detailing all kinds of 

instruments, and picking 

up those cheating 

artists who try and 

pass off an electronic 

facsimile as the real 

thing. This could be 

something of a mixed 

blessing at times, 

however; spinning 

some Antonio Forcione 

and Charlie Haden 

was a delight in terms 

of capturing the real 

essence of every single 

note they played, and 

pulled everything perfectly together 

in a lovely musical parcel. Changing 

to Ravel's Bolero however, again gave 

stunning clarity to each of the players 

but somehow the essential emotion 

of the piece seemed to take a slight 

backseat as the HM3s strove to tell 

you what each individual instrument 

was doing, seemingly slightly glossing 

over why they were doing it. Other 

than this however, the ADAMs 

romped through dance, rock and 

some proper Kenny Ball style jazz 

with alacrity and never failed to put 

a big smile on my face when the 

occasion demanded. 

CONCLUSION 
The ADAM HM3s are an intriguing 

loudspeaker prospect.They are not 

as forgiving as their bigger Tensor 

brothers in terms of partnering 

equipment, and they can 

occasionally lack warmth, 

but they offer detail, 

icoe *̂ 

insight and stunning fleet-

footedness when fed with 

a good rhythm. Like good 

old Marmite, they really 

will not be for everyone 

— I suspect the valves ' n' 

horns brigade will hate 

them - but I thought they 

were superb. Audition 

comprehensively and 

partner carefully, and you 

could be wondering how 

you ever listened without 

them. 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Garrard 301 turntable/ 

Cardas wired Alphason 

HR-100S arm 

Audio Technica AT-

0C9MLII cartridge 

Anatek MC1 phono stage 

Marantz CD94 CO player 

Naim SuperNait amplifier 

VERDICT •••• 
Proper monitors for the home, the 
HM3s are unobtrusive, beautifully built 
and capable of revealing things you 
didn't know your music contained. 

ADAM HM3 

ADAM Audio 

CC + 49 3086 300 970 

www.adam-audio.com 

£1,999 

FOR 

- taut upper bass 

- insight and clarity 

- spacious nature 

- build and finish 

AGAINST 

- can lack warmth 

- need careful partnering 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
As per their larger brothers, the Adam 

HM3s have a generally even trend to 

their frequency response, with just a 

few undulations in the upper registers. 

None of these are larger than a couple 

of dB however, so should not give an 

audibly unpleasant result. The rear 

panel tweeter adjustment switch 

introduces a treble lift or cut of 1.5dB 

in two of its positions and it can be 

seen that this comes into effect above 

2kHz or so. This will allow subtle 

fine-tuning for rooms or partnering 

equipment that are a touch too bright 

or soft, without unduly altering the 

balance of the loudspeaker. 

At the low end, the lower driver 

commences rolloff around 80Hz and 

is reinforced by the twin ports that 

operate over a broad area down to 

their tuning frequency of around 35Hz. 

Port output is clean, and the HM3s 

should have good weight for their size, 

although the dip of 1dB or so from 300-

600Hz may reduce the impact of the 

upper bass a little. 

Electrically, the HM3s have an 

even response with little to upset 

a fragile amplifier. Their overall 

impedance is low, coming in at an 

average of 4.7 Ohms, and dropping 

down to a minimum of around 3.5 

Ohms, fortunately at higher frequencies 

where current draw is less of an issue. 

Their sensitivity is good however at 

90dB, so they will not require huge 

amounts of watts to sing enthusias-

tically. AS 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

Green - driver output 

Red - port output 

IMPEDANCE 
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Norther 
Light 
Mikal Dreggevik is one hi-fi's 

rising stars right now, with a 
passion that shines through 
when you talk to him. David 
Price meets Electrocompaniet's 
main man in his native 
Norway... 

I
n today's austere economic cli-
mate, there's little good news 

emanating from manufacturing 

industry — and this picture 

seems to be universally bad 

across the whole of western 

Europe. Right now, no one making hi-

fi is having fun... 

Well, maybe Mikal Dreggevik is 

the exception that proves the rule. 

As the head of Electrocompaniet, for 

the past five years, he has presided 

over one of hi-fi's few recent success 

stories — and all from the high 

wage, high tax, high cost economy 

of Norway. Running counter to 

the current fashion, he has not 

outsourced his production to China 

or the Far East; instead he's skillfully 

grown the business up to one 

hundred plus employees, and won all 

number of prizes along the way... 

Like all successful captains of 

industry, he is an energetic soul 

— smiling and positive - yet he 

exudes a sense of inner calm too. 

Whilst the mid November weather 

in Stavanger [pictured below left] on 

Norway's beautiful South West coast 

was icy, the tall blond Dreggevik is 

not. Indeed 

he displays 

a childlike 

enthusiasm 

for what he's 

doing... 

"As a kid 

I had older 

brothers 

that owned 

their own hi-fi systems," he tells 

me, "and it soon became a dream 

of mine to have my own.As my 

brothers upgraded their systems I 

would inherit their old and outdated 

components. I also built my own 

loudspeakers. But it wasn't until 

my (Lutheran church) confirmation 

at the age of fifteen that I had the 

means to buy my own real stereo. 

Indeed, my parents were a bit 

frustrated that I spent all gift money 

on a hi-fi. It has been a passion ever 

since." 

Well quite, because Mikal's 

passion for audio was so enduring 

that, nearly three decades later, it 

saw him buying his country's most 

illustrious hi-fi brand. In 2004 he 

became owner of Electrocompaniet, 

and injected a new sense of focus 

and purpose into what was a 

respected if rather sedentary hi-fi 

marque.And amusingly. he bought the 

company itself as a direct result of 

buying the company's top system! 

Thanks to his love of music from 

an early age, he had been — like many 

reading this — on his own personal 

odyssey to get the sound he craved. 

"I started playing various instruments 

at an early age", says Mikal.That 

brought me through many different 

types of music, from classical to rock. 

Today, I don't play any more, but have 

learned to enjoy a wide range of 

music. My favourite changes through 

the year, and also after my personal 

mode.Typically, in the weeks before 

Christmas, Handel's ' Messiah' is my 

favourite. But if you want me to give 

you just one name, then without 

question it is Pink Floyd.And for 

me, Roger Waters or David Gilmour 

doing their own version of Pink Floyd 

has the same standing or is even 

better." 

His purchase of Electrocompaniet 

didn't come by accident, but by 

having made his fortune with 

Westcontrol [pictured above right] 

— an avionics defence contractor, 

supplying a number of militaries 

including Britain's Royal Air Force. He 

started this company by himself, back 

in 1994. 

"In the beginning it was just 

me, doing everything from design, 

electronics, programming, and 

paperwork. Now,VVestcontrol 

is ostensibly a research and 

development company with its 

own factory for production and 

assembling. We like to use the phrase 

"system house", which in Norwegian 

terms is a company doing everything 

from idea to product. So we do 

development, prototype, beta series 

and volume production in the same 

company.We cover a wide range 

of analogue and digital electronics. 

Examples include radio communi-

cation systems used in helicopters 

— the RAF has several products 

installed in their own choppers.We 

do different types of sensors, vision 
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systems, servo systems, etcetera." 

In the UK. Electrocompaniet 

is a relatively enigmatic name, 

associated by some audiophiles with 

clean sounding transistor power 

amplifiers stretching as far back as 

the nineteen seventies. In its native 

Norway however, the marque 

needs no introduction - it was the 

Electrocompaniet '2 Channel Audio 

Power Amplifier' that started the 

company's success.The result of 

a paper presented to a 1973 AES 

conference, which presented the 

idea of transient Intermodulation 

distortion (TIM), the story goes 

that Norwegian record producer 

Svein Erik Borja took this concept 

to Electrocompaniet, who refined it 

and produced a transistor amplifier 

designed to eliminate this type of 

distortion.The company duly made 

a name for itself, and built up its 

business to get the product into over 

forty countries worldwide. 

After this early success, the 

company failed to capitalise on 

the momentum, and it wasn't until 

Dreggevik got involved five years ago 

that things started pushing forward 

again, allied with its powerful sister 

company Westcontrol. Mikal takes 

up the story, "Electrocompaniet 

started from the simple idea that 

it was possible to make a better 

sounding amplifier than was available 

on the market, back in the mid 

nineteen seventies. 'Close the gap to 

the master' has been the company's 

slogan for many years, and for me it 

encapsulates both the spirit and the 

style of the company:' 

Asked to describe the most 

important early Electrocompaniet 

product, he's convinced it is the 

iconic 25W amplifier launched in 

I 977."A lot of people still speak 

about this, as one of the most 

significant in the history of high end. 

It was a technical breakthrough, and 

the sound was marvellous. In many 

ways, this product is the foundation 

of the brand name Electrocompaniet. 

I bought the company in December 

2004, simply because I loved 

the product, and also because 

there was a perfect synergy with 

Westcontrol. 1 had been a customer 

of Electrocompaniet, and had the 

products in my living room, in use 

every day!" 

The association with Westcontrol 

is what really gives Electrocompaniet 

an edge, he tells me. " It works very 

well, because the former has a strong 

R&D department covering analogue 

and digital techniques at an advanced 

level, along with a modern factory. 

This of course is allied to over thirty 

years experience on the audiophile 

engineering side from the latter. 

It's very difficult for many high end 

companies to have all the necessary 

resources available on a daily basis, 

so by combining the two companies' 

research and development centre, 

we can have a lot more engineers 

employed than if Electrocompaniet 

was a separate unit.Westcontrol 

has a reputation as one of the most 

innovative companies of its type in 

Norway, with all types of qualification 

standards, covering 1S0900, Aviation 

and military specification." 

Electrocompaniet is based in the 

Stavanger area of Norway, known 

locally as its 'petro-capital' thanks 

to the country's highly lucrative oil 

industry. Although an industrial area, 

in typically Norwegian style it's very 

tidy and the city itself, the country's 

third largest, is very pretty. Anyone 

who's been to the Highlands of 

Scotland will get a familiar feeling 

— expansive 360 panoramic views, 

crisp air and a sense of wonder at 

the great outdoors. Set just a few 

kilometres out from Stavanger town 

is the factory, a fairly conventional 

looking affair but with one key 

difference.When I visited, there were 

heavy earth movers at work outside, 

cutting their way through the rock 

behind the factory to make a massive 

extension. Electrocompaniet is 

growing... 

Given the prevailing economic 

circumstances, isn't it surprising 

that a high end hi-fi company can 

succeed — especially with the high 

wages and high taxes he has to pay? 

Mikal disagrees. "When you want 

production in Northern Europe, 

you need a modern factory, with 

robots doing most of the work. At 

our factory we have for the last ten 

years focused and worked hard with 

this, This type of production is less 

influenced by the labour cost.We 

find that with modern construction 

in a modern factory we are able to 

compete with the cost from the east, 

including China. But we have the 

benefit of in-house quality control. All 

our products are made in Norway 

and this is in fact a more and more 

valuable situation for us.There is less 

and less product made in the West 

today, and we use 'Made in Norway' 

as part of the product's very identity." 

Electrocompaniet 

now has two 

main focuses. It is 

pushing hard to 

update its high end 

range.Whilst some 

amplifiers have 

been in production, 

largely unchanged 

for a great many 

years — underlining 

the basic rightness 

of the design 

— there's a need for 

other new products which Mikal is 

working on now. But he's also very 

excited by what he calls "an exclusive 

new lifestyle series", These more 

accessible, 'plug and play' products 

are striking visually yet show great 

engineering depth and imagination. 

"With these in place, we will be 

competing in different areas of the 

market against new rivals — but I 

don't want to wake them up by 

giving out their name! By and large, 

they are makers of terrible sounding 

systems, sold to people that have 

never had the chance to listen to 

high end systems. Our goal is to get 

customers from this market, rather 

than just take ever more from the 

limited number of customers inside' 

the high end arena", he tells me. 

Although something of an 

Anglophile (he spends much of his 

time in the UK and for some unfath-

omable reason is a lifebme supporter 

of Leeds United football club),1 can 

sense that Mikal is very proud of his 

Norwegian roots. The c:ountry has 

staged something of a renaissance in 

recent years, and I think he's happy 

that the return of Electrocompaniet 

is one part of it. Not just to show 

his Scandinavian neighbours that 

Denmark isn't the sole superpower 

in consumer audio electronics (he 

has a watchful eye on the output of 

Bang & Olufsen), but to show the 

world that the country has a place in 

international high end hi-fi. 

With over one hundred 

employees and a growing factory, plus 

a range of impressive new products 

coming up, Electrocompaniet 

doesn't look set to easily give up 

its status as Norway's largest hi-fi 

maker. Dreggevik is ambitious for 

Electrocompaniet, and senses the 

changing market. "The synergy with 

Westcontrol means we have a far 

bigger development team than is 

normal for a high end company 

the same size as Electrocompaniet. 

We want to be one of the major 

actors in the high end market — this 

is the goal and we will continue to 

focus on the best product, with the 

best quality, with the best possible 

service." 

ELECTROCOMPANIET 

www.eiectrocompaniet.no 

NORWEGIAN GOOD - 

MOWS HOME 

"One year ago we 

designed a two channel 

450 Watt system that can 

be automatically reconfig-

ured to give 5x120W. This 

plays SACD, CD and DVD, 

with very good upscaling 

for the latter. We have the 

system installed in the liv-

ing room, and that gives 

me the possibilities to 

play music in stereo when 

I want, but I can also 

share the system with the 

rest of the family for mov-

ies — and it sounds much 

better than in the cinema. 

I am running an EMP-1 

universal disc player for 

CD, SACD and DVDs, via 

a EC4.9 preamplifier and 

two AW120-M monob-

lock pcwer amplifiers. 

Speakers are the Nordic 

Tone 1, with a PSF-1 for 

the rear and centre." 
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Sind gi 

ntroduced for the princely sum 

of £ 1,000 (which very quickly 

rose to £ 1.200) the ESL63 

was a vastly different beast to 

the original Quad ESL57. Still, 

there was so much right about 

the ' 57 (the line source imaging, the 

clean, fast and open bass) that Quad 

had an uphill struggle popularising the 

'63.The new design addressed the 

oldster's problems, namely the rattles 

and the limited bass output, and it 

required some different thinking. 

As is well documented, the 

model number refers to the year 

Peter Walker started work on 

the 'new' ESL - 1963. Seventeen 

years is a long time to develop a 

product! Whatever I think about 

the sonic qualities of the delay line, 

the technology used is very clever. 

Colour TVs of the 1970s may have 

helped simplify development, as a 

similar delay line is used in PAL TV 

decoding. All the electronics are a 

major upgrade from the original, and 

are fitted with a pretty sophisticated 

protection circuit, one that is not too 

kind to amplifiers! 

The electrostatic panels 

themselves are more rigidly held in 

plastic open frames, bespoke for the 

speaker. The ESL panel consists of 

two fixed "stators" formed more like 

a printed circuit board, than in the 

original. The diaphragm itself is made 

g Sixties 
Quad's ESL57 are iconic designs 
that need no introduction the 
world over, whilst its modern 

E51988/9895 and 2805/2905s are 
popular modern products with a 
big following. What then of the 
ESL63, asks Haden Boardman — as 
whichever way you look at it, this 
has become somewhat unloved 
and overlooked? 

from Mylar, three microns thick [or 

is that thin? Ed.] and is sandwiched 

in between the stators in a gap of 

around three millimetres.The voltage 

applied across the gap is around 

6,000 Volts. 

The ESL panel consists as a 

series of rings (the original was a line 

source tweeter panel in the middle 

flanked by two bass panels), and the 

delay line aims to position the sound 

image thirty centimetres behind the 

speaker.The idea is to produce a true 

point source, from what is, after all, a 

large, one-piece plastic diaphragm.As 

a desired side effect this bends the 

sound dispersion across diaphragm 

making it less directional in listening. 

Having said that, like all electrostatics, 

in comparison to conventional 

moving coil designs, these speakers 

are very directional, you really do 

need to sit on axis to fully enjoy and 

appreciate the sound. 

THE 63 TODAY 
It's quite a revelation to see how 

cheaply ESL63s are selling for today. 

This is for two reasons. First, the new 

ones are such bargain prices so why 

bother with second-hand. Second are 

the service costs. It can cost more 

to re-panel a set of ESL63s than to 

buy them! Remember the oldest 

sets date from 1981 . The set shown 

here, were purchased out of the back 

of our very own Classified section, 

after being advertised several times. 

Luckily enough, they did not need 

much work. 

Quad are totally happy to fully 

refurbish ESL63s. For around £ 1,300 

you get what can only be described 

as a 'new' pair of speakers, with new 

panels throughout, and fully serviced. 

Of course parts are available on an 

individual basis.1 am not saying DIY 

on this speaker is a no go area, but 

in comparison to the original models, 

it is much more sophisticated, and 

there are more than a few little 

pitfalls, just pulling the speaker apart. 

In all honesty, I would leave this one 

to the experts. 

Sound wise, for comparison 

I had the latest 2805 and original 

ESL to hand.Amplification used was 

my EL84 PPP pentode monoblock 

design. EAR509/11 monoblocks and 

original QUAD Ils.A mix of digital 

sources (Marantz CD/DA I 2 as 

usual) and Technics SPI 0/11Alphason 

Xenon/Ortofon MC30/11 home brew 

active RIAA valve phono stage were 

deployed. 

Like all electrostatics, as much 

sound output comes out of the 

back as at the front; the speakers 

were positioned just under one 

th.rd of the way down a five and 

a half metre long room, listening 

position about three metres back 
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again.All the speakers raised up 

twenty centimetres from the floor, 

and pointed precisely towards the 

listening position. Good stands are 

recommended. 

It was pretty immediate just how 

good the '63 is. It is no powerhouse, 

sound output levels are really no 

better than the little BBC LS3/5a, 

but the level of clarity and sheer 

openness to the sound is in a 

different class from the vast majority 

of moving coil designs.Vocals and 

stereo image are just amazing with 

this speaker. Even the much criticised 

bass is simply awesome by most 

people's standards. What seriously 

lets this speaker down in the bass is 

the limited output level; below 100Hz 

it really cannot handle any serious 

amount of power past about twenty 

watts.That combined with a fairly 

miserable 84dB sensitivity, and none 

too kind a load, results in good clean 

low level bass of tantalising quality but 

with no real grunt. 

ABBA's 'The Day Before You 

Came' was truly gripping, with 

Agnetha's vocals positioned precisely 

between the two loudspeakers, 

and the massive soundstage rising 

all around it. Playing the triple sax 

album ' In a Mellow Tone' by Ben 

Webster and Associates proved that 

the ESL63 is not just for digital; this 

classic 1959 album really punched the 

saxophones into the room with gusto. 

A little light opera courtesy of DG 

vinyl, Gioachino Rossini's 'Overtures', 

again was a real delight; however 

it was on small scale quartets and 

quintets that this speaker truly came 

alive.The freedom from distortion 

and phase coherence made the two 

loudspeakers disappear into my room. 

The most amazing sounds were to 

be had from the ECM recording 'The 

Dowland Project', a collection of 

mid seventeenth century stuff.This is 

not the normal 'fayre' around these 

parts I admit, but the track 'Accenti 

Queruli' just held the listener's 

attention to such a degree that even 

visitors more accustomed to drum 

and bass, and with an inbuilt hate of 

electrostatics, had to sit down and 

listen. It was totally compelling. 

Indeed, playing a little drum 

and bass courtesy of Kruder & 

Dorfmeister proved the speaker 

can produce bass, but certainly not 

at the levels required for realistic 

playing of the K&D Sessions CD! 1 

am no fan of subwoofers, but the 

poor old 63 struggled with this one. 

This was a shame, because again, the 

speaker tantalised with what could be 

on offer, And this is where the new 

'05 models win out. An increase in 

sensitivity, better construction and 

totally new electronics revealed a big 

jump in bass performance, and lack 

of rattles. In fact, the mid and treble 

was a substantial and worthwhile 

improvement over the older '63 as 

well. But then at some cost - from 

£4,500. 

Going back to the original 

nineteen fifties ESL57, I feel this has a 

certain quality to the upper midrange 

and treble that is better than any of 

the newer speakers.There is a very 

mild sound to the time-delayed panels 

that just colours the upper vocals and 

strings in comparison to the original. 

Bass is frankly not really that different 

to the '63, they both rattle when 

presented with too much signal; just 

in different places.The ESL63 goes 

down lower in the bass, allowing the 

low level playing of cathedral organs. 

But of course it is simply not 

possible to stack the newer '63, 

something that transforms the 

original ESL from a great speaker 

to something fantastic: two pairs of 

original electrostatics is an amazing 

combo; a triple stack of original 

electrostatics is simply divine, if a little 

bit of a monster on the domestic 

front. 

Having said that, for most 

domestic environments I would say 

the newer ESL63 is the easier speaker 

to service and accommodate, the fact 

Quad are more than happy to sort 

them out for you, gives them a cast 

iron mandate.The older 'speaker is 

one for tweakers and specialists; the 

newer '63 may well suit those after an 

easier life! Price wise, they now cost 

the same.1 have seen ESL63s, claimed 

working, sell for a little as £300, and 

serviced sets up to £ 1,500.1 would 

advise buying as low as you can, and 

sending to Quad for a full service. 

Then, for well under two grand, you 

are getting a virtually new set of 

loudspeakers. 

Amplification wise, none of the 

electrostatics are easy loads, and all 

need to be matched quite closely to 

good quality electronics. Everyone 

knows my preference for valves; in 

this case I would not recommend 

low power single ended or triode, 

but higher feedback pentode/tetrode 

designs; the impedance of these 

speakers varies quite wildly. 

Lots of ESL63s have been sold, 

including a more rigid PRO version. 

There is plenty of choice, bide your 

time, and buy at the right price.The 

988 replaced the ESL63 some years 

back, it may look similar but only 

shares ten percent of the internal 

parts.Think of the ESL63 as the 

starting Quad model, a 'new' Quad 

speaker for under £2,000.1f you can 

afford the extra for the 988/989 or 

even the 2805/2905 then go for it. If 

not, the ESL63 is a true bargain. 

NOEL KEYWOOD SAYS - 

I used ESL63s for many years and there are 

a few aspects to note. One major revision 

occurred in the model's lifetime, to the pro-

tection circuits. Before Serial No 29005 a 

crude electronic compressor circuit powered 

from the audio ( I) introduced progressive 

muddle to the sound as volume was turned 

up. After 29005 high tension breakdown 

diodes were fitted to the audio transformer 

secondary circuit - a much better arrange-

ment. If you buy an early model Quad can 

retro fit the later circuit 

Basically, the ESL63 has very even 

output, with slightly falling high frequency 

content, so it sounds easy on the ear, but it 

is very clean and smooth, especially with 

violin. As a true point source it images well 

too. 

Bass reaches down to 90Hz and there's 

not much below this, so a subwoofer helps, 

but subjective integration can be difficult. 

The ESL63s were best raised up 12in or 

so on low, open stands. Ideally, they need 

plenty of rear space ( 3ft min.) to lose rear 

radiation, but I used a curtain of heavy car-

pet felt suspended 6in behind. Long narrow 

rooms suit, with the Quads situated close 

to and at right angles to side walls. This 

increases panel area and improves bass. 

SERVICE 

Quad service: 0845 4581122, 

C + 44(0)1480 452561 

www.quad-hifi.co.uk 
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accuna 
Multi- Media Furniture : Where beauty and balance converge 

You've found it! 
Looking for ( probably!) the best addition 
to your Home Entertainment system that 

also offers real value for money? 

Then the Atacama Equinox range of 
English handmade Hi-Fi & AV Equipment 

supports are for you! 

Prices start 
from as little 
as £ 169.99! 

For more Information or to find your nearest retailer , please visit: 

www.atacama-audio.co.uk or call 01455 283 251 grise 

Tecl-frube 
the high end valve from 

Blackburn MicroTech Solutions 

Following a successful launch in London we 
have now finalised the last few specification 
issues to ensure TE3ChTube'delivers the 
quality and consistency the market is 

demanding. 

The last elements are in place for the 
launch of the web based shop. 

From here you are able to order your valves 

anywhere in the world, no hassel. 

Shop with us soon at 

direct from the factory. 

Shipment via courier enables us to deliver 

www.techtubevalves.com 

11.1...e Designed in partnership with 

Proteus Audio Developments 
and their high end Diamond audio amplifier. 
www.proteusaudiodevelopment.com 

cool scandinavian loudspeakers 

symmetry 
T: 01727 865488 

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk 

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk 
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COMPETITION 
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‘Mr 
144, 

WIN A SUPERB BUNDLE OF 
CHORD COMPANY CABLE AND 
AN ARCAM FMJ A18 INTEGRATED 
AMPLIFIER WORTH OVER f1,000! 

T
month, we're delighted 

o be able to give away 
iArcam's super new FMJ 

Al8 integrated amplifier 

(worth £500) and a match-

ng bundle of top quality 

Chord Company cabling — compris-

ing two runs of Chord's Epic Super 

Twin speaker cable (£78/m), a one 

metre long Power Chord mains cable 

(£130) and a metre run of Anthem 2 

interconnect (£325). Just add speakers 

and CD player for a great sounding 

system! 

Arcam's new £500 FMJ Al8 

amplifier is rated at 50 Watts per 

channel. It is based around a logic-

controlled preamplifier and a toroid 

based power supply, all mounted in 

a case that uses Arcam's 'Mask of 

Silence' and 'Stealth Mat' SDS (Sound 

Dead Steel) based damped chassis 

to reduce both resonance and EMC 

problems; hence the FMJ moniker — it 

stands for Full Metal Jacket'.The Al8 

offers six line level inputs, plus an MM 

phono stage and auxiliary 3.5mm jack 

socket for MP3 players.Vital statistics 

are 85x430x275mm and it weighs a 

sturdy 7.2kg. 

Chord's Epic Super Twin 

loudspeaker cable sports two 

conductors, each made up of nineteen 

heavy gauge strands of silver-plated 

oxygen free copper conductors, 

2.5mm in diameter, twisted together, 

insulated by Teflon and then 

surrounded by a silicone jacket. It gets 

Odyssey-style dual shielding, and it is 

then surrounded with a special PVC 

jacket to further improve mechanical 

damping. The pearl grey PVC jacket 

is highly pliable and acoustically inert. 

Overall diameter is 15mm for the 

Epic Super Twin.The lucky winner will 

get a stereo pair up to 5m in length 

(worth £849), with the terminations 

of their choice ( i.e. bi-wire, single 

wire, banana plugs, spade connectors, 

etc.) 

Chord's PowerChord is said 

to enhance the stereo image and 

improve the space around individual 

voices and instruments with hi-fi 

systems, and can even improve the 

picture quality of plasma TVs, LCD 

panels or projectors.A high frequency 

dual layer shielding system is used 

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 

- ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD 

- MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED 

- PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE-CONDITION OF ENTRY 

- NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO 

- THE EDITOR'S DECISION IS FINAL 

- NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY COMPANIES 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIZES, 
MAY ENTER 

to reduce noise pick up, and there's 

a high density vibration damping 

outer jacket to reduce transmission 

of ground borne resonance into the 

hi-fi components.The cable itself 

uses high purity copper conductors 

and it comes with a special 13 amp 

mains plug, with great attention paid 

to the routing and configuration of 

the internal wiring.A I m lead is being 

given away, worth £ 130. 

The lucky winner will also receive 

a one metre stereo pair of Chord 

Anthem 2 interconnects with RCA 

connectors, worth £325.This superb 

cable features silver-plated multi 

strand signal conductors and a silver-

plated combined shielding system 

which extends the bandwidth that 

the cable will carry.The Anthem 2 

also features internal and external 

Teflon insulation, resonance reducing 

ultra low mass silver-plated non 

compression RCA/phono plugs, and 

an isolated signal return path that 

reduces microphony.The Chord 

Company says the Anthem 2 will 

allow seriously low levels of musical 

detail to be heard, which adds 

immeasurably to the feeling and 

enjoyment of any type of music. 

To win this superb Arcam/Chord 

bundle, all you have to do is answer 

the following four easy questions. 

Send your entries on a postcard 

only by 31st January 2009 to: 

February Competition, Hi-Fi World 

magazine, Unit G4,Argo House, 

The Park Business Centre, 

Kilburn Park Road, London 

NW6 5LF. 

I 

QUESTIONS 
[ I ] What does the FMJ 
moniker stand for on 
Arcam's AI 8? 

[a] Full Metal Jacket 
[b] Full Metal Jackplug 

[c] Full Micro Jacket 
[d] Full Microcomputer 

Jackplug 

[2] What colour is the 
PVC jacket of the Epic 

Super Twin? 
[a] pearl grey 

[b] let black 
[c] pastel green 
[d] matt mauve 

[3] What type of 
conductors does the 
Power Chord use? 
[a] high purity copper 

[b] low loss silver 
[c] high mass lead 
[d] low capacitance 

carbon 

[4] What shielding 
system is used on the 
Anthem 2? 

[a] silver plated 

[b] copper plated 

[d] tin plated 
[c] zinc plated 

February Competition 

Hi-Fi World Magazine 
Unit G4 Argo House 
The Park Business Centre 
Kilburn Park Rd. 
London NVV6 5LF 

entries will be accepted on a glOStCard only 

NOVEMBER 2008 CYRUS CD8 SE CD PLAYER WINNER: 
Sue-Ying Lee of East Sussex 
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DIY FEATURE 

Designing 
Open Baffle loudspeaker — drive unit choice By Peter J Comeau 

E
ncouraged by listener's 
responses to my lecture 

demo of the Wharfedale 

SFB/3 at the autumn 

Heathrow Show I decided, 

rightly or wrongly, to get 

as close to the performance of the 

Gilbert Briggs bass and midrange sec-

tion as I could. 

Not surprisingly there are few 

bass units currently available that 

have the necessary specifications for 

a 12 inch or 15 inch moving coil unit 

that works in an open baffle. Bear 

with me while Igo over the ideal 

requirements briefly. 

SEAS Exotic F8 full 

range drive unit with 

Alnico V magnet, 

papyrus fibre cone and 

`whizzer' treble cone. 

The SFB/3 had 

a fundamental 

resonance 

in the 30 

— 35 Hz 

region 

and a 

powerful 

magnet to keep 

sensitivity high. In addition 

the voice coil was 

engineered to give a long 

throw so that bass lift could 

be applied at the amplifier 

without 'bottoming' the bass 

unit. (Bottoming is where 

the voice coil movement 

exceeds its maximum 

travel (Xmax) and hits the 

Wharfedale 
S F B / 3 

Performs in Public with distinction 
before an audience of 1,600 

PHILHARMONIC HALL, LIVERPOOL, JULY 2nd 1957 

Read what the Music Critic of the Liverpool Post had to say: 

" There was one completely perfect or completely deceptive 
doubling and that was Mr Leon Goosens in two delicious 
pieces for oboe and piano. Anyone who listened to this 
with closed eyes, as we did, would have been hard put to 
detect the chanee over from live' to recorded sound — 

suspension limits or batters itself 

to death against the back of the 

magnet)! 

Of course the SFB/3 was around 

when the majority of amplifiers had 

tone controls fitted and Gilbert 

Briggs was particularly thinking of the 

QUAD 22 which enabled the user to 

apply a judicious amount of bass lift 

without muddying the midrange too 

much. 

Nowadays, with tone controls 

being considered something of an 

anathema to good sound, we don't 

have the ready opportunity to leave 

it to the user to apply a modicum of 

bass boost. Of course there are ways 

round this, for example we could 

supply a passive, or active, equali-

sation circuit to put in the tape loop 

circuit of the user's amplifier, much 

like Bose did with the 901. However 

I can't see this going down too well 

with the purist users of our open 

baffle speaker (and I can't say I much 

like this level of complexity either)! 

So, for the WD Open Baffle, I settled 

on a bass performance which was 

naturally balanced with the midrange 

without any amplifier boosting of low 

frequencies. 

This means that we have to add 

one more factor in the drive unit 

specification, namely a relatively 

high Qts. By experiment I'd already 

discovered that a Qts in the region of 

0.5 — 0.6 would deliver the required 

bass performance in normal living 

rooms.The difficulty is in delivering 

this from a bass unit designed along 

the lines of the one in the SFB/3. 

Put simply the standard way of 

achieving a high Qts is to either: 

I. Reduce the electrical damping. 

2. Increase the suspension compliance. 

3. Increase the moving mass. 

Of course you can use a 

combination of all three of these 

factors to achieve the desired 

end but let's look at the problems 

endemic in each: 

I. Reducing electrical damping 

requires a reduction in magnetic 

force, with a subsequent loss of 

sensitivity. 

2. Increasing suspension compliance 

runs the risk of the bass unit 

suspension becoming unstable either 

allowing the voice coil to ' rub' in the 

magnet gap and/or being more prone 

to ' bottoming'. 

3. Increasing cone mass reduces 

sensitivity and adds to the inertia of 

the moving system, again being more 

prone to 'bottoming.' 

I hope that you can see, from 

this, that it is no simple task to 

balance these factors into the drive 

unit makeup in order to achieve our 

objective.Yes, it's fairly simple to 
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Loudspeakers 
make a robust drive unit with an Fs 

of 30Hz, a sensitivity of 96dB and a 

Qts oe 0.23. It's also pretty easy to 

make one with a Qts of 0.8 and still 

keep the sensitivity at 96dB but with 

the Fs at 85Hz.The difficulty comes 

in hitting the target of a low Fs and 

high Qts. 

Scouring the drive unit market 

yielded a few examples which come 

close to the criteria but you have 

to remember, also, that the majority 

of modern drive unit designs are 

either aimed at the reflex box hi-

fi loudspeaker or the pro 'guitar' 

loudspeaker. Most of these designs 

just won't work satisfactorily in 

an open baffle where there is no 

constraining force from the air mass 

and springiness in a box. 

DESIGNING TO A RECIPE 
Accordingly there was little to do 

other than turn to a reliable speaker 

manufacturer prepared to make to 

a recipe. It's best, in these cases, 

to find a manufacturer that already 

makes something close to what 

is required in order that only the 

necessary adaptations need to be 

made to an existing driver. 

Such drivers no longer exist in 

the hi-fi drive unit manufacturer's 

repertoire, so the Pro unit guys are 

where we start looking. Don't forget 

that, unlike hi-fi drive units, the Pro 

market requires robust, reliable and 

unbustable drivers, so finding a unit 

which will withstand the rigours of 

open baffle use is easier. 

Now I'd love to tell you that the 

ingredients for the recipe turned 

out to be as tasty as I expected, but 

1 can't. At time of writing I'm still to 

receive a driver that both myself and 

the manufacturer are happy with.At 

the moment it's a toss-up between a 

single 15 inch covering the required 

range or twin 12 inch units. I await 

developments! 

In the meantime I can, at least, 

describe my choice of midrange 

unit. Again, keeping to the Briggs 

open baffle recipe, a 200mm (8 inch) 

unit is the ideal.This size of unit 

can encompass the necessary low 

crossover frequency to the bass units 

as well as keep the sensitivity high. 

It would also be nice if this 

unit covered the majority of the 

frequency range to give the musical 

reproduction from our open baffle 

design the seamless, effortlessly 

flowing quality that always seems to 

come from a well designed single 

drive unit speaker. 

Having heard what an ancient 

Lowther full range unit could do ,n 

an open baffle, supported with two 

Goodmans Axiom bass units, at our 

WADFEST last year I've been eager 

to arrive at a design with a similar 

performance. 

A few months ago the 

engineers at SEAS finally delivered 

a drive unit that had both the 

pedigree and performance that 

I was looking for. The Exotic 

range, from SEAS, encapsulates 

the combined experience of drive 

unit engineers ranging back to the 

'50s. Produced in small, handbuilt, 

quantities the Exotics are totally 

unlike anything you've seen in a 

modern commercial loudspeaker. 

The first design in this series 

is the Exotic F8, a full range 

unit with a lightweight papyrus 

based cone, special foam rubber 

surround and Alnico V magnet 

— all the hallmarks of a traditional 

design. Equally traditional is the 

use of a 'whizzer' cone to extend 

high frequencies. 

A 'whizzer' cone is a small cone 

attached directly to the voice coil 

just inside the major cone itself. 

It thus behaves as though it was a 

treble cone, adding to the output of 

the midrange section of the cone 

and taking over completely as the 

frequency increases beyond the range 

of the midrange cone. 

Because the outer edge of 

the cone is unsupported and 

unterminated the term 'whizzer' 

originally described the typical 

resonant 'whizz' that the cheaper 

paper add-ons provided as basic 

additions to speakers designated for 

use in desktop radios and the like. 

But that shouldn't rule out tneir 

use for hi-fi because a correctly 

designed cone can perform equally 

as well as the best cone treble 

units. Of course it doesn't have the 

radiation characteristics of a dome 

tweeter, but then nor does it have 

the cavitation and rear reflection 

problems of a dome either. Instead 

it presents a treble output closer in 

character to that of its supporting 

cone, which helps the drive unit 

achieve that seamless performance 

)717 

a_ 

that you expect from a full range unit. 

At first sight the frequency 

response looks unpromising with 

its general rise from the midrange 

towards the treble. But remember, 

you are looking only at the on-axis 

response. Because of the narrowing 

dispersion of treble power as 

the frequency increases, and the 

corresponding increase in dispersion 

of midrange power as frequencies get 
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SEAS Exotic F8 frequency response and impedance. The 

heavy line shows the on-axis response while the dotted lines 

below indicate the performance off-axis. Overall average 

sensitivity is 93d8 when placed on a baffle. 

lower, the overall power response 

in room, and on a wide baffle, will 

flatten out. 

Average sensitivity lies at 93dB 

for the 8 Ohm unit and 96dB for 

the 4 Ohm version, which gives 

us a choice to suit the bass driver 

sensitivity once the final units arrive. 

I'm expecting the 8 Ohm unit to 

match best as most of the bass 

unit's sensitivity will be used to 

bolster the very low frequencies 

with a deliberately engineered 3dB 

depression towards the crossover. 

Qts of this unit is 0.44 which 

is ideal for this application and the 

maximum coil travel of 14mm means 

that we should be able to pump the 

long term power handling of 35W 

into this unit without problems, 

given a suitable crossover of course. 

However we won't know the exact 

outcome until the bass units arrive! 

So, apologies that this particular 

project seems to be extending ever 

onwards but I never thought it 

would be easy to engineer something 

which meets modern performance 

requirements from a classic design. 

1 am, however, convinced that this 

open baffle design is worth waiting 

for. 
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over 140 brands with more being added every week! 

SOU N D FirVISIO N 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 
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20th - 22nd February 2009 10 a.m.- 5 p.m. every day at the Bristol Marriott City Centre Hotel 

HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, FLAT SCREENS, 
PROJECTORS - IT'S ALL AT BRISTOL 

and th Iak • • ¡ses in stor 

The Show is known as THE place to see and hear all the latest 
products. Here are just a few things that you can see in Bristol. 

ARCAM - FMJ AVR600 - making its first major public 
appearance at the Show. A state of the art 7.1 home 
cinema receiver with stunning sound and sleek styling. 

CYRUS - WORLD EXCLUSIVE see an amazing (currently 
secret) product from Cyrus to be released March 2009. 

FOCAL - see the stunning new Utopia range! 

JVC - launch of the HD750-DILA projector, the first THX 
certified home cinema projector. 

FREE record cleaning by KEITH MONKS! Bring your records 
to see how clean they really can be! 

NAIM - see and hear a number of new products, 
including the new NAIT XS. 

PMC - launching a new high performance i series model. 

PSB - launch of the Synchrony loudspeaker series. 

SENNHEISER - the new IE Series in-ear headphones. 

SIM2 - demonstrating the new Domino D60 Full 1080p 
HD projector. 

SPECTRAL - Showcasing some new furniture designs. 

WILSON BENESCH - see and hear the A.C.T. C60 
loudspeakers. 

Easy parking (and great shopping!) at the newly opened 
Cabot Circus right rext to the Show 

GREAT DEALS and special 

offers only available at the 

Show. WIN superb prizes in 

our Show Competition! 

GETTING TO 
THE SHOW 

BY TRAIN: Temple 
Meads Station is a 
short distance from 
the Marriott. 

BY CAR: From the 
M4 take J19 (M32 
- Bristol). Follow 
signs for City Centre 
and RAC signs 
to the Show. For 
those using satellite 
navigation systems 
the hotel post code 
is BSI 3AD. 

Easy local parking 
in Cabot Circus 
car park and 
Broadmead and 
Bond Street NCPs. 

The new Cabot 
Circus Car Park is 
now open and has 
over 2500 spaces. It 
is easily accessible 
from the end of the 
M32 off Newfound-
land Street. 

ADMISSION 

Adults £8.00; 

Students 
and Senior 

Citizens £4.00; 
Accompanied 
children under 

16 free. 
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EXCELLENCE 

Practical Hi-Fi 

In association with 

WHAT HI.FP, 
SOUND AND VISION 

BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE: 4 Men With Beards, Accuslic Arts, Acoustic Energy, Acoustic Sold. Adam Audio. Aesthetix, Apollo Hi-Fi Furniture, Arcam, Atacama Audio, Audia, Audica, Audio 
Technica Headphones, Audiolab, Audionet, Audiophile Furniture, Audios Mains Cables, AV Forums, beCHOCOLATE. Bedini. Bryston, C & C Hadcock, Chord Company, Chord Electronics, 
Claritas, Classic Records, Clearaudio, Cyrus, Dall, Demagio, Denon, Diverse Vinyl, Dynaudio, EBTB, Eclipse, Einstein, Exposure, Faroudja, Fatbaby, Fatboy, Fatman, Focal, GamuT, Goldring, Grado, 
Graham Slee, Guerssen, Hercules, Hi-Fi Choice, Hi-Fi News. Hi-Fi Plus. Hi-Fi World, HiFi Critic, Home Cinema Choice, LUS, Icon Stands. InVideo, lnvision. iTube. Just Racks, JVC, KEF, Kimber, Leema 
Electro Acoustics, Lehmann. Lilith. Marantz. Merician Audio, MetaVision OK. Michell Engineering, Mission, MJ Acoustics, Monitix Auclo. Monster Cable, MusicWorks, NAD, Naim Audio, Naim 
Label, Nordost, Nuforce. Okki Nokki. Onkyo, Ortofon, Parasound, Pioneer, PMC, Power Wrap, Prc-Ject, ProAc, projectiondesign, PSB, Pure Pleasure, Q Acoustics, QAV, QED, Quadraspire, Radford, 
Renaissance, Roksan, Roth, Rountree Acoustics. di, Russ Andrews, Sennheiser. Shakti. Shun Mock. Shure Personal Audio UK, SIM2, Sonic Design, Sonorous, Sonos. Soundcast, Soundstyle, Sparta 
Cables. Speakers Corner, Spectral, Spendor, Starrford Audio. Stands Unique, Storm Audio, Stuff Magazine, Supra Cables, T3 Magazine, Tangent, Tannoy, Tech+Link International, The Cartridge 
Man, Tivoli, Totem Acoustic, True Colours Industries, Unity Audio Ltd. Usher Audio, Uvem, von den Hul, Vinyl Lovers, Vinyls Best, Vita Audio, Volterra. Waterfall. What Hi-Fi? Sound & Vision. Wilson 
Benesch, World Designs, Yamaha and more booking weekly... 

For the very latest information please visit www.bristolshow.co.uk 



uu o 
active noise-cancel" 
headphones 

A PERFECT NEW 
YEARS GIFT! 
Subscribe to Hi-Fi World and get a superb 
pair of Audio Technica ANC3 noise-cancel-
ling in-ear headphones FREE - for yourself or 
those nearest and dearest to you. 

Audio Techrica's ANC3 noise-cancelling in-ear headphones are perfect 
for listening on airplanes and trains, whilst exercising or anywhere you 
want music! 

- their patented technology detects external noise through miniature mi-
crophones incorporated into each ear bud, then creates an inverse phase 
signal that cancels out up to 85% of external noise. 

- they boast a compact control unit with a monitor switch that mutes all 
functions, to let users hear important outside announcements and conver-
sations. 

- they are supplied in a hard carrying case, with an adjustable cable and 
an additional extension cable, a clothing clip, an AAA battery and an 
airline adapter for in-flight entertainment systems. 

. - 
- they normally retail at jr—b--Mt, and are part of an excellent range of 
Audio Technica phones ranging from iPod types to full size hi-fi designs. 

In conjunction with the lovely people at Hienley Designs, we're offering these 
great little phones free when you buy a one year's subscription to Hi-Fi World. 
As well as superb build, a comfy fit and effective active noise reduction, these 
Audio Technicas offer excellent sonics - so are a must for music on the move! 
Alternatively, if you're not a fan of portable music listening, then they'll make a 
great gift for your nearest and dearest who is! See p82 for details. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR THIS OFFER: You will receive twelve issues per annum. Minimum subscription term is one year. This offer is only 
available to new subscribers, Your subscription will start with the next available issue, at the annual subscription rate of £45.60. Offer ends 16th 

January 2009. To avail yourself of this fantastic offer, go to pages 82 & 83 and complete the subscriptions form and send to the address shown. 
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w.shadowaudio.co.uk 

ATC SC 
The 3-way pas.dVe 40 is an exceptional 
loorstander of audiophile quality. They work 
superbly with the all NEW 51A2150 (below). 
If your looking for accuracy them look no 

_ 

a% Deal.: Dep: f495 + Pc y f 1500 Sal in 12 months 

-,à21111* 
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(NEW) ATC SIA2-1 SO 
' It offers a degree of grip that is unusual 
outside of sepanate power amplifiers, but does 
not let this dom nate its sound. Combine all 
this with a confident six-year war-anty and you 
have an amp that's extremely hard to beat." 
Jason Kennedy. NEC Dec OE 

r e : • 

Wilson Benesch Combo 
Trinity Speaker & Torus Sub 
We think it could be the ultimate Speaker 
Combo! Incredible detail retrieval, incredible 
speed and incredible dynamics make this 
speaker system a musical tour de force. 

0% Deal*: Dep: 1975 + £243.75 for36 months 

(NEW) Marantz AV & MM8003 
The stunning NEW AV8003/MM8003 
lets you immerse yourself in cinema and 
music like no other combo at anywhere 
near the price can. The Marantz raises the 
bar so high its astonishing... 

Dac 1 ink 4 not shown 

Accustic Arts (Transport + Dac) 
Drive 1 mk 2 & Dac 1 mk 4 combo 
Designed and built exclusively in Germany, 
Accustic Arts products are designed to 
offer uncompromisingly high-end quality 
and exceptional value for money. 

0% Deal*: Deis: f695 + £ 773.75 for 36 months 

midi 11 it 7. 

n. 

Shadow have s 
exclusive Mara 
Promotions on 
Legendary, Premiu 
and Cinema Series... 

...to discover what all the fuss is 
about, visit our web site: 
www.shadowaudio.co.uk 
and open our special Marantz 
Promotions Leaflet today. 

(NEW) McIntosh MC2301 
Never have we laid eyes or ears upon a more 
beautifully magnificent monoblock tube 
amplifier! With 300wpc on-demand and 
one of the cpietest tube amps available, 
you'll hear your music in all its glory on an 
unprecedented scale! 

0% Deal*: Dep: £ 995 + £291.66 for 36 months 

Second-hand & Ex-dem 
For the complete list please visit: 
www.shadowaudio.co.uk 

Accustic Arts - DAC-1 MkIV 
Bel Canto - CD-2 
C.E.C. - 5300 CD 
Creek - Destiny 

Denon - DCD-SA1 
Eastern Electric - Minimax CD 
Marantz' DV9600 

Marantz - SA11-52 

McIntosh - MCD201 

McIntosh - MCD1000 MDA1000 
Musical Fidelity - X-RAY v8 CD / X-DAC v8 
Musical Fidelity - DM25 DAC+Transp 

Musical Fidelity - A5.5 
Resolution Audio - Opus 21 

Steil° - CDA220 and CDT200 
Townshend - TA565 Universal 

Acoustic Solid - Small Royale 
Clearaudio - Ambient 
Clearaudio - Master Ref AMG Wood 
Eastern Electric - Minimax Phono 

McIntosh - MT- 10 
SME - 309 
Transfiguration - Aria 
Wilson Benesch - Full Circle 

Anatek - CM 0.5 Pre/MB50 Monoblocks 
Audio Zone - Amp-2 Monoblocks 
AudioNet - SAMV2 

Bel Canto - Pre 3/Ref 1000 Monoblocks 
Bryston - 4B-SST 
Creek - Destiny 

Eastern Electric - Minimax Integrated 
GamuT - D200 MkI 
Halcro - DM38 
LSA Group - Signature 
LSA Group - Standard 
Marantz - SM-1151 

Marantz - SC- 1151 
McIntosh - MA2275 
McIntosh - C2200 

McIntosh - C220 

McIntosh - MX136 
Musical Fidelity - A1 Integrated 

Unison Research - Sinfonia 

ART - Emotion Monitor 

Ascendo - C5 
ATC - SCM40 

Dali - Helicon 400 

Hyperion - 938 

JAS Audio - ORSA 
JAS Audio - SuperTweeter (pair) 

JAS Audio - Orior Grand 
Opera - Callas Diva 
PMC - FB1i 
PMC - OBli 
PMC - EBli 

Audience - AU24 Speaker cable 
Isotek - Titan 
lsotek - Sigmas 
Isotek - Nova 
Isotek - Gil Minisub 

Have a product you want to Trade-in? 
Give us a call for the best deals. 

£2,495.00 
£1,795.00 
£899.00 
£945.00 

£2,995.00 
£795.00 

£795.00 
£2,295.00 

£2,495.00 

£4,995.00 
£849.00 

£2,595.00 

£1,195.00 
£2,395.00 

£1,395.00 
£2,195.00 

£1,195.00 
£2,195.00 

£12,995.00 
£995.00 

£6,995.00 

£495.00 
£395.00 

£1,695.00 

£1,795.00 
£1,495.00 
£1,295.00 

£1,999.00 
£2,249.00 
£945.00 

£749.00 
£1,395.00 
£9,995.00 
£2,995.00 
£1,695.00 
£2,195.00 

£1,995.00 

£3,995.00 
£2,995.00 
£2,395.00 

£4,995.00 
£695.00 

£1,995.00 

£2,895.00 
£750.00 

£1,495.00 

£2,250.00 
£2,495.00 
£1,095.00 

£425.00 
£1,495.00 

£2,250.00 
£1,395.00 
£2,495.00 
£5,495.00 

£350.00 
£1,395.00 

£749.00 

£1,495.00 

£449.00 

*subject to status 



WDKEL84 Valve Amplifier Kit ed" 

"The quality that can be 

gleaned from this amp is afine 

introduction to the joys of the 

valve sound" 

The WDKEL84 features a pair of EL84 valves in Push 
Pull configuration per channel, providing two channels 
each 18 Watts into an 8 Ohm load. Available as a 5 
input integrated amplifier with ALPS volume control. 

WDKEL84 kit £449 

WDKEL84 built and tested £599 

WD88VA Valve Amplifier K—i;---111111111.111 

" ¡ he result is an amplifier  that 

combines majesty, transparency 

and rhythmic boogie factor with 

the ability to swing and sing on 

all types of music" 

Often described as a 'sweet sounding' valve, our particu-
lar implementation of the KT88 makes sure that it is 

driven to its ultimate performance. Available as a 35W 
stereo power amplifier with single input volume control, 
or as a relay switched integrated with five inputs. 

WD88VA kit £899 

WD88VA built and tested £1199 

WDHD3S Headphone Valve Amplifier Ki 11111111111"1""9111111111 
"WDHD3S is a single-ended 

design with the power pentode 

wired up in triode configura-

tion for added purity and is as 

quiet as a mouse" 

A beautifully simple stereo headphone amplifier design 
using Mullard ECL83 valves. It works directly from 
any source. The circuit uses twin high specification E/I 

output transformers that can be switched to drive any 

headphones between 16 to 300 Ohms. 

WDHD3S kit £349 

WDHD3S built and tested £479 

Arbe. 

WD25A Standmount Speaker Kit 

"The one aspect that stands 

out is the easy ability to resolve 

instruments and voices ... bass 

quality and definition is a 

revelation" 

Cabinet kit (pair) £299 

aperiodic enclosure offers the bass clarity and defi-
nition of a larger closed box, together with the efficiency 
and easy amplifier load necessary for users of valve 
amplifiers. Available with SEAS STD soft dome treble 

unit, or high performance SEAS Excel treble unit. 

WD25A STD kit (pair) £215 

W/I25A XL kit (pair) £398 

WD25T Floorstanding Speaker Kit " UMW "91P111111111 
"The WD25T always sounds 

crisp and taut, but can 'rum-

ble' menacingly giving impres-

sive physicality reminiscent 

offar larger boxes. Imaging 

is superb, the midband is also 

special; it's very open with 

masses of detail about the con-

dition of the recording" 

Cabinet kit (pair) £469 

Cunningly arranged as an aperiodic enclosure leading 
to a lower sealed compartment, the WD25T combines 
the optimum damping of aperiodic loading with the 
bass extension of a large closed box. Available with 
STD soft dome or high performance Excel treble units. 

Both the WD25 kits are based around a SEAS 26cm 
(10") paper cone bass unit with an efficiency of 89dB 
for 1w. The crossover has been developed for an easy 

drive 6 - 8 Ohm load making the system ideal for all 
types of amplifiers. 

WD25Tv2 STD kit (pair) £299 

WD25Tv2 XL kit (pair) £479 

our kits are complete with pictorzal easy-to-follow instructions. 

All parts are included - all you need is a screwdriver and soldering iron 

www.world-designs.co.uk - 

Tel: 01832 293320 



WORLD 
STANDARDS 
These are the best products we've heard that are currently on sale in the UK, complete 
with the date they were originally launched and their current retail prices. 

TURNTABLES 
PRO-JECT RPM 1 GENIE 2007 £ 125 

An absolute masterpiece of ' if you don't 
need it, don't include it' engineering.What's 
left is superbly made and turns in a stagger-
ingly good performance, regardless of the 
low price. 

REGA PI 2008 £ 189 
Rega undercut their own P2 with this new 
entry-level deck. Easy to set up and fine 
sound quality 

REGA P3 2000 £298 
Great affordable audiophile deck with fine 
bundled tonearm.Tweakable, and responds 
well to careful siting on a Base platform. 

TECHNICS SLI 200/11 1973 £ 95 
Slick build makes it a respectable performer, 

although the cheapo arm limits it - fit a Rega 
RB250 and it's suddenly a serious mid-price 
machine. 

MICHELL TECNODEC 2003 £575 
Superb introduction to Michell turntables on 
a budget.Top quality build and elegant design 
make it the class of the mid-price field. 

PRO-JECT X PACK 2005 £650 
Decently musical sound, fine build and blis-
tering value for money turntable, arm and 
MC cartridge package. 

e 

ROKSAN RADIUS 5 2003 £750 
Fantastic value allied to intelligent, interest-

ing and 'out of the box' design makes for a 
wonderful entry-level superdeck. Open and 
musical sound is more inviting that Michell 
TecnoDec rival, and the bundled Nima 
Unipivot arm is a superstar. 

OL AURORA MKII 2007 £ 50 
Seminal 'entry level high end' deck showing 
obsessive attention to detail.The result is an 
extremely wide open and natural sounding 
machine. 

FUNK FIRM VECTOR 2006 £760 
Innovative attempt to produce the best sounding 
turntable at the price; highly musically enjoyable. 

MICHELL GYRODEC SE 2005 £970 
Design classic with superlative build and fin-

ish. Sound is beautifully smooth, expansive 
and effortless but lacks bass grip compared 
to some rivals now. 

MARANTZ TT- 15S1 2005 £999 
This, the most musical sub-i 1,000 turntable 

package, includes a fine tonearm and MM 
cartridge; plug and play vinyl at its best. 

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE 
CHALLENGER 2006 £ 1,269 

Heavyweight turntable in more ways that one: 

massive sharply focused soundstage allied to vast 

dynamic range makes it outstanding at the price. 

VPI SCOUT/9" JMW ARM2006 £ 1,295 
With a massive, solid and focused soundstage, 
superb transients and excellent musicality, 

this turntable is exemplary at the price. 

PROJECT RPM 10 2006 £ 1,500 

Brilliant 'fit and forget' deck that gives every-

thing it plays a clean, warm, enjoyable sound 

— but not quite as effective in absolute terms 

as some price rivals. 

REVOLVER REPLAY 2007 £ 1,500 
Revolver spring back into the vinyl market 
like they've never been away, with a stylish 
and solidly built LP spinner, Welcome back! 

SCHEU ANALOG BLACK DIAMOND 
2007 £ 1,500 

Stylish and highly capable turntable with seri-
ously impressive bass. Comes with tweaked 
RB250 and high output Benz Micro MC car-

tridge as a package - superb value for money. 

CLEARAUDIO SOLUTION/ 

SATISFY 2006 £ 1,650 

Wonderfully big, powerful and enthusiastic 

sound is tempered by a little over exuber-

ance on occasions. Super value, with a great 

upgrade path. 

THORENS TD2030 2006 £ 1,895 
Excellent design and a supplied Rega RB300 
make this a highly capable vinyl spinner. Blue 
tint to the Perspex base is rather pretty, too! 

MICHELL ORBE SE 2002 £ 1,916 

Ultimate evolution of the Gyro adds massy 

acrylic platter and two-stage isolation. 

Fantastically capable all rounder with com-

manding, powerful, detailed sound that gets 

the best from almost any arm and cartridge 

LINN LP I 2SE 1973 £,510 

New Keel subchassis is not cheap but brings 
the LP12 firmly into the 21st Century, with 
pace, dynamics and low end grunt. 

SME MODEL 10A 1995 £4,556 
Exquisitely engineered deck and SME V tone-

arm combo that's an extremely accomplished 
performer with classical music. 

CLEAFtAUDIO REFERENCE 2003 £4,000 
The company's best value vinyl spinner; 
good enough to get the best from almost 
any tonearm and cartridge combination. 
Brilliantly open and neutral sound; superla-
tive pitch stability; stunning build and styling 
— Michell Orbe does most of this at half the 
price, however. 

ACOUSTIC SOLID ONE 2007 £4,000 
Huge turntable, both in terms of sheer mass 

and sonic dynamics. Fit up to three arms and 
enjoy, just don't damage your back moving it... 

AVID VOLVERE SEQUEL 2007 £4,600 
Stylish and very well built vinyl spinner that 
measures well and sound spectacularly neu-
tral and vivid. 

SIMON YORKE S9 2002 £4,995 
Magnificently designed and built 'record play-
er' that has musical abilities few can match. 
The arm is particularly impressive, despite its 
apparent simplicity 

McINTOSH MTIO 2008 £ 3,995 
It's big, expensive, controversially styled and 
glows more than some might consider neces-
sary! Fortunately it's also an astonishingly 
good performer... 

TONEARMS 
REGA RB250 1984 £ 112 
This is capable far beyond its price point, 
with a tight, lean and detailed sound. 
Responds well to counterweight modification, 
rewiring and general tweaking. 

MICHELLTECNOARM A2003 £ 99 
John Michell's brilliant reworking of the Rega 
RB250 theme, using blasting and drilling tech-
niques usually seen in motorsport! The result 
is the best sounding arm at £400, and as 
good as some at four times the price. 

ORIGIN LIVE SILVER 2006 £599 
This expertly fettled Rega boasts a superbly 

even, transparent and tuneful sound. Gives 
away only a small degree of finesse and 

dimensionality to top arms. 
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STANDARDS 

HADCOCK 242 SE 2000 £649 

Latest of a long line of unipivots, with added 
mass, revised geometry and better finish. 
Musical like no others at the price. 

SME 309 1989 £767 
Mid-range SME comes complete with cost-
cut aluminium armtube and detachable head-
shell.Tight, neutral sound with good tonality, 
but lacks the IV's pace and precision. 

SME SERIES IV 1988 £ 1,127 
Offers nine tenths of the SME V's magic at 

just over half price. Exquisitely built and fin-
ished, and a design classic. Faces stiff compe-
tition these days, but lovely nevertheless. 

AUDIO ORIGAMI PU7 2007 £ 1,300 

HFVV's best tonearm of 2007 is a deriva-
tive of the classic Syrinx PU3 updated to 
spectacular effect. Hand made to order, with 
any mass, length and colour you care for. Fit. 
finish and sound truly impressive. 

NAIM ARO 1987 £ 1,425 
Charismatic unipivot is poor at frequency 
extremes but sublime in the midband; truly 

emotive and insightful. 

ORIGIN LIVE 
ILLUSTRIOUS 2002 £ 1,570 
A modern superarm with battleship build. 
Extremely strong, even and open sound in 
the mould of the late, lamented Zeta, plus 

fine tonal colouring. Exquisite. 

-'1"4te 
HELIUS OMEGA 2008 £ 1,595 
Stylish and solid lump of arm with fabulous 
build quality., that turns in a dynamic and 
weighty performance. 

SME SERIES V 1987 £ 1,614 
The so-called Best Pickup Arm in the World 
isn't quite, but comes pretty close.Vice-
like bass with incredible weight, ultra clear 

midband and treble. Does everything except 

beguile the listener. 

LINN EKOS 1987 £ 1,700 
Subtle mods over the years, including revised 
bearings and the recent new wiring has 

kept it a serious contender in the superarm 
stakes. Lacks the SME's slam. the OL's clarity 

or the ARO's emotion, but has a feisty musi-

cality all of its own. 

GRAHAM PHANTOM 2006 £2,495 

Sonically stunning arm with magnificent 
bass dexterity and soudstaging. Build quality 
almost up to SME standards, which is saying 
something... 

TRI-PLANAR PRECISION2006 £3,600 

Stunning build, exquisite design and surely 
the most naturally musical and lucid sound 

around makes this a remarkable pickup arm. 

CARTRIDGES 
AUDIO TECHNICA AT- 110E 1984 £29 
Great starter cartridge that's refined, detailed 
and musical beyond its price. 

ORTOFON 2M 
RED/BLUE 2007 [60/[120 
The first new budget MM designs for many 
years, Ortofons 2M Red and Blue are high 
resolution designs that are an engaging listen 

GOLDRING GI042 1994 £ 135 
One of the best MMs going, with sweet and 
extended treble and punchy, muscular bass. 

ORTOFON 
SAMBA/SALSA 2006 [ I 50/[200 
Fine cartridges that offer that MC magic at 
an affordable price. Samba is more dynamic 
and forward, Salsa rather smoother but both 
are great performers and track well. 

DENON DL I 03R 2006 £200 
Awkward to get working properly with a 
poor mounting arrangement. yet it rewards 
with a musical performance that makes simi-
lar priced cartridges sound cold. 

DYNAVECTOR DV 10X5 2003 £250 

A distant descendent of the classic Ultimo 
10X, this has warmth and sweetness in 
spades, allied to a punchy bass. Beats GI042 
comfortably. 

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-0C9MLII 
2007 £270 

New and improved stylus and cantilever 
plus serious price reduction equals stunning 
dynamics and clarity.A real bargain 

ORTOFON 2M BLACK 2007 £350 
Staggering.y good high-end MM that uses a 
stylus from the MC Jubilee and easily rivals 
similarly-priced MCs 

DYNAVECTOR DV20X-H2003 £395 
The best modern budget MC combines 
deliciously sweet sound with fantastic get-
up-and-go. High output version works a treat 

with valve phono stages too. 

LYRA DORIAN 2007 £495 
Incisive and musical, the Dorian is one of the 

most revealing cartridges at the price. 

ORTOFON KONTRA' B 1999 £720 

Surprisingly articulate performer by Ortofon 
standards.All the brand's usual polish and 

detail allied to real vim. Loves making music! 

ORTOFON RONDO 
BRONZE 2005 £500 
Excellent mid-price moving coil with real 

rhythmic alacrity and a decent deal of finesse. 

ZYX R- 100H 2005 £625 
Exceptionally tight sounding and detailed car-
tridge with the musical skills to match, this 
is up with the very best at the price, with a 

presentation all of its own. 

BENZ MICRO GLIDER L2 2008 £650 
Crisp, clean and detailed MC; particualrly 
impressive at both ends of the frequency 
spectrum 

TRANSFIGURATION AXIA 
2007 £890 

Musically adept and highly resolute cartridge 
with impressive tracking abilities.Top end lift 
means careful matching required, however.. 

ORTOFON KONTRA" C 2004 £ 1,000 
The most secure tracking MC we've heard; 
its super clean, fast, detailed and neutral 
sonics make it a brilliant partner to warmer 

sounding turntables. 

ORTOFON MC WINDFELD2008[1,799 

Ortofon's new flagship MC is a sophisticated 
and alluring performer that takes the vinyl 

experience to a new level. 

KOETSU RED K SIG 2007 £2,399 
The new K Signature adds a hefty dose of 
insight and finesse to the already impressive 
Red and the results are fabulous 

DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 

640C V2 2006 £250 
Superb entry level CD player; crisp, com-
posed, musical sound plus fine build and 
ergonomics. 

MARANTZ CD6002 2008 £299 

Revealing and open budget CD spinner, once 
the menus have been navigated to set the 

player up optimally! 

REGA APOLLO 2006 £498 
Highly rhythmic and beguiling performer, 
although lacks some warmth of tone. Superb 
ergonomics and design 

RUSS ANDREWS 
DAC- 1 USB 2007 £599 

Not just a USB gadget, but a truly accom-
plished upgrade DAC that makes the best of 
CDs, MP3s and digital radio 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
640H 2005 £599.95 
Fine sonics and decent build make this our 
favourite affordable HD music server. 

MARANTZ SA700 I KI SIG2006 £600 
Brilliant CD/2ch SACD spinner with a big, 
sweet, analogue-like sound - CD is totally 
competitive at the price with the best dedi-
cated machines.. 

AUDIOLAB 8000CD 2006 £650 
Ultra clean and transparent sound with 
amazing detail retrieval; just a tad bright and 
analytical for some, though. 

SHANLING CDT-80 2005 £650 
Very impressive mid-price machine with a 

big, sumptuous, expansive sound — better still 
when tubes are changed. 

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 840C 2006 £800 

Well built CD player with a silky, yet detailed 
sound and a whole host of useful facilities. 

Excellent value for money. 

NAIM CD5i 2008 £850 
Naim's new italic i variant improves even 

further on the original, offering superb per-
formance in a very well built package. 

EASTERN ELECTRIC 

MINIMAX CD 2005 £925 
Highly accomplished tube-equipped all 
rounder with a clean, open and musically 
lucid sound; superb value. 

1 • -̀2 
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CYRUS CD8I 2005 £ 1,000 
Highly incisive, engaging, grippy and dynamic 
sound. but needs careful matching to smooth 

ancilliaries. Optional PSX-R adds bass and 
dimensionality. 

BENCHMARK DAC- I USB 2007 £ 99 
Pro-biased DAC with useful range of inputs 
and impressive headphone outputs, too. Save 
£250 if you don't need the USB-equipped 
version. 

ELECTROCOMPANIET 

PC- 1 2008 £ I,034 
Tidy and polished-sounding CD spinner 

with strong bass and an assured sense of 
confidence 

EXPOSURE 3010 2003 £ 1,200 
One of the most 'analogue' CD players, sec-

ond only to the Shan ling.Wonderfully beguil-
ing balance leaves you looking for the tube 
output stage. 

REGA SATURN 2007 £ 1,298 
Wacky looks surround a highly accomplished 
CD spinner that marries a smooth midband 
to excellent bass grip. 

EDGAR CD-I 2007 £ 1,350 
Quirky Slovakian CD spinner with all-valve 

output and a truly spine-tingling performance. 

STELLO DP-200 2004 £ 1,495 
Brilliant do- it-all upsampling DAC preamp 
with headphone output and phono in. One 

of the best digital to analogue convertors 
around, allied to mind-boggling flexibility. 

MARANTZ DV9600 2006 E I ,500 
Impressively accomplished universal disc 

player, that performs superbly on CD, SACD, 
DVD Audio and DVD Video 

RAYSONIC CDI28 2007 £ 1,599 
Spaceship styling and fine build around a 

highly competent mid-priced CD spinner 

means a feast for the senses. 

CHORD DAC64 2005 £ I,995 
Bespoke architecture gives a truly uniquely 
musical sound that's beguilingly musical in 
nature, if a tad tonally dry. Superb build and 
aesthetics too! 

SHANLING SCD-T2000 2007 £,250 
Updated version of original SCD-T200C 
standardises upgrades optional on the older 

model and adds a few more tweaks for good 
measure.The result is a stylish player that 
works superbly with both CD and SACO 

TUBE TECHNOLOGY 
FUSION 64 2006 £2,200 
Unique digital and analogue audio engineering 
makes for an exceptional CO player that, on 
some programme material, is peerless. 

NORTH STAR MODEL I 92TRANSPORT/ 
EXTREMO DAC 2006 £2,918 
Superbly finessed and loquacious sound allied 

to excellent build and finish make for a bril-
liant value high end buy. 

ACCUSTIC ARTS CDPIMK2 

2007 £,985 
Styling not to everyone's taste but build 

quality is impeccable and the performance is 
stunningly musical. 

NAIM CDX2-XPS2 2003 £4,950 
A fine high end machine, but add an XPS2 
and it becomes one of the most charis-
matically engaging I 6bit machines we've ever 
heard. Plays music with such passion! 

LINN UNIDISK 1.1 2004 £,500 
Surely the ultimate universal DVD player; 

superb in every department, but its CD play-
back shines brightest considering it's not a 

bespoke Red Book machine. 

NAIM CDS3 2003 £7,050 

The most polished Naim CD to date; tre-
mendously capable and musical, but lacks the 
Rottweiler quality of the cheaper CDX2-
XPS2. 

ACCUSTIC ARTS DRIVE 1 MK2/TUBE 

DAC 2 2007 £,980 
Superbly built high end CD transport and 
DAC combo that shows just what the format 
can be capable of.. 

ESOTERIC X-01 2005 £,995 

Breathtaking feat of digital audio engineering. 
and surely the best sounding combination 
CD/SACD spinner money can buy. 

NAIM CD555/555PS 2006 £ 14,000 

Very probably the best CD player yet made 
- certainly the most expensive; a digital tour 
de force. 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 
SONY RCD-W3 2002 £250 
Usual superb Sony ergonomics make for no-
nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital cop-
ies, but analogue input poor. Middling sonics, 
but there's a digital output! 

YAMAHA CDR-HDI300E2002 £600 

HD means MD-style ease of editing, but 
compromises recording quality ever-so 
slightly. Add decent CD replay and it's a fine 

all rounder nonetheless - top value. 

PHONOSTAGES 
PROJECT PHONOBOX LE2004 
Great little box that improves on most bun-
dled phono stages found in budget integrated 
amplifiers, adding detail and definition and a 
measure of smoothness too. 

TRICHORD DINO 2002 £299 
Great all rounder with switchable MM/MC. 

Fast, fluid and smooth like no others at the 
price. 

JOLIDA JD9 2006 £400 
Hybrid tube/solid state phono stage with a 

good range of adjustability. Excellent value for 
money and a fine, dynamic sound. 

GRAHAM SLEE ERA GOLD V 
2004 £460 

Wonderfully warm, open and musical nature 
makes this an essential audition for those 

wanting a top value mid-price phono stage. 

LEHMANN BLACK CUBE 5E2006[495 

Clean, smooth and even right across the 
frequency range, this phonostage represents 
super value for money. 

PURESOUND P I 0 2007 £400 
Guy Sargeant's new MM phono stage is an 
absolute belter. Simple but very effective. 

AQVOX PHONO 2 CI 2006 £ 98 

Brilliantly versatile yet affordable phonostage 
with a beguiling sound, but careful matching 
essential. Balanced operation of real benefit. 

ICON AUDIO PSI.2 2007 £599 
Excellent value valve phono stage with good 
range of facilities and fine imaging abilities. 

CLEARAUDIO 
SYMPHONO+ 2006 £ 09 

Superb high resolution phonostage with a 
tight, grippy and engagingly musical sound. 

ANATEK MCI 2007 £ 50 
A spectacularly good MC phono stage that 
offers valve-like insight, underpinned by seri-

ously impressive bass. 

EASTERN ELECTRIC 
MINIMAX PHONO 2006 £ 1,099 
A stunning phono stage with superb clarity 

and impeccable dynamics, allied to the atmo-
sphere of valves. Can hold its own with even 
more expensive designs.A veritable bargain. 

LINN LINTO 2000 £900 

A musical and incisive performer, with more 
speed than the Delphini at the expense of 
detail and tonal colour. 

QUAD QC24P 2007 £ 95 
Dynamic performer that can be used on its 

own as a complete phono-level preamp. 

TRICHORD 
DIABLO + NCPSU 2006 £ 1,198 
Highly musical performer, this is one of the 

best phonostages at or near the price, but 
lacks the polish of the rival Whest. 

AMPLIFIERS 
NAD C3I5BEE 2007 £ I80 

A couth and highly polished budget amplifier 
with NAD's typically useful loudspeaker driv-
ing abilities 

MARANTZ PM6002 2008 £299 
Revealing budget amp with fine phono stage 

and tight, rhythmical bass. 

ONKYO A-9755 2006 £ 00 
Beautifully built, usefully versatile and truly 
erjoyable sonics make this another great 
affordable audiophile product from Onkyo. 

NAIM NAIT 5i 2007 £725 

The italic i version remains one of the most 
musically competent and dynamically engag-
ing integrated amps at the price. 

CAMBRIDGE 840A V2 2007 £750 
Version 2 addresses version l's weaknesses 

to turn in a mightily accomplished perfor-
mance, offering power, finesse and detail. 

JUNGSON JA-88D 2006 £ 99 
Stunning value for money Class A monster 

integrated; extreme power and clarity at a 
puzzlingly low price. 
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SUGDEN A21A S2 2007 £ 1,299 
More power and greater transparency 
improve even further on the already impres-
sive A2I a to give truly impressive results 

AUDIO NOTE OTO SE 2000 £ 1,199 
This baby tuber is beautifully sweet and 
creamy, but lacks solid-state's clarity, detail 
and incision. Low, low power means speaker 
choice critical. 

SHANLING STP-80 2007 £ I,199 
Well built and surprisingly muscular valve 
integrated. Engagingly musical. 

CREEK DESTINY 
AMPLIFIER 2006 £ 1,200 

Superb build, useful power plus a deep full 
bodied sound make this an excellent mid-
price buy. 

ELECTROCOMPANIET 
PI-2 2008 £ 1,430 
Powerful integrated with seriously solid bass 
and impressive dynamic abilities. Superbly 
musical. 

ANATEK A5OR 2007 £ 1,600 
Simple integrated amplifier with spectacular 
bass grip and effortless dynamics. 

AUDIO NOTE SORO SE 2000 £ I,699 
Wonderfully out-of-the-box sounding tube 
middleweight is all about sweetness and fluid-

ity. Limited power and loose bass, but little 

the worse for it. 

UNISON RESEARCH S6 2002 £ 1,625 
Tremendously musical and lithe sound with 

real finesse and subtlety too.Very slightly 
upper mid forward encourages careful part-
nering with ancillaries (Revolver R45s are 
ideal), but overall fantastic value for money. 

MOON i-3RS 2008 £ 1,890 
Grippy and clean performer with fine sound-
staging and build quality. 

SUGDEN A21 SE 2005 £1,995 
Brilliantly musical hear-through sound makes 

this one of the best transistor amplifiers ever 
made, but be prepared to match carefully. 

RED WINE AUDIO SIGNATURE 70 
2007 £ 1,995 

Battery powered, single input Class D mono 
integrateds that work superbly well. Sound 

most un-digital! 

COPLAND CSA29 2006 £ 1,998 
Unfailingly svelte, sophisticated and smooth - 
both to listen to and look at — this is a truly 
desirable high end integrated. 

NAIM SUPERNAIT 2007 £2,350 
A technological and sonic tour de force from 
Naim that combines impressive functionality 
and connectivity with superb sound quality. 

VINCENT SA-TI/SP-T100 2006 £2,300 
Impressively built and stylish pre/power 

combo that take any kind of music and make 
the best of it 

LUXMAN L-550A 2007 £2,800 
Monster Class A integrated with powerful 

and revealing sound and a whole host of 
useful features, including a highly competent 
MM/MC phono stage 

AUDIO RESEARCH VSI55 2003 £,895 
The Naim NAP250's tubular alter ego; oodles 
of power allied to a strong bass and smooth 
open midband makes this a brilliant all round 
amplifier. Lacks the subtlety and finesse of the 
low powered single-ended brigade but makes 
up for it with sheer brio. 

LEEMA TUCANA 2007 £2,995 
Leema's success story continues with this 
integrated amp that combines power, detail 
and great musicality in a solidly built package 

SUGDEN IA4 2007 £3,499 
A goodly amount of Class A power and a 
breathtakingly fast and musical sound make 
this a high-end integrated to be reckoned 
with. 

NAIM NAC282/NAP200 2004 £4,000 

Wonderfully taut bass, lightning midband and 
incisive treble makes for an enthralling listen; 
this cracking combination looks great and is 

superb value too. 

AV AMPLIFIERS 
MARANTZ SR6001 2007 £ 00 
Superbly built AN receiver with a huge 
feature count and fine sound quality, even in 
two channel. 

YAMAHA DSP-AX86 ISE 2007 £700 
Highly capable AN amplifier with mind-bog-
gling array of surround sound options. Even 

has a decent MM phono stage! 

ARCAM AVR350 2006 £ I,500 
Superbly accomplished do-it-all AV receiver 
package, with an uncommonly, warm, natu-

ral and musical sound.A winner goes from 
strength to strength. 

DENON AVR-4308 2007 £,000 
Huge behemoth festooned with facilities and 
sockets, plus two remotes! Fortunately it's a 
brilliantly flexible and powerful performer. 

NAIM AV2/NAP 
I 50/NAPV 175 2002 £4,190 
Brilliant audiophile multichannel pre-power 
amplifier combo; not as good with music as a 
two-channel Naim set-up at the same price, 
obviously, but surprisingly close. Elegant con-
trol layout plus a strong, clean and brilliantly 
engaging sound make this a serious crossover 
product. Ultimately lacks power compared to 
similarly priced Arcam gear, but is more musi-
cally involving. 

HEADPHONE 

AMPLIFIERS 
CHANNEL ISLANDS VHP-
1 / VAC-1 £ 90 
A truly exceptional headphone output stage; 
the best at the price and an essential audi-
tion. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 
X-CANS V3 2003 £249 
Mr. Michaelson's best headphone amplifier to 
date, with an extremely open and explicitly 
detailed sound plus serious bass wallop and 
the ability to drive any phones to very high 
levels. Errs towards brightness with some 
headphones, so match carefully and use 
smooth cables. 

SUGDEN HEADMASTER 
2003 £600 

Unusual combined preamplifier and head-
phone amplifier, this boasts a surprisingly 
smooth and open sound. 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
CREEK OBH- 1 2 2000 £ 20 
Brilliant value budget passive, giving little 
away in sonics to far more expensive designs. 
Connectivity and build aren't great, but what 
do you expect at this price? 

MF AUDIO PASSIVE PRE 2003 £ I,500 
Novel and effective pre with switchable gain 
via a transformer, and balanced operation. 
Open and incisive sound, yet makes most 
active rivals sound edgy by comparison. Silver 

version at the twice the price adds eerie 
transparency, and is superlative. 

MODWRIGHT SWL9.0SE £2,000 
Captivating sound quality that will transform 
your system. Build quality is equally impres-
sive and value top-notch. Highly recom-
mended 

NUFORCE P-9 2007 £2,200 

Impressive two box preamp with superb 

resolution and an engaging sound. 

MELODY PURE 

BLACK 101D 2007 £3,295 
One of the best preamplifiers we have ever 
heard.Takes the clarity and openness we 
expect from valves and adds a staggering 
level of grip and detail. Stunning. 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
ROKSAN KANDY LIII 2008 £600 
Fine budget power amp that punches well 
above its weight and can embarrass more 
expensive designs. 

QUAD 909 2001 £900 
The latest current-dumper has a smooth and 
expansive character with enough wallop to 
drive most loads. Not the most musical, but 
super value all the same. Lovely build, finish 

and Quad's legendary service are nice. 

NAIM NAP I 50 2002 £795 

Driven by a decent source and a NAC 112, 
this gives highly enjoyable results - providing 
you like the Naim sound! Taut, fast and feisty 
despite its relative lack of power. 
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SUGDEN MUSIC 

MASTER 2003 £ 1,300 
Quintessential Class A Sugden sound is not 
warm as many expect, but extremely neutral 

and open with real tonal colour. By com-
parison, tubes sound bloated and standard 

solid-state hazy and brittle. Superb when 
partnered with efficient loudspeakers like 
Revolver R45s, but many will find it under-
powered. 

NUFORCE REFERENCE 

9SE £ 1,550 
Brilliant value for money monoblocks with 
massive power and super-clean, three dimen-
sional sound. 

ROTEL RBI092 2007 E I ,595 
Hugely powerful digital amp with neutral 

midrange and a wonderfully spacious treble 

CHANNEL ISLANDS 
AUDIO D100 2005 £ 1,595 
Clean and musical Class D monoblock power 
amplifiers in a neat, small package. 

SILK GLOWMASTER KT88 

2007 £ I,699 
KT88 based power amplifier offers dramatic 
clarity and excellent bass heft. 

QUAD 11-40 2005 0,230PR 

Brilliant modern tube monoblock power 

amplifiers with plenty of power, wonderfully 
liquid and open midband and spacious, airy 
treble. One of the best tube power amp 
combos ever. 

GRAAF GM20 OTL 2003 £3,300 

Awesome output transformer-less valve 
power amp gives dazzling speed and incision, 
with an ethereal soundstaging and delicious 
filigree detail.Tremendous punch belies its 
humble 20W power rating. Factor in one of 
the most exquisite finishes this side of an 

Aston Martin and it's very hard to say no... 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY NEO 1 

2007 £ I99 
Tidy and well balanced standmounters with 
pleasing clarity and detail. 

B&W 686 2007 £279 
B&W's new baby standmounters offer a 

sophisticated and mature performance that 

belies both their dimensions and price tag. 

USHER S-520 2006 £320 

Astonishingly capable budget standmounters 
that offer detail and dynamics well beyond 
their price and dimensions 

MORDAUNT SHORT 
AVANT 9 I 4i 2007 £300 
Another pair of storming budget floorstand-

ers from Mordaunt Short. Detailed, punchy 

and crisp. 

MORDAUNT SHORT 
AVANT 9061 2006 £350 
Dynamic and impressive floorstanders with 

excellent insight and a lively nature. 

REVOLVER RWI6 2004 £400 
Outstanding standmounter with tonal accura-
cy and speed that totally belies its price; good 
sensitivity for a small box makes it great with 

valve amps too.A budget audiophile classic. 

LEEMA XERO 2007 £650 

Superb mini-monitors that belie their modest 
price tag with a bold and finessed perfor-
mance 

ACOUSTIC ENERGYAEI CLASSIC £845 
Brilliantly successful remake of an iconic 
design; not flawless, but surely one of the 

most musical loudspeakers ever made. 

SPENDOR S3/5E 2004 £950 
A natural successor to the BBC LS3/5a, 
whose impressive neutrality, imaging and 

evenhandedness makes this a superior, if less 
charismatic, loudspeaker. 

WHARFEDALE OPUS 2-MI 2007 £999 
Large standmounters with impressive mid-
range dome and fine integration across the 
frequency range. 

RRR FS I 00 2007 £ 1,055 
Mind-boggling amount of loudspeaker for 

the money. Big and sturdily built with serious 
bass and awesome soundstage scale.A real 
bargain. 

YAMAHA SOAVO 2 2007 £ 1,200 
Just as capable as their floorstanding breth-

ren, the Soavo 2s have an assured sense of 
sophistication and poise. 

REVOLVER RW451 2006 £ I,199 
Very musical floorstander that's clear, concise 
and truthful, whilst being exceptionally ampli-
fier friendly - a dreamboat for valves. 

ONE THING AUDIO ESL572007 £ 1,450 
One Thing Audio's modifications keep the 

good old ESL57 at the very top of its game 

KIBRI NAIMA 2007 £ 1,550 
Unusual-looking omnidirectional loudspeak-
ers with an absolutely captivating perfor-
mance. Huge soundstage and bags of clarity 
- brilliant! 

USHER BE-7I8 2007 £ 1,600 
Beryllium tweeters work superbly, allied to 

a fast and punchy bass driver.The result is 
subtle, smooth and emotive. 

SPENDOR SSE £1,895 
Generously large, silky smooth delivery, this 

dynamic sounding floorstander is an excellent 
all rounder. 

NAIM ALLAE 2002 £ I,990 
Taut and grippy like few others, this speaker 

majors on transient speed. Surprisingly 
smooth for a Naim box, with nicely etched 
treble. As always, tonally dry. 

MONITOR AUDIO GS60 £2,000 
Brilliant modern rock loudspeaker with a 
fantastically lithe and engaging sound, but 

partner carefully with a warm front end. 

PINSH 2.1 2006 £2,000 
Wonderfully neutral and self-effacing with 
Redoubtable low frequency articulation allied 
to the superlative hear-through clarity of the 

Pinsh ribbon tweeter makes for an extremely 
accomplished all round floorstander 

YAMAHA SOAVO 1 2006 £2,000 
Musical and transparent floorstanders with 
impressive dynamics and cohesion. Fine build 
and finish. 

ISOPHON GALILEO 2007 £2,100 
Big standmounters that really grip the music 

and offer quite startling dynamics and bass 

agility. Tricky to drive, however. 

MONITOR AUDIO PL 100 2008 £2,300 
The MA boys pull out all the stops for their 

flagship 'Platinum' series standmounter with 
stunning results. 

MARTIN LOGAN 
CLARITY 2003 £2,895 
Supremely transparent and open, if dynami-
cally limited, with middling bass punch, but 
that's not the point — that deliciously fluid 
and intricate midband wins great respect. 

PMC OBI I 2008 £2,950 
Cleverly updated floorstanders give scale and 

solidity in slim and well finished package. 

MOWGAN AUDIO MABON 

2007 £3,995 
Massively capable loudspeakers that offer 
dynamics, scale and clarity in an elegantly 
simple package.Wide range of finishes, too. 

B&O BEOLAB 9 2007 £5000 
Technically impressive and visually striking 
loudspeakers with sound quality that more 
than matches their looks. 

ARS AURES MI 2006 £5,995 
Sublime build and finish allied to an insightful, 
assured and even-handed musical perfor-
mance makes these an essential high end 
audition. 

QUAD ESL-2905 2006 £5,995 
The old 989 with all the bugs taken out, this 
gives a brilliantly neutral and open sound like 

only a top electrostatic can; still not a natural 
rock loudspeaker, though. 

REVOLVER CYGNIS 2006 £5,999 
Revolver pull out all the stops and show 

what they can do with this magnificent flag-
ship loudspeaker.A superb monitor that is 
like a mini B&W 80ID in many ways. 
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B&W 80ID 2006 £ 10,500 
In many respects, the ultimate studio 
monitor; dazzling clarity and speed with com-

manding scale and dynamics. 

ISOPHON CASSIANO 2007 £ 12,900 
Drive units featuring exotic materials allied to 

superlative build quality result in an immense-
ly capable loudspeaker. Not an easy load to 
drive, however. 

ACCESSORIES 
MONITOR AUDIO IDECK 2006 £200 
Fine design, impressive flexibility and a lucidly 

musical sound make the iDeck the current 
iPod dock champion. 

1SOTEK Gil VISION 2006 £550 
A genuinely effective and surprisingly cost 

effective upgrade, but results could vary so 
a home dem of the power conditioner is 

recommended. 

TOWNSHEND MAXIMUM 
2003 £800 

Classy ribbon supertweeter with flexible level 

settings and cool styling - you'll be amazed at 

the difference it makes, especially with Quad 
electrostatics. 

HEADPHONES 
SENNHEISER MX-550 2005 £ 19 
Our unqualified recommendation for those 

seeking a serious sounding pair of in-ear 
phones. Smooth, detailed and musical. 

SENNHEISER PX-I00 2002 £29 
Cracking pair of lightweight open back cans 
ideal for personals, but good enough for real 
hi-fi use. Superb build allied to a smooth and 

engaging performance make them the spiri-
tual successor to the HD400s. 

GOLDR1NG DR150 2006 £70 

Excellent build and fine sound makes these 
budget cans superlative value for money. 

SENNHEISER HD-590 1998 £ 199 
The company's best real-world cans to date. 
Open and smooth with plenty of detail. 
Brightly lit midband makes them an ideal 
partner for a valve headphone amp. 

SENNHE1SER HD-650 2004 £250 
Not the best headphone in the world, but a 

superb all round reference all the same.Very 
crisp, detailed and even sound allied to super-
lative build and fine comfort makes all most 
people will ever want. Cable upgrade yields 
great results. 

STAX SR-007T OMEGA 

II/SRM-007T 2006 £2,890 
Simply the best headphones we've ever heard 

at any price, these sweetly translucent elec-
trostatic earspeakers are like no other head-
phone, or loudspeaker for that matter... 

INTERCONNECTS 
TECHLINK WIRES XS 2007 £20 

Highly accomplished interconnects at an 
absurdly low price. Stunning value for money. 

WIREWORLD OASIS S 2003 [99/M 

Excellent mid-price design with a very neu-
tral, silky and self-effacing sound. Superb value 

for money 

CHORD COMPANY 
CHAMELEON 2 [90IM 
One of oLr favourites, these are musical per-
formers with a smooth yet open sound. 

DNM RESON 2002 [40/M 
Neutral arid transparent - a steal! 

VDH ULTIMATE 
THE FIRST 2004 [260/0.6M 
Carbon interconnects that help you forget 
the electronics and concentrate on the music. 
Miraculous transparency.Tight and tuneful 
bass mixed with air and space results in a 
cracking cable for the money. 

TCI CONSTRICTOR 
I3A-6 BLOCK 2003 £ 120 

Top quality 'affordable' mains outlet block, 
with fine build and good sonics. Well worth 
the extra over standard high street specials, 
which sound coarse and two-dimensional by 
comparison. 

TUNERS 
DENON TU-1500AE 2006 £ 120 
Excellent entry level analogue tuner; slick 
sonics and fine feature count makes it a 
bargain. 

....••••••••••••11111•111.3111.1...... 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 640T2005 £250 
Sweet sounding digital/analogue hybrid with 
fine build and finish at the price. 

MARANTZ ST-7001 2006 £299 
Stunning performance on FM (at the price) 
coupled with its ability to get the most from 
DAB broadcasts makes this the best afford-

able tuner. 

YAMAHA TX-76 I 2007 £350 
Sets the standard for FM performance at the 
price and is no slouch on DAB either. 

ARCAM DT9I 2005 £450 
The very best DAB tuner around, with 
fine sonics and styling to match; FM is less 

impressive though. 

CREEK CLASSIC TUNER 2006 £550 

No tuner offers better sound per pound; 
wonderfully three dimensional and smooth 
from bottom to top. 

MYRYAD MXT-2000 2005 £800 
Truly sumptuous sound and excellent build is 
all most will ever need in a tuner; superb. 

MAGNUM DYNALAB 
MD- 100T 2006 £ 1,895 
One of the best ways to hear FM that we 
know; superbly open and musical sound in a 
quirky but characterful package. 

SYSTEMS 
YAMAHA CRX-M I 70 2007 £200 
One heck of a lot of quality performance on 
DAB. CD and FM for C200! Optional match-
ing £ 120 NX-E300 loudspeakers aren't too 
shabby either. 

TEAC DR-H3OODAB 2008 £329 
Nicely built and styled mini with fine perfor-
mance on all sources that even plays DVDs! 

NAD C-7 I SDAB 2008 £429 
Small, neat looks cover a truly capable system 
that shows just what a compact design can 
achieve. 

ARCAM SOLO MINI 2008 £650 
Half the size and two-thirds the price of a 

full-sized Solo, the Mini gives very little away 
in terms of performance to it bigger brother. 

ARCAM SOLO 2005 £995 
Excellent all- in-one system, with a warm, 
smooth and balanced sound to match the 
features and style. 

LINN CLASSIK 2002 £995 
The best one-box stereo system money can 
buy; superbly musical sound beats equiva-
lently priced separates. 

MERIDIAN F80 2007 £ 1,500 
Fantastically built and versatile DVD/CD/ 

DAB/FM/AM unit, designed in conjunction 
with Ferrari. Ignore nay-sayers who sneer 
that it isn't a 'proper' hi-fi product; most see 

sense when they listen to it... 

AURA NOTE 
MUSIC CENTRE 2007 £ 1,500 
Lovely shiny CD/tuner/amplifier with fine 

sound quality and dynamic abilities. 

SHANL1NG MC-30 2007 £500 
Quite possibly the cutest all- in-one around 
with fine performance from the CD player, 
tuner and MP3 player input.Very low power, 

though. 

LINN CLASS1K MOVIE 2007 £2,250 

Superbly built all-in-one that offers excellent 
sound across all formats and is surprisingly 
easy to use. 

MARANTZ 'LEGEND 2007 £22,000 

The combination of SA-7S1 disc player, SC-
7S2 preamp and MA-9S2 monoblocks deliv-
ers a truly jaw-dropping performance. Start 
saving now.... 
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SOUNDBITES 

PURE EVOKE MIO 
£149.95 
Pure was one of the very first to 

market with compact, affordable DAB 

portable radios. Then, for a while it 

seemed the company was resting on 

its laurels whilst being market leader. 

In the past few months however, 

we've seen several fresh new designs 

with the Evoke Flow being a standout 

DAB/FM/Wi-Fi hybrid product.The 

Mio is less complex than this, being 

a simple unreconstructed DAB/FM 

radio, but is none the worse for it. 

The accent here is on build quality 

and convenience, and no small 

amount of style. It comes finished in 

a two-tone leather and cream suede 

effect finish, in a range of colours 

that lift it from the status of mere 

'consumer electronic goods' to a 

lovable lifestyle accessory - the five 

hues available are chilli, chocolate, 

moss, candy and midnight. 

Still, it's not simply a reboxed 

Evoke 1; the Mio has an integrated 

rechargeable battery pack that gives 

up to 24 hours of battery life per 

en ii 
RINGMAT PURE POWER MAINS 
CABLE £386.60 
Ringmat Developments are probably 

best known for their Ringmat LP 

and CD accessories in recent years, 

but have expanded their range of 

products to include interconnects, 

speaker cable and the mains cable 

under review here.There are two 

versions of mains lead in the range: 

the more expensive of the two is the 

Pure Power Mains Cable, retailing at 

£386.60 (including 15% VAT) for a 

(.4m length. ( I .7m and 2m lengths 

are also available as standard, and 

extra lengths cost a further £50 per 

metre.) 

The design is unusual and builds 

on the company's research into the 

effects of phase anomalies in both 

signal and speaker leads.The main 

body of the cable consists of four 

PVC insulated conductors containing 

56 strands of 0.30mm diameter high 

purity oxygen-free copper wire, 

giving a core size of nearly 4mm 

square.A single earth conductor 

of seven I.35mm diameter strands 

of plain copper in LSF (Low Smoke 

and Fume) thermosetting insulation 

charge, as well as operating on mains. 

It's worth noting that it is the eighth 

Pure radio to receive an Energy 

Saving Recommended accreditation 

from the Energy Saving Trust.This 

shows it has satisfied an independent 

panel of experts that it meets strict 

energy efficiency criteria.A salient 

point, as until recently DAB radios 

have been horrendously power-

hungry. Other features include an 

Evoke Flow-style OLED (Organic 

LED) display, which is crystal-clear 

from any angle. It even has both 

manual and automatic brightness 

controls. Intellitext and textSCAN 

is provided, letting you pause the 

scrolling text information display and 

store it for browsing at a later date. 

There's also an alarm, kitchen timer 

and thirty easy to use presets. An 

MP3 input completes the picture. 

The Mio works beautifully. Small, 

compact, and unobtrusive in the 

room, it's far easier on the eye than 

some rival radios, and the leather 

and suede effect finish feels (and 

looks) superb, making it a joy to carry 

around.The controls have a crispness 

that earlier Pures lacked, navigating 

through its many functions is straight-

forward. Sonically the Mio is good 

too — with a clean, inoffensive sound 

that's ideal for music and speech alike. 

Overall, this new Pure radio is a little 

on the pricey side but the quality 

more than justifies the cost. 

[Contact: 0845 1 489001, 

www.pure.com] 

dbites 
runs alongside the main sheath 

of cabling; this has a core size of 

I Omm. Near each end are plastic 

termination blocks where the bulk 

of leads are reduced to I.5mm five 

core mains cable, that will fit into 

conventional mains and IEC plugs 

(Other terminations are available on 

request). 

The instructions note that there 

is a running in period of a few days 

before the best sound is obtained. I 

felt that the sound became settled 

and consistent after about five days 

use.This cable is bulky, and will not 

fit into tight spaces very easily, mostly 

due to the size of the termination 

blocks, so care needs to be taken 

especially if using it with lightweight 

equipment such as tuners. 

The sonic effects were very 

pleasant, with a wide and detailed 

soundstage, underpinned by a driving 

rhythmic energy that was beguiling. In 

particular, I felt that the smoothness 

given to potentially shrieky 

instruments, such as the violin, was 

well balanced, whilst avoiding the 

unnatural creamy lushness that can 

be the signature of some other 

leads. Separation was good, leaving 

no doubt as to the relevant location 

of each performer. Ringmat's Pure 

Power Mains Cable is expensive, and 

may require a little jiggling to fit it 

in behind your equipment rack, but 

it is also very effective, and worth 

auditioning alongside other similarly 

priced products. 

[Contact: +44(0)1277 200210, 

www.ringrnat.com] 
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FOR A PERFECT NEW YEAR 

VISIT OUR WEBSITI.: 

UK SUBSCRIPTION 
SAVE UP TO 

ROKSAN 
XERXES.20+ 
turntable 

4. 

SAVE UP TO 12.5% off the cover 
price when you subscribe to Hi-Fi 
World. That's an amazing £3.33 per 

issue, including postage. 

FOR BACK ISSUES ENQUIRIES PLEASE CALL 

01442 879097 

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS IF YOU LIVE OUTSIDE THE UK, 
PLEASE CALL FOR OUR LATEST PRICES 

+44 (0) 1442 879097 

SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? CALL NOW!!! 
SUBSCRIPTION HOTLINE 01442 879097 

Lines open Mon-Fri 9.00-5.00 or (weekend answering service available) 

FOR OUR 
ON-LINE MAGAZINE 
SEE P120 

email: Fax No: 
hifiworld@vvebscribe. co. uk C1442 872279 



GIFT SEE PAGE 71 
WHY SUBSCRIBE TO HI-FI WORLD? 

• 12 issues a year delivered straight to your door. 

al Be first to grab a bargain in our "Free Reader 
Classified Ads" section. 

• Run by dedicated hi-fi engineers and enthusiasts. 

• Subscribers receive a minimum 10% Discount 
annually. 

III Hi-Fi World has become famous for its informative 
reviews and radical kit designs. 

• PLUS! Subscribe by Direct Debit and receive a 
12.5% discount (UK only). 

Instruction to your Bank or Building 
Society to pay by Direct Debit 

Please fill in this form and send to: 
Hi-Fi World, Webscribe Ltd. PO Box 
464. Berkhamsted, Herts., HP4 2UR 

I) DIRECT Debit 

Originator's Identification Number  

4 1 9 4 2 7 o 

Name and full Postal Address of your Bank/Building Society 

To: The Manager Bank/Building Society 

Address 

Postcode 

Name(s) of Account Holder(s) 

Branch Sort Code 

Bank/Building Society Account Number 

Reference 

HF 
Instruction to your Bank or Building Society 
Please pay Webscribe Ltd Direct Debits from the account in this Instruction subject to 
the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this 
instruction may remain with Webscribe Ltd and, if so, details will be passed 

electronically to my Bank/Building Society. 
Signature(s) 

Date 

Bank and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debits Instructions for some types of accounts 
The guarantee should be detached and retained by the Payer 

The Direct Debit Guarantee 
• This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building 
Societies that take part in the Direct Debit scheme. The 
efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored and 
protected by your own bank or Building Society 
• If the amounts paid or the payments dates change Webscribe Ltd will notify you 
10 workings days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed 
• If an error is made by Webscribe Ltd or your Bank or Building Society, you are 
guaranteed a full and immediately refund from your branch of the amount paid 
• You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Building 
Society. Please send a copy of your letter to us.  

I) DIRECT Debit 

TERMS & CONDITIONS: You will receive 12 issues per year. Minimum 

subscription term is 12 months. Prices include P&P and are correct at the 

time of going to press. All prices are quoted in sterling. Offer available for 

UK subscribers, only. For enquiries relating to overseas pricing call 

+ 44 (0) 1442 879 097. 

Security No: 

I would like a years subscription to 
Hi-Fi World and receive a discount off the 
cover price (I have read and accept the terms 
and conditions). 

I would like to pay for my 12 issues by: 

• 6 monthly Direct Debit: Pay £19.95 every 6 
months saving 12.5% off the yearly subscription 

rate of £45.60 

• Annual Direct Debit: Pay £39.90 every 12 
months saving 12.5% off the yearly subscription 
rate of £45.60 

U Annual cheque/credit card: Pay £41.04 
saving 10% off the yearly subscription rate of 

£45.60 

Your Details 

Title 

Surname 

Address 

Forename  

Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 

Email:   

Please debit my Li VISA UMASTER UMAESTRO U AMEX 
(SWITCH) 

(last three digits printed on the signature strip) 

rin -unriu 
Valid from Date:    Expiry Date:  

Switch card issue N.:71 

Cardholder Signature:   

Outside UK:-

EUROPE Airmail 

OVERSEAS Airma I 

AMER 
ESS 

Maestro ;1 1111 VISA 

£50.00 

£70.00 

Send this form to: 

Hi-Fi World, Subscriptions Department PO Box 464, Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire, HP4 2UR. 
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AUDIOPHILE CD 

"lhe all-new 

M-series 
from ROKSÁN 
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High performance hi-fi separates 
that will make your heart sing 

ÍÍi 
To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates 

from Roksan, and where you can buy them 
visit: vvww.henleydesigns.co.uk 

EN LE 

I 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk, 01235 511166 

ROKSAN CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE 

Midland Hi-Fi Studio, Wolverhampton • Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Sound Cynergy, Aldridge • HG Rapkin, Northampton 
Home Media, Maidstone • Kronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Yeovil 

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable 
Hi Fi Sound, Darlington • Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Huddereeld • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zouch 



D hono3S Valve Phonoamplifier Kit 

"The real star of the show for me, 

however, is the Phono3 as it is par-

ticularly astonishing in its abilities, 

especially at its modest price." 

Passive RIAA EQ 
Based around a triple gain stage of ECC83 valves, this 
phono premaplifier utilises passive RIAA equalisation 

(zero feedback) for the finest sonic performance from 
any turntable. A separate power supply removes all 

sources of hum and noise from the Phono3S case for 

optimum clarity of sound. 

MM and MC inputs 
WDPhono3S offers you two inputs, selected on the front panel, for MM and MC 
cartridges. MC inputs feature high performance step-up transformers for the low 
est noise, clearest output from any cartridge. Each input has individual impedance 

matching to obtain the best sound from the cartridge of your choice. In addition 
you can select the subsonic filter characteristic to give the optimum results from 

your turntable, arm and cartridge. 

"46.. 

()Mc onti ,et. tc. tt 1) 

instructions for easy assembly. 

£399 

£229 

WDPhono3S kit 

WDPSU3 power supply 

WDPhono3S and PSU3 

built and tested 

11WDPIllierVa ve Preamplifier kit 
"So there we have it, a pre-

amplifier capable of driving 

any load and maintaining its 

linearity no matter what cables 

or partnering equipment you 

prefer to use." 

The Active Preamp principle 

This 5 input line level preamp is essentially an SE triode 
power amplifier in concept. WDPre3 uses an ECC82 
double triode arranged as input voltage amplifier and 

power output amplifier stages, the latter driving oversize 

20:1 output transformers. 

Active vs Passive 
Many enthusiasts assume that a 'passive' control unit (essentially just a volume 
control and switching system in a box) is the ideal 'preamplifier'. However this 
assumption takes no account of the interface between the source and the power 
amplifier, let alone the effects of partnering cabks. The WDPRE3 effective isolates 

the source from the power amplifier and provides the correct terminating impedance 

to optimise the musical performance. 

WDPRE3 requires the WDPSU3 
power supply (shown above) 

WDPRE3 kit £369 
WDPRE3 XL kit £399 
WDPRE3 Built and tested £495 

World Designs, 59 Main Street, Great Gidding, Huntingdon, Combs, PE28 5NU 

Tel: 01832 293320 
www.world-designs.co.uk 



SOUND & VISION FROM SEVENOAKS 

TEAC'S GROUNDBREAKING NEW 
REFERENCE SERIES 380 SYSTEM 
TEAC introduces its groundbreaking all-new Reference Series 380 Network Audio mini-

component hi-fi system incorporating Internet Radio. Since the original and highly 

acclaimed Reference 500 micro system arrived in 1995, TEAC's Reference Series products 

have been designed to deliver high-quality audio in compact, convenient, and affordable 

packages. TEAC's experience, ingenuity, and unswerving belief in the value of high-quality 

sound are what keep its Reference Series micro component systems ahead of the pack. 

AC REFERENCE SERIES 380 SYSTEM 

Now comes the most innovative and technologically 

advanced TEAC Reference Series ever - the 380 Inter-

net Radio/Network Audio System. 

The Reference Series 380 is a leading-edge product 

with state-of-the-art technology and facilities and, 

arguably, no other system in its class offers such a 

strong feature set. DAB/DAB+ and WIFI Internet Radio, 
MP3 playback from CD or via a front-mounted USB 

socket, an optional iPod dock, high-quality circuitry, 

tone and balance controls, CD Direct function are 

all included in the three-component system. The 

inclusion of fully featured Internet radio, in addition 

to DAB and AM/FM, is particularly notable at the price. 

The TEAC Reference Series 380 System. With the op-

tional DS-20 iPod dock (which supports both audio 

and video and full-remote control over any iPod, in-

cluding the iPhone) the complete package offers the 

most exceptional value on offer today. 

Check it out for yourself and you'll see - 

and hear - why. 

TEAC 

Visit www.SSAV.com today! 

SEVEN0a<S 

ISTEN TO THE TEAL 38 
AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED 
Aberdeen Kingston Sevenoaks 
01224 252797 020 8547 0717 01732 459555 

Bedford Leeds - Wetherby 
01234 272779 01937 586886 

Brighton - Hove Lincoln 
01273 733338 01522 527397 

Bristol Loughton 
0117 974 3727 020 8532 0770 

Bromley Maidstone 
020 8290 1988 01622 686366 

Sheffield 
0114 255 5861 

Southampton 
023 8033 7770 

Southgate 
020 8886 2777 

Swindon 
01793 610992 

Cambridge Manchester a Tunbridge Wells 
01223 304770 0161 831 7969 01892 531543 

Chelsea Norwich 
020 7352 9466 01603 767605 

Cheltenham Nottingham 
01242 241171 0115 911 2121 

Epsom Oxford 
01372 720720 01865 241773 

Exeter Peterborough 
01392 218895 01733 897697 

Glasgow Plymouth 
0141 332 9655 01752 226011 

Guildford Poole 
01483 536666 01202 671677 

Holborn Reading 
020 7837 7540 0118 959 7768 

Watford 
01923 213533 

Weybridge 
01932 828525 

Witham - Essex 
01376 501733 

Yeovil 
01935 700078 

NOW OPEN 
r\,,,v Dublin Store 
01 495 2020 

SEVENOAKS SALE - 13 DECEMBER 2008 - 17 JANUARY 2009. ADVERT VALID UNTIL 17/01/09. MOE 

the experts in home entertainment 
SOUND & VISION 



"comments about Naim's new HDX are a fascinating climose 
of where the great comouter aucio ceoate is right now..." 

david 
1110k,tprice 

T
he launch of the Naim 
HDX hard disc music serv-

er some six months ago has 

really put the cat amongst 

the pigeons on both the 

subject of the HDX itself 

and computer audio in general. 

Lest we forget. the HDX is 

essentially a black box with a CD-

ROM drive built in, plus twin hard 

disc drives storing music in either 

compressed or uncompressed 

formats. It has a ratty little colour 

display on the front, interne 

capability with its Ethernet port, 

plus the ability to hook up to 

external hard drives and controllers. 

It's a lovely package as far as I'm 

concerned, and I said so in these very 

pages. 

However, if you stick your 

head over the parapet I suppose 

you should expect to get it shot 

at. And so it was that yours truly 

has come in for some flack (' scuse 

the computer audio-related pun!) 

for pronouncing positively on the 

new Naim.Well, I'm a big boy now 

so didn't take umbrage - but I did 

take great interest in the nature of 

the adverse comments, as they're a 

fascinating glimpse of where the great 

computer audio debate is right now. 

The first 'school' of Naim 

naysayers simply pointed out that 

computers don't do music. PCs are 

designed to number crunch ana hi-fi 

plays harmonious tones in recognised 

patterns, and never the twain should 

meet. As such, if you're serious about 

hign end digital audio, you need an 

optical disc player of the very best 

quality, so the argument goes.This 

perception that computers can't play 

music remains deep rooted amongst 

many audiophiles. 

Of course, computers are 

electrically (and even mechanically) 

quite noisy environments. Hi-fi by 

contrast - especially the high end 

variety - pays great attention to the 

suppression, absorption or dissipation 

of noise. For this reason, many argue 

against their use for audio purposes, 

but let's not forget Compact Disc 

players themselves are a form of 

computer, having as they do an 

optical disc drive sending binary 

digital data to a central processor (of 

a sort) on the fly' ( i.e. in real time), 

as it were.You have a piece of plastic 

coated aluminium spinning at high 

speed, wobbling around inside on the 

spindle oe an electric motor that's 

throwing vibration into the machine 

- along with a power hungry servo 

motor for the optical laser pickup. 

As such, it's not a simple case of one 

being bad and the other not so. 

It's also important to note that 

the elimination of real-time optical 

disc reading ( i.e. CD transports) 

removes a good deal of heartache. 

Basical`y. on-the-fly CD reading in a 

conventional CD player is ' death or 

glory' as far as the integrity of the 

digital signal is concerned, which is 

to say that the CD mechanism must 

read the disc right or it's forced to 

use error-correction algorithms that 

can degrade the sound.A computer 

hard disk however, can come back 

and try again until it's got it right. 

The other big argument against 

the Naim HDX comes from a 

diametrically different direction. 

The ciaim is made that the HDX 

is basically a repackaged PC with 

commonly available hardware inside, 

all of wnich could be bought at a 

substantially lower price on the open 

market. As such, the argument goes, 

the new Naim is simply poor value 

for money. 

Well, that's a bit like saying the 

Ford Focus has a number of sib-

systems (engine, gearbox, electronics, 

rolling chassis, etc.) from a var iety of 

different suppliers - all of which can 

be bought relatively inexpensively 

- and so the car is a complete waste 

of money. The point of course is that 

it's the integrated package you buy, 

with all of that development time 

spent finessing the various bits so 

they work along with one another 

perfectly. Still, this line of reasoning 

cuts little ice with the HDX's critics. 

"What's the point in paying for 

something that does what we can 

already do on our own PCs?", they 

shout.To this I'd retort that - yes, 

you can get decent computer-based 

music playback systems for far less 

than the cost of a new HDX, but 

you're not comparing like with 

like.The Naim is an all-in-one, self 

contained solution. 

Curiously then, the poor old 

Naim HDX has received incoming 

fire from both sides of this great 

debate. One, still sizeable chunk 

of audiophiles think it heresy for 

computers to be involved in hi-fi 

at all, whilst others regard it as so 

routine to use computers for hi-fi 

that the Naim is almost superfluous 

anyway! 

It's going to be interesting 

to come back to this some years 

later and see where the debate has 

progressed to. I wonder if the 'Red 

Book Brigade' will still be tut-tutting 

at the ingress of hard disk music 

players into their audiophile idyll? 

Likewise, will we be thinking of the 

HDX as a curio, very much of its 

time - a dated stepping stone to 

the fully integrated, fully networked 

multimedia entertainment systems 

we all now run? Perhaps an evolution 

of the Linn model of 'open source' 

music systems - where the hi-

fi aspect is nothing more than a 

network equipped DAC and some 

smart software - will one day hold 

sway? 

In the great hi-fi scheme of 

things, it sure looks like we're in for 

an interesting next few years.lf 
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SOUND & VISION FROM -S-EVENOAKS 

DALI LEKTOR is proud heir to nearly three decades of dedicated research and 

development by one of the world's leading loudspeaker builders. Inheriting 

exclusive DALI features, technologies and materials developed for the famed 

EUPHONIA, HELICON, MENTOR and IKON series, DALI LEKTOR is particularly 

inspired by DALI IKON, applying experience and design principles acquired during 
the creation of that multi award-winning series to bring world-renowned DALI 

performance to a highly attractive price point. 

THE AWARD-WINNING LEKTOR 1 SPEAKERS 

Where space is at a premium, but compro-
mises on performance are unacceptable, the 
diminutive LEKTOR 1 offers bountiful sound 

from an ultra-compact enclosure. 

Featuring the unique snap-on grille attach-

ments and handsomely styled panels found 

in the floorstanding models in the LEKTOR 
range, LEKTOR 1 makes DALI's legendary 
design and performance available at a re-

markably attractive price. 

Drawing on DALI's concerted research and 
development efforts with access to the 

latest innovations in driver design, LEKTOR 
1's limitless musicality and distortion-free 
output will make it a welcome addition to 
any living space. 

WHAT HI Fl? 
SOUND AND VISION 

AWARDS 2008 
STEM SIMMERS 

USO 
MI MTN 1 

Visit www.SSAV.com today! 
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AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED 

Aberdeen 
01224 252797 

Bedford 
01234 272779 

Brighton - Hove 
01273 733338 

Bristol 
0117 974 3727 

Bromley 
020 8290 1988 

Cambridge 
01223 304770 

Chelsea 
020 7352 9466 

Cheltwiham 
01242 241171 

Epsom 

01372 720720 

Exeter 
01392 218895 

Glasgow 
0141 332 9655 

Guildford 
01483 536666 

Holborn 
020 7837 7540 

Kingston 
020 8547 0717 

Leeds - Wetherby 
01937 586886 

Lincoln 
01522 527397 

Loughton 
0208532 0770 

Maidstone 
01622 686366 

Maachostow 
0161 831 7969 

Norwich 
01603 767605 

Nottingham 
0115 911 2121 

Oxford 
01865 241773 

Peterborough 
01733 897697 

Plymouth 
01752 226011 

Poole 
01202 671677 

Reading 
0118 959 7768 

Sevenoaks 
01732 459555 
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Sheffield 
0114 255 5861 

Southampton 
023 8033 7770 

• 

Southgate 
020 8886 2777 

• 

Swindon 
01793 610992 
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Tunbridge Wells 
01892 531543 

Watford 
01923 213533 
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Witham - Essex 
01376 501733 

Yeovil 
01935 700078 

NOW OPEN 
New Dublin Store 
01 495 2020 
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the experts in home entertainment 
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OPINION 

"I can enjoy a level of resolution completely su 
to what I'd previously experienced..." 

oerior 

pau I 
rigby 

S
orne time ago, I came to a 
cross-roads in my upgrad-

ing methodology. I sat 

down and totted up exactly 

how much my baby-step 

upgrades had cost me over 

the years.Then I projected just how 

much my upgrades were going to 

cost me in the future until I reached 

hi-fl nirvana.The total was, frankly, 

enormous and rather scary. So 1 bit 

the bullet: I decided about 18 months 

ago that I would bypass the minor 

upgrades and leap to the end; I was 

going to buy one, ultimate, compo-

nent at a time (i.e. turntable, amp, 

speakers, etc), the intention being 

that my choice would amount to the 

end of the upgrade path for that par-

ticutar component. 

My philosophy was this: it was 

going to cost me an arm and a leg 

now but, in the long run, I would save 

a lot of money in bypassing multiple 

minor upgrades. Psychologically too, 

it would represent commitment.Too 

often, in the past, I had saved for a 

hardware upgrade and then spent 

it on frivolities such as feeding my 

family, keeping them warm in the 

winter and the like. 

Now? I would go into debt, with 

a credit card, to buy each component, 

then I would have no choice but to 

pay it back over a carefully calculated 

interest free period. 

The process began with a 

chance encounter with One Thing 

Audio (www.onethingaudio.net). 

They happened to have a completely 

refurbished and upgraded set of 

classic Quad ESL-57 electrostatic 

loudspeakers, utilising their own 

superb treble panels, which are 

robust enough to allow the Quad 

bass panels to sing for the first time. 

Yes, there are other, more expensive, 

speakers on the market. However. 

I was after truth. I don't want my 

hi-fi to spin me a yarn, colouring 

the output to soften the edges, I 

want the facts. If a group had an off 

day in the studio or the engineer 

cocked up, then I want to hear about 

it. For such transparency. I would 

need the ' 57s. So, I had found my 

'theme', the direction of my upgrade. 

I recommend that you find yours 

to aid synchronicity in all your hi-fi 

components. 

Next? My priority is vinyl, so I 

found my desired turntable.The Avid 

Acutus (www.avidhifi.co.uk) arrived 

complete with a SME IV arm plus 

Benz Glider cartridge. Probably the 

best designed turntable on the planet, 

the Avid, with its belt drive, sprung 

chassis featuring a unique suspension 

and clamping system, exposed a 

wealth of detail. For example, the 

strumming of an acoustic guitar. 

for the first time, revealed the bite 

and attack of the action of finger 

hitzing and scraping string. But this 

is one element in a long, long list of 

improvements. Every aspect of the 

musical presentation was improved, 

in fact. 

Time passed and I was left with 

my old Naim NAC I I 2/NAP 150 

pre/power and a Trichord Dino 

phono amp. I have been told that 

the Quads would really perform 

with a quality valve amp and so 1 

endeavoured to demo one. By sheer 

coincidence, I got to hear about 

the new Icon Audio MB845 (www. 

iccmaudio.com) monoblocks (see 

review in the January issue) and 

read the Icon Audio PS3 phono amp 

review in the November 2008 issue. 

After hooking them up and 

playing one of my best vinyl albums 

I ignored the music, initially, because 

I could hear an odd crackling. I 

initially thought that my Quads had 

developed a fault, so I powered down, 

swopped speakers and powered back 

up.The noise remained. I powered 

down, checked all connections and 

powered up.The noise was still there. 

Well, I must have checked every 

piece of hardware for problems. I 

cleaned the contacts, my stylus...I 

even cleaned the record three times. 

Then a thought occurred. I 

changed the record itself — which 

had always played fine. And you know 

what? The noise disappeared! 1 had, 

in fact, revealed a subtle pressing 

problem on the vinyl itself.The level 

of resolution had now reached 

such a high level that I was hearing 

musical information from the gods 

themselves. So I sat for a bit and 

listened to my new system with a 

silly grin on my face. I've never been 

so happy to have found a fault on 

one of my vinyl records! 

Even if you decide not to follow 

my, admittedly, extreme method of 

upgrading, the bottle-neck example 

still stands. In my case the amplifier 

and phono preamp was holding back 

my musical progression. Post upgrade, 

both the Avid and Quad were let off 

the leash. 

Do you have a weak point in 

your system? Is one box letting the 

rest down? As can be seen with 

my own independent review of the 

budget, Yamaha A-S700 in the January 

issue, careful pairing of the right 

components can get the most from 

your entire set-up. If you suspect 

that your hardware might be under 

performing, take a trip to your local 

dealer and ask his advice.You never 

know, for very little outlay, you could 

find hidden depths within your current 

system.• 
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CYRUS CORSE 

SERVO EVOLUTION 
SUPERIOR CD PLAYERS FROM CYRUS 

The new SE based players comprise: So, after 18 month's development the 'Servo 
Evolution' (SE) CD players and dedicated CD 
transport have finally arrived. 

The biggest limitation in hi-fi CD players is the 
laser and servo that reads the music from the 
disc because it is not specifically designed for 
high performance audio. Knowing this is a 
performance barrier, Cyrus spent 18 months 
developing its own CD engine specifically 

designed for the highest sound quality possible. 

The SE engine is all the elements before the 

DAC. Cyrus has carefully chosen the disc 
loader, laser, motors and most importantly, 

the software that controls the laser travel, 
focus and data spiral tracking accuracy. The 
servo software is the bit that controls these 
components and allows Cyrus' engineers to 
tune the elements for ultimate accuracy. 

You don't need to be an experienced hi-fi buff 
to appreciate the differences, the new SE based 
CD players sound obviously better because it's 
unique new CD engine is 'made for high-end 
audio:TO learn more and download the new SE 
brochure go to www.servo-evolution.co.uk 

CD X t SE A high-end CD transport using the SE 
engine and several dedicated power supplies. 

CD 8 SE Based on the same platform as the 
transport but with an advanced DAC section 
and twin low noise power supplies. 

CD 6 SE Benefits from the same high 

performance SE platform but has simpler DAC 
and power supply sections. 

CYRUS SE CD PLAYERS 
AVAILABLE AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED• 

Aberdeen 
01224 252797 

Bedford 
01234 272779 

Kingston 
020 8547 0717 

• Sevenoaks • 
01732 459555 

• Leeds-Wetherby • Sheffield 
01937 586886 0114 255 5861 

Brighton- Hove • Lincoln 
01273 733338 01522 527397 

• Southampton • 
023 8033 7770 

Bristol • Loughton 
0117 974 3727 020 8532 0770 

Bromley • Maidstone 
020 8290 1988 01622 686366 

And in true Cyrus tradition the players are each Cambridge 
01223 304770 upgradeable! 

Hear them in action at a Sevenoaks store near 

you. 

Visit www.SSAV.com today! 
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Southgate 
' 020 8886 2777 

• Swindon 
01793 610992 

• Manchester 
0161 831 7969 

Chelsea 
020 7352 9466 

• Tunbridge Wells • 
01892 531543 

• Norwich 
01603 767605 

Cheltenham 
01242 241171 

Watford 
01923 213533 

• 

• Nottingham- Sherwood Weybridge 
0115 911 2121 01932 828525 

Epsom 
01372 720720 

Exeter 
01392 218895 

Glasgow 
0141 332 9655 

Guildford 
01483 536666 

Holborn 
020 7837 7540 

Oxford 
01865 241773 

• 

Witham- Essex • 
01376 501733 

Peterborough • Yeovil 
01733 897697 01935 700078 

Plymouth 
01752 226011 

Poole 
01202 671677 

• 

• Reading 
0118 959 7768 

• 

S 
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T
he Media Guardian has 
reported that the BBC is 

looking to move the Asian 

Network, plus possibly one 

or two other stations, onto 

the Digital One national 

commercial DAB multiplex. If correct, 

this could at long last significantly 

improve the overall audio quality of 

the BBC's stations on DAB, although 

how much the quality would improve 

by is heavily dependent on the num-

ber of stations that would make the 

move. 

I'd say that the Asian Network is 

very likely to move, because the BBC 

wanted to move the Asian Network 

onto the second national commercial 

multiplex (which isn't now going to 

launch) last year anyway. However, the 

Asian Network only uses a bit rate 

of 64kbps, so that's also the amount 

of capacity that would be freed up on 

the BBC multiplex if the station were 

moved.That would allow Radios I 

and 2 to increase their bit rates from 

I 28kbps to I 60kbps, but this would 

still leave the quality of those stations 

seriously lacking.The bit rates of 

Radios 3 and 4 would no longer need 

to be reduced when Radio 5 Sports 

Extra goes on-air, though, because 

Radios I and 2 would almost certainly 

be reduced back to I28kbps instead. 

Overall though, only moving the Asian 

Network would still leave serious 

prob:ems with the audio quality on 

most of the BBC's stereo stations, 

plus Radio 7 would still be in mono, 

so this would only be marginally 

better than the situation we have at 

the moment. 

If two stations were moved to 

Digital One, the most likely candidate 

to be moved alongside the Asian 

Network would be I Xtra, in which 

case I92kbps of capacity would be 

freed up on the BBC multiplex.This 

would allow Radio 2 to increase 

from 128 to I92kbps, which would 

provide a significant improvement in 

quality:6 Music's quality could also 

be improved and Radio 7 could start 

using stereo.This would leave 64kbps 

of capacity, which could either be used 

to increase Radio I to I 92kbps, or it 

could be split equally between Radios 

I and 3, which would mean that the 

stations would transmit at 160 and 

224kbps respectively. 

If three stations were moved 

to Digita One, the BBC's national 

FM stations would then all be able 

to use the same I92kbps bit rate 

on DAB (Radio 3 would actually be 

able to use 224kbps, which is higher 

than originally) that the stations were 

using prior to 2002, when the BBC 

launched its five new digital stations, 

and massacred the audio quality in the 

process. 6 Music would also be able to 

transmit at a much more respectable 

I92kbps as well. 

While not being ideal. I'd say that 

the bit rate levels just mentioned are 

about as high as we could realistically 

expect to see the BBC use on DAB 

given the relatively small amount of 

national capacity available. I would still 

say that FM would provide slightly 

higher quality than DAB though. it's 

also looking increasingly likely that 

the BBC will use decent bit rates 

for its live Internet radio streams 

starting in January, in which case the 

Internet streams should also provide 

higher quality due to their use of the 

superior AAC audio codec. Hopefully 

I'll be able to bring you some news 

about this next month. 

However, it's far from being a 

foregone conclusion that multiple 

stations could be removed from the 

BBC multiplex, due to the fact that 

the Digital One multiplex doesn't 

cover Northern Ireland.The Asian 

Uy improve the overall 
tations on DA3..." 

Network could still be removed 

without any problems though, because 

the Northern Ireland ' local' DAB 

multiplex has sufficient spare capacity 

on it to carry the Asian Network, so 

the station would continue to have 

UK-wide coverage. But removing 

other stations from the BBC national 

multiplex would either require the 

BBC to secure additional capacity 

in Northern Ireland, or else those 

stations would simply no longer be 

available in the province. 

It's certainly possible that the BBC 

would be able to secure additional 

capacity in Northern Ireland, though. 

Firstly. Ofcom is strongly rumoured 

to be re-planning DAB spectrum 

as a whole in an attempt to reduce 

the overall transmission costs for 

the cash-strapped commercial 

broadcasters, And as the planned 

second national commercial multiplex 

is no longer going to launch at all now, 

this leaves a vacant channel in which 

a new multiplex covering Northern 

Ireland could easily be provided. 

Also, with the commercial radio 

industry being in dire financial straits, 

it wouldn't surprise me if stations 

in Northern Ireland would snap the 

BBC's hand off if it offered to relieve 

them of their capacity, and hence of 

their expensive transmission contracts. 

It should also be said that the 

BBC's motives for moving stations 

onto Digital One are not purely 

to improve the audio quality of its 

stations, because another major 

reason is to help bail out Digital One, 

which is estimated to be losing around 

£5 million per year. Many would say 

that it's not the BBC's job to bail out 

commercial radio, and ordinarily I 

would agree. But as the BBC could 

finally be about to sort out its quality 

on DAB, for once I'll support them on 

thisle 
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New KEF iQ 
Innovation in the pursuit of reproducing recordings, so 

perfectly they are indistinguishable from live perform-

ance, has been the KEF philosophy since Raymond Cooke 

founded the company in 1961 and remains at the heart of 

every KEF product today. Not least with the Q Series, each 

generation of which has received accolades and awards 

from the International Press. 

The latest iteration of the award-winning series raises the bar 

even higher, both subjectively and objectively. The unrivalled 

detailing and off-axis performance of the new Uni-Q ' point 

source array, featuring the 'tangerine' waveguide, enhances 

the frequency response throughout the room and helps to 

deliver spine-tingling realism. 

IlKEF® 
Visit www.SSAV.com today! 
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AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED 
Aberdeen Kingston Sevenoaks 
01224 252797 020 8547 0717 01732 459555 

Bedford Leeds - Wetherby Sheffield 
01234 272779 01937 586886 0114 255 5861 

Brighton - Hove 
01273 733338 

Bristol 
0117 974 3727 

Uncoln Southampton 
01522 527397 023 8033 7770 

Loughton Southgate 
020 8532 0770 020 8886 2777 

Bromley Maidstone Swindon 
020 8290 1988 01622 686366 01793 610992 

Cambridge Manchester Tunbridge Wells 
01223 304770 0161 831 7969 01892 531543 

Chelsea Norwich Watford 
020 7352 9466 01603 767605 01923 213533 

Cheltenham Nottingham Weybeidge 
01242 241171 0115 911 2121 01932 828525 

Epsom Oxford Witham - Essex 
01372 720720 01865 241773 01376 501733 

Exeter Peterborough Yeovil 
01392 218895 01733 897697 01935 700078 

Glasgow Plymouth 
0141 332 9655 01752 226011 

Guildford Poole 
01483 536666 01202 671677 

Holborn Reading 
020 7837 7540 0118 959 7768 

NOW OPEN 
New Dublin Store 
01 495 2020 
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II 31u- ray shows us that when it contains hich resolution 
dotal music, the results can oe stunninc„," 

noel 
keywood 

S
uddenly sound quality 
is becoming important 

again, which is fine by me. 

Told not so long ago that 

the days of pure audio 

were numbered and that 

in tomorrow's shiny new world it 

would play second fiddle to video, I 

did start to wonder whether people 

really had given up listening to music. 

But there's been an almost complete 

about turn, and good sound quality is 

back in fashion - ignoring one or two 

stubborn pockets of resistance, such 

as DAB radio! 

The limited acceptance of AV and 

the rise and rise of Apple's iTunes on-

line music store seems to have given 

music listening a real boost. Okay, 

this has been precficted for a long 

time but only recently has it started 

to turn into reality. Apple now offer 

losslessly compressed files of better 

quality than the usual AAC fare and 

they can be transferred easily as 

full rights are conferred on the end 

user.As internet speeds increase this 

makes iTunes and services like it, 

such as Nokia downloaded music via 

your mobile phone and out through 

a Chordette DAC, interesting ways of 

playing downloads through a decent 

hi-fi. 

. can't help but notice too how 

both the Naim and Linn music 

servers seem to be triggering a lot of 

interest amongst Hi-Fi World readers; 

both companies offer high quality 

music downloads also. 

As someone who has been 

there, done that and lost an iTunes 

collection when a hard drive failed 

I've become a sceptic about music 

downloading, but perhaps it is time to 

try again and get stuck in alongside 

everyone else! My short love affair 

with iTunes happened many moons 

ago when it wasn't easy to back 

up, and listening to the downloads 

meant either burning them to a CD 

for use in the hi-fi system or sitt.ng 

bolt upright in front of the computer 

on a chair late at night which, if 

accompanied by wine, meant I was 

likely to fall off it eventually. 

Leading my life in front of a 

computer in any case, I like to get 

away from it, so computer music or 

YouTube hold my attention for a 

short while only, then 1 am off to my 

beloved 300Bs which can be enjoyed 

in the comfort of a warm lounge. 

But not always. Often I switch 

on a big solid-state receiver, hooked 

up to a Samsung BD-P1500 Blu-ray 

player (and an Oppo DV-980H to 

spin my SACDs and DVD-As). Blu-

ray is slowly catching my attention. 

Music on DVD never did appeal 

to me because sound quality was 

uncompelling.The culprit was 

Dolby Digital surround sound, a 

strong music compression system 

that has a soft, flaccid presentation. 

DTS came into being on the basis 

of Detter sound quality and at this 

very moment I'm enjoying Within 

Temptation's latest ' Black Symphony' 

DVD with DTS 24/96 surround. 

However, whilst it's clean and gentle 

sounding, no matter how many of 

the 2,000 or so Watts I choose to 

use from Onkyo's latest TX-NR906 

receiver I am reviewing, it still lacks 

visceral impact. Enter Blu-ray. 

Just last night I was reminded 

how vicious high rate PCM can 

sound when I span the award 

winning soundtrack of 'Master and 

Commander: Far Side of the World'. 

The crack of the canons was almost 

too much to bear from this DTS HD 

Master Audio track.The same sort 

of presentation is apparent with the 

Nine Inch Nails Concert, losslessly 

compressed in Dolby TrueHD on Blu-

ray As a result I'm now lusting after 

'Black Symphony' on Blu-ray, available 

on U.S. Amazon at the time of writing, 

but not U.K.Amazon. It's obvious 

from watching the DVD that a lot of 

effort has been put into recording 

this live concert at Rotterdam's 

Ahoy arena and U.S. reviews give the 

Blu-ray sound a thumbs up for its 

impact. The prospect of an orchestra, 

choir and rock band playing music of 

Wagnerian proportions is exciting, 

especially with a lead singer as 

extraordinary as Sharon den Adel. 

What Blu-ray shows is that when 

it contains high resolution digital 

music the ressilt can be stunning. 

So high definition digital does 

have appeal. I won't say at present 

it is perfect; tnere's still a clinical 

coolness and a hard edge that I 

don't quite buy as totally natural, but 

sound quality on Blu-ray is getting 

to be very interesting, shall I say. 

It's surprising just how much of an 

AV receiver is nowadays dedicated 

to sound processing schemes, from 

Dolby, DTS and now THX. Is AV 

swinging around to a source of good 

audio, accompanied by pictures? It is 

for me. 

Soon the pictures may disappear. 

Perusing latest BPI sales figures 

shows that music videos account for 

a very small percentage of the overall 

music market. People want to listen 

to music without switching on the 

TV and 1 sense that Blu-ray Profile 3 

music-only discs will start to appear 

soon.VVill they ever become popular 

and take over from CD? Could they 

rival internet downloads? I doubt it. 

Judging by the number of iTunes 

players I see being used on London's 

streets and Underground trains, 

downloading has it. But the Blu-ray 

music disc could also have much 

to offer: surround-sound in 24/192 

anyone? Either way, music is back 

with a vengeance and quality is now 

an issue again. I'm a happy man.e 
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WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO 

Platinum is Monitor Audio's new flagship speaker range 
named after this most precious of metals. 

The range comprises three models; the PL100 compact 
two-way speaker, the PL300 three-way floor standing 
speaker and the PLC350, a large three-way, four-driver 
centre channel speaker. All models feature Monitor 
Audio's RDT' technology drive units and C-CAM" ribbon 

tweeters. Custom-designed floor stands are available for 
the PL100 and PLC350. 

The braced cabinets are finished in exotic Santos 
Rosewood, Ebony natural wood veneers and Piano black 
lacquer. All are coated with eleven layers of clear gloss 
piano lacquer for an outstanding finish, complementing 
the hand-upholstered leather front baffles. 

MONITOR AUDIO 

HEAR MONITOR AUDIO 
PLATINUM SPEAKERS 
AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED • 

Aberdeen 
01224 252797 

Bedford Oxford 
01234 272779 01865 241773 

Brighton - Hove 
01273 733338 

Nottingham - Sherwood 
0115 911 2121 

Bristol 
0117 974 3727 

Bromley Poole 
020 8290 1988 01202 671677 

Cambridge • Reading • 
01223 304770 0118 959 7768 

Chelsea • Sevenoaks • 
020 7352 9466 01732 459555 

Cheltenham 
01242 241171 

Peterborough 
01733 897697 

• Plymouth 
01752 226011 

• Sheffield 
0114 255 5861 

S Southampton EPsom 
01372 720720 023 8033 7770 

Exeter Southgate 
01392 218895 020 8886 2777 

Glasgow Swindon 
0141 332 9655 01793 610992 

Guildford 
01483 536666 

Holborn Watford 
020 7837 7540 01923 213533 

Kingston 
020 8547 0717 

Leeds - Wetherby 
01937 586886 

Tunbridge Wells 
01892 531543 

Lincoln 
01522 527397 

Loughton 
020 8532 0770 

Maidstone 
01622 686366 

WeYbridge 
01932 828525 

Witham - Essex 
01376 501733 

• Yeovil 
01935 700078 

Manchester 
0161 831 7969 

S 

Norwich 
01603 767605 

NOW OPEN 
New Dublin Store 
01 495 2020 
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OPINION 

"setting your system up acain from scratch 
can o-:en be a worthwhile activity..." 

adam 
 smith 

W
ell, the fridge freezer 
has been sold, our 

new local radio sta-

tion The Coast is still 

playing good music 

and the restoration 

of the Smith household back to a 

sense of normality continues apace. 

With painting and furniture replace-

ment complete it was now finally 

time for me to turn my attention 

to the task that I had been looking 

forward to and dreading in equal 

measure — the re-establishing of my 

listening room... 

Clearly there was excitement 

to a certain degree, as it meant a 

clean slate on which to arrange my 

equipment and set my system up in 

the best way possible.Why could I 

fail to be totally enthusiastic, I hear 

you cry? Well, if you've ever carried a 

Ferrograph SI loudspeaker up a flight 

of stairs and positioned one whilst 

sat on a stand, you'll know that, whilst 

not exactly an insurmountable task, 

they're quite heavy and dimensionally 

a bit awkward! However,1 set to with 

duster, vacuum cleaner and a healthy 

dose of elbow grease and soon I was 

looking at a neat, clean room, with 

an equally clean pile of hi-fi ready to 

position. 

My listening room also occupies a 

secondary role as our third bedroom 

and so. consequently, has to have 

the facility to be made comfortable 

for visitors with a minimum of fuss 

and furniture heaving. However, in its 

previous incarnation, my loudspeakers 

were firing across the room and were 

positioned with their backs against 

the wall, which I felt was curtailing my 

imagery and atmospherics somewhat, 

even if it did put me right at the 

heart of the action. However, it did 

provide an ideal placement for my 

listening futon directly opposite them 

and made it easy to open out and 

make up as a bed for those lucky 

enough to be invited to spend the 

night in my inner sanctum; with strict 

instructions not to touch anything, 

naturally! 

However, I had something of a re-

plan in mind.The room is rectangular 

and so I decided to rotate things 

through ninety degrees and fire the 

speakers down the length of the 

room, This would allow me to move 

them away from the walls to let them 

breathe more, maybe losing a little 

bass reinforcement, but I felt that 

KEF BI 39s in damped quarter wave 

enclosures surely had a few low end 

Hertz to spare! As a result, I rolled up 

my sleeves and carefully positioned 

everything.1 made sure everything 

was level, cleaned all plugs and 

sockets with Kontak, made sure ny 

cartridge was correctly aligned and 

finally unveled my new loudspeaker 

cables that I had recently acquired 

and hadn't had a chance to use yet. 

I cued up some vinyl and left things 

to run in for a few hours. Returning 

later, I sat down to have a listen and 

was rather pleased; there was still a 

good level of bass (phew!) but the 

upper bass definitely had shifted up a 

gear to give more detail, a lightness of 

touch that had been missing and that 

sense of atmosphere I was hoping for 

was present and correct — excellent! 

However, all was not totally well 

and it was at this point my wife stuck 

her head round the door, expressed 

deight that I was finished and how 

neat it all looked and, in that way that 

women have, cut straight to the chase 

by asking where all the midrange had 

gone! 

Unfortunately she had a point. 

On quieter acoustic material things 

seemed fine, but spinning anything 

rather busier had main instruments 

and lead vocals shrinking off into 

the distance - not good.At first I 

started playing with loudspeaker 

positioning, which made changes, but 

offered no significant improvements. 

I then remembered a long weekend 

playing with turntable mats on the 

Garrard 301 and so ran upstairs to 

the loft room storage area for my 

3mm Funk Firm Achromat. On my 

previous experimentation with it. I 

found that this really brought out the 

midband but in my system's previous 

incarnation I felt that it was a little 

too much. On this occasion however, 

it worked very well indeed, moving 

things up into the centre of the 

soundstage nicely. Better, but still not 

quite there... 

As I sat and pondered however, 

my eyes alighted on the one other 

thing that had changed — my fancy 

new loudspeaker cables.When I first 

encountered them. I was stunned by 

their sheer brio, dynamics, clarity and 

the way in which they really cut into 

the heart of the details lurking in the 

music, hence my wielding the Smith 

credit card on them. However, substi-

tuting my trusty old cables — some 

sturdy but anonymous Heco items 

that I acquired years ago in a big box 

of'odds and ends' from a hi-fi shop's 

bankrupt stock auction - and all was 

well again. 

This proved two things to me 

— firstly, that starting with a clean 

slate and setting up from scratch 

can often be a worthwhile activity 

— it may not be a convenient thing 

to do too often but the intervention 

of some construction work may not 

be quite the pain in the neck that it 

seems! Secondly, never assume that 

something you hear in the context of 

a different system will work in your 

own. My new cables are back in their 

boxes, but I will not be disposing of 

them too hurriedly — there may well 

be a day when they will be just the 

thing I need after a future upgrade. 

Right then, system sorted, now on to 

those eight turntables I mentioned 

last month.... 
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THORENS TD550/TP125SE 100 
Adam Smith takes Thorens' stunning looking flagship turntable 

and tonearm combination for a spin... 

JELCO SA-750D 105 
A superb new S-shaped tonearm inspired by Sumiko's 

classic MMT gets the treatment from Adam Smith. 
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FREDDIE 
HUBBARD 

I 

WOW 

JAllED UP 
Classic Records has similarly stepped up 

the pace with five new Blue Note jazz 

releases on 200gm vinyl. Freddie Hubbard's 

'Open Sesame' was his excellent debut 

as leader from 1960, showing a maturity 

the belied his twenty-two years. Horace 

Silver's ' Horace Scope', also from I 960, and 

the third offering from his quintet exhibits 

tight, driving hard bop. 

A classic and just one 

of a range of top sixties 

Silver releases. Another 

Horace, Parlan this time, 

released 'Speakin' My 

Piece' in, you guessed it, 

1960. Also playing hard 

bop, also on piano but 

this time in a more laid 

back, swinging fashion. 

Also look out for Jackie 

McLean's hard bop 

infused 'Jackie's Bag' 

(1959) plus Donald 

Byrd's trumpet bop ' Byrd 

In Flight' ( 1960). 

&tie 
BACK TO BLACK 
Universal has realised that vinyl hasn't, in fact, died and 

so has surprised itself by reissuing a blend of classics 

on a new reissue label called Back To Black which 

will also allow you to download a MP3 version of the 

album for portable use. Everyone's a gem including Cat 

Stevens' Tea For The Tillerman', a self-assured album 

that reflected on the spirituality that would direct his 

later embracing of the Muslim faith. Faith played a part 

in The 'Who's 'Quadrophenia', ( 1973) even though, for 

the young star of the film version, it was misplaced.A 

commanding work and another rock opera concept 

for tbe band's Pete Townshend.Also look out for 

Cream's 'Wheels On Fire' ( 1968) and John Mayan's 

'Bluesbreakers' ( 1966), plus Guns N' Roses' Use Your 

Illusion 1 & 2' ( 1991) and Supertramp's'CrIme Of The 

Century' ( 1974). 
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ELBOW 

DMM IT! 
One Little Indian has released a 

new batch of 200gm DMM masters, 

via Abbey Road. Sneaker Pimps' 

'Becoming X' took Portishead as a 

template and trip-hopped their way 

to stardom but with more edge to 

their production. Bjork's side-project, 

'Drawing Restraint 9', a collaboration with Matthew Barney for 

the film of the same name is both demanding but also satisfying.A 

conceptual piece. 

Also watch out for Jesse Malins excellent debut solo piece. 'The Fine Arz Of Self 

Destruction' (2003), Dan Sartain's 'Join' (2006),a mixture of blues and rockabilly,The Twilight 

Singer's 'Powder Burns' (2006),a project for Afghan Whigs' frontman, Greg Dulli and Polly 

Paulusma's 'Fingers & Thumbs' (2007), the singer-songwriter who is maturing at a speedy rate. 

;Tag 

• 

Elbow's 'The Seldom Seen Kid', the'r 

newly released album on Polydor, 

continues the band's mixture of early 

Radiohead-type prog and Coldplay-

type melodies with plenty of oddness 

thrown in to keep things interesting. 

It tugs at the emotions and often 

carries you away on soaring wings of 

accessibility. 

rtie 
legue 

CIIX A \ 

CAPITOL 

VAULTS — THE 

SECOND BATCH 
EMI has released a 

new batch of releases 

under its limited 

edition, Capitol 

Vaults, 180gm, series. 

Currently recording 

a brand new album, 

Roxy Music also offer 

two classic reissues: 

the self-titled debut 

( I 972) featuring 'Virginia 

Plain' plus the sequel, 

'For Your Pleasure' 

(1973) featuring 'Do 

The Strand'. The Band 

— who had previously 

backed Dylan under 

their previous Hawks 

incarnation - are also 

present with two 

releases: the group's 

debut, 'Music From 

Big Pink' ( 1968) is 

pure mountain rock, 

a mystical exploration into American culture, whilst the self-titled release follow-

up ( 1969) continued to tell stories about people and places.Also look out for John 

Lennon's 'Rock'n'Roll', produced by Phil Spector and The Beach Boys hits compilation, 

'Endless Summer' ( 1974). 

DAVIE ALLAN 
& THE ARROWS 

DAZED? 11119U 

e YOU WILL BE... 

0 VA= 

COWMAN 

This is a busy month for 

vinyl reissues and the pace 

shows no sign of easing 

off. US- based Sundazed is 

a good example with six 

releases here and many 

more to come.The most 

startling aspect of all the 

releases this month is the 

variety. Look at this lot. 

Firstly we'v?. got Latin 

flavoured rock/blues/jazz 

from Santana with the 

classic, self-titled debut 

album ( 1969) and 'Abraxas' 

(1970). Remastered from 

the original master tapes, 

'Abraxas' also includes the 

rare band poster. 

On to the fuzz guitar 

warbling of Davie Allan & 

The Arrows and 'Cycle 

Breed' that features 

sixteen wild journeys 

into cult film soundtrack 

rarities and unissued cuts. 

Tracks such as 'The Angry 

Mob' and 'Wild In The 

Streets' say it all. Similarly 

wild — or just plain brutal 

- is Iggy Pop's ' Raw Power' 

11,(l973), co-mixed with 
David Bowie. Pop, the 

godfather of punk, gives a 

brilliant performance even 

though you'll be cowering 

behind the sofa to hear 

it. Also look out for Big 

Brother & The Holding 

Company's self-titled debut 

(1967) featuring Janis Joplin 

on vocals and Quatrain's 

self- titled album ( 1969). 

a mix of psyche, folk and 

rock. 
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Flagship 
The new TD550/TP125SE Is Thorns' 
latest top turntable aid arm 

F
ollowing the great surge to 
digital towards the end of 

the nineteen eighties, things 

were not looking promis-

ing for Thorens. Let us not 

forget that this was a com-

pany that had been producing turn-

tables for a long time, and was one of 

the great names from the heyday of 

vinyl in the nineteen fifties and sixties. 

The company that had given us the 

likes of the TD124,TDI50,TD160, 

TD320 and the mighty TD520, all 

of which have a dedicated following 

amongst enthusiasts of classic vinyl 

spinners, seemed on the wane... 

With the ascent of Compact 

Disc,Thorens' turntable range shrank 

greatly. Indeed,1 have an old Thorens 

brochure from the mid eighties and 

it is a thing of wonder to behold. 

Model numbers like TD320,TD2001, 

TD300 I and TD521 are on it, as are 

a couple of oddities like the Thorens 

Concrete, and of course the mighty 

Thorens Prestige — 90kg of massive 

high end statement, capable of taking 

up to three arms, up to twelve inches 

in length. But move on a few years 

and the model line-up then mainly 

consisted of small, budget automatic 

designs that shared appearances with 

some of the cheaper Dual models. 

Various electronics also came 

and went — often well received by 

reviewers but less so by the buying 

public, with tales abounding of 

reliability issues 

and consequently casting 

a cloud over these stylish items. 

Many a lesser company would 

have closed its doors but Thorens 

never quite gave up and, since the 

resurgence in interest of black plastic, 

they have risen phoenix-like from the 

ashes with new designs, new ranges 

and some serious manufacturing. 

This is thanks in no small part to the 

helping hands of Dr. Roland Gauder, 

well known for his range of Isophon 

loudspeakers, amongst others. 

Whilst there are still cheaper 

decks with varying degrees of 

automation, we have also seen the 

arrival of the TD800 and TD2000 

Tho 

more 

than that. 

Most notable is the 

stunning ' Makassar' gloss wood 

effect finish of our review sample, 

complete with gloss black side panels 

and chrome plated front. If you wish 

however, the main deck can be black, 

as can the front, so you can mix and 

match to your heart's content. The 

platter weighs no less than 6.3kg, is 

fully filled with damping material and 

driven around its periphery by one 

of Thorens' clever synchronous AC 

motors, that gradually winds up the 

"It is great to see a resurgent 
Thorens back with a vengeance 
- and not before time...." 
series models, as well as a nod to the 

past in the form of the TD350 and 

the resurgence of a true classic in 

the form of the TD160HD. However, 

the last year has seen Thorens re-

establish their high end credentials. 

The £28,000 Jubilee may be a strictly 

limited edition to celebrate the 

company's 125th anniversary, but the 

TD550 is here to stay, and sits firmly 

at the pinnacle of the Thorens range. 

In many ways the TD550 looks 

like a buffed up TD350 that has been 

through a photocopier with the 

'Enlarge' button pressed, but it is 

torque for a smooth start-up. 

At the front are power and 

start/stop buttons on the left, and 

33/45rpm selectors on the right, plus 

associated blue LEDs and a lovely 

blue illuminated 'Thorens' logo in 

the centre. At the rear are output 

sockets in both unbalanced phono 

and balanced XLR format, a five pin 

DIN socket for the external PSU and 

three screwdriver-adjustable trim 

pots — one for 33rpm, one for 45 and 

one for the illumination levels for the 

front panel button LEDs and Thorens 

logo. Finally, three hinges support a 
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solid lid, expertly shaped to match 

the front curvature of the plinth. 

The deck's subchassis is 

suspended, as per so many classic 

Thorens designs, and is easily 

adjustable from the top of the 

plinth for level courtesy of three 

beautiful chrome adjustment 

knobs.The suspended armboard 

is made from carbon fibre and. 

as might be suspected from the 

deck's I90x525x415mm (-lxVVxD) 

dimensions, it will accommodate 

arms up to a foot ir length. SME and 

Ortofon arms are available pre-fitted, 

but our review sample came with a 

twelve inch Thorens TPI25SE. This 

is a brand new item, designed and 

manufactured for Thorens by Da 

Vinci Audio Labs in Switzerland and 

featuring a carbon fibre arm tube, 

aluminium bearing block, double 

gimballed ruby bearings and magnetic 

anti-skating. 

Both deck and arm are superbly 

finished and not difficult to set up. 

The multi-language manual is clear 

and concise, and I had the TD550 

set up with cartridge fitted and a 

record playing within llalf an hour 

or so. 

SOUND QUALITY 
As I mentioned in my review of 

the Roksan Xerxes 20Plus last 

month, listening to a capable and 

well set up high end turntable is a 

profound experience and, before 

the first track I chose had ended, 

I knew that I was in the p-esence 

of another vinyl great.The massive 

TD550 turntable once again dia 

a more effective job than our 

builders at removing the walls of 

my listening room and spreading the 

music out in a way that makes you 

glad to be alive. 

Incredibly stable and self-assured 

like only the best turntables are, 

the deck provided a rock-solid 
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Discover more detail, 

more ambience, more 

music, more involvement 

when you improve the 

source in your system. 

Super 

SOufce5 
Start with the source — as true 
today as ever when you want to 
upgrade. Better amplifiers, better 
cables and even better speakers will 
give you more information but 
you'll also hear the SOURCE'S 
FAULTS more clearly. You've spent 
money but lost enjoyment. 

We regard highly CLEARAUDIO 
vinyl components, from the " Plus" 
series rechargeable BATTERY-
DRIVEN PHONO STAGES to the 
upgradeable SOLUTION or 
CHAMPION turntables. Expect 
stunning results from about £2500 
for a complete Clearaudio package. 

Vinyl lovers tend to denigrate CD 
but then we find they often have 
rather "ordinary" players — a self-
fulfilling situation, a vicious circle. 

We are vastly impressed with the 
ESOTERIC X-05 CD and SACD 
player with TEAC's superb VMK-5 
"turntable" transport that clamps 
the disc for better data reading. 

"The X-05 achieves the fine 
balancing act of revealing what is on 
the disc, without exaggerating the 
unpleasant aspects of poorly 
recorded discs." Hi-Fi Choice 

Bel Canto's CD-2 and separate 
DAC3 also bring hope to 
CD-haters with the unforced, 
natural sound common to the 
whole Bel Canto range — from a 
designer of TRIODE VALVE amps! 

Both digital units (about £2k each) 
have the output to drive power 
amps direct. So — dump the preamp, 
SAVE AND ENJOY! 
Customers say we make some of the 

BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you 

know we can do the same in your home. 

Our advice will take account of your best 

components and guide you where change is 

needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID 

EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music along the 

way and save money in the long run. 

JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW 

The 
Right 
Note 

dir 

V4P 
BATH 

01225 874728 

or lo-call 

0845 230 7570 
CD: ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, ESOTERIC, GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, 

W ADIA. VINYL:AESTHETICS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM, GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, 

MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. 

A MPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT, DNM, ESOTERIC, GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, 

SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS:AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT, 

TOTEM. CABLES: CHORD CO., DNM, KUBALA SOSNA, NORDOST, SILTECH,VERTEX AQ 

M AINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE,VERTEX AQ 

Cyrnbiosis 
Linn Products 
Sondek LP12 specialist 

setup, upgrades, rebuilds 

25+ years experience with international reputation 

Nairn Audio 
500 series stockist 

always available for demonstration 

including DBL Loudspeakers 

Arcam • Atacama 

Chord Company • Denon 

Dynavector • KEF 

Kudos • Neat Acoustics 

Quadraspire • Rega Research 

Spendor & more... 

We are hi-fi specialists, so please call us for 

advice, recommendations and demonstrations 

We always carry a selection of quality used hi-fi 
check our website for more details 

elk 
www.cymbiosis.com 

6 Hotel Street, Leicester, LE1 5AW 

Tel: 0116 262 3754 

e-mail: shop@cymbiosis.com 

Clearer Audlb 
www.cleareraudio.com 

Award- winning 

hand- made cables 

WHAT u'FI1 

AWARDS 2007 

122•11.11•••••011“..1.• 

Order Direct 

Free UK (Mainland) Delivery 

60 Day Money Back Guarantee 

WHATsou. 621,Lon 
AWARDS 2006 

(.1.4Y• 

WHAT . 41.1• 1111091M 

AWARDS 2005 
,••41. 

•" 
<1101.1.6.011,110111, 411.1. (Win /see 0.“11.1.10 

Phone : 01702 543981 - Email : enouiries@cleareraudio.com 
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REVIEW 

rendition of the compressed 

studio recording that is Nelly 

Furtado's Say it Right', the 

soundstage stretching off 

into the distance like 1 

have never heard 

before. The 

lady's 

vocals had form, scale and timbre, 

and each backing element to the 

track occupied a solid and focused 

space behind her. 

Most surprising was the 

glockenspiel being tapped which came 

out of the depths to step right up 

to the loudspeakers.The turntable is 

very speed-stable, our measurements 

show, explaining the crisp, focused 

and punchy basslines. More intricate 

low notes from double basses also 

came through with feeling, alacrity 

and depth.Although it was very tight 

at the bottom end, it couldn't quite 

match the granite- like lows of my 

refer ence Garrard 301, however - 

not that many turntables can! 

Although the Thorens TPI25 

tonearm is beautiful to behold, our 

measurements show its long 12" 

tube and headshell to be a little 

more resonant than is ideal. 

Still, affixed to the TD550 

turntable it proved able to keep 

everything smooth, with no sign 

of artificial brightness that can 

become wearing after a while. 

Indeed, the Thorens combo 

imbued sweetness and openness 

to everything it played. 

I almost felt a bit guilty 

bolting my £225 reference 

Audio Technica AT-0C9MLII 

cartridge to a £9,000 turntable/ 

arm combination, However, 

not only do I truly believe that 

it can hold its own with many 

cartridges bearing price tags up 

into four figure territory, but 

this combo made it sound like 

a more expensive design, taking 

the AT's innate dynamics and 

pace and making sure that it 

never strayed towards hardness, 

something that can happen 

when mounted on lesser 

turntables. 

As a result, I was left 

with music, pure and simple; 

Antonio Forcione's guitar 

offered depth, warmth and the kind 

of atmospheric decay that turns a 

well recorded instrument into what 

seems to be a truly real one, sat 

right in between the loudspeakers. 

Feist's ' 1,2,3,4' bounded along with 

the enthusiasm of an excited puppy 

and Alison Goldfrapp seemed to be 

kneeling on the floor in front of me 

when 1 Chose to spin ' Lovely Head' 

from her first album, ' Felt Mountain'. 

Where I was used to hearing 

clear percussion, or plucked 

guitars, I was now hearing 

a wooden stick, tapping a 

metal cymbal, and clearly 

a plastic plectrum plucking 

life into a metallic guitar 

string. At all times, the 

TD550 offered scale, insight 

and atmospherics to everything I 

threw at it, highlighting the limitations 

of poor recordings, but without 

hammering home their deficiencies, 

and making good recordings soar 

effortlessly from my loudspeakers. 

surprisingly easy to set up.As such, 

it's a worthy modern flagship for this 

illustrious company. However, whilst 

the TP I 25SE tonearm auditioned 

well on this turntable, we still have 

reservations about it in isolation due 

to some obvious resonance modes, 

and as such would have to give this 

a qualified recommendation. Overall, 

it's great to see a bold, resurgent 

Thorens back with a vengeance - and 

not before time. 

"the T355O s stao e anc self-assurec 
as only the oest turntaoles 

CONCLUSION 
There's no doubt in my mind that 

the new Thorens TD550 turntable 

is one cf the very best at the 

price, offering a commandingly 

stable rendition of the music with 

smoothness, sweetness and insight in 

equal measure. It is also beautifully 

built, sumptuously finished and 

are, 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Garrard 301 turntable 

Alphason HR-100S arm (Cardas wired) 

Audio Technica AT-0C9IVILII cartridge 

Anatek NIC1 phono stage 

Naim SuperNait amplifier 

Ferrograph Si loudspeakers (modified) 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Thorens 12in long arm has a strong 

main mode at 200Hz our vibration 

analysis shows - quite a low frequency, 

as expected because of the extra mass 

and compliance. This sort of peak 

tends to blur low frequency imaging 

and impact. A very high but narrow 

peak also exists at 600Hz and another 

narrow and less consequential one 

at 1200Hz, pusibly harmonics of the 

main mode. Felatively speaking this 

makes the arm look considerably less 

stiff than many current designs. The 

headshell looks quite lively too, with a 

dense cluster of peaks stretching from 

4kHz up to 10kHz. Whilst all headshells 

suffer this to some extent, the Thorens 

is more lively than most. 

Speed stability was good, IEC 

weighted wow and flutter measuring a 

low 0.045%, comprising mainly a 2Hz 

component our analysis shows. Speed 

accuracy was good at just 0.15°/o fast, 

an inconsequential amount. 

The long arm is quite lively, both 

in its tube and headshell. The turntable 

looks good, however. NK 

WOW & FLU-ITER 

• 

vibration behaviour 

Main arm 
tube mode 

frequency (Hz) 6kHz 

Jeiri 

VERDICT 
Magnificently designed turntable that 
sounds like few others, but tonearm 
has limitations. 

THORENS TD550/ 

TP125SE £5,250/£4,000 

UKD 

t + 44(0)1753 652669 

www.ukd.co.uk 

FOR 

- atmospheric sound 

- great bass authority 

- sweet top end 

- build and finish 

AGAINST 

- resonant arm tube 

- price 
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Radleff Audio sensible hi-fi since 1973 

ATO 
Chord Cable 
Croft Acoustics 
Dynavector 
EAR/Yoshino 
Focal-JMLab 
Helms 
Kudos 
LFD 
Lyra 
Michell Eng. 
Nairn Audio 
Neat 
Nottingham Analogue 
Pure Sound 
Rega Research 
Shelter 
Tannoy Prestige 
Tron 
TVV Acustic 
Zu 
ZYX 

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting 
Tel: 01 799 599080 Email: radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www.radlettaudio.co.uk 

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two 
channel Hi-Fi, specialising in vinyl replay. 

As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration 
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambriegshire aid we 

can offer our customers home demonstyations. 

We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers. 
We also specialise in a cable termination and cable burn in service. 

Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse 
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere 

New vinyl records now stocked 

audioXpress... It Just Sounds Better 
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VINYL SECTION 

Brothers I 
Arms 
R

ight then, let's start out 
with a quick quiz. Mobile 

phones away, please, no 

conferring and fingers 

on buzzers. "What links 

Acoustic Research, 

Revolver,Avid,Acoustic Signature, 

London Acoustical Developments, 

SJmiko,Audioquest, Pro-Ject and 

Ariston?" If you're thinking turntables, 

very good — award yourself a point. 

Now to part two —"who links all 

the above names?" Now, if you said 

'Adam Smith', because I just --ien-

tioned them all in the same review, 

then frankly you're not really trying. 

However, if you said "Jelco" then go 

to the top of the class! 

Jelco is a fascinating company, 

simply because it has been so 

influential yet remains largely 

unkraown in the hi-fi world. In fact, 

the Jelco Ichikawa Jewel Company 

has a history stretching back to 1920 

and Ichikawa-san himself holds a 

1977 patent for a 'Pick-up arm rotary 

pivot bearing structure ("One Point 

Cross Suspension System")'! This is 

clearly a company that knows their 

tonearms and deserves far more 

than to be dismissed as merely an 

OEM source of arms for eighties 

turntables. 

Not only did the classic and 

sought after Sumiko MMT and 

Audioquest PT9 models roll out of 

the Jelco factory, but there a-e a 

couple of current models from one 

Adam Smith checks out Jelco's new 
flagship SA-750D tonearm... 

or two prestigious manufacturers 

that are made there — possibly the 

distributors would rather you didn't 

know this, so my lips are sealed! 

In a reaction to the renewed 

interest in vinyl however, Jelco have 

recently introduced a new model 

bearing their own name. Until now, 

their range was twofold — the SA-

250ST straight arm, as featured on 

the Revolver Replay and Avid Diva II 

decks, and the S-shaped version of it, 

the SA-250, which can be found on 

decks from the likes of TVV Acustic. 

However, they recently upped their 

game somewhat and it appears that 

I was not the only person to sit up 

ard shout 'I recognise that!' when 

they unveiled the SA-750D. Now I 

have heard that, although very well-

meaning and helpful, Jelco are not 

the easiest company to deal with, 

mainly due to the language barrier, 

but several people have persevered 

and now, thanks to Dave Cawley at 

Sumiko was quite clear as soon as 

I unpacked the SA-750D, but it has 

clearly evolved. Most obvious is that 

the arm has a common feature of 

older Jelco designs, the oil damping 

pot on top of the horizontal bearing. 

Jelco supply a pot of oi, and give 

a guide to topping up and this can 

pay dividends in terms of damping 

out arm resonances and adding a 

modicum of extra control to more 

wayward cartridges. Other than this, 

the arm has Jelco's patented one 

point cross suspension system and 

comes complete with a detachable 

and sturdy SME-style headshell, 

which makes cartridge fitment nice 

and easy. Bias is applied by a rotary 

spring control, and the SA-750D 

mounts using a single 30mm diameter 

mounting hole — a solid base secured 

by three bolts is supplied. 

The arm comes complete with 

the basics, namely a full-size paper 

mounting template and another 

"I was ta,Ken abac,< at its soonisticatec 
oerformance ano sheer musicality..." 
Sound Hi-Fi, a batch of SA-750Ds 

have made it to the UK. Not only 

did Dave supply a sample for review 

but he also trusted me with a recent 

eBay acquisition of his, namely a mint 

Sumiko MMT [see BOX]. 

The family resemblance to the 

paper sheet, which serves as an all-

in-one technical drawing/specification 

sheet/instruction manual — basic but 

effective enough. Finally, the most 

notable aspect of the arm is its 

glorious finish - an absolutely pristine 

dark chrome plate.The old MMT is 
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AMPLIFIERS 
Arcam Alpha 8 power amp 
Arcam A80 integrated amp 
Art Audio vinyl one with volumn control 
MM MC £1700 new £795 
Albany pre amp with phono £95 
Audio Analogue Puccini special addition £345 
Audio Innovation 400 lot amp valve phono £395 
Audio Research M300 MKII monoblocs £2995 
Audiolab 8000S new style £295 
AMR 77 Titanium finish flightcased x item £P0A 
Avondale p PS £195 
Bel Canto valve pre amp remote control SEP2 
upgraded to SEP3 £895 
Concordant exultant valve pm amp 
with phono stage £495 
Carry CAD 301 SE power amp 
with western electric 300b £1195 
DNM Plastic case power amp £450 
E.A.R. 890 power amp £2250 
EAR. valve pre amp 802 with phonostage £795 
Edison 12 valve power amp £395 
Gemmel 0200 MKIII as new boxed £2395 
Hoveland EL34 power amp £P0A 
Hoveland valve pre with phono EPOA 
Korato renaissance mono blocs 30W class A £995 
Krell KSP7B pre amp £595 
Leema Tucana £2195 
Leak 12+ mono blocs restored £495 
Leak TL50 power amp EPOA 
Leak TL60 £P0A 
Leak TL12+ rare hammered paint finish 1961 £P0A 
Linn Classik silver 1 yr warranty £595 
Linn LK100 £225 
Linn Aktive amp module £95 
LFD Power amp silver wired x dem £525 
Melody Astro Black 40 £P0A 
MicroMega Integrated amp £195 
Musical Fidelity f.L3 CR power amp £345 
Musical Fidelity MA100 power amps (x2) £ 195 each 
Musical Fidelity Pre Amp 2 with 
Meridian 551 integrated amp boxed £295 
Naim NAC92 senal 165888 £175 
Naim 42.5 pm amp £95 
Naim 90.3 power amp boxed £225 
Naim 250 oboe case £895 
Naim HiCap £445 
Nalramchi PA 7E power amp Nelson Pass 200w £995 
Nalarnit 7E pm anbifer to math pryer amp abow £995 
PS Audio IV pre amp with separate PSU £195 
Quad 303 grey finbh boxed we accessories melt £225 
Quad FM4 grey finish last edition £225 
Quad 2 mono blocs mint original valves £795 
Quad 303 power amp £195 
Quad 405 power amp boxed £195 
Quad 909 power amp boxed mint lyr old £625 
Rega Mira integrated amp remote boxed mint £350 
Rotel RA-01 integrated amp £245 
Rotel RB-03 power amp £245 
Rotel RB970 8X power amp £145 
SYNTHESIS Nimis valve int. amp £595 
Sugden A21 SE 1 yr old as new £1595 
Sugden Headmaster Class A pre amp £395 
Sugden Amp Master Transimpedance power amp £295 
Sudgen P51 power amp with control unit 
serviced excellent condition £195 
Theta Dreadnaught amp £P0A 

SPEAKERS 
Acoustic Energy AE1 6 months old £495 
Acoustic Energy AE1 stands £195 
AVIActive Pro 9 speakers Rosewood finish x dew £795 
Castle Howard 2 Oak finish f495 
Celestion DL4 £95 
Beauhom Virtuoso reference lowther £3295 
B&W DM4 £95 
Cyrus CLS50 £245 
Dynaudio Audiance 40 £245 
EPOS classic speaker with open frame stands £295 
Gale 401chrome ends drivers replaced boxed £550 
Gamma floor standing speaker new £5000 £695 
JBL TI-6K floor standing speakers as new £795 
JBL century 1005 £195 
JM Labs Electra 926 £995 
KEF Reference is black finish £495 
KEF Celest 3 £95 
Leema sub ex-item £495 

£175 
£295 

Leema Zen speakers ex-item £795 
Linn Kan with stands MK1 £225 
Linn IsoBarik crossover in base model a superb 
example with custom Mana stands £695 
Linn Keilidh Rosewood KU stone bases £295 
Martin Logan Aerie i £1195 
Mission 751 rosewood £175 
Mission 750 limited edition anniversary £195 
Mission 775s boxed £345 
Mono Pulse 32A 8 months old ex item. £495 
Nagoka Swan high efficiency speaker cult item £225 
Neat Motive 1 oak finish ex item £995 
Neat Ultimatum MFS 1 red velvet finish with 
stands new £5000 now £2495 
Neat MS7 2 years old new £7500 £3295 
ProAc studio1 50s cherry finish £595 
ProAc Future point 5 special yew finish £1745 
Quad ESL 988 Electrostatic speakers £1995 
Revolver R33 £345 
Ruark Equinox last edition £995 
Reference 3A royal eucrso with matching stands £2495 
Sonus Faber Cromona auditor with stands £1195 
Sonus Faber Amatie flagship fioorstander £5495 
Sentorian early 60s comer speaker pair £375 
Tannoy Dimension 10 £5000 new lyear old £2495 
Technics SB-Fl MKII honey comb disc speakers £95 

TURNTABLES 
Audio Technica 0C9 re-issue cartridge £195 
Garrard 401 mint condition £395 
LFD Minstral phono stage £295 
Linn Axis Turntable with Linn Arm £295 
Michell Gyrodec SE with Rega arm 4 mths old £P0A 
Michell TechnoArm wiring loom £95 
Michell Hydraulic Transcnptor from £495 
Michell Focus 1 with Michell arm £345 
Morch 6 tone arm £650 
Naim Aro tonearm boxed just serviced EPOA 
Nottingham analogue horizon SE with rega arrn £495 
Rega P5 with P700 tone arm £495 
Rega RB300 with Incognito re-wire £175 
Roksan Xerxes Rega Arm boxed mint cond. £395 
Roksan Radius acrylic finish with Nima arm £595 
SME 10 with lonarm £2495 
Tannoy Eclipse £75 
Technics SL150 direct drive SME cut-out £225 
Technics SL1200 MKII £195 
Technics SL D3 direct drive turntable £95 
Theta Miles balanced option £595 
Thorens TD166 MKII f95 
Thorens TD124 MKII mint condition with 
superb plinth £P0A 
Thchord Dino phonostage 6mths old £295 
Wilson Berffler Full Onde with 0.5 Act Tonearm £1295 

CD PLAYERS, DACs 
Audio Analogue Paganini 24bit £375 
AMR CD 77 Titanium finish flightcased x item £P0A 
CEC 3300R CD player £375 
DCS P8I £P0A 
DCS Purcel upsampler factory serviced £995 
Exposure 2010 CD player £295 
Leema Antila CD EPOA 
Lector CD Player Top Loader 2 boxed f1295 
NAD 525 BEE £195 
Naim CD3 boxed as new £295 
Naim CDI 16 bit £495 
Primare CD20 £395 
Quad 77 bus CD player £295 
Quad 99 COP CD player £495 
Quad 99 CDP2 CD player 10mths old £645 
Rega Planet Transport F. DAC £445 
Roksan Kandy III DVD player £350 
Sony COP X-8920E £125 

MISCELLANEOUS 
PS Audio statement biwire speaker cable 
boxed as new £795 
PS Audio statement 3 mtr XLR interconnect £375 
Quad FM4 last edition boxed mint £245 
Teac X3 open reel £245 

DUE IN.... 
Leak Varislope/point 1 stereo pre amp various 
Reference 3A DiCapo Royal Virtuoso 
Russ Andrew Quad 33 303 upgrade 
Quad 2 pre valve & radio vanous 
Naim Headline 2 
Naim CD player with PSU 
Naim NAPSC 

GENEROUS PART- EX. ON ALL EQUIPMENT. NEW 
OR USED. WILL BUY GOOD QUALITY EQUIPMENT AS 
ABOVE. NEXT DAY MAIL ORDER & UPLIFT FACILITIES 

c/sr-r7.1 if4;AR ;14.vib dy 
1/ 

Opening times: 10.30 - 5.30 Tues. to Sat. 
28a Haddington Place, Edinburgh EH74AF 

Tel/Fax: 0131 558 9989 
Email: retro.reproduction@virgin.net 
Website: www.retroreproduction.co.uk 

BEST BUY 

HI-FI --" 
magazine 

One button 
plays your entire 
music collection... 
The JB7 stores up to 2.5œ CDs in the space 

of a hardback book. J87 lets you find and play music 

in seconds. The large bright display and remote control 

albw you to play your entre musc collection from your armchair. 

Maybe the best thing Is the way JB7 finds and plays long 

forgotten tracks in your CD collection 

It takes under five minutes to had a CD. The brennan JB7 has a 

30W per channel stereo ampifier or you can use it with your 

extsting amplifier. Pinces from £299. 

Get the whole story at www.3ga.org.uk 

High End Cable 
visit wvvw.highendcable.co.uk 

For the best pr ces telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880 

Argento Audio i Analysis Plus I Audience I Chord Company I Ecosse I Furutech 
Hovland 1 IsoTek I Nordost 1 MIT 1 Oehlbach I Purist Audio Design I Quantum 

STAX I Stereovox 1 Synergistic Research I Townshend I van den Hul 1 Wyrewizard 

NÔÉDOST 

To many the Worlds finest and which 
other cable makers aspire to with the 
ODIN being the master of them all. We 
offer excellent trade in facilities to up-
grade to through the full Nordost range. 

nuaDtum 

AIM" 

Probably the biggest upgrade you can 
offer your Hi-fi system. 
Ox2 I Qx4 I Power Cords 

FURUTECH 

EC(SSE 

=Wife 

High quality, superbly made cables from 
Chris Sommovigo the much acclaimed ca-
ble designer. Stereovox offer two distinct 
ranges the Reference and Studio. Visit this 
website for links to reviews, which rate this 
brand one of the best anywhere. Currently 
in Stereophiles top 500 products. Prices 
for interconnects start at less than £200.00. 

1 rs 

CHORD 
P A 

Superb cables from the UK's Leading 
High End Cable makers. Cables for all 
systems and budgets with all special re-
quirements catered for. Take a look at 
the new Indigo plus, Signature plus and 
the Signature AES EBU digital cables 

4111itellik 

Another leader in expert cable design 
with the AU24e a performance upgrade 
on the renowned AU24. Two models in 
the adeptResponce conditioners are now 
available in the UK 

TOWNBMCNO 41.1010 
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VINYL SECTION 

no slouch in style terms, thanks to 

its smart matt black finish, but the 

SA-750D definitely trumps it.As to 

actual build quality, regular readers 

will know that I have long used SME 

as a benchmark, but if I were them, 

I'd be getting nervous, as Jelco are 

creeping up. Finally, Sound Hi-Fi Also 

supplied a Jelco arm lead — a very 

solidly constructed item using gold 

plated connectors and high quality 

OFC cable for around £85 for a 

version with phono plugs (straight 

or right-angled arm connectors are 

available) or £ 125 for versions with 

balanced XLRs 

SOUND QUALITY 
At the Jelco's £400 price point there 

are two main competitors. First is a 

favourite of mine, the Roksan Nima 

unipivot and the other is actually 

more than one item, namely hot-

rodded Rega variants from the likes 

of Michell (TecnoArm), Origin Live 

and Audio Origami. Sonically these 

are quite different and so I was keen 

to see how the SA-750D would fit in. 

The answer was intriguing... 

Knowing the cheaper SA-250 

variants are very fluid performers 

I was pleased to hear that the SA-

750D upheld the family tradition 

but even I was not prepared for the 

sheer sophistication that the top 

model in the range brings. I have 

been playing with a Goldring 2500 

cartridge for the past few months 

and it is an excellent performer but 

is more sensitive than many designs 

1 have come across in terms of arm 

matching. Most recently it has been 

sat in my Audio Origami'd Helius 

Aureus Gold arm, but I gradually 

came to the conclusion that the two 

did not really gel. However, in the 

SA-750D, the sounds coming from 

the Goldring were nothing short 

of a revelation, and it gave truly the 

best performance I have heard from 

it to date.The Jelco is still a bit of a 

smoothie at heart, but this particular 

version has a real sense of authority 

and control to it, but without ever 

making you feel that it is doing so 

by aggressively hammering its point 

home. 

Spinning a few favourite records, 

I was highly impressed by the way in 

which the SA-750D takes absolutely 

anything in its stride, and never 

seems to lose its sense of unruffled 

ease. Setting up a nicely judged, 

detailed and emotive soundstage, 

the result was to let you hear into 

records in a sumptuous manner.True, 

the Roksan Nima is an expert at 

this as well, and offers that tad extra 

unipivot-style airiness, but it is a 

little less assured at the low end and 

occasionally seems to struggle with 

complex and weighty bass lines. Not 

so the SA-750D — it pumped out the 

synth bass from Rosie Vela's ' Zazu' 

with dignity and aplomb, adding 

a fulsomeness and depth to the 

underpinnings of ' Magic Smile' that 

meant the track held the attention 

perfectly. Equally however, Rosies 

vocals were beautifully formed 

and stepped smartly out of the 

loudspeakers to capture my attention 

magnificently. 

Across the top end, the SA-750D 

is a smooth yet insightful performer, 

and its treble blends seamlessly with 

the midrange to offer a beguiling 

and emotion-packed performance. 

Not a hint of splash ever passed 

its output plugs, but the Jelco was 

always in control of the finest top 

end details lurking within the depths 

of the mix.Tarja Turunen's vocals 

from Nightwish's 'Century Child' 

had the hairs on the back of my 

neck standing up and spinning Nick 

Drake's beautiful 'Northern Sky' had 

me sniffling. Regular readers will 

know that emotion and insight is 

where I feel the many Rega-based 

designs fall down, no matter how 

'turbocharged' they are, Where they 

do score however, is in terms of 

bass dynamics and sheer low end 

alacrity and I have to say that the 

likes of the TecnoArm does still come 

out on top here, although I feel the 

differences are subtle and you would 

definitely have to go looking for 

them. 

Swapping MM for MC and 

changing the Goldring for my Audio 

Technica AT-0C9MLII was a nice 

easy job, thanks to that detachable 

headshell. Suitably set up, the good 

things just kept on coming from the 

SA-750D and it proved that a high 

quality MC held no fears for it.The 

overall nature of the sound remained, 

with the AT adding a fine dose of 

MC-style insight and clarity, but it 

showed that the arm's character is a 

strong yet neutral one and it is one 

that seems merely to be fine-tuned 

by your choice of cartridge. I actually 

spent a whole evening swapping 

in and out a few more that were 

rattling round in the Smith vinyl 

toolbox and at no time did I catch it 

out - even a rather laid back Audio 

Technica AT-440MLa seemed to 

come out of its shell by just the right 

amount. 

Above all, however, this consistent 

nature that the Jelco possessed 

did not result in a dominant sonic 

signature. In fact, I would say that the 

SA-750D's most notable feature is in 

the way it simply does not get in the 

way of the music. Obviously when 

reviewing, it is my job to try and listen 

to the item I am reviewing but with 

REFERENCE SYSTEM  

Garrard 301 and LAD GAJ942 turntables 

Audio Technica AT-0C9MLII b Goldring 2500 carte' g 

Whest Audio PS3OR phono stage 

Naim SuperNait amplifier 

Modified Ferrograph Si loudspeakers 

BACK TO THE FUTURE 

Wielding the toolkit and swapping the SA-

750D for is ancestor, the Sumiko MMT, was 

an obvious step I just had to take. Firstly, the 

MMT was not quite a drop-in replacement 

for the SA-750D as it has a smaller diameter 

mounting pillar, but the sonic similarities were 

definitely there. The MMT has the same easy-

going yet focused and detailed nature of the 

newbie, but seems to be just a little rougher 

round the edges, I suspect due to twenty-odd 

year all wiring. Equally, bearing use over the 

same length of time seemed to have reined 

in the SA-7500s spaciousness and fluidity a 

little. Interestingly though, there were both 

upsides and downsides to this; although the 

MMT could not match the SA-750D for scale 

and sheer clarity as a result of a slight graini-

ness, the flipside was that when the music 

became darker and heavier, the MMT seemed 

happier to get down and grunge along, right in 

the heart of the mash pit! All in all, the MMT 

is a worthy classic arm and is well worth 

seeking cut. It also makes a fitting basis for 

Jelco's new top desgn. 

the Jelco I found it incredibly easy to 

'tune it out', sit back and really enjoy 

what I was listening to. 

CONCLUSION 
I had a feeling I might Ike the Jelco 

SA-750D, but ended up quite taken 

aback at its sophisticated performance 

and sheer musicality. It is an easy 

am to get the best from, simple to 

set up and beautifully built. However, 

what most surprised me with this 

review was the discovery that the 

SA-750D is only a little dearer than 

the SA-250 and SA-250ST. Excellent 

performers though these two designs 

are, I cannot help but feel that the 

extra hundred pounds or so buys 

you a sonic improvement that sounds 

much more. On this basis, not only 

is the Jelco SA-750D a very capable 

tonearm but also something of a 

bargain. Let's hope the likes of Sound 

Hi-Fi can keep the supply lines open. 

VERDICT ••••• 
Jelco may be best known for budget 
OEM arms, but the silky smooth SA-
750D shows they can mix it in the 
higher echelons with ease. 

JELCO SA-750D £375' 

Sound Hi-Fi 

C + 44 ¡0)1803 833366 

www.soundhifi.com 

FOR 

- sonic uniformity 

- engaging, revealing nature 

- svelte musicality 

- build and finish 

AGAINST 

- nothing at the price 
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Leak Stereo 20 full rebuild using Paper in oil caps £299.00 
Conversion cileak valve to • • .Silvier wired/soldered/rhodium  £209.00 

FOR SALE.PIRE/POWER. AMPLIFIERS 

NEW.PASSIINER passive pre amp.2 inputsPTFE pure silver wire. Silversoider.Alurpwu.Goldplvatos 
NEW. PASSOVER, passive pre amp.2 inputsPIFE purr silver wire.Silver solderAlps potSilver phone 
Orange Audio salve pre amp with MNI,MC. Posed. £ 899 beak Stereo 50. Bronze. Retuilt with PIO caps.Ram 
Harmon Krudon integrated valve amp.110V. V ram £ 99 Ambo Innovations Series 800C tube pre amp/phono 
San TX 4444ES rot amplifierAwesome buikLBxd £ 149 Pair Mullan] 5-10 valve gower amps. 100% original 
ExrLeakfl.12+amp)ifiers.CrrrflrebiiltBrrm.ze. £ 795 Pair Slarantz MAYs. Class A. I 10V. Awesune. 
Quad II amps. Many in stoek.Pritestondition varies £P0A Leak Stereo 34 rebuilt with quality paper in oils 
LInison Research Mystery One line level pre amplifierStunning tumbril!' with box/book.Servandrost £ 1700 
Istaraut PNI4 Mt class A arnpSelling for friend. £ 395 Classe CP35 pr amplifier with remote and hock 
N feridian 311 pre amplifier. Boxed. Good audition £ 199 Nad 302 integrated amplifier. 
Audio Innovations Series 800 Mkt 25W valve amp. £ 349 Musical Fidelity AI Class A amplifierEx cxxidition. 
An.= Alpha 10 int amp. Bxdremote & mint1799 £ 449 Quad 405/1. Excellent condifion. 
Nul 3114 integrated amplifier. Good audition. £ 99 Meridian 371 pre amp. Boxed. Exc condition. 
MMus 2 i001ClamAB not line amp.Boxed.1(1W £ 549 Quad 34 pre amp.Ex cond Brown 5 pin din version. 
Nakamicti CAS pre-amplifier. Ex earl Ctr4 £750 £ 375 Audio Innovations L I Valve pr amplified.ine only 

stemornmaer 260 Amerkann integrated amp. £ 169 Muskat Fidelity A I class A integrated amp.As new. 
'• .33) BE1. int atop. Taanuim.RentbulAs new E 149 Arren Alpha 10 amplifierSuper condition.Remote 

re .Aiika K pre ampifier. Ex audition. £ 179 Rogers Cadet pre & power runplifier.VG audition. 
•!.. al Fidelity' 'The Pre amp-. Ex °and & boxed £ 159 Van der Hem. single ended ini valve amp CI964 
s anslope point I pre amp.Converted to Passive.Pure silver wire/silver solder:dyer plate phonckalp pa. 
• sm cadet Ill integrated amplifier Ex audition. £ 249 Quad 303 power amplifier Boxed, good arndition. 

,.! 133 power amplifier Boxe&good condition. £ 149 Musical Fidelity 8310 rot amplifier. 619W class A/B 
o I ahnology Unisis power amp.Chrorneboxed £ 995 Heybrook C2 pre amplifier. Includes MM & MC. 
Join A441 & 148 tuner in wooden sleeve. £ 299 Quad 33 pre amplifier. Mintboxedinstructirns. 

£ 125 Leak Vanslope pre amplifier Ex yuidition. 
. man -103 int hybrid amplifier Boxed. Rare. £ 349 Arran Alpha 9 integrated with remote & MM/MC 
Reid RA-920AX integrated amplifier.Ex conditiat £ 69 Pair Musical Fidelity MA65 class A monoblocks. 
Rond l RA-840 BX hit amplifier with MM & MC £ 99 Meridian Linear SIC phone lagenre-amp.Boxed 
Musical Fidelity A RIO pure class A integrated 50W £ 299 Musical Fidelity Pa 8 pre amplifier. Chrome hunt. 
Wilmslow Audio Memory B power amplid edition £ 295 Nad monitor séries 1300 pre-amp widi MMIMC. 

TURNTABLES/CD PLAYERS 

Tan 206CD player. No remote. Fair condition. £ 119 
. XIDS1B920 mini disc playeerec.Mint & Bud. £ 129 

!I fit5S with SME mount. Black finish. £ 129 
,lint 206 CD player. (Mod condition & boxed £ 199 
• ces1D150 Nultarm. Boxedmanual.No liii £ 79 

ri ODIO) turntable. Ready to fit SME tone ami £ 149 
Xlpha 7SE CD player. Award WilllleT.£ 159 

-t1 Diva C1492 CD player. Nie condition. £ 399 
Ll Cl) player Ex condition.No display £ 49 
. RP 830 turntable with AT artridge. No lid £ 49 
o I 905 FIX CD player.Tweakers &earn machine. £ 149 

• • . I LAD 3 CD player and remote.Ex condition. £ 199 
' • t .3.4 I ! Cd player. Mint & boxed £ 199 

E 149 
£ 179 
E 899 
£ 299 
£ 349 
£999 
£ 799 
£ 895 
£ 399 
£ 59 
£219 
£ 195 
E 199 
£ 229 
£229 
£225 
£399 
£295£  
199 

£425 
£169 
£149 
£149 
£ 125 
£149. 
£249 
£595 
149 

£149 
£149 

Thom 124 MkII.Sme anntoani Nice concition. £ 599 
SME 3009 series Il improved'« improved from... £ 199 
Marantz CD73 CD player. C 1984. Mee WM16011. f 275 
Rol/san ROK-DA1 DAC. Stand alone DACSlint £ 200 
Cambridge Audio CDS CD player with remete. £ 49 
Aram Alpha 9 CD player.Bxdrem & mint. £799 £299 
Systemdek transcriptial turntable. The original. £299 
Exposure 3710 CD player. Suaer condition.Manual £275 
Cambridge Audio CU. Black linish.Boxed/rernote £ 59 
Sony CDP-91IE CD playerremoteibook.Cost £300 £ 119 
Rotel 865 OX CD player Supeb condition. £ 99 
Mugu 1.2 with • . Ex condition & boxed. £ 119 
Sony HAR-LHSYRCD with built in 80G hard drive f 249 

SPEAKERS 

,ri ot point one floorstanders.Rear firing super tweeter. Valve friendly Cost £1100.Made in UK.Awesome. £ 349 
. suit Spectra II hybrid electrostatic speakeraBuilt in conventional bas's unit.Similar to Martin Logan Boxed £099 

! tJuad ESL57 speakers. Fully reconditionedincluding 2 new Otee treble panels.Awesome sound &dynamics £ 1699 
yttai ESL57 speakers.All fully serviced with full 3 months warrantyllear what ESIS7s 'Mould sound like From £f13.) 
Apogee Acoustic Centaurus studio monitor speakers.Ribbon tweeters. Bi wireable.Sta.nd mounters. Assesome.£499 
B&WCDM7SE floorstuarsMintbxd. Red ash. £ 549 Sarah 0A4 emnidirestional weal:mike £ I49 
Celestite Delon 44 speaker: Boxed. excellent. £ 149 Quad F3L63's ile servicedEatiellent cond. Black £1099 
Casale SeVC111, ill CCUMICIII COIlditin £249 Rogas LS I. Black finish and in nice armlike. £ Ii9 
Whifesiak Diamond 9.1 Fa audition & toyed £ 129 Kef Q35 floorstanlers in black. (kind anditit in. I 
Celetion lade ruse:km in whitelloxed £99 £49 Kef CI). Black finish. . 
Nit'', itor Audio R252 speakers. Teak finish. £ 59 Kef Coda 7. Black finish. Flitted & mint 
I '. 41...r 3 par speakeret Brand new, Ccst £200 £99 

OTHER ITEMS 
r t I36 valve ntel mirel player. 3.75 and 7.5 IPS. Needs to he naumixl in boxabinet. Nke trigityal aud. E 299 
ro 0. I ufffla in oil apacitors. 5a)V. 10% £5.99 Proatue 0.22ul alga in 011 01IXICIIIIIN. 500V. 10% £ 699 
• pure aver wire. 1.0mm. Par gar metre. £ 15 999,0; pure siker.re(ornothm.1.. f 6.00 
,Uplin 8 tuner.Mint & Indemite.Cost £249 £ 99 Sim TCKB831Cassete deck.Nlint. Bul.Cest £ 150 E 59 

.- stands for ESLS7 . . , rge or - . spy- erS £239 
I ' loins lead 15M. Well reviewed Cost £140. £ 79 Ron]RT 840 tuner LWJNWFM. Missing button £ 39 
s PS700ES FNI-AM Stereo tuner G3St C99 £ 119 Rixel tt50 stereo weer. E 29 
!Chausl intarennea 1 SM.Coq £300 £ 159 NakameehilltlEicaulte &N. £129 
.9ohi BX125 tassene deck £ 129 Denoall:30L stereo tuner £ 29 
al Miltary spec GZ3Ts. New & toxed £ 35 A11,1111 Diva T61 tuner in black.AM.FM. RDS £ 89 
'ttll EL84 s speyially selected valves Boxed £8.94 Marhall FCC83.'12AX7 speciiill, selected valves. cg.o..) 
•.DRR•mln half width Cassette deck.Siher E 29 Sal NI_ eaume ikti. Boxed w,a, .t...h,... f. 3" 
., t sure, tuner. Excellent sondr neat sound £ 79 Nad 412 tuner Mint hoyedhooklet original maim 1.89 
e 1124 tubes. Superb qUalitN.Plke each. £650 Bulgin plugs tin Quad II amplifier Brand newlach £4.99 

. ...4 I•Slats 4 I INI tuner. Ass Ifid winner. MO £ 95 Quail 1-1,11 Valve tuners Van.. pus fen only. EPOA 
I tux, N lint Paned. Say unusual Cie £549 f 199 Quad 1.1%13 osier el ',diem condition. Front_ i 99 

QUAD ESL-57 .St ELS63 PANELS/SERVICING ETC 

Neo.One Thing Sodio "Widget'. round impnnemenl for 57's & a kinder load for amp 4:19 pr 

Full rebuild of 574 including latest Otee treble panels for only £ 1190.00 
Me sell se% iced Quad ESI.57 speakers from onh £ 12110.00pr.141 spend £40011+? 

4SL57 SPEA 'ERS STIND.in SERVICE f680.PR 
Price includes2 completely rebuilt treble panels etc. Ring for further info. 
"Clanique Sounds servicing rectores the Quads to a position where they can hold their head 
high". Jon Marks. WTI WORLD. April 1999.Full servicing facilities available. 

TRANSLUCENT. (somewhat of a bargain) Hifi World. Jan 1999 
PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT CABLE 
99.99% pure silver conductors. Quality gold plated RCA phono plugs. 
Half Metre terminated £ 70.00 One metre terminated £ 0.00. Mailable with Eichmann plugs + £.30 
New Translucent ULTRA + Heavy duty. 99.99% pure silver (4N). 
Eichmann 24 Kt gold plate plu:s.£19e.00 per metre. Or £149 per half metre. 
7 da mone back : uarantee i not better than existin: cable 

IAN HARRISON HI-FI TEL: 01283 702875 
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY 

SALE! 
TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP. 

MICHELL ORBE 
MICHEL ORBE SE 
MICHELL GYRO SE 
MICHELL TECNOARM A 
DENON DL304 
DENON DL103R 
DENON DL1O3 
DENON DL160 
DENON DL110 
DENON DL103SA 
DENON AHD2000 
DENON AHD5000 
DENON AHD7000 
AUDIO TECHNICAAT-0C9ML2 
AUDIO TECHNICAAD700 

AUDIO TECHNICAAD900 

AUDIO TECHNICA AD1000 

AUDIO TECHNICAATHW1000 

AUDIO TECHNICAATHW5000 

GOLDRING G1042 

£P0A WHEST AUDIO PS3OR £P0A 

£P0A 

£P0A 
£P0A 
£P0A 
£169 
£85 
£80 
£60 
r-415 
£215 
£425 
£675 
£225 
£8.5 

£P0A 
£P0A 
£320 
£599 
£P0A 

VVHEST AUDIO 2 

TRICHORD DIABLO 

TRICHORD DINO MK2 
TRICHORD D300 

GRADO GS1000 
GRADO RS1 
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES 

CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES 
BEYER HEADPHONES £P0A 

EARNOSHINO £P0A 

CLEARAUDIO CONCERTO £800 

TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX £1100 
BENZ MICRO £P0A 
TOM EVANS GROOVE X £1700 
EPOS M12i £P0A 

CREEK DESTINY AMPLIFIER £P0A 
CREEK DESTINY CD PLAYER £P0A 

GRADO PRESTIGE GOLD £105 

£P0A 

£599 

£279 

£P0A 

£800 

£605 

£P0A 

£P0A 

I ALSO VAN SUPPLY;DEN HUL, ZYX, CARTRIDGE MAN, SUMIKO, ORTOFON, RESON, SME, 

GRAHAM, MOTH, HADCOCK, THORENS, E,4R/YOSHWO, ACOUSTIC SOLID, 
HEED, GRAHAM SLEE, PURE SOUND, AESTHEI7X, ACCUS77C ARTS, NAD, 
SONY NU FORCE, SUGDEIV, HALCRO, CAT GAMUT, GRAAF, MONRIO, AUDIO 
AN.4LOGUE, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH, OPERA, TRIANGLE, 
FINAL, HARBETH, USHER AUDIO, DIAPASON, TANNOY, AUROUSAL, ERGO, 
STAX, AKG, BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, QED, IXOS, HI DIAMOND, SUPRA 
IMREWORLD, KEMP ELEKTRONICS, JUAL B.C.D, CUSTOM DESIGN, cenfouto, 
ASH DESIGN, APOLLO, ALPHASON. aal. 

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8 AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO 

ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW 8 BOXED WITH FULL U.K. 

GUARANTEES.NO EX. DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS, NO GREY IMPORTS. 

GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL 

CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, 

BROCHURES OR PRICES. SUPPLIER OF HIFI PRODUCTS 8 ACCESSORIES 

SINCE 1986 MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, 

REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ. 

Audio ''ke• 
Components 

The No.1 choice for 
Speaker Building & 
speaker upgrade / 
refurbishment 

projects 

NEW  
  MMgiliaaliggnikaemii 

A fresh approach for those who want to save money 
designing & building their own high-end Loudspeakers or 
who want to breath new life into broken or aging Speakers 

Ask about 

13 Crossover design 

• Speaker upgrades / rebuilds 

• Open Baffle Designs 

• Free advice - chat about your project 

Leading brands, 

Help & advice, 

Wide product range, 

Phone or buy on-line 

FREE DELIVERY! 

Tel: 0118 989 0151 

For Speaker Builders 

• Loudspeaker Drive Units 

II Crossover Components 

le Enclosure Accessories 

• Loudspeaker Kits 

• Design & Measurement Services 

Email: enauiries@audio-components.co.uk 
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VINYL SECTION 

Plugging in to your computer via its 
Universal Serial Bus output, Pro-Ject's 
Debut III/Phono USB turntable is a handy 
budget transcribing tool, says Andrew Harrison... 

U s Statio 
Tu 

Pro-Ject Debut turntable 

a solid plinth design, 

closely resembling the 

eighties-vintage audiophile 

starter Rega Planar 2 by 

using a single slab of MDF 

for its plinth supported on four soft 

rubber feet. In contrast to the more 

colourful glossy options found on the 

standard-trim Debut, it's only finished 

in a choice of either matt black or 

silver paint. 

A small AC synchronous motor 

is supported on a rubber trapeze, 

and a belt drives a plastic inner 

platter, with a pressed-steel outer 

platter sitting on top. To cushion a 

record and damp the ringing platter. 

Pro-Ject provide a thin black felt mat. 

Unusually, the main metallic platter 

is not the full foot across, but only 

Il inches.This makes an LP look 

somewhat oversized when placed on 

top and viewed from the side. 

The fitted Pro-Ject 8.6 tonearm 

is a smart-looking affair, using a 

parallel-sided alloy tube crimped 

flat at one end to support the 

cartridge Improved sapphire bearings 

are said to be an addition to the 

tonearm on its latest Debut Ill host. 

It's immaculately finished in satin 

black, and works smoothly from an 

accurate lift/lower cueing arm. For 

anti-skate compensation,we get the 

classic weight and thread setup to 

maintain required bias. The cartridge 

ready-mounted is an Ortofon 0M5E, 

running I.75g as optimal downforce. 

So far, so conventional for a 

Debut. But over the years the basic 

deck has seen various extra fittings 

and trimmings to lift its presence, 

from onboard quartz-locked power 

supplies to auto arm-lift devices 

which raise the needle from the 

record at the end of side on what is, 

otherwise, a fully manual turntable. 

The Debut III/Phono USB Phono 

gets two additions for its £230 

package price. First, and perhaps 

most useful when it comes to adding 

a turntable to a modern amplifier, 

there's the onboard phono stage. But 

the headline news is the USB digital 

output. Soldered on the reverse of 

the same little circuit board as the 

RIAA phono amp is an analogue-to-

digital converter feeding a USB port. 

All digital functions are handled 

by this single integrated circuit, a 

8urr-Browr PCM2904.This USB 

codec chip digitises the line-level 

output from the phono stage and 

pipes it out through a USB Type B 

socket, the same as found on most 

printers, for example.There's even 

the necessary USB lead supplied in 

the box to make the connection, 

which is more than can be said for 

most printers sold these days.You 

need only plug this into a Windows 

PC or Mac, and the computer will 

recognise the Debut as an external 

audio device, The complete deck is 

powered by a small external I 6V 

wall transformer, This supplies all the 

deck's power requirements for the 

AC motor, the phono stage, and the 

A-D converter. 

The first point to note is that 

a USB-connected Debut will not 

directly play music through your 

PC as if you had connected, say, an 
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eve00. 
visA Heatherdate 

eaudio limited aelmmik, 

202 Findon Road, Worthing, WEST Sussex. BN14 OEJ 
Tel. 01903-872288 or (after hours) 07860 660001 Fax. 01903-872234 

e- mall: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com //www.hifi-stereo.com 

`0",, FINANCE AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 3 YEARS ON AMPLIFIERS manufactures warranty. List price £ 11.950. offered for only £6995 
SELECTED ITEMS. Meridian 551 integrated amp. immaculate £695 Th CD player Ex-Demo £995 

SUBJECT TO STATUS. CONDITIONS APPLY. Quad 306 power amp £175 Denon DVD A11 DVD/DVD Audio/CD/SACD player. mint/boxed £695 
Roksan Caspian monoblocks Boxed/superb £1295 Marantz CD 873 £65 

SPEAKERS Goldmund SRM-250 monoblocks. ex demo. (£6590) only £4995 Goldmund Eidos CD/SACD player ex demo, 
Tannoy ST-200 Super tweeters. ex display £795 Wavac MD-805 SET monoblocks As new. (£16500) our price £7950 mint/boxed/full warranty (£3195) only £2495 
B&W DM 1800 speakers with stands £150 Kora Triode 100 SB Monoblocs £3500 
Mission 753 speakers £349 MISCELLANEOUS 

Acoustic Zen Adagio Junior speakers with stands (new) £2500 PRE-AMPS; Townshend SeSmic Sink 3 Ter equipment stand £350 
Acoustic Zen Adagio Centre speaker with stand (new) £1625 EAR 834L pre-amp £395 Selection of NEW Madrigal CZ 
New Acoustic Zen Adagio speakers "SPECIAL OFFER" £2695 Audio Note Zero monoblocks with pre-amp (ex demo) £595 Gel balanced interconnect @ 30% discount. 
New Almarro speakers £2695 Proceed PAV pre-amp £495 Selection OYA.IDE plugs and power strips POA 
Hales Trancendence 5 speakers £2895 Sony AM/FM ST-SE370 Tuner £75 
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands £395 CD PLAYERS 8. TRANSPORTS Technics ST-610L Tuner (FM/MW/LW) £65 

Meridian 506 20 bit CD player. immaculate £695 Winds ALM-01 Stylus Gage (New) £425 
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 8 TONEARMS Accuphase DP 65 CD player £995 Sony ST-SE570 Tuner £60 
Dynavector 507 MK2 arm (£2995) only £2295 Accustic Arts 11 Reference CD transport with Accustic Arts Reference 
My Sonic Eminent cartridge (new) £2750 Tube DAC 11 SE. These units are brand new. uk supplied in unopened 

factory sealed boxes. They are the latest models and come with full 
Main dealer for Esoteric • 

VISA SWITCH - MASTER CARD - AMEX - DINERS CLUB WELCOME. 
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER A MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE. WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW d USED STOCK and buy in for cash 

LSHER 

01> 
Usher Class A 520 Loudspeakers 

Sound Hi fl 

Avid, SME 8. other turntables 

Avid, SME, Shelter cartridges, AT-0C9 MLII, Clearaudio, Acoustic Solid, SL-1200 mods 

Usher, Marantz, Focal, Whest Audio, Vacuum State, Transfiguration, 78rpm 

All demonstrated in a relaxing setting with river views! Very high part exchanges & mail order. 

Sound Hi Fi Dartmouth Devon 01803 833366 web www.SoundHiFi.com 

ma rant z 

PREMIUM 

Lecause musk matters 

Welcome to hifisound - it's a whole new audio experience 

Castlegate mill, Quayside, Stockton on Tees, TS18 1BZ 01642 267012 

Avid, EAR, Kudos, Martin Logan, Michell, Monitor Audio, Nairn, Pathos, Roksan, SME, Sugden, Unison Research, Usher and lots more 
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VINYL SECTION 

iPod.With the turntable physically 

connected, you'll need to install 

software to make recordings.This 

is not to be confused with installing 

drivers — both Windows XP and 

Macintosh OS X operating systems 

will acknowledge the deck's presence 

without any additional drivers. But in 

order to play through the computer, 

or record music to it, you'll need 

digital audio recording software. 

Pro-Ject Audio doesn't provide this 

software in the box but instead 

advises that you download the free 

open-source Audacity program from 

www.audacity.sourceforge.net.This is 

available for Windows, Mac and Linux 

platforms, and while not the slickest 

program on the market, it can get 

the job done once you've learnt your 

way around the interface. 

There's no need to manually set 

record levels, since this has already 

been lined-up in Pro-Ject's combined 

phono stage/A-D converter 

underslung box.The trickiest part 

of the software interface is probably 

negotiating the monitoring before 

you're ready to click Record'. First 

set your preferred input device as 

'USB Audio CODEC' (this is how 

your computer will 'see' this USB 

turntable) in Audacity's Preferences 

settings.Then from Audacity's drop-

down menu labelled Transport, you 

need to enable Software Playthrough, 

to hear what the deck is playing. Or, 

once the program is already busily 

recording, you should automatically 

hear this piped through your 

computer speakers. 

In order to minimise digital 

distortions caused by unnecessary 

sample-rate conversion, it's wise to 

ensure that Audacity is set up to 

record at the same native sample 

frequency as the Debut Ill, that is, 

44.1 kHz. But you can raise the bit 

depth from the deck's inherent 16bit 

output, and record at 32bit floating. 

The benefits of this are maintaining 

available I 6bit resolution if you 

should make edits and tweaks to the 

recorded audio later. 

You can even compress 16bit 

WAY files to MP3 within Audacity. 

To commit this heresy to innocent 

vinyl, you will need to download 

a separate LAME encoder plug-in 

(linked on Audacity website) and 

follow instructions to install within 

the program. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Set up on a stable table and 

connected via its line- level outputs, 

the new Debut III plays records 

with ease, requiring little assembling 

or fiddlirg before its raring to go. 

The cartridge is already fitted and 

aligned so you need only remove a 

couple of transit screws that secure 

the rubber-band suspended motor, 

drop on the outer platter and set the 

counterweight and bias weight. 

One issue I did encounter was 

a slightly higher than expected 

electrical hum level.This was heard 

through both analogue and USB 

digital outputs, and with the help of 

Audacity the background noise could 

be visual), monitored, evident at 

around —54dB relative to full-scale 

OdBFs output. This meant that with 

the system amplifier volume turned 

up, faint hum could be heard just 

below the music in quiet passages 

of orchestral music, for example. 

Environmental factors can't be 

entirely ruled out, although I've not 

encountered the same 

issue with other turntables 

in the same room.A 

second sample of the deck 

had identical- level quiet 

hum, which would prove 

an annoyance to listeners 

looking for pin-drop silent 

backgrounds. 

The Debut III doesn't 

try to dazzle you with 

limitless bass power and 

treble extension.There's 

a good sense of warmth and drive 

in the bass, but it's contained and 

well-damped.The Ortofon cartridge 

may be a budget moving-magnet yet 

it can track well enough to show 

you what's happening on the record. 

Surface noise will also be higher than 

with more expensive offerings. 

After a spell of listening to digital 

audio from CD, lossless WAY and 

DVD, it's always a pleasant surprise 

to come back to the sound of even 

a budget vinyl player, to hear how 

much music is hidden in the LP 

There's that sense of openness in the 

midrange and treble, for example, 

which the Debut III showed aplenty, 

such that voices, guitars and strings 

always sounded unforced and in 

keeping with the rest of the music. 

Playing through Rachmaninov's 

Third Piano Concerto, the piano sat 

stably in place amidst the orchestra, 

yet from the stereo miking of the 

1973 Philips recording you could 

still pick out the pianist Orozco's 

movements through the octaves by 

the finely drawn image placement, left 

to right, in the soundstage. Crucially, 

and without the aid of additional 

motor power supplies, speed was 

fixed rigidly with no hint of drift, 

wow nor flutter. Piano tone was 

rounded off at the top but music 

remained superbly timed and with 

effortless flow. On these critical 

grounds alone the Debut deserves 

attention. 

Where the Debut III loses out 

to more upmarket offerings is in its 

slight congestion and overlapping of 

sounds, so that if you're trying to 

hear into the corners of a recording 

you find one instrument may subtly 

occlude another. So somewhat veiled, 

yes, but not in such a way that you'll 

feel especially musically shortchanged. 

In the fine art of component balance, 

Pro-Ject has successfully tuned the 

complete turntable/arm/cartridge 

system so that no distracting 

colorations will upset your day. 

Used as a digital transcription 

deck, the Debut III performed well 

too, although inevitably recordings 

were limited by the narrower 

window of the digital sampling 

format. Comparing a live analogue 

feed with one that had been through 

a 16-bit/44.I kHz A-D and D-A 

process, even using reference level 

DACs, I could hear some truncation 

and compression of the soundfield. 

For more earnest archivers of the 

black plastic, a better solution would 

be to find a quiet deck with better 

resolving cartridge, hooked up to a 

sound card capable of recording at 

least 20bit/96kHz resolution. 

CONCLUSION 
The new Debut Ill is the smartest 

looking yet with its superbly finished 

tonearm and is an interesting 

addition to the line. It makes the 

chore of getting vinyl into a more 

transportable digital medium that 

much easier. In sonic terms, the 

core deck has an enviable balance of 

virtues which means that while it's far 

from the last word in vinyl playback, 

there's no single vice that stands out 

to interrupt your listening 

enjoyment. 

VERDICT ••• £ 
Convenient and musically enjoyable 
solution for basic archiving of vinyl to 
computer, but some rough edges. 

PRO-JECT DEBUT 

III/PHONO USB f230 

Henley Designs Ltd 

(1)+44 (0) 1235 511166 

www.project-audio.com 

FOR 

- lightweight, compact 

- unpretentious sound quality 

- ease of use 

AGAINST 

- middling digital converter 

- susceptible to faint hum 
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO 
TEL: 07860 511111 WEB SITE www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk 

E-MAIL heathcoteaudio@aol.com 
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE 

PURCHASE!! PLEASE PHONE GEORGE NOW!! 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

VINYL 
MICHELL TECHNODEC/RB250/TECHNOWEIGHT/ORIGIN REWIRE 
QUASAR SKELETON /SEPARATE MOTOR & PSU/HELIUS ARM 
LEHMAN SILVER CUBE (£2500+) 
VPI JMW MEMORIAL ARM (FEW HOURS USE ONLY) 
ORACLE DELPHI 
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION & TANGENT PARALLEL ARM 
VPI ARIES3 BLACK KNIGHT (£5000?) FEW HOURS USE 
VOTO VALDI/SEPARATE PSU 
ROKSAN XERXES/PSU 1111 /PLINTH/LID 
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PHONO STAGE (£800) 
MUS.FID.XLPS 03 PHONO STAGE 
NVA TWO BOX PHONO STAGE 
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2-BOX 
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE 
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE 
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE (MM/MC £600?) 
BILL BEARD BATTERY STEP UP 
MUSIC FIRST COPPER STEP UP (£1600?) 
MUSIC FIRST SILVER STEP UP (£3000?) 
GRAHAM SLEE ELEVATOR EXP MK III STEPUP 

DIGITAL  
!-ORBIDLIEN CITY ORFEO (3 MONTHS OLD) 
THETA DATA UNIVERSAL CD/ID PLAYER (RARE!) 
THETA PRO GEN III DAC GLASS & BALANCED OPTIONS 
PIONEER 505 PRECISION £500 TOM EVANS UPGRADE 
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE 
PIONEER CLD 2950 CD/LD PLAYER 
ORACLE S-2000 TRANSPORT (£5800?) 
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI-VISTA SACO/CO PLAYER 
EINSTEIN 'THE CD PLAYER' 
MERIDIAN 200T TRANSPORT 
PERPETUAL TECH .P1A/P3A(MODULAR PSU MODRIGHT SIG.2 
PERPETUAL TECH. P3A 24/96 UPSAMPLING DAC 
MODWRIGHT SIGNATURE- 2 (SUPERB) 
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE VIII HDCD DAC 
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.2 HDCD DAC 
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.1 HDCD DAC. 
MSB LINK DAC-III 24/96 MODULE 
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE VI DAC & Nu 
McKINTOSH MCD-201 SACD/CDNOLUME (£3500) 
CHORD 1500E DAC/DIGITAL PRE AMP (£6800) 
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO (£ 1750) NEW MECH 
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO XLR/RCA (NEW MECH) 
ARCAM CD 82 
DENON 2800 MKII GOLD (HDCD) 
PRIMARE V-25 CO/OVO PLAYER (F1000 NEW) 
MERIDIAN 602/606 TRANS/DAC STILL EXCELLENT) 
PROCEED ( PDT-1 TRANS 8 DA BALANCED/SE 20 BIT 
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT 
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT(RARE) 
THETA CARMEN CO/OVO TRANSPORT 
THETA DATA II TRANSPORT (SILVER) AES/RCA ETC 
THETA DATA TRANSPORT (BLACK NO REM.) 

VALVE AMPS 
MUSTS-FIRST-SILVER PRE AMP (£3K?) 
AUDION REF. BATTERY POWERED PRE AMP & PHONO (E2500) 
BALANCED AUDIO TECH. BAT VK-60 POWER AMP (£6K?) 
ROGUE AUDIO 99 REMOTE PRE SPECIAL ORDER XLR/RCA OUT (£2700) 
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP 
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC 225 WATT KT90 MONOBLOCS 
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA PRE (WITH SPARE VALVES) 
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS AQ1001 KT88 INTEGRATED (EXCLT) 
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01000DT TWIN 845 MONOBLOCS (£5000) 
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LJO1 PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP 
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2-BOX 
COUNTERPOINT SA-5000A LEGENDARY PRE/PHONO STAGE (2 BOX) 
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER 
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT.AMP 
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 C/W PHONO STAGE (RARE BLACK) 
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS 'THE WAVE MONOBLOCS 

SOUD STATE 
LAVARDIN 6/2 & 2 MAP MONOBLOCS .  2000 NOW) 
CLASSE 6 TWO BOX PRE & 25 POWER 250 WATTS X2) 
XTC PRE- I (REMOTE)/POW-1 POWER AMP (£3000+) 
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP (£3K?) 
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2 BOX PRE RCA/XLR 
OK DESIGN VS.1 SIGNATURE MKIII INTEGRATED 
H-CAT 12-B PRE WITH WTC CONTROL (£2800) 
H-CAT P-12A PRE AMP (£2500?) 
KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS (3 YEARS USE) 
PASS LABS ALEPH P PRE AMP 
PASS LAB ALEPH 0 MONOBLOCS 
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA PRE (WITH SPARE VALVES) 

EXCLT £650 
EXCLT £1595 

MINT/BOXED £1250 
MINT/BOXED £495 

BOXED £2195 
MINT/BOXED £1750 
DEMI BOXED RING 

LOVELY £475 
LOVELY £425 
EX.DEM £395 
EXCLT £225 
EXCLT £395 

EX.DEM £299 
MINT/BOXED £299 

EXCLT £375 
EX DEN £349 

VGC £199 
DEN £995 
OEM £1750 
SALE £295 

MINT/BOXED £750 
EXCLT/BOXED £395 
EXCLT/BOXED £795 

SUPERB £475 
EXCLT £395 

EXCLT/BOXED £249 
NEW £3795 

MINT/BOXED £1750 
EXCLT £1275 
EXCLT £350 

LAST SET.BNIB £1895 

BRAND NEW £895 
N.O.S. £350 
N.O.S £275 
N.O.S £250 

MINT/BOXED £275 
EXCLT £149 

NEW/SALE! £2500 
SALE! £2500 
SALE! £750 
SALE! £695 
SALE! £245 
SALE! £275 
SALE! £399 
SALE!! £995 
SALE! £895 
SALE! £2250 

EXCLT/BOXED £795 
MINT/BOXED £1250 
MINT/BOXED £750 

VGC £395 

DEN £2250 
NOS £895 

EXCLT/BOXED £2450. 
EXCLT £1275 

MINT/BOXED £895 
VGC £1250 

MINT/BOXED £795 
EXCLT £795 
EXCLT £2750 

MINT/BOXED £295 
EX.DEM £249 

SERVICED/BOXED £1995 
EXCLT/BOXED £1495 

EXCLT £2999 
MINT/BOXED £895 
NEW/BOXED £300 

DEN/BOXED £5495 
EXIT/BOXED £1295 
MINT/BOXED £1495 

DEN £2250 
MINT/BOXED £495 
DEN/BOXED £2450 

DEN £1750 
OEM £1250 

MINT/BOXED £2750 
EXCLT £1150 

EXCLT/CRATED £2500 
MINT/BOXED £795 

McCORMACK RLD-I REMOTE PRE & DNA-125 POWER ANN (4.5K) 
PLINIUS SA-201 (RETAIL £4K?) 
PLINIUS SB-300 (£5K+ NOW) 
ROTEL RB-8708X STEREO/MONO AMP 
ADVANTAGE i200 INTEGRATED AMP 
MARANTZ PM66 KI-SIG AMP 
LUXMAN L-100 INTEGRATED 
MARANTZ MA-700 MONOBLOCS 
ROKSAN S-1 PRE AMP NO PSU 

gem 

MINT/BOXED £2250 
EX.DIS £2395 

DEN/BOXED £2750 
EXCLT £175 

EXCLT/BOXED £995 
MINT/BOXED £275 
EXCLT/BOXED £475 

NOS £495 
EXCLT £295 

CELLENT LOUDSPEAKERS VGC £695 
THEIL CS 2.2 LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED £795 
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD (£15/1600?) BRAND NEW £995 
A.L.R. JORDAN NOTE 5 FLOORSTANDERS (£2500) EX.DEM £1195 
MONITOR AUDIO GS 10 & STANDS (£1000) MINT £595 
CURA CA-30 FLOORSTANDERS (MAPLE) MINT £995 
PROAC STUDIO 150 EXCLT £695 
CASTLE HOWARD S2 ROSEWOOD EXCLT/BOXED £695 
ATC 20SL & TARGET R2 STANDS MINT/BOXED £1150 
REFERENCE 3A VEENA (SUPERB £3000) EX.DEM £1850 
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (8k+ NEW) EXCLT £3750 
QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS MINT/BOXED £2750 
HARPER OUARTETO (£4000) OEM £2250 
MIRAGE M1si BIPOLAR GIANTS (£6500) EXCLT £2250 
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID (STAR GRANITE £2800) MINT/BOXED £1395 
FAB AUDIO MODEL-ONE (RETAIL £7500) EX.DEM £4750 
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA NEW/DIS £4400 
REGA XEL (ROSEWOOD £1250) EXCLT £475 
AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (£1700) EX.DIS £1350 
AURUM CANTUS M-103 FLOORSTANDERS (CHERRYWOOD £13013) EX.DEM £795 
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £10.000) BRAND NEW £6995 
AURUM CANTUS VOLLA (PETAL £2500) EX.DISPLAY £1750 
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS £2500 NEW £1795 

STANDS 
ASH DESIGN COSMIC CLASS! 5 EXCLT £195 
FINITE ELEMENT PAGODE 55ES55 2 TIER TABLE IBA TBA 
MANA REFERENCE TABLE BOXED £275 
MANA POWER SUPPLY TABLE £125 
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105 DEN £195 
SOUNDSTYLE ST-100 DEN £195 
SOUNDSTYLE LOUDSPEAKER STANDS NOS £50 
TARGET R-2 LEAD FILLED £175 
ELEMENTAL AUDIO LOUDSPEAKER STANDS (£2K?) BOXED £695 

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC 
TICE MAINS POWER BLOCK BOXED £349 
EINSTEIN 'THE OCTOPUS 'EIGHT WAY MAINS BLOCK USED £99 
XLO REFERENCE SERIES POWER CORD 1 METRE X 2 EACH £120 
XLO REFERENCE SERIES POWER CORD 2 METRE EXCLT £149 
TARA LABS RSC AIR-2 6FT POWER CORDS (SHUKO) BRAND NEW £225 
TARA LABS POWER CORD (GREEN) 2 METRE EXCLT £65 
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS BRAND NEW £65 
BLACK RHODIUM POWER CORD RHODIUM PLATED EASYGRIP PLUG BRAND NEW £95 
ISOTEK POWER CORD £65 

INTERCONNECT CABLE 
TRANSPATIENTWTCUNK SUPER 1 METRE RCA £250 
ATLAS ELECTRA 2 METRE XLR £375 
010 SIGNATURE TYPE 1.1 RCA ORIGINAL PACK £249 
MUSIC FIRST SILVER CABLE 1 METRE RCA(£600?) BRAND NEW £375 
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 0.8 METRE VGC £149 
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1 METRE RCA(F180) NEW £95 
XLO PRO 1METRE AND 0.5 M ETRE RCA (SIX OFF) EACH 95/85 
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1 METRE RCA NEW £50 
OED SILVER SPIRAL 0.8 METRE (2 OFF) EACH £40 
CHORD CO.COBRA/COBRA2/SILVER SIREN DIN TO RCA RING 
OUANTITY OF ITALIAN ART AUDIO CABLE 3 INTERCONNECTS 1M/1.5M/2M 
AND 4 LENGTHS OF 3 METRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE £1000 

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE 
XLO REE2.5 METRE PAIR EXCLT £325 
AUDIOQUEST MIDNIGHT-3 APPROX 5 METRE PAIR BI-WIRE EXCLT £175 
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR NINJA OCT +++ DEN £995 
TARA LABS RSC AIR 2METRE PAIR NEW £550 
TARA LABS PRIME RSC 18 FEET BIWIRE!! MINT/BOXED £595 
OPA BLACK SLINK (£100 PER M.) 4.5 METRE PAIR WBT LOCKING PLUGS EXCLT £395 
SONORAM PLATEAU 4 METRE+ PAIR (HI END USA HEAVY COPPER CABLE) EXCL.'!" £500 
MIT MH-750 BI WIRE 3 METRE PAIR EXCLT £595 
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI CABLE 10 FT PAIR EXCLT £995 
RENAISANCE SILVER SIG. 3 METRE PAIR (£ 1300) EXCLT £795 
PS AUDIO X-STREAM 3 METRE PAIR (VERY HEAVY!) EXCLT £500 
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3 METRE PAIR EX.DEM £500 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE 7 METRE BI WIRE PAIR 2560 NEW £300 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE 5 METRE BI WIRE PAIR F400 NEW £170 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE 4 METRE PAIR (£240) NEW £140 

The South East Linn & Naim Audio Specialist 
We are a small evolving company offering a uniquely high level of personal service focusing 
on two quality brands. From initial consultation to demonstration through to installation and 
finally sales aftercare, with our exclusive five year warranty and beyond, we are committed to 
your musical satisfaction. Comfortable audition rooms, part exchange, no cost finance options. 

We are accredited Linn Elite and NaimNet dealers. Also Arcam - B&W 800 series specialists. 

248 Lee High Road, Lewisham, London, SE13 5PL lit ( 020) 8318 5755 - 8852 1321 
10am - 6:30pm Mon - Sat (Closed Thurs) billyvee co uk • sales@billyvee co uk 

• The very best audio systems 

• Installed in your home 

• Personal service throughout 

Linn 

[ELITE 

4111111k 
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Showtime 
Japan is a land of many surprises, and its leading hi-fi event 
— the Tokyo International Audio Show — is no exception. 
Roving reporter Robert Kelly is you guide... 

T
okyo's International Audio show is the highlight of the Japanese high-end audio 
calendar, when audiophiles find out what new goodies the main audio importers 

and domestic manufacturers have for them. Indeed, recently some of the major 

Japanese high-end makers have been participating seriously, making it an illuminat-

ing snapshot of the Japanese high-end market in general. The show was held at the 

centrally located Tokyo International Forum, and the building boasts some very 

interesting architecture in its roof [pictured right], hence its other name, "the boat". 

AIRTIGHT 

Japanese maker Airtight 

demonstrated their mon-

ster ATM-2001 class A 

valve mono blocks. Each 

channel uses no less than 

twelve 6550 valves and is 

rated at 338W into 8 ohms! 

This is totally point-to-point 

wired and the amplifier and 

power supply are housed in 

separate beautifully finished 

aluminium chassis. Price is 

a hefty V3,150,000 a pair, or 

£22,500... 

player. 

LIJXMAN 

Luxman, the company where Britain's own Tim de 

Paravicini spent many years, showed several new prod-

ucts. Their SQ-38u is an EL34 based 30W integrated ampli-

fier with a MM/MC phono input and four line inputs and 

priced at ¥360,000 (£2,571). It is very attractively styled, in 

the manner of the Golden Age of audio! Also launched was 

their E-200 phono preamp which has two separate inputs 

and caters for MM and high and low output MC cartridges. 

It's priced at a very reasonable ¥98,000 (£700). 

ACCUPHASE 

This renowned high end 

specialist brand showed 

their first phono pream-

plifier, the C27. This has 

three inputs, gain settings 

for MM and high and low 

output MC cartridges and 

eight load impedance set-

tings. They also showed 

their new DP-600 SACD 

player, which uses their 

Multiple Double Speed 

DAC, and DP-400 CD 

player. 

EMT 

Japanese audiophiles have 

always had a fascination 

with professional products. 

Turntables from the German 

professional maker EMT are 

highly prized here and this 

accounts for the interest in 

the EMT 986 professional CD 

This is loaded with features that are only of use to 

professionals, but this simply makes it more attractive to the 

Japanese audiophile! 

CEC's minimalist 

new CD3800 repre-

sents the other end 

of the spectrum - a 

CD player with AES, 

Toslink, SPDIF end 

USB digital inputs. 
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MANTRA 

Aumo 

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories 

www.mantra-audio.co.uk 
ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.mantra-audio.co.uk 

SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS 8. FULL PRODUCT RANGE 

ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS 

CARTRIDGE SELECTION STYLUS 

Goldring 

Elektra £37 £26 

1012 GX £139 £78 

1042 £171 £120 

2100 £67 £46 

2200 £88 £56 

2400 £152 £119 

2500 £180 £133 HI Fl ACCESSORIES 
Eroica LX/H £185 £157 EX N/A 

Elite £300 £230 EX N/A 

Audio Technica 

AT 95 E £25 £18 

AT 440 ea £96 £70 

AT 0C9 ML II £270 £255 EX 

Denon 

DL 103 £105 £95 EX N/A 
DL 103R £190 £170 EX N/A 

DL 110 £79 £69 EX N/A 

DL 160 £95 £83 EX N/A 

DL 304 £249 £225 EX N/A 

Grado 

Prestige Black £46 £32 
Prestige Gold £119 £83 

Lyra 

Dorian £495 £395 EX N/A 

Argo £795 £635 EX N/A 

Shure 

M 97 XE £98 £58 

Sumiko 

Blue Point Special £229 £195 EX 

HEADPHONE SELECTION 

Grado Prestige SR-60 
Prestige SR-80 
Prestige SR-325i 

Goldring DR 50 
DR 100 
DR 150 

Active Noise Reduction NS 1000 

£75 

£260 
£35 
£45 
£70 
£140 

ARTcessories USB Phono Plus PreAmp £85 
analogue-digital computer interface 
MittyPro Super Exstatic Brush £14 
Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge £24 

REPLACEMENT STYLI 

Swiss Quality Diamond Styli 
ADC XLM Mk Ill £17 

Akal AN 5, AN 60 £13 

AN2, AN 70 £15 
Aiwa AN11 £13 

Dual DN 145 E, DN 165 E £17 

JVC DT 55, DT 60 £13 
National EPS 24 CS, P 30 D, P 33 D £13 

Ortofon FF15NMS20 Ell, 0M5/10/10/20 £17 
Pioneer PN 210/220/240 £13 
Shure N75C,N75-6, SC35C £13 

N75ED/EJ T2 N75-3, N95ED/EJ £17 
N 97 HE,VN 35 HE £27 

Sony ND 142/155 G, CN234 £13 

ND 143/150/200 G £15 
Stanton D 681 EEE £21 

***Over 500 Styli Types Stocked*** 

EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge 

Order direct online or Tel/Fax (01757) 288652 '-417 ri 
MANTRA AUDIO (HFW), Town End House, Skipwith, Selby, North Yorkshire YOB 5SQ 

afy-4,44,3 1-he, gap iv -Hitt soid 

T.4 art of wtk Lov-o4rataktrs 
ol,i4ateratar ao,d, aepzeur-

i,s vuow a g uerawttee. 

Ma41.4.i.faeturers of btetÀ4-ifuit bespo-ke pit,07914A-C.,1-5 

11:111 414;' 

Purchase online. Buy directly from the distributor. 
Contact us for additional services and 

knowledgeable advice. 

Visit www.ecsamplifiers.co.uk 
Phone 0208 746 4309 

Product- Harmonic Technology 
cables 

the most signficant single 
technological breakthrough I 
have experierced in my ca-
reer..." Stereophile magazine 

Gcs 
Product-ECS amplifiers 
"It god is in the details, then this 
ECS pre/power system should 
provide more than a few reli-
gious experiences..." 
Hifi Choice Collection issue 2006 

Product-Aurios isolation plafform 
"...clarity, transparency, natural-
ness and a profound musical 
satisfaction that I hold as a state-
of-the-art reference." 
StereoTimes 

WPM 
41111. 

A new lease of life 

for your Musical Fidelity 

amp, CD or DAC. 

To upgrade your hi-fi without losing a penny in 

part exchanges, book in for a factory tune up from 

Musical Fidelity. We carry out an exhaustive list of 

upgrades that gives well-used gear a new lease of 

life and means your favourite gear can perform as 

never before. 

We can tune up everything we have made since 

1985, except the SACD player, and our upgrades 

come with a one-year Musical Fidelity warranty. 

Please note: nobody else is authorised to tweak 

our amps. 

With a tune up, you pay only for the upgrade in 

performance, instead of losing on a part exchange. 

To find out more, phone us on 020 8900 2866 or 

visit musicalfidelity.com, where you can download 

a Booking Form today. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 
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FEATURE 

AUDIOMACHINA 

The Maestro is the second model from 

this American brand, and comprises two 

enclosures, each machined from a solid 

block of aerospace aluminium. The lower 

enclosure houses an active bass sys-

tem, while the upper enclosure houses 

a passive midband/high frequency 

system. This was producing one of the 

best sounds in the show - dynamic and 

detailed with excellent imaging. 

VP! 

Another interesting turntable on dis-

play was the VP! HR-X, which uses two 

motors to drive a 5.5kg flywheel at 300 

rpm, which then drives the platter. In 

addition it has a separate, massive, 

synthesised AC power source with a 

variable speed adjustment. A refresh-

ing approach to the issue of belt drive 

speed stability, we say! 

DAVONE 

The Davone Rithm loudspeaker hails 

from Denmark. The intriguing cabinet 

shape is produced by gluing together 

a large number of thin layers of wood 

using techniques taken from the 

furniture industry. This construction 

combined with the unique shape is 

intended to produce a non-resonant 

structure with minimal internal reflec-

tions It uses a 1 inch dome tweeter 

mounted coaxially with an 8 inch 

woofer - and sounds as impressive as 

it looks! 

GOLDMUND 

...but the prize for the most unforget-

table product of the show goes to the 

Goldmund Telos 5000 monoblock power 

amplifiers. They can accept digital as 

well as analogue inputs, use 72 power 

devices per channel, weigh 260kg each 

and can deliver 5,000W RMS continuously into 2 ohms - enough 

to weld very large bits of metal together. The price is Y38,000,000 

a pair [£271,4621 which is the cost of a small apartment here. 

Understandably only twenty pairs will be made. My spy tells me 

they have already sold two sets in Hong Kong and another two 

are under offer! 

WELL TEMPERED 

The Amadeus GT is the budget model 

from this line of excellent turntables. 

The original fishing line supported 

unipivot arm has been refined over the 

years and on the simplified version fit-

ted to this player, the damper paddle 

looks suspiciously like it has been 

made from a golf ball! One wonders how many different types 

they listened to during development? 

TAOC 

This Japanese maker is more closely 

associated with audiophile racks and 

supports of the dreadnought variety, but 

recently they have also produced some 

quite respectable loudspeakers. This 

year they were demonstrating their new 

FC3100. On the demonstration I heard, 

this two way design was producing a 

fine sound with a decent bass for the 

cabinet size... 

KRELL 

Krell showed a number of new prod-

ucts at the show, including their 

amazingly versatile Evolution 707 AV 

processor, and their very practical S-

150M monoblock power amplifiers. 

These will deliver 150W into 8 ohms 

and 300W into 4 ohms and achieve 

it all in a neat and compact chassis 

- unusual for this brand! 

ESOTERIC 

Japan digital specialists 

Esoteric show9d a new 

phono preamplifier in the 

shape of the E-03. This has 

two inputs; one for MC car-

tridges only and the other 

for MC and MM cartridges. Each input has a comprehensive 

range of load impedance settings and interestingly there is also 

a demagnetiser function for each input... 

VIOLA 

Viola showed their new Legacy 100W Class 

A solid state amplifier. Unusually, it uses 

an output transformer enabling it to deliver 

full power into 8, 4 or 2 ohms. It was the 

last design by the legendary US designer 

Tom Colangelo who sadly died last year. 

TDM worked on all the Cello designs and much of the early Mark 

Levinson products. The Legacy was inspired by his original ML2. 

The Legacy showed superb bass control and transparency and is 

a fitting memorial to a fine engineer. 

AYRE 

To my eyes at least, the most gorgeous 

product at the show was surely the Ayre 

Acoustics KX-R preamplifier. Housed is 

a chassis machined from a solid block 

of aluminium, it showed an exceptional 

build standard. The volume controls use stepped attenuators of 

their own manufacture driven remotely from the front panel con-

trol by a motor system. It is easy to see why Ayre is becoming so 

popular around the world... 
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BIGEARSAUDIO 

website: Jigeat ciuL rq.uic updated daily 
DISTRIBUTORS OF TANN6Y PRESTIGE 

• 

LOUDSPEAKERS TRADE-IN WELCOME!! 
TRANSISTOR AMPS + TUNERS CD PLAYERS 
EXPOSURE SUPER 18 PONER NP 

(GARIN PAIO PRE-ADMIRER [(850] 

QUAD 68 PRE AMPURER 
USK/11E10E1M liE PRE-ARIF 
&SAN KAMM KA-1 
CONRAD }OHM 11F80 
KAM 970 
PRIMARE 020 MK II 
NU-FORCE IA7 V9 

NU-FORCE P9 REF PRE AMPLIFIER EX-DEIS [f.2.200] 
NU-FORCE P9 REFERENCE 9V2 SPECIAL EDMON PONER 
AMPS, EX-DES [11,699 EAOH 
PIONEER REF PRE- AMPUHER C-73 
CYRUS S MINT 

QED VECTOR REFERENCE FRE-AMP. REMOTO [650]. 
MUSICAL FIDEUI1 3A-X PRE-AMP, 

ONO MOI 
NAM NW SI EIDE11 [(725] 

SPEAKERS 
NEF 107 REFERENCE SPEAKERS 
SPENDER BOJO LOUMPEAXEPS WID1 BUlLION AMPUTIEPS, MINT 

B G W SPEAKERS PS, ROSE 49000 
IM ROGERS [RIPS 

AUMM GWIATAS LEISURE 2SES [(899] 
Q-ACOMINS 1020 SPENŒPS+STANDS 
USHER 9-719S BODED AS NEW. 
OPERA MINIS 
SOW'S FABER GRAN PIANO LOUDSPEAKERS 
VANDERSITEN AUDIO MOREL IWO V40001 

B&W 602.0 50 SPENQRS, 
HAIM CREWS IN CMFIRY SWUM. BOXED 
ACOUSIIC ENERGY EMI 21. MIXED. AS NEW. [(449] 

REVOLVER FU3S, KIER AS NEW 
MORDAMET SHORT SYSTEM -Al? FLAGSHIP SPEAKERS 

DMTS 
EPOS MI2.21, AS NEW 

WHAREFDAII DIAMONDS NEW 

QUAD NAYS SERVICED PANELS, 000066118E, 

QUAD ESL 011 BRONZE, FULLY MED, WIMPS FTTIED. TICKED 
NEW RECTIFIER MO% 
AMC/ 3011 10 GOLDS MINT 

(400 ENDORPHIN [f.52M] EU-DEMOS NEW BODED. 

(420 CONSONANCE (02 .2 EX-DEMO 20 HRS [L1495] 

(410 CALIFORNIA AUDM IABS TEMPEST II CD Playrif TEMPEST 2 

4185 INCA DESIGN KATANA (D HDCD MAYER MIXED AS NEW [(950] 
(415 
tsso SHEARNE Piesr ANNNEKSAM (D PIATER [11500] 

(200 CIRAS (DI CD POSEER -SILVER 

(400 WAD (SIN RUSS ANDREWS (WIPER + POWER UPGRADE, 

(1250 RIGA PIA.NET CD MAYER 

(5450 LECTOR CDPO-ST 

AUDIO NOTE (D21 

(-220 11101011EGA CDI32 (D PIPIER [(9SWI 

els MERIDIAN 563 DAL, MINT. 
ii-3422s5 SONY MAYS-WON I CD COTNERSIONS AMANG 

(215 MKROMEGA 010013 CD, 

(120 LECTOR (DP-IT, TOP LOADER 

(600 90166,0 KANDY (D AS NEW, BODED 

LECTOR D0'-06T VALVE CD PIPER 

NAM CDSI 

EI 250 MINTZ CDI7 11805 10501 
1775 

L395 TURNTABLES/ACCESSORIES 
1.32S 

ORkli DitP113 MID WUHAN ONLX KISER SUPPLi,ith SME 389 (.,N0 
(52S 
(Is° A SURE VNSXMR WOKE, JUST SERVICED, IN PERIECT CONED* ( 1250 

(620 19004050 ONO (42S 

1620 TRICHORD DELPHINI (650 

(950 MUSICAL SURROUNDS PHONOMENA PHONO-STAGE £6S0 

(850 UNN LP12 AFFORMOSA PUNT11.01. BASIC2. (575 

(220 HUSK KNŒR III cum [1625] (390 

(525 EXPO CARDUMES POA 
Q25 

PROJECT DEBUT 11 V.210] £125 
L325 
6175 QUADRASPIRE 3 HER STAND ( 
£320 111E ISMATORUNBEUEVABLE RESULTS! [48100 

(320 All GRAHAM SUE PHONO STAGES 

(ISO 0401 N134WI Rum CLEANING 90000111E L3:1 

(IMO chrisbirchley@btinternet.com 

(800 01736 740421 
0350 07947 678256 

13700 

(Ills 

(1200 

L875 

1950 

(425 

1220 

6390 

£620 

(1980 

(.525 

(420 

1310 

L300 

£4110 

820 

(1000 

1800 

(795 

W W W . S 

arcam 

dynavector 

focal 

hear why Terry Bateman 

is so proud. 

firlOr 

notting 

ortofon 

researt 
shahinian 

sim2 

siltech 

stax 

sumiko 

trichord 

well-tempered 

signals 
eimplive 
hl-fi for grown-ups 

ipswich ( 01 4 7 3 ) 6 5 5 1 7 1 
og nals uk 

simply musical 

- 0 

-0 o 

SUGDEN 

o n n e . 

SUGDEN AUDIO TEL 01924 404088 

rescuing music from technology 
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Room 228 

www.splashaudio.co.uk 

JJEJEHJ 
dio Itd 

"TheOmn1h could 
well turn out to be the 
ultimate two-way" 

Stereophile Dec 2007 

Precision engineering 

A passion for the music 

Ortofon Cartridges 
at last you \Ahll 

find all the rrus c 
in your vinyl 

ortofon 
accuracy in scund 

g. igHEN 

www.henleydesigns.cp.uk 

To find out more about the full range of 
hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and 

where you can buy them visit: 
www.henleydesigns.co.uk 
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geapp Mau ljecvt dAlLd-2-0—  of .eiiffltex 
Real 1-li End 1-Ii Fi to suit all pockets! 

()viz, 1•Tevir Srieetirer-

"IVIetcle For- Yalires" 

Release the full quality of 
your valve amplifier! 
Virtually all modern speakers are designed 
for transistor amplifiers. This means that they 

often don't "hit the mark" when using valves. 
Our MFV 3 was designed and tested 
exclusively using valves, using our 
experience of making a wide range of Push 
Pull and Single Ended valve amplifiers. An 
ideal partner to tubes, you will hear rich deep 
bass, wonderful lucid mid-range and smooth 
transparent treble. We use custom designed 
doped woven fibre bass/midrange cones 
with long life neoprene roll surrounds, superb 
silk dome tweeter, and simple high quality 
crossover, and long fibre MDF cabinets. 
Matched veneers, with a choice of dark 
walnut or light cherry finishes. Fully Bi-
wireable, complete with plinth, spikes (and 
cover) we are confident that the MFV 3 will 
delight your ears on a wide range of music. 
Full leaflet on iconaudio.com or ask for a 
leaflet by post. 

Only £979.00 per pair 

2CPCPwir liecrno-231c»cirs 

'A FINE 
INTRODUCTION 

TO THE 
WORLD 

OF SERIOUS 
TUBE POWER' 
Hi Fi Wald 

IMII3 90 April 2008 

Powerful, Beautiful, and Versatile! KT88/6550 or KT90 
Smooth, precise and powerful. Without any harshness. Massive 100w 
headroom means you can comfortably drive speakers normally out of reach 
of most valve amps. Hand wired "Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. 
Will exceed the performance of many other brands Check our 
specification: Incredible 100 watts (28.3v @ 80). New all valve design by 
David Shaw. Low & high sensitivity means Can be passive or pre-amp 
driven. Triode driver stage using excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio 
cable. Switchable to 50w Triode output. Choke PSU.. Beautiful stainless 
steel and Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility. 

From £1,799 pair complete (Various upgrades available) 

Feriasissiire Pre—Earklic (Featured in Hi Fi Wodd) 
4 inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable 
Gold plated terminals. Ideal for Leak, QUAD Only £244.0 
NEW REMOTE CONTROL VERSION £329.95 

Fatbialmis 1%Telorr M. se.e.ss! 
"Amongst the best amplifiers I have ever heard...Awesome 
dynamics and power! High Drama. Superb Value" N Kepvood H F W 

These extraordinary mono 
blocks are not for girls!. They 
are big, brutal and 
uncompromising. At 90+90 
watts of pure triode magic they 
were designed to go into sonic 
territory inaccessible by 300Bs 
or KT88s. The 1931 RCA huge 
power triode is still without 
equal, partnered with the 
superb 1941 6SN7/6SL7s using 
only 3 stages. Inspired by the 
QUAD Ils! They are the answer 
to anyone jaded by their 
present system. 

From £2499.00 per pair 
A Serious 30inr YaLlsre 

Amplifier for Only •cX99.9.5?. 
Based on our award winning £900 Stereo 40. "Entry level" does not have 

to mean low power or quality! 
Inspired by "Leak". Hand crafted 
"Point to Point" wiring. Versatile: 
can use 6L6, EL34, KT66 or 

Li KT88s. Beautiful stainless steel 
and Plexiglas cover included. 

ir • D Limited offer of free EL34 upgrade 
worth £ 100 

xei ii«sr 
.ereaciFille:»71 
AtxmielieLei— 

A true ALL VALVE hi fi amplifier only 12"x 4" 
Designed and finished in Leicester UK. 
5+5w with separate transformer winding for 
best headphone performance. 8-600 Q 
All Class "A" Single Ended design uses 
EL84 &ECC83 valves. Study or bedroom 

Only £399.95 complete 
PS 2 Ali.11 irai‘re Phone> Stagre 
"likely mewed with oats weakness sinwhere" 
Mil II iffsed Awarded 5 llobes" 
Only a pure valve design can get the best 
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback. 
Passive RIM. Custom British MC TX option. 
Choke regulatec PSU. High output. 
Volume control. Will drive power amps! 
9kg. Upgrades available 
From only £499.95 complete [MC E699.95) 

Id21-1- Line ierne—atrrii, 

'LIM' beautifully controllet sound_imaging very detailed ...distortional, all 
time low 010000996_ extern/Dire/MD/My m n News July 2006 
Valve rectification 2x EZ81 
Twin choke smoothing. 
All triode design 3x 6SN7 
Remote control included 
Four inputs plus tape loop 
High & low level outputs 
Will match any power amp 
£699.95 complete 

We Only 
Make 100% 
Pure Va%fe 
Amplfication 

Common Features: Designs by David Shaw. Hand built ' Point to Point' wiring. Designed and finished in Leicester UK. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. Silver Teflon 
audio cable. Steel & alloy plate construction. Soft start Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info. 

Find out more: website at NIMIC011811g0.00111 or ask for an illustrated Leaflet. Available through good dealers or direct from us 
geoeuxecr_ 

Phone 0116 2440593 Email salese  ;_ iconaudio.com c_o-pc  351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA (U.K.) 
*Conditions apply Prices correct with 15% VAT at time of going to press but subject to change. E & 0 E Visa, MasterCard and debit cards accepted 



One Decent Wallshelf www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk 

OEM lord 
Analogue 
4r1storl R(380 ex rondIrlon 
Aesthetix Rheo phono, the best we've ever heard 
Alphason Opal arm, excellent 
Avid Volvere, excellent boxed 
Avid Angus, chrome ex demo as new 
Clearaudio Moster Ref AMG, SME lit, ex demo save £ 1000s 
Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking arm 
Clearaudio Master Solution c/w MIDI Reference Parallel arm 
Cleoroudio Performance, o/w arm & cartridge ex dem, superb! 
Clearaudio Goldfinger minimal use - o steal at 
Clearoudio Ambient, superb 
Graham Phantom, ex demo, excellent boxed 
Heybrook TI2 c/w Ann Basik LVX 
Koetsu Black, mint 
Koetsu Red K Signature, mint 
Koetsu Urushi Vermillion, mint 
Ann tinto, excellent boxed 
Linn LP12, Ittok Dill and Sumika BPS really pretty example 
Linn LPI2, Lingo 2, Akito 2 in cherry, Arkus etc 
Ann LP12, Cirkus, lingo, reasonable 
Linn LP12, Ittok LVII and K18, excellent 
Michell Tecnoorm, nr mint 
Michell Gyro SE 
Michell Orbe SE 
Nottingham Analogue Ace Spocedeck and Ate Sputum 
MAIM Armagedon, lute olive excellent boxed 
Origin Live Silver, mint boxed new version, 
Rego P3, in block 
Roksan M Series Phono Stage 
Roksan TMSI.5, and OSA, SME cut, boxed 
Roksan Xerxes Reference Power supply, nr mint boxed 
Roksan Xerxes 20/XPS7 os new, used 
Roksan DAS2, as new boxed with power supply 
Roksan Radius, acrylic, mint boxed 
SME Model 10, excellent boxed 
SME V, os new boxed 
SME IV, boxed with all tools 
Systemdek II ( biscuit tin), AD( arm, vgc 
Technics SLI210 mk2, various from 
Omens TD850/RB300, excellent boxed 
Townshend Elite Rock, Excalibur arm, Merlin p/c, plinth & lid 
Transfiguration Spirit 3, demo use only, mint boxed 599 
Transfiguration Aria, brand new end of line 499 

Chord • various cables, call for details 
Chord Signature RCA and Digital available 
'sold - Sigmas, fAinsub ond various cables ex demo 
MAIM Simmer) 
MAIM Flatcop 20 
Nordost, various ex demo 
Van den Hul • various ex demo 

Accuphose DP75V, analogue cord, excellent boxed 
Acoustic Arts DACI Mk4 
Acoustic Arts Surround ployer (Universal m/c), excellent 
Audio Analogue Rossini Valve (d player, mint boxed 
Audio Analogue Maestro CD24/192, excellent boxed 
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed used bargain 
(sien Fog v2, in silver with Soft upsampling board, BARGAIN! 
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain WOW! REDUCED!!! 
Chord Blu Transport, ex demo mint boxed 
Cyrus DAD3Q24, excellent 
Cyrus (DAS, excellent boxed with remote 
Esoteric X03SE, ex demo nr mint 
Esoteric DV60, ex demo nr mint 
Esoteric X.01, nr mint boxed, absolutely stunning 
Esoteric P-03Uni/D-03, nr mint boxed, absolutely stunning 
Krell CD DSP Top loader, very stylish sweet sounding player 
Krell KID iPod dock ex demo 
Linn Korik, y lote version ex boxed 
Linn Numerik, e late SPS version 
Morantz CD63se KI Signature excellent boxed 
Marontz CD6000 KI Signature excellent with remote 
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent 
Meridian 506, ex boxed 
Musical Fidelity A308CR ( D, excellent, remote, box 
Musical Fidelity Invista 21 DA(, ex boxed 
MAIM CDSX Due in 
NVA ' The Transparent Statement' just amazing - crated, vgc 
Pathos Digit, superb 
Pathos Endorphin, crated ex demo unit 
Primore ant nr mint ex demo unit 
Roksan Kandy 13, nr mini ex demo unit 
Roksan Aiesso transport 
Rokson Caspian M Series, nr mint boxed 
Shanling CDT80, excellent 
Shonling CDT200, excellent boxed newer model 
Shonling (01300 Omega Drive, fully boxed and complete 
Stella DP200 DA( Preamp, superb build and value 
Sugden SCDT1 player, excellent, remote 
TEA( VRDSIO, good condition, boxed remote 
Theta TLC and power supply 
Unison Research Unico CD, excellent 
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...what are you up for? 

99 Accuphose E212 mint boxed 
Accuphose P450, very large power amp, ex boxed 
Acoustic Arts Pre 1 8, Amp 2 Power, as new boxed 
Acoustic Arts Integrated Amp] 
Alai° PST Pre /ST Power, superb and hugely underrated 
Arcom 065s., excellent boxed 
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integrated 
Audio Analogue Puccini Settonta 
Audio Analogue Maestro Class A 
Audio Innovations Serigs 700 integrated, excellent boxed 
Audio Reseal SPIlmk2, inc phono stage tontostic 
Audio Resew( SPI6 inc phono stage ex boxed 
Audio Researc VS55' excellent 
Audio Research VS116 nr mint boxed. 3 months old 
Cairn 4808NF Integrated 
Cairn Mea monoblocks, excellent 
Conrad Johnson PV15' excellent boxed 
Creek 53505E Classic, mint boxed 
Cyrus 8vs, nr mint boxed 
Cyrus XPA Smartpower & Smartpower plus, from 
Cyrus ACA and Monoblocks 
Cyrys AV Master 
Copland CSA28 hybrid integrated, remote, excellent boxed 
EAR 8341 decent little valve line preomp 
EAR 890 éoweramp, nr mint ex demo 
EAR 868P Preamp, nr mint ex demo 
Eastern Electric Minimox integrated 
Exposure 3010 power, excellent boxed 
Groot GM50 nr mint boxed 
Bolero DMA Power, nr mint 
Moro Processor and 5 Channel Poweromp 
Krell KSA80, excellent 
Linn 11100 excellent from 
Linn KolectOr ex boxed 
Linn Wakonda nr mint boxed, phono boards 
Maranta PM7200 boxed 
Musical Fidelity kW500 excellent 
Musical Fidelity MVX/P170 Due in 
MAIM NA(42.5/NAP90, (hrome, boxed, phonoboards, vgc 
MAIM NAP140 Olive boxed 
MAIM NA( 282, NAPS( excellent boxed 
MAIM NA(112 used with ex demo NAP150X 
Pathos Classic One Mk2 ex demo 
Pathos Cinemo X, mint boxed 
Pathos Lo_gos ex demo nr mint bond 
Quad OC24 éte & II Forty Monoblocks nr mint boxed 
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps MOW from 
Rokson Kandy L3 ex demo in black 
Shanling STP80 ego boxed with remote 
Stello DP200 Preamp with DA( and M200 Monoblocks 
Shanling STP80 ego boxed with remote 
Unison Research Unira, excellent 
Unison Research P70 Integrated, lovely 

Linn rudos extellent 
Meridian 204, excellent 
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband and DAB tuner 
Quad FM3 and FM4 excellent from 
Sony JASOES nr mint boxed 

Loudspeakers 
Acoustic Energy Aelite 3 sealed boxes 
Acoustic Energy AEI mk3 Piano black with matching_stands 
Audio Magic ST1 mk2, silver wired with stands newlSks. 
Audiovector M3 Sig, potive crossovers, nçw £41o., amazing 
AV' Neutron IV, excellent ex demo units boxed in cherry 
Castle Howard S1, Mahogany 
Dynaudio 52SE, maple excellent boxed 
Dynoudio Audience B Floorstonders nr mint bargain 
Finpl ST Electrostatic, superb top line speakers 
Kudos (ondeo (20 excellent boxed 
Linn Keilidh, passive, nr mint late versions, with Ku Stone boxed 
Martin Logan Visto, nr mint 
Martin Logan Purity, ex demo, for details 
Martin Logan Summit, ex demo slight mark, BARGAIN! 
Meridian DSP5000, excçllent 
Mission 752 lair boxed 
Monitor Audio RS1 in cherry, nr mint boxed 
Monitor Audio RS6, ex demo 
Monitor Audio RS8 ex demo 
Monitor Audio GS1b, excellent, BARGAIN 
Monitor Audio Radius 270, ex demo 
Mordount Short MS100 excellent boxed 
NEAT Motive ex demo, excellent 
Opero Divina Floorstander vgc boxed 
Peak Consult Princess Signature inc Stands, nr mint boxed 
0 Acoustics 1010 AV 5.1 speaker package, as new black 
CI Acoustics 1020, as new black 
Quad 211 in Maple excellent 
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN! 
Rego Ela, originals in black 
Revolver RW16, brand new last pr 
Revolver Music 5, brand new cancelled order 
Rogers LS3/5a, with ABls in teak 
Roksan FR5 Floorstonders in Piano Black, ex demo 
Sonus Faber Minima Amator, boxed with Ironwood Stands 
Spendor S3/5e, in ebony vat 
Spender BC3 reasonable 
Tonnoy DC2000 vgc black 
Triangle Altea EX 
Usher Audio Dancer CP8511, the most beautiful speaker ever? 
Usher Audio 5.1 system, save over £ 1000 

AVI Lab Series Amp, CD 8, Neutron IV speakers 
Consonance Ping, superb one box system, ex demo 
Esoteric 4110 Amplifier and SA10 SACD_ployer, mint demo units 
Quad 0(24 Pre/II Forty Valve Monos/ES1.989 Electrostatics 
Roksan Caspian Full system with FRS floorstanders 
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Tue to Sat 10 fil 5, tel 0845 6019390 or email world@2ndhareifi.cauk 

Thoroughly Recommended - David Price, Hi-Fi World Jan 06 
featuring 

steel frame with multipoint fixing 
upto 25mm thick 1/2 metre acrylic isolation platform 

tuning pack for system matching 
available 

hdw - £ 129 
odw ( pictured) - £249 
odwt (2 shelf) - £349 

all in either silver or black 

The Decentscale 2 
SIMPLY THE BEST SUB £ 100 SCALE THERE IS 

WaAshelves, Isolation Platforms, Digital Tracking Force Scales, 

Cables Decent Audio 0845 6019390 

plug ' n' play ' n' smile 

ku r10 ee 
www.kudosaudio.com 
3845 4586698 for details 

TU fl TA BLEWOR L U 

THE UKs PREMIER VINYL RELATED RESOURCE WILL BE AVAILABLE SOON ONLINE! 
If you need us sooner than that, please call 0845 6019390 for assistance 

MMLIIM.MM. -•••1!. 
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"The Missions combine warmth, 

transparency, strong bass, an 
even tonal balance and 

smooth clear treble." 

hi-finews 
HIGHLY 
COMMENDED 

IAG House Sovereign Court 

Ermine Business Park Huntingdon 

Cambridgeshire PE29 6XU 

MI» « 2 

zi 
2008 

01480 447700 

01480 431767 

www.mission.co.uk 

David Berriman 

Hi Fi News - Oct 08 

0101.111.811. 

1 111110E1 



BERKSHIRE LEICESTERSHIRE NORFOLK 

LORICRAFT AUDIO 
Loricraft Audio is now open for 
visitors but please call to arrange for 
a visit. You can buy all our products 
directly from us or through your local 
dealer. Our internet shop site can 
take direct orders for our turntables 
and accessories! Loricraft Audio, The 
Piggery, Mile End Farm, Wantage Road 
Lambourn, Berkshire, RG17 8UE Office 
Phone/Fax : +44(0) 1488-72267 
EMAIL terry@garrard501.com 
website:http://garrard501.com 

BRISTOL & BATH 

TrIE RIGHT NOTE 
Tel: 01225 874728. Happy with your 
system? Wonder why there's so 
much for sale secondhand? Avoid the 
frustration and expense of "upgrade-
itis", never quite "there". With infinite 
patience we'll help you plan longer-term. 
Brands selection: Accustic Arts, Audio 
Physic, Aesthetix, Bel Canto, CAT. Chord 
Co, Clearaudio, dCS, Gamut, Graham, 
Halcro, Sumiko, VertexAQ, Wadia 

V'AUDIO HI FI CONSULTANTS 
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol. 
BS9 lEJ. Tel: 0117 968 6005. 
ATC, AVI , Nola,ALR Jordan, Audio 
Analogue,Avid, Black Rhodium. 
Electrocompaniet, Edge amps/ 
cd,Harman Kardon, Infinity,Jamo,Lyra, 
Origin live,Opera,ortofon,PS Audio, 
Michelle,REL,SME,Sugden,Townshend 
Specialist in Video Projects by SIM2, 
Infocus,Sanyo,Power Plan. Screens by 
Stewart, smx and da- lite. Demos by 
appointment only. Home trial facilities. 

CHESHIRE 

ACOLISI ICA 
17 1-bole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. 
www.acoustica.co.uk. 
Tel 01244 344227. HiFi & Home 
Cinema from Amphion, Arcam, ART, 
Ayre, B&W Nautilus, Classe, Focal. 
JM Lab, Monitor Audio, Naim Audio, 
Primare, Rega, REL, Rotel, Spendor, 
Sugden, Thiel, Wadia. We offer full 
demonstration facilities, interest free 
credit, delivery & install systems 
throughout Cheshire, Merseyside & 
North Wales. Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 
to 5.30. 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 
www.acton-gate-audio.co.uk 
4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham, LL13 7PB, 
(01978) 364500 
Arcam, Atlas, Audiolab, Croft, Denon, 
Grado, JM Labs, KEF, Michell, Monitor 
Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD,Ortofon, 
Opera, Onkyo, Pro-ject, QED, Quad, Rel, 
Roksan, Sugden, Sennheiser, Unison, 
van-den-Hul, Wharfedale,Yamaha. 
Tuesday - Saturday 9.00 - 17.00 
email: info@acton-gate.com 

ORPHEUS AUDIO 
Demonstrating: acoustic signature,Basi 
s,Benz,Ftm,Whest,Consonance,Shanlin 
g,Luxman,Acoustic Masterpiece,Ear,Su 
miko,Acoustic zen, Monopulse,W1m, 
Dueve,Sound Mechanics racks and 
accessories,Brilliance,Albedo,Almarro. 
Demonstations by appointmenthome 
trials,no problem. 
Check website for winter bargains. 
Te1:0161 4281539 
www orpheusaudio.co.UK. 

DOUG BRADY HI FI KINGSWAY 
Studios, Kingsway North Warrington, 
WA1 3 NU tel 01925828009 Fax 
01925 825773. Visa Mastercard, 2 
dem rooms, home trial, Agencies 
include • Arcam, AV1, Chord, Copland, 
Exposure, Krell, Lyra, Michell, Meridian, 
Musical Fidelity, Monitor Audio, 
Naim, ProAc, Roksan, SME, Stax, 
Isotek, Kudos, Sonus Faber, Spendor, 
Ortofort.Prima Luna, Quad, Avid, 
Moon,NoroostWilson Benesch, and 
many more. 

CORNWALL 

BIGEARS AUDIO 
To find a system that will allow you 
to hear te music instead of the 
equipment phone Bigears Audio, here 
you will find an interesting array of 
new and good quality used equipment! 
my intention is to have satisfied 
custome-s whatever their audio 
preferences. Naim dealer for the South 
West. chrisbirchley@btiiternetcom. 
Tel: 01736-740421 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

CERITECH AUDIO 
Coleford, Gloucestershire. Tel: 0844 
736 5719 Email: info@ceritech.co.uk. 
www-ceritech-audio.com. 
We provide bespoke Hi-Fi and AV 
services to customers throughout 
Glouceste-shire, Monmouthshire, 
Herefordsnire and surrounding areas. 
We offer honest and exoert advice, 
and professional demonstrations of an 
enviable range of top brand products. 
Authorised Agents for Abbey Road. 
DAL1, Leema Acoustics. Moon, Naim 
Audio, Neat Acoustics, ProAc. Roksan 
and otNers. 

LANCASHIRE 

HOUSE OF LINN MANCHESTER 
Telephone: 0161 766 4837 
Email: Info@houseoflinn.com 
www.bouseoflinn.com 
The Linn specialists. Independently 
owned by former Linn staff. 
Straightforward, professional expertise 
with demonstration, sales, instal-
lation and support for the Linn range 
of components and systems. The 
listening experience is so good that 
demonstrations can last for hours. 
Discover how we make music sound 
real in your home! Appointments only. 

ZOLCH AUJI0 
The Old Coach House, Off South St, 
Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire, 
LE65 160. Tel : 01530 414128 Email 
: mike@zouchaudio.co.uk Specialist 
Audio Equipment from Audia, Audica, 
Apollo, Ayon. Black Rhod um, Boulder, 
Chord Electronics, DALI, Edgar, Fatman, 
Graham Slee, Isotek, LSA, Marantz, 
Mission, Monopulse, Musical Fidelity, 
NAD, Nordost, Ortolan, Project, Q 
Acoustics, QED, Quad, Roksan, 
Spectral, System Fidelity. Tom Evans, 
Usher, Vitus. Over 30 years experience 
and 4 demonstration rooms. 

LONDON 

THE CARTRIDGE MAN LTD 
88 Southbridge road. Croydon 
CRO 1AF Telephone: 020 8688 6565 
Website: muw.thecartridgeman.com 
email address:thecartridgeman@talktalk. 
net. UK Distributor: I-haudio Distribution 
Makers of the prize-winning range 
of MusicMaker cartridges and other 
desirable audio accessories. We also 
have a cartridge refurbishing service and 
rebuild classic valve equipment to the 
highest standards. " It doesn't have to 
cost an arm and a leg - but there is no 
such thing a free lunch, either." 

MY AUDIO DESIGN 
35 Whitehal, London, SW1A 2BX 
Tel: 020 7839 8880 / 07782 137 868 
E-mail: sales@madengland.com 
Website: www.madengland.com E-
Shop: www.shop.madengland.com 
We offer MAD, Benchmark Media, 
SONOS, WBT, Trichord Research, 
ATC, FatmalTube, Project, Lehmann, 
Ortofon, Vandenhul, QED, NAD, 
Goldring, Grado, Focal, Musical Fidelity, 
Ex-demo & second hand gears. 
Custom Installation. Servicing, Custom 
Design. Appointment Only. Short 
walk from Embankment, Charing-X & 
Westminster Tube. 

MANCHESTER 

ALDIOCOUNSEL 
26 High St Cheadle SK8 1AL 
www.audio-counseLco.uk 
Tel 0161-491-6090 
Hi Fi and Home Cinema from Arcam, 
Anatek, B&W, Densen, Emm Labs, Flutter, 
Isoblue,In Focus,Naim,Pioneer,Piega,0 
uadraspire,Rega,Revolver,Rotel,Shahini 
an Totem, Vdell Tempered Turntables,Zu 
Loudspeakers.Ouality Hi fl is not plug 
and play.We deliver and install all 
systems.0% Finance available.Tuescray 
to Saturday 1000 to 5.30 Thursday till 
8pm. 

MIDLANDS (WEST) 

SOUND CINERGY 
37 high street, aldridge, WS9 8NL 
01922 457926 
www.soundcinergy co.uk 
clive@soundcinergy.co.uk 
gLafity hifi and home cinema from 
black rhodium, chord co, creek, epos, 
exposure, linn, marantz, monitor audio, 
mordaunt short, nad, okki nokki, ortofon, 
project, rel, roksan„themescene, trichord, 
vdti. Check our website for ex dem and 
secondhand bargains. free car parking. 
tues - sat 10 -5.30 

BASICALLY SOUND & VISION 
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road, 
Reymerston, Norfolk NR9 400 
Tel : 01362 820800 
Email : enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk 
Web : www.basicallysound.co.uk 
We offer Nairn, Rega, PMC, Leema, PS 
Audio, Arcam, Creek, lsoblue, Dynavector 
and others. Turntable Workshop & Multi-
Room Solutions. Relaxing out of town 
location, 2 demonstration rooms & free 
parking. Home demos welcome 
Opening Hours Mon — Sat 9:30-17:30 
but please call in advance on Mon, Tues 
& Weds. 

SOMERSET 

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO, 
Taunton, Somerset, Tel: 01984 624242 
www.altemativeaudio.co.uk. 
Email: peter@altemativeaudio.co.uk 
We specialise in valve amplification and 
vinyl replay with the accent on high quality 
musical enjoyment. Ex-Dem and used 
equipment for sale. Art Audio, Border 
Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, 
Experience Filtration, Lector, LFD Audio, 
Lyra, Music Rrst Audio, Nottingham 
Analogue, Opera, Ouadraspire, Shun Mook, 
SME, Transfiguration, Unison Research, 
Vandersteen Audio. 

YORKSHIRE 

THE AUDIO ROOM 
2 George Street, Hedon, Hull, FIU12 8JH. 
01482 891375. www.theaudioroom.co.uk 
Authorised agents for Ayre,Arcam, Bowers 
and Wilkins inc 800series, Classe, Cyrus, 
Densen, Dynaudio, Dynavector, Grado, 
Flutter, Isoblue, Isotek, Linn, Lyra, Mark 
Levinson, Meridian, Nairn, Noroost Proac, 
Quadraspire, Rega, Rotel, Stax, Stereovox 
and others. 0% finance available, free 
parking, 3 demonsration suites, friendly 
and quality staff and advice, mail order 
service. 

AUDIO REPUBLIC 
78 Otley Road, Leeds 01132177294 
www.audio-republic.co.uk 
For the best in quality hifi in West 
Yorkshire, representing Naim Audio, 
Rega, Sugden, Audio Research,VPI, 
Krell, Copland, Sonus Faber,Arcam, 
Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, 
HutterMartin Logan, Proac, PMC, 
M&K, Finite Elements. SME, Cardas, 
Kudos Loudspeakers and others. Open 
Tuesday-Saturday 9.30am to 5.30pm 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

KRONOS AUDIO VISUAL 
Dungannon. Nireland.Tel 02887753606 
Email david@Kronosay co.uk 
Web www.kronosavco.uk 
Brands indude Ayon, Mas, BAT, Bel Canto, 
Boulder, Carat, Clearaudio, Consonance,Dali, 
Electrocompaniet Kef, Leema, Lyra, 
Marantz, MF, Michell, Moon, Music Rrst, 
Oracle, Pathos, Project Pure Sound, 
Roksan, Ref 3A, Shanling, SA, Triangle, 
Unison, Yamaha and much more. Demos by 
Appointment Home Demos welcome. 
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MIDLAND AUDIO XCHANGE 
The Old Chapel t. 01562 731100 
Forge Lane f. 01562 730228 
Belbroughton 
Worcestershire e-mail. sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 
DY9 9TD web . www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

Ex- demo and second hand items 

Digital 
47 labs Dumpty S/H 
47 Labs Flatfish MKIITransport S/H 
47 Labs Progression DAC x-demo 
47 Labs PiTracer Transport x-demo 
Audio Research cd5 superb cd player x-demo 
Audio Research ref cd7 reference cd player x-demo 
Copland CDA823 x-demo 
Denon Al XVA Universal Player S/H 
dCS Delius DAC IEE1394 x-demo 
Krell evolution 505 cd/sacd xdemo 
Krell KPS28c CD Player S/H 
Krell Showcase DVD x-demo 
Naim Audio nVi Home Theatre in box x-demo 
Orelle CD100EVO S/H 
Orpheus ZERO CD Player S/H 
Sugden CD21 MK2 x-demo 
Sugden CD21SE x-demo 
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H 
Tube Technology Fulcrum DAC64 S/H 
Tube Technology Fulcrum Transport S/H 

Analogue 
Anatek Audio MC1 Phono stage BINB Black 
Benz Micro Ref1lSilver MC Cartridge S/H 
Clearaudio Smart Phono mm/MC S/H 
Heed Audio Questar MC phono stage S/H 
Koetsu jade platinmum V Low use S/H 
Koetsu MCR-1 Transformer S/H 
Mc Cormack Micro Drive Phono Stage S/H 
Phonomena BPS Battery supply for phono BINB 
Phonomena Phono stage MM/MC BINB 
Plinius Koru MM/MC Phono stage S/H 
RS LABS RS1 uni pivot tonearm x-demo 
Roksan Xerxes SE Power Supply 
Roksan Xerxes Standard Power Supply 
Roksan Xerxes XPS2 Rosewood /RB300/chorus blk S/H 
Vdh Grasshopper GLAIII MC Cartridge x-demo 
VPI Record weight S/H 

Preamplifiers 
Audio Research SP16 with Phono Stage x-demo 
Audio Research SP17 stereo preamplifier x-demo 
DartZeel NBH-18s World class preamplifier with phono x-demo 
ECS Preamplifier S/H 
Krell KAV250P Preamplifier S/H 
Krell KRC3 Series Il Remote Controlled Preamplifier S/H 
Roksan Li Preamp (requires PSU) S/H 
Spectral DMC 15s Preamplifier Shaa Genil S/H 

Amplifiers 
47 laboratory 25 Gain Card x-demo 
47 Laboratory Power Humpty x-demo 
47 Laboratory Shigaraki Integrated x-demo 
Audio Research VS55i Remote Control Integrated x-demo 
Audio Research VM220 Valve mono Amplifiers x-demo 
Audio Research VS115 stereo power amplifier x-demo 
Bel Canto Evo 2 Gen II Amplifier S/H 
Bel Canto Evo 200.2 S/H 
Copland CSA 29 Integrated x-demo 
Copland CSA 29 Integrated S/H 
DartZeel NHB-108 Stereo Power amplifier X-demo 
Jadis CA30 valve mono x-demo 
Krell Evo402 Black x-demo 
Krell evolution 302 300w stereo power amplifier x-demo 
Krell KAV400xi Black S/H 
Musical Fidelity A300CR Stereo Power Amplifier S/H 
McCormack DNA125 PowerAmplifiers BNIB 
Mystere Concert iA21 KT88 valve Integrated x-demo 
Pathos Inpol 2 x-demo 
Sugden A2la series2 x-demo 

Loudspeakers 
Avalon Opus Cherry S/H 
47Lab Lens Cherry x-demo 
Ensemble PA1 Silver Monitors 91db S/H 
Konus Essence Floor stander wenge x-demo 
Living Voice Avatar OBXR2 Cherry x-demo 
Martin Logan Fresco centre x-demo 
Martin Logan Mosaic x-demo 
Martin Logan Summit Cherry x-demo 
Pen Audio Charm Active Subwoofer x-demo 

Was Now 

1425 799 
3020 1799 
2270 1299 
18000 9999 
4600 3699 
7498 5999 
2100 1575 
2500 1199 
6499 2799 
8598 6875 
9000 3299 
3698 2575 
3500 2099 
1500 875 
4600 1899 
1299 975 
1599 1199 
2990 695 
2400 1199 
1850 925 

850 649 
1500 499 
265 210 
250 175 
4998 2500 
2666 1499 
650 349 
650 349 
650 349 
1750 1199 
825 699 
1100 879 
800 640 
N/A 499 
2500 1499 
150 75 

2249 1649 
2749 2199 
16000 12000 
5000 3499 
N/A 795 
2998 1495 
2299 795 
4700 2299 

1260 799 
1425 799 
1500 1199 
2998 1999 
9000 6999 
4988 3995 
2350 1499 
2399 699 
2398 1200 
2398 999 
12000 9000 
2250 1799 
12900 8999 
8950 7160 
2498 1699 
2200 799 
2195 1499 
1850 1399 
5650 4799 
1499 1125 

16000 7999 
1000 600 
6500 899 
2800 1350 
4400 2999 
850 499 
1795 999 
8398 6499 
1995 899 

Pen Audio Rebel 2 x-demo 
ProAc Response D15 Ebony x-demo 
ProAc Response D28 Maple x-demo 
ProAc Response 080 Yew x-demo 
ProAc Tablette Ref8 Signature Ebony x-demo 
Quad 2905 Electrostatics x-demo 
Quad 988 Electrostatics BNIB Special offer 
Sonus Faber Cremona Maple S/H 
Sonus Faber Cremona Maple X-demo 
Sonus faber Cremona Elipsa Maple x-demo 
Sonus faber Minima Vintage with stands x-demo 
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano S/H 
Vienna Acoustics Bach Grand x-demo 
Vienna Acoustics Beethoven Baby Grand x-demo 
Vienna Acoustics Mozart Grand x-demo 
Wilson Audio Sophia II ex-demo 
Wilson Audio System 8 x-demo, SUPERB!! 
Wilson Audio System 8 S/H 

Cables and Accessories 
Cardas Cables Golden power cord 1.5m UK-IEC 
Cardas Cables Golden Reference Power 1.5m 
Cardas Cables Golden Reference 8m balanced interconnect 
Cardas Cables Golden power cord 1.5m UK-IEC 
Cardas Cables Golden power cord 1.5m UK-IEC 
Cardas Cables Golden power cord 1.5m UK-IEC 
Cardas Cables Golden cross 1m RCA interconnect 
Cardas Cables Golden power cord 1.5m UK-IEC 
Cardas Cables Golden power cord 1.5m UK-IEC 
Cardas Cables Golden Cross 3m Bi wire speaker cables 
Cardas Cables Golden Power Cord 33inch UK-IEC mains 
Cardas Cables Golden Cross 6m set of RCA interconnects 
Cogan Hall Intermezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/H 
EAT Cool Dampers BNIB 
EAT Cool Valve ECC 803s Diamond BNIB 
EAT Cool valve ECC 88 Diamond BNIB 
Eichmann Express 4 interconnects BNIB 
Finite Elemente HD12 Master Reference x-demo 
Lexicon T700 learning Remote x-demo 
Madrigal MDC1 lmAES/EBU 110 ohm Digital Cable S/H 
Quadraspi re 045 shelves Glass S/H 
Ringmat 330 MKII XLR Support system BNIB 
Ringmat Feet set 3 BNIB 
Shakti Stone BNIB 
Siltech HF9 AES/EBU 1m Digital S/H 
Siltech Octopus signature 8way mains block S/H 
Siltech SPX20 Shuko mains cable 0.5m S/H 
Siltech SPX20 Shuko mains cable 1m S/H 
Siltech SPX20 UK mains cable 4m S/H 
Spectral MH-750 8ft Speaker cable S/H 
Spectral MI-330 15ft interconnect S/H 
Transparent Music Wave 8ft speaker cables S/H 
XLO Reference 2 0.5m Digital RCA 75ohm BNIB 
XL0 Reference 2 0.5m RCA-RCA BNIB 
XL0 Reference 2 1.0m Digital RCA 75ohm BNIB 

Tuners Et Tape decks, power supplies 
Cymbol C-DAB1 Digital Tuner S/H 
Magnum Dynalab FTR remote/Tuner for Etude S/H 
Magnum Dynalab MD106T Valve Tuner x-demo 

995 599 
2215 1665 
3250 2450 
10265 7999 
925 695 
6000 3999 
3500 2199 
5000 2999 
5000 2499 
10980 8800 
2670 2136 
1850 799 
1295 1035 
2195 1760 
1695 1360 
11998 9599 
23998 18399 
23998 14999 

375 189 
450 225 
4020 1999 
375 189 
375 189 
375 189 
730 365 
375 189 
375 189 
1999 999 
325 162 
2830 1415 
N/A 99 
15 10 
85 70 
85 70 
80 49 
4400 2995 
1500 299 
420 199 
525 249 
135 79 
68 30 
199 159 
420 199 
580 299 
175 95 
195 99 
650 199 
900 399 
1275 599 
375 229 
199 65 
395 119 
275 85 

1200 399 
395 199 
3600 2499 

We have a large record collection mainly Jazz and Classical from £3.00 up to £20 for 
some boxed sets Please call for more details. 

Midland Audio X-change are looking forAll high end audio separates best prices paid for 
good examples. 

Suppliers and estallers of High Oualsityy:teu.de Systems 

Laboran 

Audio Research 
Cardas 

Clearaudio 
Conrad Johnson 

Copland 
Crystal Cables 

Dartzeel 
dCS 

Densen 
DNM/Reson 

Electrocompaniet 
Finite Elernente 

Jacks 
Koetsu 

Krell 
Kuzma 

Lavardin 

• Living Voice 
.  

Magnum Dynlab 
• Mark Levinson 

Martin Logan 
• NM oi deot si smt  

• Primaluna 
Primare 

• ProAc 
Rega 

• Siltech 
Sonus Faber 
S ruagndse 

• T p rent Audio 
VPI 

• Wadia 
Wegg 3 

• Wilson Audio 

Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell , Mark Levinson , Naim Audio, SME, Wadia. 



FREE READER CLASSIFIEDS 

len 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Only one advert per reader. No Trade adverts. This section is strictly for readers selling secondhand hi-fi 
equipment only. Maximum length per advert is 30 words, Adverts over 30 words will not be accepted. Telephone numbers and E-mail addresses 

are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words. Email your advert to; classifieds@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

or fill in the form on page 129 and post it to Hi-Fi World Free Readers Ads, Suite G4, Argo House. Kilburn Park Road, London NW6 51F. Sorry, we 

cannot accept adverts over the telephone. The Publisher reserfes the right to judge submissions. 

REVOLVER RW45i speakers, 

light cherry. Boxed and immacu-

late. £525 ono. 2 x 2m Chord 

Signature speaker cables. Boxed 

and immaculate. £ 150 ono.Tel: 

01639 641043 

TANNOY DUAL Concentric 

3LZ 10" Monitor Golds, mint 

condition. Offers over £600. 

Demonstration. Also Sansui 

100 I 3 way speakers, tone con-

trols, £ 150. Both plus carraige. 

Phone Derreck 01455 220214 

(Coventry) 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini 

Special Edition integrated 

amplifier. 50 w/ch. Original 

1997 model, owned from new. 

Modified by Audiocom. £450. 

Tel: Mike 01323 645317 

WANTED: PIONEER PL 1000 

turntable instructions. Dual 

505/5 turntable £40. B&W DM4 

speakers £50. Garrard SPG3 

stylus pressure guage, offers. 

Pioneer CTF900 cassette, £50. 

Tel: 01708 457691 (Essex) 

CONRAD JOHNSON valve 

preamp PV I 2AL, immaculate, 

boxed, £550. Audio Physik 

Spark One quality speakers, 

£500. Excellent Quicksilver 

valve monoblocks, £500. Musical 

Fidelity X-LPS phonostage, 

MM/MC, nice, £ 120 Tel: 07951 

553091 

BENCHMARK DAC I, under 

year od. Superb. Replaced 

with DAC Pre. £360. Chord 

Signature digital I m lead (RCA 

to BNC) £90. Chord Indigo 

I m stereo XLR leads, £400.Tel: 

01752 773369 

GRADO SR60 high quality 

headphones £45. Sennheiser 

HD595 audiophile headphones 

£75. Highly rated award win-

ning models unused and boxed. 

Tel: John 01943 463 510 (West 

Yorks) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.24 

I 92k upsampling DAC, silver, 

mint, boxed. Cost new £800. 

Accept £250. Chord Company 
Chorus interconnect, half 

metre, new connectors just Fit-

ted, £ 100. Tel: 078541 60942 

LINN NEXUS speakers, Ku-

Stone stands.Truly perfect con-

dition.Absolute bargain. £ 100. 

Demo with pleasure.Tel: 01494 

451089 (Bucks) 

TURNTABLE FOR Sale. Project 

RPM 5, 1 year old, good con-

dition. Price: £300 ono. Call 

George 07946465191 (North 

London) 

QUAD 34 pre amplifier £ 125. 

Quad 405 amplifier £ 150. Linn 

Mimik 11 CD player £85.All 

boxed. Thorens TD160. SME 

Series 11 arm £90. All excellent 

condition. Tel: 01590 623 132 

ROSE RV23s valve pre-amp. 

MC/MM. £300. Exposure Super 

8 power amp, £250. M&K 

V125 12" active subwoofer 

£250. Ruark Sabres £ 150. Rotel 

965BX discrete CD £80. All 

items black. Excellent condition. 

Tel: 01722 334694 

FOR SALE. Pair AVI Pro Nine 

speakers on Atacama stands, 

£300. Pair AVI Pro Nine 

Plus speakers on Partington 

Dreadnought stands, £500.Tel: 

01977 620558 

TEAC VRDS-T1 transport, 

£300. Musical Fidelity X-DAC, 

X-Cans, X-PSU, £ 150.Yarnaha 

DSP-A1000, needs new selector 

switch, £50. Tel: 020 8670 6828 

BRAND NEW unused profes-

sional NAB adaptors for Revox 

tape machines. Cost over £300. 

Offers.Teak sleeve for Quad 

33, FM3 units. Lovely condition. 

Offers.Tel- 01384 390067 after 

6pm 

MONITOR AUDIO MA3 

speakers: Offers. Buyer collects, 

Disley, Stockport.Tel: 01663 

763521 

MARANTZ 6000 KI Signature 

Compact Disc Player, £600 

new, £275. Rotel RAOS ampli-

fier, £225. QED Squart SCART 

leads, new £59. only £20. Tel: 

01903 813 883 

NAIM 32.5 pre-amplifier, as 

new (£ 150) condition. Naim 72 

pre-amplirier, olive green (Q90). 

Eera DL2 (black) CD player. 

Voted best player Hi-Fi Plus 

mag 2007. Please telephone for 

prices Tel: 020 8524 2181 

500 WATT stereo amp/preamp. 

Inbuilt surround decoder. 5 

channel with subwoofer output. 

Touch controls. £450. NAD 

5120 turntable, 9200MC car-

tridge, £ 100.Tel: 01753 586 660 

(Windsor) 

PHILIPS CDR796 CD player 

with CD copy facility, immacu-

late condition, was £235, asking 

£95 with manual. Revox A77 

manual, Ferrrograph Series 6, 

420 and 4/Con, £5 each.Tel: 

07710 828286 (Brighton) 

UNISON RESEARCH Hybrid 

valve equipment: Unico 

Secondo I 20w/ch integrated 

amplifier £780. Unico FM/RDS/ 

AM tuner £475. Opera Seconda 

speakers, stunning design, 

cherry finish, £825.All 1/2 price. 

Excellent reviews and mint.Tel: 

023 8073 8935 

FOR SALE: Revox B760 FM 

Tuner. Excellent condition, £350 

ono. Email 

PETER.WATK1NS2@ 

sky.com Te1.01384 241667. 

(West Midlands) 

PAIR B&W DM3 speakers, wal-

nut surrround ,perfect condi-

tion, on castors, buyer collects. 

Offers, please contact Terry 

07939394380 (Barnsley) 

CARY AUDIO CD-308 upsam-

piing HDCD player, mint 

condition, lovely unit in black. 

Approx half price £395. Leak 

Stereo 30+ with Stereofetic 

teak sleeves. Excellent condition 

with books. Offers please.Tel: 

07776 143890 

PIONEER A-400 amplifier. Light 

use only, in storage for last 10 

years, mint, boxed. £85. 01484 

865442 (Huddersfield) 

WANTED:TOP quality Hi Fi 

seperates and especially com-

plete systems from Naim, Linn, 

Cyrus, Meridian, Musical Fidelity 

etc, fast, friendly response and 

willing to travel/pay cash. Please 

call me on 0781 5892458 

LOOKING FOR a pair of 

Tannoy Cheviot or Devon. 

I live in Italy. e-mail me at 

spirotta@llero.it 

thanks, Sergio 
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!!!! 

WORLD 
ELECTRONIC EDITION 

'7F1 iu CDWIR. MIÍJF:3 dl 

Queries to - esubsehi-fiworld.co.uk 

Subscribe to our 
eco-friendly e-edition of 
Hi-Fi World and receive a 

50% discount!!! 
• Receive your issue a week before on-sale dates. 
• Be the first to grab a bargain in our Free Reader 
Classified Ads. 

• In-house lab. tests to AES and IEC standards 
• Run by dedicated hi-fi engineers & enthusiasts. 
• No missed issues, or postal delays. 
• Access your issues from anywhere in the World. 
• PC and Mac friendly. 

• Eco-friendly. 

Subscribe today and receive 12 issues for 
£20 - that's an amazing £1.90 per issue! 

check out our free trial issue 

Mirrnsirr CDUTII vvÉlEssi-re: 
www.hi-fiworld.co.uk and select 

"ELECTRONIC EDITION" 

To purchase your e-edi"on click here 

Pay in Sterling, US Dollars or Euros. Non- sterling prices vary according to exchange rate. 
Cards accepted: Visa, Maestro (Switch), Mastercard, Solo and Delta. Maestro ti 



FREE READER CLASSIFIEDS 

ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 

Signature pre-power amps 

£900, MF X-Tube monoblock 

phono stage & power supply 

£295, xcans £75, gyrodec se, 

RB300 brand new ortofon salsa 

cartridge £700, isotek cleanline 

£100. keith@ 

jedifamily.force9.co.uk 

1 PR KIMBER Select 1020 

interconnect cables (0.5m) ter-

minated with WBT 0108 RCA 

phono plugs in excellent condi-

tion. Superb sound. £250 (£673) 

Northampton (01604) 410726 

1 Pr KIMBER Select 1020 inter-

connect cables ( 1.0m) terminat-

ed with WBT 0108 RCA phono 

plugs in excellent condition. 

Superb sound. £350 (£ 1000) 

Northampton (01604) 410726 

REGA 25 turntable Rosewood 

/ Black /Goldring Eroica mc 

cartridge .Offered in total 

immaculate condition fully 

boxed very little usage from 

new.Tel 01934 521621 or e mail 

stemar I @tiscali.co.uk 

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE 

HyperSpace record deck 

with Hadcock GH242 Special 

Edition Arm and giant-killing 

Music Maker cartridge.A truly 

stunning combination, at less 

than half original cost. £ 1650. 

07957330634 

jt@jonnythompson.co.uk 

PIONEER PD-S505CD 

Precision tuned component 

stable platter mechanism, hi-bit 

legato link conversion. line/digi-

tal outputs. Pioneer F-502RDS 

Digital Synthesiser Tuner. Clean 

GWO £90 pair Collection 

Somerset p&p at cost. 

stephenmason@ 

btinternet.com 

PINSH SPEAKERS wanted ide-

ally Pinsh 1 in walnut but will 

consider other models. Would 

also consider KibriNaima or 

Usher 6E718. Tel: 0781 3705077 

LEAK 2075 speakers £650 ono. 

JBE Slate Mk3 direct drive turn-

table £650 ono.EAR 934P MM/ 

MC valve phonostage £450ono. 

B&W 1800 speakers £ 175 ono. 

reconcile@ 

bdIrs.freeserve.co.uk or 01798 

813133. 

QUAD 77 HiFi System, 2 ESL63 

loudspeakers, 2 gradient sub-

woofers, 2 707 power amps, 77 

preamp, 77 CD player, 77 tuner, 

remote. Black, boxed, £3500 

07803929579 

AIWA XK-S9000 Cassette 

Deck; Deltec PDM1 DAC; 

Deltec Black Sixteen Speaker 

Cable (two I metre bi-wired, 

banana plugs); Deltec Black 

Slink Interconnect (two 

4metre mono, WBT). Offers to 

j.a.wierszylowski@ 

hotmail.co.uk or 07931741378. 

B&VV 802D diamond loud-

speakers, rosenut finish, boxed 

and mint condition £5350. 

Musical Fidelity TriVistor 300 

lntergrated hybrid amp, 350 

watts/ch, Mint, boxed, new 

valves £ 1350 or £6200 the pair 

07859388167 

SME 20/2A £5,750 installed 

new mid November 2008 save 

£!,000 + on current price 

£6,795 (due to rise January 

2009) economic outlook 

prompts sale 01580 891798 

after 6pm/weekends (Kent) 

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref3 

£5500 (£8500). Nordost Valhalla 

Power cords £ 1200 (£ 1924) 5m 

Speaker cables £4900 (£9500) 

Interconnects 7m XLR £3900 

(£6999) I m XLR I m RCA 

£1290 each (Q595). 01797 

253073 

MICHELL ARGO Pre-amp plus 

Hera Power Supply. exc condi-

tion, £ 120 ono_ London/Surrey. 

Phone 07989 492491 

SPEAKERS. B & W. CM2. 

Rosewood. Absolutely as new. 

£295 pair. o.n.o. Collect from 

North Glos. Adjacent to Junc 9. 

M5.Telephone 01684 275399 

HI- F1 SYSTEM Trio KD-2055 

turntable Technics stereo cas-

sette deck Technics F/M/AM 

stereo tuner Technics stereo 

integrated amplifier Celestion 

"Ditton" 33's solid wooden 

cabinet or black metal 5 shelves 

Ph. 07860231115 

FOR SALE: Albarry AP4 

Preamplifier. Mint condition. £80 

ovno. Cheshire .07928060543 

FOR SALE.1 pair of SEAS Excel 

T25CF-002 (E0011) Millennium 

Tweeters. 2 Years old. Stored 

for last 6 months. Cost new 

£380. Except £200. Telephone 

Kevin on 01324 631604 or 

07976974799 

LOWTHER PM6A Acoustas 

excellent refinished Cabinets. 

New grills, rewired with new 

posts, quality components. 

Original grills and drive units 

also included for spares repairs. 

Rare this good £400ono.Tel: 

07759633241 

FOR SALE. Roksan Kandy 

MkIll CD player (black). Just 

over 4 years old. Mint boxed. 

complete. inc. Chord silver 

interconnects. £22 5.00 with 

delivery. 0 I 215202029 or 

ccmillward@tiscali.co.uk 

WANTED FAULTY or scrap 33, 

34 or 44 preamps. Quad fm2 

decoder panel or scrap tuner. 

Denon m.c step up transformer. 

Contact Mike on 01758 613790. 

FOR SALE- Nakamichi ZX-

7 cassette deck in excellent 

condition. boxed,with manual 

& b&w (Nakamichi) service 

documentation.£595. call Simon 

on 07759205820 or 01483 

27I669(evenings/weekends) 

JORDAN JX92s full range driv-

er in Matteis Transmission Lines 

see mtlloudspeakers.co.uk 

veneered in oak fabulous stereo 

image £650 Gloucestershire 01 

453750162 

MERIDIAN 566 24bit DAC 

£450, 502 Pre £500, 557 Power 

£600, Ruark Prologue One 

speakers £450, Audiophile 

Base 3 £450 pristine loved. 

All pristine £2,000 every-

thing Exeter 01392 444182 

timiambeing@yahoo.co.uk 

NAIM ALLAE speakers in 

maple unmarked and in very 

good condition with boxes 

£895. Naim CDX,VGC 

includes remote and packag-

ing £895..01276 503994 Surrey 

andyuk777@yahoo.co.uk. 

TACIMA SCREENED mains 

cables. 2 available, 1.5m, both 

boxed as new £ 15 each Half 

price! Improve clarity & detail 

with tighter deeper bass. Add 

£4 per item p&p. Lee West 

Midlands 01384 412234 

lee-t@lycos.co.uk 

NAKAMICHI BX-2 2 headed 

cassette deck fully functional 

set-up for TDK-SA tape £59 

Aiwa AD-F 450 stereo cas-

sette deck Dolby B&C HX £30. 

Chord Odyssey2 speaker cable 

x2.5m £50. Mark 01352 714568 

(North Wales) 

MERIDIAN 500 System; 551 

Integrated Amp; 556 Power; 

504 Tuner; 596 DVD; A500 

Speakers. All in excellent con-

dition (Speakers have Dyson 

damage). £ I 400ono, may split. 

Graham grjinflight@yahoo.com 

Surrey 

REGGAE & SKA 45s and 

LPs wanted — 1960 to 1980. 

Condition immaterial if priced 

accordingly. Any quantity 

from 1 to 1.000.Telephone 

01732 832452 or email 

de.koningh@virgin.net (Kent) 

A New DNM Product! 
DNM STEREO SOLID CORE INTERCONNECT CABLE 

A new interconnect cable with a designed magnetic performance, for incredible clarity 
and tonal accuracy. Its L,C and R balance is precisely set to improve the sound quality 
of any amplifier connected to it. The semi-transparent ribbon contains four 
conductors, enabling connection of a stereo source using only one cable. 

http://www.dnm.co.uk/acatalog/ : phone/fax DNM Design on 01480 457989 
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high fidelity engineering 

since 1974 

•C •X 
114I WOW 
••••• 

.q..a•Phy hen*, On permanent demonstration at Mayflower Sounds 

Tel. 01302 711 528 www.mayflowersounds.co.uk 

(M) 07931 524 266 mayflowersounds@fsmail.net 

You don't know whatyou're 

missing 
— until you try a van den Hul 
cable in your hi-fi system 

en Hul a provi 
our music that will deliver it 
rately and as completely 
ossible 

To find out more about the full range of 

interconnects, a/v. HDIVII and speaker cables 

from van den Hul, and where you can buy 
them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

EN I. EY 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk 
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FREE READER CLASSIFIEDS 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A5cr pre-

amp. Brand new,unused, double 
boxed with warranty. I st sen-

sible offer by email will secure. 

diskomagik@hotmail.com 

WANTED:TOP quality Hi 

Fi seperates and complete 

systems, Naim, Linn, Cyrus, 

Meridian, Musical Fidelity etc, 

fast, friendly response and will-

ing to travel/pay cash. Please call 

me on 0781 5892458 

VPI SCOUT turntable mint 

boxed £750. Ortofon Rondo 

red MC cartridge ten hours 

use boxed mint £200 carriage 

included in price telephone 

02476448344 

tony.hodgkinson2@ 

btinternet.com 

NAIM CD5i, (pre italic).with 

Trichord Clock 4, NC psu 

upgrade, excellent condi-

tion, £425.Tel: Frank 02920 

419226.(s.glam) or e-mail 

frank8ush@ntlworld.com 

MARANTZ CD6002 cd player, 

latest model in black, fully 

boxed, as new condition. £ 100 

(U70). Multi-award winner. 

Quick sale needed, hence the 

low price. Lee West Midlands 

01384 412234 

lee-t@lycos.co.uk 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 CD 

player, mint condition, boxed 

with manual. (cost new 

£ 1500.00) sell for £745.00 

Tel: 01732 220664 eve 

DALI MEGALINE Alpi Finnish 

(£30,000) £ 12,999 ono 

subwoofers to match £ 1300 

ono. Lyngdorf Millennium ampli-

fiers as new (£ 10,000) £4999 

Esoteric DV50s Audiocom 

modifications (£6500) 

£2500 ono. 07980 211447 

Troy@runbox.com 

CASTLE KENDAL speakers, 

serial number 439 , in good 

working order, unmarked cabi-

nets,£60, a bargain.Tel 01704 

880553. 

TANNOY DUAL Concentrics 

pair £200. Crown K I amps 

pair £500.Apogee Minidac USB 

£300.Alesis active monitors 

pair £200. Light domestic use. 

Boxed with documentation. 

Stevenage. 01438 225249 

1 HAVE a pair of Mission 704 

speakers for sale.We all know 

how good these are. In good 

condition in black. £200 ono. 

Situated in Carlisle 07900 

192812 

REL STRATA Two, black. good 

condition, perfect working 

order. All original packing, man-

ual, power lead, Neutrik and 

sub cable. An awesome boost 

for any system. Collection 

only. Offers.Alex 07746 I 77144 

Alexcann I @aol.com 

WANTED: Elvis Presley-Japan-

RCA-Quadraphonic-LPs 

quadmastersound@yahoo.de 

FOR SALE: Revox B760 FM 

tuner. Excellent condition. £400 

o.n.o. Email 

PETER.WATKINS2@sky.com 

Te1.0 I 384 241667(West 

Midlands). 

ROKSAN KANDY MkIll 

amplifier. Excellent unmarked 

condition. £450 ono. Pictures 

available on request. Delivery 

possible (50 mile limit at cost). 

Telephone 07841 421175 

(Bracknell Berkshire). 

ROSWEOOD BC I in excellent 

condition.A matched pair with 

serial numbers 24691/2 (early 

1982). Pictures available on 

request. Delivery possible (50 

mile limit at cost).Telephone 

07841 421175 (Bracknell 

Berkshire). 

REVOLVER RW45i speakers, 

light cherry. Boxed and immacu-

late. £525 ono. 2 x 2m Chord 

Signature speaker cables. Boxed 

and immaculate. £ 150 ono.Tel: 

01639 641043 

TANNOY DUAL Concentric 

3LZ 10" Monitor Golds, mint 

condition. Offers over £600. 

Demonstration.Also Sansui 

1001 3 way speakers, tone con-

trols, £ 150. Both plus carraige. 

Phone Derreck 01455 220214 

(Coventry) 

MICHELL ARGO Pre-amp plus 

Hera Power Supply, exc condi-

tion, LI 20 ono. London/Surrey. 

Phone 07989 492491 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini 

Special Edition integrated 

amplifier. 50 w/ch. Original 

1997 model, owned from new. 

Modified by Audiocom. £450. 

Tel: Mike 01323 645317 

WANTED: PIONEER PL I 000 

turntable instructions. Dual 

505/5 turntable £40. B&W DM4 

speakers £50. Garrard SPG3 

stylus pressure guage, offers. 

Pioneer CTF900 cassette, £50. 

Tel: 01708 457691 (Essex) 

CONRAD JOHNSON valve 

preamp PV I 2AL, immaculate, 

boxed, £550. Audio Physik 

Spark One quality speakers, 

£500. Excellent Quicksilver 

valve monoblocks. £500. Musical 

Fidelity X-LPS phonostage, 

MM/MC, nice, £ 120. Tel: 07951 

553091 

BENCHMARK DAC1, under 

year old. Superb. Replaced 

with DAC Pre. £360. Chord 

Signature digital 1m lead (RCA 

to BNC) £90. Chord Indigo 

I m stereo XLR leads, £400.Tel: 

01752 773369 

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE 

HyperSpace record deck 

with Hadcock GH242 Special 

Edition Arm and giant-killing 

Music Maker cartridge.A truly 

stunning combination, at less 

than half original cost. £ 1650. 

07957330634 

jt@jonnythompson.co.uk 

CLASSIC CONTACTS 
When a classic goes 'p000f your troubles have just started, but there may be a good ending. Replacing failing parts can improve the sound, so here is a short listing 

of all those companies who specialise in getting a classic up and running again after its deposited a small ring of soot on your ceiling! 

GT AUDIO 

(Graham Tricker. Bucks) 

Leak Troughline specialists. 

Also Quad and most 

classic tuners, radios 

and amplifiers restored. 

repaired. 

Tel: 0 I 895 833099 

Mob: 07960 962579 

www.gtaudio.com 

TECHNICAL AND 

GENERAL 

(East Sussex) 

Turntable parts - wide 

range of spares and 

accessories, plus arms and 

cartridges. 

Tel: 01892 654534 

CARTRIDGE MAN 

(Len Gregory, London) 

Specialist cartridge re-

tipping service and repairs. 

High quality special 

cartridges. 

Tel: 020 8688 6565 

Email: thecartridgeman 

@talktalk.net 

www.thecartridgeman.com 

AUDIOLAB 

(Phil Pimblott. Leeds) 

Renovation, repair and 

restoration. Specialist 

in valve hi-fi, radio 

transmitters, cinema amps, 

kit building. 

Tel: 0113 244 0378 

www.audiolabs.co.uk 

QUAD 
ELECTROACOUSTICS 

(Cambs) 

Quad's service department, 

able to repair almost all 

Quad products, from the 

very first. 

Tel: 0845 4580011 

www.quad-hifi.co.uk 

ARKLESS 

ELECTRONICS 

(Northumberland) 

Specialist in repairs, 

restoration and modifi-

cations to all amplifiers, 

valve or solid state, ancient 

and modern. 

Tel: 01670 829891 

Email: arklesselectronics 

@btinterneccom 

SOWTER 
TRANSFORMERS 

(Bri;,n Sowter, Ipswich) 

Large range of audio 

transformers for valve 
amps, cartridges, line 

drive. interstage plus all 
associated services. 
Tel: 01473 252794 

www.sowtenco.uk 

WEMBLEY 

LOUDSPEAKER 
(Pad MacCallam. London) 

Comprehensive 

loudspeaker servicing. 
Tel: 020 8 743 4567 

Email: paul@ 

weribleyloudspeakenco.uk 
www.wembleyloudspeaker. 

corn 

EXPERT STYLUS 

COMPANY 

(Wyndham Hodgson, 

Surrey) Stylus replacement 
service for all types of 

cartridge. Including precise profiling for 78s 

Te1701372 276604 
w.hodgson 

@btclick.com 

ONE THING 

(Coventry) Specialist 
in electrostatic panel 

manufacture and repair. 
Can refurbish ESL 57s 

and 63s as well as Leak 

Troughlines and Quad Ils. 
Email: one.thing 
@ntlworld.com 

www.onethingaudio.com 

CLASSIC NAKAMICHI 
(Paul Wilkins, Worthing. 

West Sussex). Restore. 

Repair & Service Nakamichi 

Cassette Decks. 
Tel: 01903 695695 

Email: paul 

@bowersandwilkins.co.uk 
www.bowersandwilkins. 

co.uk 

HADEN BOARDMAN 
Repair, service & 

modifications; classic 

& modern. Collection 

available. Redundant / faulty 
equipment purchased, 

selected new equipment 

available. 
Tel 01942 790600 
www.audioclassics.co.uk 

Dr MARTIN BASTIN 
(Shropshire) Garrard 
301/401 restoration. 
renovation and service. 
Special plinths; rumble 
cures, etc. 
Tel: 01584 823446 

O.K. LOUDSPEAKER 
SERVICE 
(Dave Smith. 
Hornchurch, Essex) 
Re-conning of hi-fi 
loudspeakers, high quality 
loudspeaker systems, PA., 
power loudspeakers. 
Tel/Fax: 01708 447 344 

LOCKWOOD AUDIO 
(London) 
Tannoy loudspeaker 
parts, restoration and 
repair. Also Epos and TDL 
loudspeakers. 
Tel: 020 8 864 8008 
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk 

LORICFtAFT AUDIO 
(Terry O'Sullivan, Bucks) 

Garrard 301/401 and their 
own 501 repair, spares and 
service.:Tel: 01488 72267 
www.garrard501.com 

RE VOX 

(Brian Reeves. 

Cheshire) 

Revox tape recorder 

spares, service and repair. 

Accessories also available. 

Tel:0161 499 2349 

Email: brian@ 

revoxservice.co.uk 
www.revox.freeuk.com 

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS 

(Paul Greenfield, Leicester) 

ESL-57s restored, rebuilt, 

fully renovated or 

improved. Leak. Quad 

valves amps etc. 

Tel: 0845 123 5137/ 

Mob: 0116 2835821 

Email: classique_sounds 

@yahoo.co.uk 

www.flashbacicsales.co.uk/ 

classique 

OCTAVE AUDIO 

WOODWORKING 

(Bristol) 

Unit 2, 16 Midland Street, 

St Phillips. Bristol. 

Tel: 0 I 17 925 6015 

www.octave-aw.co.uk 
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NEXT MONTH 

As the winter months drag by at a glacial pace, why not seek solace in the March issue of Hi-Fi World magazine? You'll be com-
forted by our review of EAR's superb 868PL/890 valve pre- power combination [ pictured], and warmed by our sizzling integrated 
amplifier supertest with the latest and greatest from Cambridge Audio, Exposure, Leema, Marantz, Naim, Roksan and Yamaha. 
Then there's the dazzling Avid Acutus turntable to read all about, and Neat's unusual MFS Ultimatum loudspeakers — plus so 
much more! Here's some of what we hope to bring you: 

MS MEZZO 6, KEF IQ10 & B&W 683 LOUDSPEAKERS 
OLDE WORLDE: DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK TURNTABLE 

MUSICAL FIDELITY V-DAC DIGITAL CONVERTOR 
EAR 868PL/EAR 890 PRE-POWER AMPLIFIERS 
NEAT ULTIMATIM MFS LOUDSPEAKERS 
YAMAMOTO YC390S MC CARTRIDGE 
ONKYO TX-NR906 AV RECEIVER 
PIONEER PD- D9 SACD PLAYER 
YINPULI 16 LOUDSPEAKERS 
PMC GB1 LOUDSPEAKERS 
AVID ACUTUS TURNTABLE 
ROKSAN K2 CD PLAYER 
BENT X PREAMPLIFIER 
MYRYAD MI SYSTEM 

PICK UP THE dARCH 2009 ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD ON SALE JANUARY 30TH, 
OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR: p82 
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FREE READER 
MUMS) ADS 

ORDER FORM sloy Pee 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Only one advert per reader. Maximum length per advert is 30 
words, Adverts over 30 words will not be accepted. No Trade Adverts. This section is strictly for 
readers selling secondhand hi-fi equipment only. Telephone numbers and E-mail addresses are 
treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words. Sorry, we 
cannot accept adverts over the telephone. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions. 

You can email your advert to us at: classifieds@hi-fiworld.co.uk 
or write o type your advertisement copy in block capitals with one word per box 
and post it to us at: 

Hi-Fi World Free Readers Ads, 

Unit G4, Argo House, Kilburn Park Road, 
London, NW6 5LF. 
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APRIL 2009 - 3RD FEBRUARY 
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CLASSIC CUTS 

W
hat a mighty col-
lection this 6CD 

box set is, and what 

ripples it created 

when it was launched 

in 1997 - amongst 

the public, industry and fellow musi-

cians and artists. Created by the 

Smithsonian Folkways Recordings 

label, it staggered the world famous 

museum who had previously never 

enjoyed the gold record sales this 

Grammy winning box set provided. 

The box set itself highlighted a lost 

culture of American folk featuring 

names like the Alabama Sacred Harp 

Singers, Uncle Dave Macon, Bascom 

Lamar Lunsford and Hoyt Ming & his 

Pep-Steppers. 

Senior archivist for the museum, 

Jeff Place, remembers the critical 

historical background for the box 

set itself. "The project started off 

with Harry Smith, a rather eccentric, 

beatnik character - even before there 

were any beatniks around. He tended 

to be rather obsessive about anything 

he took on and, at that time, he was 

collecting records. In this case, ethnic, 

folk records and so on." 

Smith did this around the WW2 

era, when the US government was 

melting down shellac discs as part 

of a project to collect spare raw 

material for the war effort. 

"Because a lot of the discs were 

being sold for very little money," 

said Place. "Smith managed to gather 

thousands of these old 78s. Smith 

was always a sort of 'down and out' 

character and someone must have 

suggested that the Folkway's record 

label owner, Moses Asch, might be 

interested in actually buying these 

78s from him. Moe suggested that 

Smith put a record together with 

HARRY SMITH 
ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC 
1997 

"This took around ten years to put 
together, but boy was it worth it!" 
them instead." The suggestion was a 

good one, especially as the LP format 

was just arriving on the market 

allowing the formulation of the 

anthology theme. 

The final 'Anthology' records 

appeared in 1952 on the Folkways 

label as a series of three, double 

albums, each themed ( i.e.: songs, 

spirituals and social comment) and 

each sporting a unique colour behind 

a standardised artwork. Smith was 

interested in metaphysics and he 

considered himself an alchemist. Each 

release was supposed to be based on 

the elements of air, water and fire. 

As such, the covers themselves were 

coloured appropriately.There was 

supposed to be a fourth collection 

(earth) but Harry Smith fell out of 

the picture before that could be 

completed. 

Along with the packaging, the 

running order itself was important, 

Smith took a long time to decide on 

it. In fact, there are a lot of people 

who approached this collection, 

from the world of Fine Arts, who 

considered the whole project a 

work of art — not just a great 'mix 

tape'. This is the reason that the CD 

box set mimics the six discs and its 

precise running order. 

"People criticised us for that — 

they said we could have squeezed the 

music onto four discs.We said we 

couldn't do that because each LP was 

considered a distinct piece and you 

can't put half of side two alongside 

one without destroying the integrity 

of the work itself," said Place. 

The music itself was a shock. 

Smith's production was another 

world: raw, natural, stripped down, 

this was music from the very heart 

of the American soil. It also caught 

the cusp of a general folk revival in 

the USA and so influenced musicians 

of the time.The difference, to their 

ears, was profound, " like listening 

to mainstream rock'n'roll and then 

suddenly discovering punk. It was 

edgy stuff." 

Hence, it was the musicians 

(everyone from Bob Dylan to The 

Grateful Dead's Jerry Garcia), who 

leapt upon the anthology and started 

to play the songs from those records, 

that educated the public about the 

anthology's content. This lead to 

the cognoscenti actively venturing 

forth and searching out the obscure 

musicians on the 'Anthology' (who, 

during the fifties, were still alive), 

dragging them to folk festivals 

and listening, agog. Hence, these 

previously obscure artists had a 

tremendous influence on the later 

folk revival and, ultimately, modern 

music that has followed since. 

When The Smithsonian museum 

bought the Folkways label, a CD 

version of the original Anthology 

was top of the list of tasks. Original 

78s were sourced from hardcore 

collectors in addition to a fair 

amount of music that had been 

originally transferred to master tape 

for the original vinyl version. Most 

of the time, however, was taken up 

trying to trace the copyright owners 

and seek permission to record — an 

essential task before general sale. 

"That took us around ten years to 

complete," said Place. It was worth it. 

Boy, was it worth it! PR 
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vvww.usheraudio.com 

Be there. 
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION 

With the music 

The new Usher Beryllium 718 

ea. 

it WV/leP tilfe.VAc you oery 
Y'cley and.cfie-trit4q,li'-to r̀lher/ 

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.t Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-2381 6299 Fax:886-2-2371 1053 E-mail: usher®ms11.hinet.net 

UK SALES: 
IllAudio, 3 St Fort Place, Wormit, Newport on Tay, Fife, DD6 8NT, Tel/Fax: 08450 525259 E-mail: sales@hiaudio.co.uk 

Approved Usher Audio "Dancer Dealers" 

Audio Affair, Birmingham, 0845 869 3237 

Audio Ekvation, Doncaster, 0800 035 1620 

Big Ears Audio, 01736 740 421 
Classic Hi H, North London, 0208 374 3958 

liazelmere Aucio, High Wycombe, 01494 562610 
HiFi Corner, Edinburgh, 0131 5567901 

Hi Fi Sound, Darlington, 0845 6019390 
Mike ManningYeovil, 01935 479361 

Sound Hi Fi, Devon, 01803 833366 
Senso Systems, Cornwall, 01872 273215 

The Emporium, Suffolk, 01502 719704 

For a full list of dealers offering other Usher Audio loudspeakers visit www.hiaudio.co.uk 
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ELECT ROCO V PA \ I ET 
If music really matters... 

ELECT ROZi5,MPAN IET 

OPEfl 

EMC 1 UP 
Reference CD player 

"That sound can simply be classified as right, with an integrity and musicality 

that makes almost every disc equally enjoyable." 

Audio Destination - Tiverton - 018 84 24 35 84 

The Audio Works - Cheshire - 016 14 28 78 87 

[intone Audio - Gateshead - 019 14 77 41 67 

Sounds of Music - East Sussex - 014 35 86 52 12 

Kronos Audio Visual - Northern Ireland - 028 87 75 36 06 

Kevin Galloway Audio - Ayrshire, Scotland - 015 63 57 41 85 

Gramophone 

Midland Audio X-Change - Belbroughton - 015 62 73 11 00 

Rowles Music Limited - Sussex - 019 03 53 00 05 

Unilet Sound & Vision - Surrey - 020 89 42 95 67 

Home Media Limited - Kent - 01622 67 67 03 

V Audio - Bristol - 011 79 68 60 05 

Service Centre Made in Norway 

NSS Ltd, London - Tel: 020 88 93 58 35 www.electrocompaniet.no 




